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O. INTRODUCTION 

0.1. Genetic affiliation : Mei teiron is the local 

name of'Manipuri Language., It is cr. compound, that is" the 

combination o~ Meitei and ~. Meitei is the name of the 

peaple whi.le !2.!:! means 'language'., In other words, Meiteiron 

means. 'the language of the meitei people'. 

Meiteiron is an important member of the 

ramified group: of Kuki-Chinlt branch af the vas:t Tibeto-

Burman Family,. which comprises hundreds' of languages spnken 

all. over south" south-cen tral, and southe ast·, Asi a., The 

Tibeto-Burman family is only a part of a larger linguistic 

s~ock,· Sino~Tibetan,. which includes Karen and Chinese. The 

Sino-Tibetan has the largest number of'languages. 

The Kuki-Chin subgroup of languages; spoken 

in the north e astern region' of Indi a', h as not shown much 

difference from the NagaI language s. mei teiron h as· shown 

relationships with bo.th the Nag,a:and Kuki languages. In 

early times there were seven principalities which have' 

become one under the Mangangs(mei teis)" so the mei tei 

1 anguage· h as all the different forms embedded in it. This; 

has made meiteiron different from 'most of the Tibeto-Burman 

languages in its> archaic forms. 

+ This name although used by many is not authentic. more 
investigation is to be done before we posi,t a suitable 
name. 



0.2. The meitei people ~,The Meiteis live in: 

manip,ur, although they are found living in Burma, Thailand, 

Bangladesh, Ifssam, and Tripura', in compact groups. The 

number of Mei tei people living in the five places, is quite 

large. The number of speakers in Manipur is about eight 

1akhs (hundred thousand)., The Mei teis are well built,. short, 

and they are known for their bravery. 

The major crop; of Manipur is rice., Apart 

from rice, chi1Ii-peppers,- maize, etc. are also cultivated 

but they are of minor importance., Due to the influx of 

Bengali, Muslim,. and Nepali refugees:,. various other crops 

have also been cultivated. The Mei teis are not nomadic 

tribes,: since there are no records of li1eiteis being nomads. 

However, it is still believed that ffieiteis were nomads before: 

they came to Manipur., 

Meiteis are still animistic in their 

religious beliefs, believing in a~ variety of good, neutral 

and evil spirits. However, the younger generation seems to 

discard their beliefs, 'although they still believe in God 

and they are attending various religious ceremonies.. From 

the religious points of view, the Meiteis can be divided 

into three groups. They are - the Vaisnab Hindus, the Mei tej 

Marup (Sanamahi cult), and the meitei Christians. There is 
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also another section of people who claim that they do not 

believe in religion, although they participate in religious 

ceremonies either at home or outside. 

The ffieiteis were not originally Vaisnab Hindus. 

They were converted to Vaisnabism sometime around 1775.Even. 

after their conversion, the meiteis continue to worship their 

ancestral Gods and Goddesses along with the Hindu Gods. 

The meitei marup or Sanamahi cult are revivalists. 

They are trying their best to revive the old religion, script, 

and other ceremonies of the Maiteis. 

The Christians are mainly outcastes, (Lois - Sekmai" 

Andro, Phayeng, etc.) and their number is negligible. As 

regards the other section of people who claims that they do 
r 

not believe in religion - they are mainly educated young 

people. 

0.3 Dialects and cultural subdivisions: The meiteis 

are under seven clans, el;lch clan having various surnames. The' 

clans are: (a) mangang or Ningthouja, (b) Angom, (c) Luwang,': 

(d) Khuman, (e) ffioirang, (f) Khaha-Nganba, and (g) Chenglei 

or Sarang-Leisangthem. The various surnames coming under 

each of the clans are : 



(a) - nlangang - Sapam, Lourembam, Thoudam, UJaikhom, 

Khwairakpam, Yengkhom, Khoirom, etc. 

(b) Angom:. - Angom, Longjam, Lairellakpam, 

Wanengbam,Akoijam, Ningombam, etc. 

(c) Luwang - Khumukcham, Longkhumukcham,Asangbam, 

mayengbam, Abujam, etc. 

(d) Khuman - Laisram, Yurenjam, Pangambam, 

Tokpam, Sanjenbam, Chingtham, etc. 

(e) moirang - mOirangthem, Thangjam, Chongth am, 
,~ 

Kabrambam, Wayenbam, etc. 

(f) Khaba- - Khuraijam, Khumujam, Longjengbam, 
Nganba 

Khaidem, Tekcham, Thongam, etc. 

(g) Chenglei - Leishangthem, Chengleibam, Tongbram, 

Soraisam, Loitam, etc. 

These clans although they are now united under the 

meiteis, originally the ffiangangs, were different kingdoms, 

and they were engag~d in frequent wars among themselves. 

Although, these divisions have very little to do from the 

linguistic points' of view, have certain amount of psychologic:al 
I 

and cultural validity. Till to-day, intermarriage within the 
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same clan, even though they have different surnames, is not 

permissible. Apart from this, except the ffiangangs or 

Ningthoujas, intermarri~ge among the clans are restricted, 

th at is, the mangang or Ningthouja can intermarry with all 

the six clans, while a Khuman or Luwang or Angom or moirang 

can not marry with all the clans. The clan here does not 

mean dialects. The language described in this analysis is 

spoken in Imphal, which is regarded as the standard dialect 

of the language. There are various local differences in this 

language spoken at different places. The spoken forms from 

Kakching, Thanga, Phayeng, Nongmaikhong, Ngaikhong, etc. 

which are different from the standard form were not mentioned 

at all in earlier works, while the dialects of this language, 

like - Andro, Sekmai, Chairel, etc. are regarded as languages. 

Again, the varieties used by the people of Assam, Bangladesh, 

Burma, etc. are considered dialects of this language. 

Culturally, Meiteis have close relationship and 

similarities with the various Tibeto-Burman speaking tribal 

people in the region. This cultural attachement, which has 

beent :established through contacts and intermarriages, etc. 

is age old. In other words, the Meiteis have a;mixed culture 

because of the merger of the different groups and by the 

influence of the neighbouring tribal cultures. With the 

conversion to Hinduism, the Aryan culture also diffused in 

the meitei culture. 
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0.4 The present analysis.: The pre.sent analysis is fir~t·: 

,.ofi!te' kind for Mei teiron. No signi fftcnmt work has been ,;ctone 
" 

on this language. The earlier works on this language are not 

adequate, because :they lack systematic approach. The present 

data may as well be employed for some other analytical 

method and the interpretations in the present analysis may 

also be. interpreted in a different .way. This 1$;.one of the 

possible ways of putting things from amongst the numerous 

ways. 

This analysis is based on the structural model. 

Every effort has been made to maintain the uniformity in the 

analysis. This also has put a limit on the completeness of 

the analysis, as no analysis can ever be complete. 

In the Chapter on Phonology, not much has been done 

on the various phonetic features. Only the phonemic norms are 

indicated, because it has been considered that the phonetic 

di fferences are not enough to posit separate enti ties. lUi th 

regard to Suprasegmentals, the tones are not fully and 

phonetically analy zed because of limitations, such as, testing 

with the various instruments. 

An attempt has been made to deal with various 

problems in the chapter on Morphophonemics.morphophonemic 

variation in the language neccessitates careful handling of 

the data. most of the problems coming up at various levels 



of' analysis have been dealt with in this chapter. The complex 

phonological, morphological and syntactic problem~ are also . 
discussed and rules have been framed for various exceptions to 

generalized statements, wherever necessary. 

In the chapter on morphology the various types of 

morphemes are identified. As most bound roots can not show the 

class of forms to which they belong, the prefixes and suffixes 

play an important role in word formation. So, sets of prefixes 

and suffixes are to be identified and they are to be labelled 

as noun affixes, verb affixes,. etc •• The interrogatives a'd 

negatives are formed at the morphological level. The interroga-

tives are formed with nouns while the negatives are formed with 

verbs by the help of affixes. There are instances of inalienable 

possessions in the case of kin terms and body parts. Numerals 

are also incorporated in this chapter. The respect forms of 

address are also dealt with in this chapter. 

In the chapter on Syntax, the constituent structure 

of the sentence and various types of sentences are analyzed. 

The Noun and Verb phrases, types of constructions, are also 

discussed. Coordination or conjunctions have also been discussed 

in this chapter. 

A list of vocabulary and bibliography are appended 

as appendix. 
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CHAPTER I 

1 PHONOLOG'{' 

1.0 Gene,ral statement::: The phonemes: of 

mei teiron can be divided into two sub-systems-.; The phonemes: 

olf the' first sub-system are inherited phonemes·~ and those in, 

the .. second sub-·system aTe borrowed phonemes', from As-sameae, 

Bengaii" or other Aryan languages and English. There are 

turenty-five segmental phonemes; and five; suprasegmen;tal 

phonemes in the: firSit sub-system" while there are eight 

segrpental phonemes in: the, se:cond sub-sys·tem. The twenty-five. 

segmental phonemes, in the first sUb-system are divided into 

SBventeen consonants" two semivo.wels and six vowels. The 

suprasegmental phonemes,olf this sub-system are divided into' 

two tone phonemes and three~ juncture phonemes .• \Towel Iength 

is not a dis.tinctive feature in meiteiron. The eight, 

segmental phonemes' in' the second sub-system are all 

consonants. The following chart- illustrates the above: 

classi fication. 



C't 

Phonemes 

First sUb-system Second SUb-slstem 

Segmental Suprasegmental 

- /\ se 9Tt
al 

Consonants Vowels Semivowels Tones Junctures Consonants 

Fig. - 1. Diagramm showing classification of phonemes. 
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1.1.1 Consonants: The consonants in the first 

sub-sy stem are of four kinds :: s-tops., a fricative" a liquid, 

and semivowels:.' Voiceless: stops aa:-e aspirated and un aspirated, 

while aspiration. is absent. in the case of voiced stops. 

Release is not distinctive in voiceless~ unaspirated s:tops; and 

nasals, because release and unrelease are always in compil!i.-

mentary distribution (no contrast is seen). Hence F they' 

be..'Come allophones of the same phoneme. Voiced unaspirated 

stops are always released. Unreleased voice'less: stop's 

become glottaa between vowels:. The fricative is. glott·at. and 

it is phonetically we akly voiced. The liq{jid is alveolar and 

it h as an allophone" which is- a trill. In syllable" morpheme, 

or word final positions the liquid freely' varies: with the 

alveolar nasal. Semivowels are bilabial and palatar. In 

syllable, morpheme, or word final positions the semivowe!s 

become glides. 

Consonants occur in five po-sitions :: 

bilabia-l, alveolar,. p:a-latai,. velar and glottal. Twelve. stOpl 

phonemes o:ccur in fo.ur pnsitians :: bilabial, alveolar, 

palatal and velar~ Three nas:a-l phonemes' occur in three 

pnsitions :: bilabial, alveolar and velar. The one fricative 

phoneme occur in the glott~l position and the one liquid 

phoneme occur in the alveolar position. The two semivowels 

occur in twoposi tions : bilabial and palatal. 
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Dia-gr.arnmatically,. then, the consonant phonemes of the firs;t 

sub-sy rtem occur ilT. five, posi tionSJ as; follows : 

Bilabial Alveolar Palatal Velar Glotta,l 
Una. As •. Una. As. Una. As. Una. As. As. 

voiceless, p ph t th c ch k kh 
S.tops, 

voice.d b d j g 

Nasals; m. n 

rr.i c ati ve· h 

t.i.q.tdd. 1 

Semi.vo:wel$ w: y 

fig'. - 2. Diagram shOllJing the consonant. phonemes, in the first 
sub - sy atem. 

Vowe:ls: \l.owe.ls occur at. three. leve Is~ : . 

high, mid and low ... There is; a fr.ont-back con·trast at. high, 

leve)1. and at. mirl leve;I. there! is a three-way contrast. : 'fron,t, 

cerntra}}. and back.' There is. ane centr.aJ. vowel. at the lo.Wl 

le.veX .. There are:" then, six vowe!I.s· : I i, e:, a,. a, 0, U I. 
Vowel. I.en-gth is, condi tioned by' tone'" which accomp.anie.s the'm 1,., 

'. .1 

1 The two tones: in mei teiron. have; di ffe;ren,t; length or 
duration. It. vowel in Mei teiron aIway~ accompanies, B. tone, 
therefore" any length in: the! vowe 15>,: if audible, is n-Ott. 
the v'owel. leng,th but the: length o;f the tone',. 
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L.ength is. not di.stinctive. for the: si.x vOlUe,I.S> and n.o contrast 

is; found betwe:en shoxt: and, long vowe;ls~ The~ t"ron:t, and cen;tral 

ti'cally!" then,. ths:: six, vowels: accu.r as: follows; : 

Front Centr·aI.. Bac:k 
Rounded :Uh'rounded Rounded: Unrounded Rounded: Unrounded 

l1ii.gh i. u 

mid. Et 0 
9 

Lou a. 

fig., - 3; •. D:iag~aDl1 sh.owi.ng: the, vO:VJB:l. phoneme,s in' the first 
su'b-sy'stemi.: 

The: vcnual.s ar.e! e;ithar 'fr.on,ted,. th at is. 

mors: apiC'al:.J or. lllJllJared or re.tr.actad,. according' to! the 

enviironment inl whi.ch they' occur. Sin:ce these fEH!turas are 

not-. distinctive and no' corrtr.a&t: is; found,. thi.s is regarded 

as phoneti.c •. ThfS3 :iis:-, common. to) all the; vowel.. phoneme~.-! 

1'.:1.3 lTona:s; : There: are: twa. tones in mei teiron'., 

They' are: : (i) -rat 1-, and (ii) leve;!..~ The "raIlL is written: as 

/ Y, above, the vowel. and the level f.s; let"t unwritten .. The 

'falJIi.ng tone,. will.. hen,ce:for.th be called tone number; one; 

wh~ tha leve:I. torra will- be; c:al:led ton-e numbe;r two;..' Tone: 
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numbel: one: is> a:. 1"8;]1. for.om: the: Ie-ve:!. and i:1:. is shor.ter th an: 

tone numbeor. twa,., and i'.t: also~ endS) abrup:tly. Unlike tone 

number. one,~ tone; n-umber. two] i83 longer. inl duration: and it 

does, not·, end abruptly •. It. always remains; in the same (;[itch and 

leng:then the vowel.' lllu'stratiorTS3 = 

1. Li_7 'blood' 

2.; £'i-_7 'thatch' 

3:~! Cun::l 'skirr' 

4. Lu·n:J isnow/ice' 

5. Lkhby:7' "navel.' 

6~ 1. .' Lkhaty:J Ibee/fishing hook' 

7., Lca-haJ '"e aXing' 

8.; Ccae-baJ 'mongering' 

9 •. Lyenr7 t-mushr.oam • 

10.' Lye;·nJ 'hen • 

11. Ckam;.ba_7 'killing:' 

12.- Ck~·rrr:-baJ· 'over. ripen/lo-ss; af t,as::te' 

Ini the above illustrations the vowels; in 

e:xamp-.les3 number 2, 4, 6,. 8,: 10, and 12 are shown as lon.gar 

than: the, corres:pondilng vowels; in: examp-~ea 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 

11 respectively'. As pointed out earlier in 1.-1.2 above, it 

LS not the vowel. leng:th but the length or duration of the 

tone which. accompanies them.~ 



Sometimes the length and height of the sarne 

tone is- different. This is conditioned by the environment, 

hence it is regarded as phonetic and does not provide 

g-round s for identi fi cation as se par ate tone me .- In' some rare 

instances tones change their colour (2.1.11). 

1.1.4 3unctures : Apart from sentence boundary 

7 

and o..ther . phrase bound ary juncture, there is an internal 

juncture phoneme.> This transition from one sound to the other 

wi thin the same ma:crosegment. provides contras:t between two 

types., of transition between the same successive vowels: and 

consonants. Its for example - /cakkhayba/ 'burnt{wi th bon.fire)' 

and /cat<+khayba/ "co.llecting rice'; /c~th8ba/ 'a post in; the 

royal court' and /c9y .... th'aba/ 'counting with sticks/hit, with 

stick'; /caxtho!Jb'a/ 'cook' and /c'ak+tho!Jb3/ 'cooking rice'. 

In the above examples the distinction 

between the two different kinds of transition between the 

same successive vowel and consonan't p\:lonemes is shown by, a: /+/ 

l:rlus3 juncture •. In /cakkhayba/ 'burnt (with bonfire)' there is 

nm break between any of the syllables:; (and in rapid speech 

it is virtu~lly pronounced as /cakhayb~/). In /cSk+khayba/ 

'collecting rice' on the other hand, there may be a- percepti-

ble break between /k/ and /kh/, but in rapid speech this is 

often disregarded.> This difference is marked in the examples 

above by /+/ 'plus juncture' to show the difference in 
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transition. Hence, this transition ,> which is often disregarded, 

as are weakly stres'sed vowels in rapid spee;ch" has been 

regarded as a' -phoneme (Lehman. 1968, 4.8.3). 

As already mentioned above, there are two 

termina1. junctures; one is phrase boundary juncture and the 

other sentence boundary juncture. These junctures may be;termed~ 
as external junctures and they can be represented by 1#1 and 

1##1, for the phrase boundary and sentence boundary 

respectively. They are marked where necessalt'y'. Illustration-s: : 

1. t.5 

cakchaD # chab~ hawle ## 
'ki.tchen, construction started' (con struction of 

kitchen started) 

cakch~9 chaba # lakle ## 
'ki tchen builder came I (the kitchen-builder h as come) 

konthol) # chemb& catli ## 
'gate, repairing going'(going to repair the gate) 

, , #' ## kontho~r chemba catIi 
'gate repairer going I (the gate-repairer is going) 

Consonants of the second SUb-system : The 

eight consonants: in the second sub-system are of only one 

kind: stops. Four of them are voiced and aspirated, while 

four of them are voiced unaspirates. As: mentioned earlier in 

(1.0), the se. phonemes are found in loan-words only', the re fore, 

they deserve, separate treatment. That is why they are ter"!ed 

consonants, of the: second sub-system. These phonemes' occur in 



four positions: bilabial, alveolar, palatal and velar. 

Diagrammatically, then, these eight conson ants occur in' four 

p.osi tions as follows: : 

s-tops v-a:ice:d 

Bilabial 
Unas. Asp .• 

b: bh 

Alveolar 
Unias. As p:.., 

d dh 

Palata:!' 
Urras. A·sp-. 

j jh 

VelaT 
Un as:.· ASJjJl. 

g' gh 

Fig. - 4'. I)iagram showing- borrowed consonant phonemes. 

9 

1.,2 Contrast : most phoneme s: are e asi ly atte stable 

by minimal pairs., UIhere minimal pairs> can not be established, 

they' are attes:ted by' examples; in contrast- and overlapping 

distribution. Examples are given below to valid ate the phonl~ 

logical identity of the phonemes listed above. Examples:; are 

primarily restricted to contrasts. of phonetically similar 

phonemes.> All. segmentals in' the first sub-system excepJt, 1 b, 

d, g" and el occur ini ti aily., All segmentals in the firs;t: 

sub-system a:ccur medially" while only 1 p, t, k, m,- n', '1" w' 

and y 12 and all vowe Is.; occur fin &lly. 

The stops 1 p,. t, k, m, n, ~I have allophones. 

1 p, t, kl are not fully released in: final positions, while 
'I 

they be:come almost glottal if another syllable beginning,! wi th 

2 ~ese pho~e~esj are not full)' pronounced ~r released in' 
fl.nai posl.tl.ons. 1 wand y/ are near equl.valent of';the 
1 u and il respectively' in: final positions. 
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~vowel immediately follows them. The phoneme /b, d, j, g/ 

present a problem in the analysis, because their occurrence in 

inherited words are restricted to medial position only, except 

/j/ which occurs initially in one inherited word /jegoy/ 

~dance', but they occur in initial and medial positions in 

loan words, such as,-/babu/ 'petty officer', /baba/ 'father', 

/dada/ 'brother(e1der)', /dol1an/ 'storeyed house', /jat/ 

'class/type', /khajana/ 'tax',/gari/ 'motor car', /jagal 

'space/seat', etc •• So, they are regarded as inherited as 

well as loan phonemes. However, as evidenced from earlier 

writings in meiteiron3 , /b, d, j, g/ did not exist at all in 

the early times. Hence, it is presumed that, they are loan 

sounds in mei teiron from other languages which may have 

existed in some inherited words in allophonic variation to 

voiceless sounds, such as /p, t, c, k/ and later acquired 

phonemic status in medial positions. Hence they are treated 

in both the SUb-systems (1.2.2). /m, n, ~/ are also not fully 

released in final positions. /n/ varies with /1/ in final 

posi tions. /m/ varies with /n/ in the case of /pumnemek (;....? 

punnamek/ 'all'. In intervocalic positions /1/ becomes /r/; 

and /r/ never occurs in final positions and in word initial 

positions. The semivowe1s /w and y/ never contrast with /i/ 

and jul. In cases of final positions immediately followed by 

syllables beginning with Ii, 0, u/ there is a case of 

assimilation.~ 

3 This is evidenced from Cheitharol Kumbaba, Panthoipi 
Khunkum, and various other books including the Puyas, 
where no trace of /b, d, j, g/ is available. 
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In ffieiteiron the roo~s are monosyllabic and 

the root patterns aTe = V, VC, VX, CV, cve, cvx, XV', XVC, and 

XVX ( c for Consonant, V for Vowel, and X for Semivowel). 

These root patterns are the major types. Clusters of two 

consonants or a- cluster of a consonant~ and semivowel can be 

established thereby increasing the number of root patterns by 

CXV, CXVC, and CXVX. These clusters are confined to a fewl 

phonemes in a small number of instances, for example - /w/,/y/ 

as the second component" that also with / k, kh/ a'S the firs·t 

component, in initial positions only. There aTe clusters with 

~r_7 as the second component but they can not occur in 

in1 tia"! pasi tions (refer 1.3). Illustrations : 

/i/ 'wri te t , 
/in/ 'fishing net' 

/ay/ 'I ' 

/ka/ 'room' 

/k~t/ ' paddy godown' 

/koy/ 'be ard t 

/ya/ 'tooth' 

/y'et/ 'right' 

/way/ tch aff' 

/kwa/ 'betel nut' 

/kwak/ 'crow' 

/ky am. gC3y / 'name of a place' 

/khway/ 'name of a place' 
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In the ca~e of loan-words root patterns with 

consonant clusters are present. But these root patterns are 

st'rictly wi thin the norms of the/ language from which they are 

borrowe~. Since many new words have been borrowed from various 

languages" clusters are found even with native sounds in those 

words like /ijjat/ 'prestige'. 

In all the cases, the clusters can be 

differently interpreted under the native situation. So, loan 

words such as /ijjat/ 'prestige~, /bighni/ 'devii/destructive 

force' can be transcribed as /ijat/ by dropping the geminated 

sound and /bighini/ by inserting an /i/ between the cluster, 

thereby concluding that no cluster is present in Meiteiron. 

Although, there are many suffixes in the, 

language minimal pairs are easily available in the roots. 

Examples will show the minimal contrasts as well as; in 

analogous environments in either pre-vocalic or post-vocalic 

posi tions •. minimal contrasts will precede contrast in 

analogous environments : 

(1) The phoneme /p/ contrasts with all the 

consonant phonemes of the first sub-system. It also contrasts' 

with the two semivowels. Illustrations: 

p/ph - /paba/ 'reading' : /phab-e/ 'dishevelling'; 

/apalJb'8/ 'foolishness' : /apha!Jb~/ 'receiver/something got'~ 
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p/b - /;>pokpa/ 'father/something swelled ou,t,·: 

/abok/ 'grandmother'. 

p/m - /paba/ 'reading' : /mab'a/ 'gropi.ng·; 

/aps!)ba/ 'foolishness' : /am3I)ba/ 'denseness;'; /nap/ 'mucus': 

/nam/ 'b ack , .• 

p/w· -. /paba/ 'thin,' -: /waba/ 'sorrow,,; 

/ipa/ 'father' : /iwcx/ '(my) husband t; /nap/ 'mucus' : /naUJ/ 

'oar' •. 

pJjt; - /pab'a/ Ire ading· : /taba/ tfalling'; 

/apal)b~/ 'foo'lishness;t :: /at31)ba/ 'h~rdened scar'; 

/kuppe/ 'fine' :: /kbtp9/ 'low lying'. 

pith - /paba/ 're ading. :: !thaba/ Ihi tting! 

unload ing '; /apal)b~/ 'foalishne ss,t :: /ath3'Jba/ 'something 

given am loan'. 

p/d - /apnmb~/ 'boil/swelling' : /adomda/ 

'towards that side '. 

pIn; - /paba/ 'reading' -: /naba/ 'illness>'; 

/SP9!)ba/ 'foolishne sst : /snal)ba/ 'thi ckened/ condensed'; 

/nap/ 'mucus' :: /nanba/ 'laying upon'. 
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p/l - /pab's/ 'reading' : /laba/ 'male'; 

/ap9Qbe/ 'bluntne ss' : /9l9!Jb'S/ 'brightness ,4; /nap/ 'mucus' : 

/nallu/ 'lay upon (command)'. 

pic - /paba/ 'reading' : /cah's/ 'eroding/ 

revealing'; /apa!)ba/ 'bluntness' : /acalJb'a/ 'living/not died'. 

p/ch - /pabe/ Ire ading' : /chaba/ 'making'; 

/apa!Jb~/ 'bluntriess' : /achalJb~/ 'green'. 

p/j - /upak/ 'plank' : /cujak/ 'maize'. 

ply - /paba/ treading' : /yaba/ 'agreeing'; 

/apayba/ 'something flying' : /ayayba/ 'something roasted'; 

/nap/ 'mucus' :: /nay/ 'dirty (luater,etc.) t. 

p/k - /pab'a/ 'reading' : /kaba/ 'burnt'; 

/epaybe/ 'something handling' : /akayba/ 'something broke'; 

/nap/ 'mucus' : /nakp'8/ 'ne ar '. 

p/kh ,.:. /pa/ 'eyelash' : /kh a/ 'south t; 

/paba/ 'thin' :. /khaba/ 'bitter'; /apab'a/ 'something thin' : 

/akhab~/ 'something bitter'. 

pig - /upum/ 'rotten wood' : /ugum/ 'like wood'. 

4 ~1_7 changes to ~r_7 in intervocalic positions. So, 
/a+lenbe/ becomes /a~r_7e9b8/. 
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p/~ - /paba/ 'reading' : /~aba/ 'taking support'; 

/apaab~/ 'bluntne ss' : /a!)a.']ba/ 'roaring'; /nap/ 'mucus' : 

/nafJ/ tyou'. 

p/h - /paba/ 'reading'.: /hab~/ 'hawking'; 

·/apab~/ 'reader' : /ahaba/ 'hawker'. 

(2) The phoneme /ph/ contrasts with all the 

,consonant phonemes in the first sub-system including the two 

semivowels. Illustrations : 

ph/p - see above. 

ph/b - /layphaw/ 'prophecy' : /laybaw/ 'pro-

claimation (gospel)'. 

ph/m - /phab'a/ 'dishevelling I : /maba/ 'gropin g'; 

/apha!)be/ 'receiver' : /emeaba/ 'denseness'. 

ph/w - /phaba/ 'catching' : Iw~~/ 'sadness'; 

/aph~b~/ 'something caught' : /awaba/ 'someone sad'. 

ph/t - /Phab'a/ 'dishevelling I : /tab'a/ 'falling'; 

/aphaba/ 'something dishevelled' : /ataba/ 'something fallen'. 
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ph/th - /phab~/ 'dishevelling' : /thaba/ 'off-

loading'; /aphabe/ 'something dishevelled' : /ethaba/ 'something 

off-loaded ,-. 

ph/d - /cinpha/ 'telling something by heart' : 

/cinda thib~/ 'habitually using abusive words'. 

ph/n - /phab~/ 'dishevelling' : /nab~/ 

'illness'; /9phab~/ 'something dishevelled' : /gnab~/ 'sick 

person r. 

phil - . /phabe/ 'dishevelling' : /laba/ 'male'; 

/ephaba/ 'something caught' : /elab~/ 'something distinct'. 

ph/c - /ph'aba/ 'catching' : /c'ab'a/ 'eating'; 

/ephaba/ 'something dishevelled' : /ecabe/ 'something 

eroded·r~.· 
.~. -" -" -.------------'~---

ph/ch - /phab~/ 'dishevelling' :. /chab'a/ 

'making'; /aphab~/ 'something dishevelled' : /achab~/ 

'some thing hot/made'. 

/ " / ' "/ ph J - chaphaba 'hunter' : /cha:i'ab~/ 'meat 

eater' • 

ph/y - /phaba/ 'dishevelling' : /yaba/ 

'agreeing '; /aphayba/ 'slanting' : /ayeYba/ 'striking '. 
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ph/k - /phaba/ 'dishevelling' : /kaba/ 'burnt'; 

/aphab~1 'something dishevelled' : /akaba/ 'something burnt'. 

ph/kh - /phaba/ 'catching' : /khaba/ 'bitterness~ 

/aph'aba/ 'something caught' : /akhab'a/ 'something bitter'. 

ph/g - /p~yphadaba/ 'forbidden to handle/touch' : 

/paygedaba/ 'things to handle/touch'. 

ph/Q - /phaba/ 'dishevelling' : /~aba/ 'taking 

support'; /aphab~/ 'something dishevelled' : /eDab~/ 'something 

supported' • 

ph/h - /phaba/ "dishevelling' : /haba/ 'hawking'; 

/aphaba/ 'something dishevelled' : /ahab~/ 'something hawk'. 

(3) The phoneme /b/ contrasts with all the 

-con-sonant phonemes in the first sub-system including the two 

semivowels. Illustrations : 

b/p, b/ph - see above. 

b/m - /Qamboy/ 'as if it can' :' /I)ammoy/ 

'can not', /ibay/ 'brother-in-law (elder)' : /imay/ 'my face'. 
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b/w - /mabu~/ 'her brother (elder)' : /mawu~/ 

'manner of circling'. 

bit - /mabu~/ 'her brother(elder), : /matu~/ 

'back/after him'. 

b/th - /mabu~/ 'her brother (elder)' : 

/mathuQ/ 'manner of reaching'. 

bid - /pamb'8/ 'like/fond of' : /pamda/ 'at 

the paddy field (hills)'. 

bin - /caban/ 'offerings to devils' : 

/canan/ 'oat '. 

b/l - /huybi/ 'mother dog/big dog' : 

/huyli/ 'kind of small insect'. 

b/c - /ubuk/ 'inside centre of the tree' : 

/ucuk/ 'small wood pole'. 

b/ch - /c~ybu/'owner of stick' : /~~ychu/ 

'walking stick'. 

b/j - /thibum/ 'rotten night soil/ rotten stool': 

/thijum/ 'water extracted from night soil/stool'. 



b/y - /caybu/ 'owner of stick' : /cayyu/ 

'rebuke (command)'. 

b/k - /laybak/ 'fortune/fate' : /haykak/ 

'water chest nut'. 

b/kh - /libun/ 'bundle of cane stick' : 

/likhun/ 'clue'. 

big - /thibum/ 'rotten night soil' : 

/thigum/ las if night soil'. 

b/IJ - /cebafJ/ 'sheet of paper' : /cefJaIJ/ 

Ired paper'. 

b/h - /laybaw/ rproclaimation (gospel)' : 
" 

/layhaw/ 'fertile (soil) .... 
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(4) The phoneme /m/ contr asts wi th all the 

-c~~n-s-on~~~ phonemes in the first sub-system including the two 

semivowels. Illustrations : 

m/p, m/ph, m/b - see above. 



m/w - /m'a./ 'bed bug' :: /w'a/ 'bamboo'; /ima/ 

'my mother' : /iwa/ 'my husband'; /lam/ ' path/way/track' : 

/law/ 'paddy field'.· 

mit - /maba/ 'groping' :: /tabe/ '·falling"; 

/am'8lJba/ 'something lost' :: /atalJba/ 'some thing rare t; 

/ph~mde/ 'not sit' :. /ph~tte/ 'not good (bad)'. 
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m/th - /mabe/ 'groping f :: /th aba/ 'hitting f j 

/am~Qb~/ 'something lost' : /ath~gb~/ 'something lifted'. 

mid - /pammuna/ 'with great desire' : 

/pamduna/ 'as desired'. 

min - /mab'a/ 'groping' : /naba/ 'illness;'; 

/am'9kpa/ 'gloomy' :: /an'ekpa! 'ne ar'; /lem/ 'fathom' ; 

/len/ 'property'. 

mil - /mab~/ 'groping f : • '/lab'e/ 'male f ; 

/am'8.!)b'a/ 'something lost 1 : /al'aQb~/ I noisy 'j /lam/ 'fathom' : 

/lal/ 'property,.5 

m/c - /maba/ 'groping t :: /cab'3i terodin~f;l\ 

/amonba/ 'something soft' :. /aconb~/ 'something lengthy f. 

5 In the illustrations. /lon/ and /101/, two different 
forms have the same meaning 'property'. This is 
because In/ and /1/ are free variants in final 
posi tions. 



m/ch - /maba/ 'groping~ : /chaba/ ~making~; 

/emamba/ 'darkness' : /achamba/ ~short cut~. 

m/j - /tammanabg/ 'for relaying' : 

/tamjanab'Q/ 'for imitating'. 

m/y - /mab'a/ 'groping' : /yab'a/ 'agreeing'; 

/imay/ 'my face' : /iyay/ 'mid water'; /lam/ 'fathom' : 

/lay/ 'tongue'. 
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m/k - /maba/ 'groping' :: /kabe/ 'burnt'; 

/emanb'a/ 'old' :: /.gkanb~1 'strong~; /namnaba/ 'for pressing' :: 

/n'aknab~/ 'for to be ne ar '. 

m/kh - /mol)ba/ 'exposing at wrong·~time' : 

/khol)ba/ 'cry by animals and birds'; /amakpaj 'gloomyr. : 

/akhekpa/ 'not flowing'. 

mig - /ch1;al)may/ 'face of construction (house)': 

/ch'al)gay/ 'house/building'. 

m/9 - /mabe/ 'gropi'ng'" :: /naba/ 'taking 

support"'; /emal)b'a/ 'something lost' : /ana!Jb~/ 'something red'; 

/lam/ 'fathom' : /lan/ 'thread'. 

m/h - /maba/ 

/am3kp~/ 'gloomy' :: /ah~kp~/ 'somethi notches' 
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(5) The phoneme /w/ contrasts with all the consonant 

phonemes in.the f{rst sub-system except /j/. It also contrasts 

with the semivowel /y/. Illustrations: 

w/p, w/ph, w/b, w/m - see above. 

, " , , , , 
wIt - /waba/ tsadness-' : /taba/ 'hearing'; /ewabe/ 

'someone worried' : /et~b~/ 'one who he ars'; /l'8wb~/ • taking t : I 

'stop· (flow)'. 

, '/ ' "/ wIth - /wabe 'sadness': /thaba 'thickness'; 

/ewab'a/ 's6meone worried t : /eth'ab'a/ 'something thick ". 

wId - /iwa/ 'my husband' : /ida/ 'the sort of thatch'. 

wIn -/way/ 'chaff' : /nay/ 'puss'; /ewa,be/ 'something 

hit by the head' : /anayb'a/ 'something spun'; /paw/ 'news' : 

/panba/ 'reigning t-. 

w/c - /w'abe/ 'sadness' : /c'ab'a/ 'eating t; /ew'abel 

'someone worried' : /ec~be/ 'e ater ". 
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w/ch - /w~yb~/ 'hiring' : /chayba/ 'chewing'; 

/awaybs/ 'something hired' : /achayb~/ 'something chewed'. 

w/y - /way/ "chaff' : /yay/ 'a powerful 

supernatural thing'; /iwa/ 'my husband' : /iya/ 'my tooth' 

/yaw/ 'sheep' : /yay/ 'a powerful supernatural thing'. 

w/k - /wab~/ 'sadness' : /kaba/ 'climbing'; 

/aweba/ 'someone worried' : /akab~/ 'climber'; /lawbe/ 

~shouting' : /l~kpa/ ·coming'. 

w/kh - /weba/ 'sadness' : /khaba/ 'bitterness'; 

/awab~/ 'someone worried" : /akhaba/ 'something bitter'. 

wig - /wayb'a/ 'hitting by the he arl' : 

/(thu')gayba/ 'breaking I. 

w/I)' - /w'a/ 'bamboo' : /f)'a./ 'fish'; /awar)'/ 

'north': /afJafJ/ 'child/baby'; /paw/ 'news' : /paf)/ 'cross'. 

w/h -. /way/ 'chaff' : /hay/ 'swinging'; 

/ aw80ba/ 'something tall' : /ahar)baj 'something open (door) '. 

(6) The phoneme /t/ contrasts with all the 

coiiiliS~onar.tt Iphonemes in the first sub-system including the two 

semivowels .• rlll:;!~it'¥'d.;:· 
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tip, tlph, t/b, tIm, t/w - see above. 

t/th - /t aI • spe ar ' : Ith a/ tmoon/mon th • ; 

/etabel tsomething fallen t : /ethabe/ "something planted t. 

tId - /laytsr]/ 'a medium si zed basket for 

measuring paddy/grains' : /layde9/ 'only the God'. 

tIn - /tab'a/ 'falling' : /nab'S/ 'illness'; 

/atabe/ 'something fallen t : /anabe/ 'someone ill'; /i tpa/ 
\ 

'trimming by removing thin layersnby knife' : linb'e/ 'pusll,ing'.' 

, , 
ttl - /tabe/ 'falling' :. /labs/ 'male'; 

let~kp~1 'deserted/vanished' : tel~kp~/ 'something snatched'; , , 
/pat/ 'lake' : /pal/ • arum'. 

, , 
tIc - /tabe/ 'falling' : /cabe/ 'eroding'; , , 

/atabe/ 'something fallen' :. /ecabe/ 'something eroded t. 

t/ch - /tab~/ 'falling' : /chab~/ 'making'; 
\ , 

/ataba/ 'something fallen' : /achaba/ 'something made'. 

t/j - /haytaba/ 'do not know' : /heyjaba/ tby all 

means ~. 

t/y - /tab~/ 'falling' : /yab~/ 'admitting'; 
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/atab'a/ I something fallen I : /ayab'a/ I someone agreed'; 

/tatp~/ I broke (rope) I : /t'ayb~/ I painting t. 

t/k - /tab'a/ I falling' : /kab'a/.' burnt t ;. 

/atab'a/ 'something fallen' : /akab~/ 'something burnt'; ~ 
, " "-/tatp~/ 'broke (rope)' : /takpe/ 'running over'. 
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t/kh - /tab~/ 'hearing' : /kh~b8/ 'bitterness'; 

/etab~/ 'hearer' : /akh~be/ 'something bitter'. 

t/g' - /laytani/ 'why not stay t ://laygeni/ 'will 

stay'. 

t/~ - /tab~/ 'Falling' : /~abe/ 'taking support'; 

/atab~/ 'something fallen' : /avab~/ 'something at others 

support "; /p'ot/ tthing/article' : /p'ofJ/ 'raft '. 

t/h - /tab'a/ 'falling ,. : /hab'a/ 'hawkering t; 

/atabe/'Isomething fallen' : /ahab'a/ 'something hawked'. 

(7) The phoneme /th/ contrasts with all the 

consonant phonemes in the first sub-system including the two 

semivowels. Illustrations :. 

th/p, th/ph, th/b, th/m, th/w, th/t - see above. 



th/d -, /1~ythab9/ 'turning down (knob)' : 

/l~ydab~/ 'not purchasing t • 

thin - /tha/ 'moon' ~ /na/ 'e ar I'; /athaba/ 

'something planted' : /anab~/ 'sick person'. 

th/l - /tha/ 'moon' : /la/ 'large round 
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shallow, basket for drying grains'; /athaba/ 'something thick' : 

/al~b~/ 'something di~tinc~~~ 

th/c - /th'aba/ 'thickness,' ~ /c'ab'a/ 'eating'; 

" '/ / " '/ /athaba 'something thick': scaba 'eater'. 

th/ch - /thab'a/ 'off' loading' : /chaba/ 'hot'; 

/sthab'a/ 'something planted' ~ /achaba/ 'something hot'. 

th/j - /y~ythaba/ 'hitting down' : /yayjab~/ 

'striking(honorific)t. 

th/y - /th ab~/ 'off' loading' : /yaba/ 

'admittingt;" /athab~/ 'something planted' : /ayab~/ 'someone 

agreed t., 

th/k - /thab~/ 'off loading' : /kab'B/ 'burnt· ; 

/athaba/ tsomething pla~ted' : /akab's/ 'something burnt'. 
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, , / "/ th/kh - /thaba/ 'thicknes~t: khaba 

'bitterness'; /athab~/ 'something thick' : /akh'ab~/ 'something 

bitter' • 

th/g - /tathani/ 'will sl ash down' : /tagani/ 

'will fall'. 

thin - /thaba/ 'off loading' : /£)ab~/ 'taking 

support'; /8th aba/ 'something planted' : /ar] ab'a/ 'something 

at others support'. 

th/h - /thaba/ 'off loading' : /hab~/ 

'hawkering'; /sthaba/ 'something planted' : /ahab~/ 'hawkered 

goods'. 

(8) The phoneme /d/ contrasts with all the 

'CO_f'ls~_:j'nt phonemes in the first sub-system including the two 

semivowels. Illustrations : 

dIp, d/ph, d/b, dim, d/w, d/t, d/th - see 

above. 

dIn - /layda/ 'the sort of flower' : /layna/ 

'flower leaf'. 



d/l - /had~m/ 'a kind of yam' : /halum/ 

'small overground yam (non-edible) '. 

d/c - /phidam/ 'ideal' : /micsm/ 'ordinary 

person' • 

d/ch - /edum/ 'like that' : /achum/ 'thus'. 

d/j - /phidon/ 'end of cloth' : /phijon/ 

'd re ss/garment '. 

d/y· - /idu (ni!)thaw)/ 'younger brother' : 
6 

/iyu/ 'father-in-law' ; /madom/ 'alone' : /mayom/ 'bundle'. 
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d/k - /layda/ 'the sort of flower' : /leyka/ 

'petal' • 

d/kh - /layda/ 'the sort of flower' : /laykha/ 

'lower part of the tongue'. 

dIg - /11ydeni/ 'why not purchase' : /l~ygani/ 

'will purch ase ' • 

d/O - /holJdab1/ 'not changed' : /hoIJDab~/ 

'changed' • 

6 /idu (niDthaw)/ and /iyu/ are ·archaic forms. 
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d/h - Icaduml ~rice ball' : Icahuml 'three 

hundllted ". 

(9) The phoneme Inl contrasts with all the 

consonant phonemes in the first sub-system including the two 

semivowels. Illustrations : 

nIp, n/ph, nIb, n/m, n/w, nIt, n/th, n/d - see above. 

nIl - Inab'al 'illness' s Ilab~1 'male ';; lananb'al 

'something slippery" .,,: lelanbel 'something wrong ,7. 

n/c - Inab'al 'illness' : Icab~1 'eroding'; 

lanab~1 'sick person' : Iscabal 'something eroded'. 

n/ch - Inab'sl 'illness' : ICh abal 'making' J 

lanab'sl 'sick person's Ischabel 'something made'. 

n/j - Ic~ab~1 'eating (reciprocate)' : Ic~jsb'al 

'eatirig (honorific)!. 

n/y - In ab'al 'illness' : Iyab'el f admi tt'ing f; 

lanab'al 'sick person' : leyabal 'someone agreed'; 11anl 

'war' : Ilayl 'bod'.' 1,\ 

7 Inl and III are variants in final positions, hence no 
contrast can be illustrated. 



n/k - /nab'a/ 'illness' : /kabal "burnt'; 

lanab'al 'sick person 1 : lakab'S/ 'something burnt'. 

n/kh - Inal 'ear' : Ikhal 'south'; /inal 

'my ear' : likhal 'next to me (brother)'. 

n/g -·/po9nel 'by the raft" :: Ipof)gal 'with 

the raft ". 

n/n - Inabe/ 'illness' :: IDabel 'taking 

support'; lanabel 'sick person' : lanabal 'something at 

others support'; Ilan/ 'war' : Ilanl 'net/trap'. 
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nih - /naybal 'spinning' : Ihaybal 'swinging'; 

lanaybal "something spun' : lahaybel 'some thing swinging'. 

(10) The phoneme III contrasts with all the 

consonant phonemes in the first sUb-system including the two 

semivowels. Illustrations : 

lip, l/ph, lib, 11m, l/w, lit, 11th, lid, lin. 

-. see above. 

l/c - Ilabal 'male' : Icab'al '.erodiJgt-1ff"·-
:r II, --... , , ' 

liklabal 'something baked in fire' : likc~b~1 'baked in fire 

Chonori fic) • 
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l/ch - /lab'a/ 'male ,- : /chabe/ 'making'; 

/alanD~/ 'something crossed' : /achanb'a/ 'something for hire t. 

l/j - /laQla/ 'clue' : /laQja/ 'one single 

thre ad '. 

1/'1 - /1 ab~/ 'male' : /'1 ab"a/ 'admitting'; 

/al"8nb'a/ 'something crossed ,- : /ay~nb~/ 'something cut'; 

/lal/ 'war'- : /lay/ 'god'. 

l/k - /lab's/ 'male ,- : /kab'a/ 'burnt '; 

/al '8b'9/ • something distinct' : /ak'ab'a/ 'climber'. 

l/kh - /lab~/ 'distinct/clear' : /khab~/ 

'bi tterne ss 'i /9laba/ 'something distinct' : /Gkhab'Q/ 

rsomething bitter'. 

kind of reed'. 

1/1) - /1'9./ "plantain leaf' : /rJ'8/ tfish '; 

/al'awb~/ 'something taken t : /aI)9wb'a/ 'something fried'; 

/lal/ 'war' : /laf]/ t-trap/net'. 

l/h --/lab~/ 'male' : /hab~/ 'hawkerinb,~ 
/al~ob'a/ 'something noisy' : /ah~l)b~/ 'something empty'. 
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(11') The phoneme /c/ contra-sts with all.l the 

CO[lsonant phonemes in the first sub-system including the two 

semivawels. Illustrations : 

c/p, c/ph, c/b,. elm, c/w, c/t' , c/th, c/d, c/n, 

c/l - see above. 

c/ch - /cab'a/, 'eroding': /chab'a/ 'making'; 

/acaba/ 'something eroded' : /achab"a/ 'something ~made t. 

c/ j - /tukacaba/ ':h atred/une asine ss f : 

/h akajaba/ 'i tch' 8. 

c/y - /cab'a/ 'reve aling/eroding f : /yabe/ 

, admitting r; /acab'a/ 'something eroded f : /ayab'e/ t something 

admi tted'. 

c/k - /c'aba/ 'eating" : /kaba/ 'climbingt; 

/ac'ab'a/ 'e ater ,. : /akab~/ f climber'. 

e/kh - /caba/ 'eating' : /kh~b~/ 'bitterness'; 

/acab'a/ 'eater' : /akh'ab'a/ 'something bitter'. 

c/g - /icum/ 'water dripped from the thatch' : 

/igum/ ~like thatch'. 

8 /CQ/ and /ja/ are variants. refer, 2.2.13. 



C/rJ - /cab'a/ 'revealing/eroding t; /r;aba/ 

'taking support'; /ecab'a/ 'something eroded t = /al]abe/ 

'something at others support'. 
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c/h - /cab'e/ 'revealing' : /hab'a/ lhawkering'; 

/acab~/ 'something eroded' : /ahab~/ 'something hawkered 1
• 

(12) The phoneme /ch/ contrasts with all the 

consonant phonemes in the first sub-system including the two 

semivowels. Illustrations : 

chIp, ch/ph, ch/b, ch/m, ch/w, chIt, ch/th, 

chId, chIn, ch/l, chIc - see above. 

ch/j -/tachinba/ 'failing (in)' : /thajinba/ 

'hitting (in) ,.9 

ch/y -/chabe/ 'making' :, /yaba/ 'admitting'; 

/achab~/ 'something made' : /ayab~/ 'something admitted'. 

/ ' , ch k - /chaba/ 'making' :. /kaba/ 'burnt'; 

/achaba/ 'something made' : /akabe/ 'something bUrnt'. 

9 /chin/ and /jin/ are variants. They are in complimentary 
distribution.refer, 2.2.1. 
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ch/kh - /choyba/ tincorrect~' : /khoyb'a/ 'zig-

zag t; -!echoyb'a/ 'something wrong' :: /ekhoyba/ 'something 

not straight '. 

ch/g - /pichum/ 'eyebrow' : /pigum/ 'like te a'r t. 

chi!) - /chaba/ 'making' : /9aba/ ttaking 

support'; /echab'8/ tsomething made': /eoab'a/ 'something at 

others support'. 

ch/h - /chaba/ 'making t : /haba/ 'hawkering'; 

/achabe/ 'something made' :: /ahaba/ 'something hawkered'. 

(13) The phoneme fj/ contrasts with all the 

con-sonant' phoneme s in the first sub-sy stem exce pt /w/. It 

also contrasts with the two semivoU1els. Illustrations: 

j/p, j/ph, jib, jim, j/t, j/th, j/d, j/n, 

j/l, j/c, j/ch - see above. 

j/y - /lamjen/ 'race' :: /lamyen/ 'jungle hen'. 

j/~ - /jagoy/ 'dance t :: /kaphoy/ 'pomegranate'. 

j/kh - /19!}ja/ 'single thread' ; /19!Jkha/ 

'below the thread'. 
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jIg _ /ciryjum/ 'water from spring in the hills' : 

/ce~gum/ 'mushroom'". 

j/ry _ /cujak/ 'maize' : /cu~ak/ 'prop supporting 

sugarcane tree t • 

j/h - /ls!)jum/ 'water dripped from wet thread' : 

/ls9hum/ 'pieces of thread'. 

(14) The phoneme /y/ contrasts with all the 

consonant phonemes in the first sub-system. It also contrasts 

with the semivowel /w/. Illustrations: 

yIp, y/ph, y/b, y/m, y/w, y/t, y/th, y/d, yIn, y/l, 

y/c, y/ch, y/j - see above. 

y/k - /ya/ "tooth' : Ika/ 'room'; /ayabe/ • 

"something admitted' : /akab's/ 'something burnt t. 

y/kh - /yayb'a/ 'roasting' : /khayba/ 'giving share'; 

/syayba/ 'something roasted' : /Bkhayb~/ 'something given as 

share' • 

y/g - /khuya/ 'portion of the bed in which leg is 

put/human sale' : /khuga/ 'name of a river/shoe sole'. 
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y/r:J - /'1 aba/ 'admitting' : /~ab'8/ 'taking 

support.-; /yayb'a/ 'roasting/baking' : /yar]b'a/ 'light (weight:)'; 

/m~yl 'fire' : /msfJ/ 'dre am'. 

y/h - /yenb~/ 'dividing' = /henb~/ 'more'; 
I 

/syenb'a/ 'something distributed' : /ehenba/ 'something in 

excess'. 

(15) The phoneme /k/ contrasts with all the 

consonant phonemes in the first sub-system including the twa 

semivowels. Illustrations : 

k/p,_; k/ph, k/b, kim, k/w, kit, kith, kid, kin, 

k/1, k/c, k/ch, k/j, k/y - see above. 

k/kh - /kaba/ 'climbing' : /khaba/ 'bitterness'; 

/~kaba/ 'climber' : /akhaba/ 'something bitter'. 

k/g - /l~ykan/ 'hard surface(earth)f : 

/layg~n(ba)/ 'habitual buyer'. 

k/r:J - /kab~/ 'burnt' : /Dabe/ 'taking support'; 

/akaba/ 'something burnt f : /aoaba/ • something at others support', 

/ptk/ 'belly' : /p~~/ 'musical drum'. 



k/h - /kab'a/ 'climbing' : /hab~/ tchoking at 

the throat I; /gkab'a/ 'climber I : /ehabe/ 'someone choked at 

the throat I. 

(16) The phoneme /kh/ contrasts with all the 

consonant phonemes in the first sub-system including the two 

semivowe1s. Illustrations : 

kh/p, kh/ph, kh/b, kh/m, kh/w, kh/t, kh/th, 

kh/d, kh/n, kh/1, kh/c, kh/ch, kh/j, kh/y, kh/k - see above. 

kh/g - /maykhum/ 'purdah' : /maygum/ 'as if 

the face I. 
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kh/ry - /khanba/ ·struck with sudden amazement': 

laaf)b~/ 'buzzing'; /Qkhayba/ 'something taken out· : /af)ayb~/ 

'someone waiting t • 

kh/h - /khab~/ 'bitterness' : /h~ba/ 'choking 
• 

at the throat f; /ekh ayb'a/ • something taken out' ; /ahayb'a/ 

'something swinging'. 

(17) The phoneme /g/ contrasts with all the 

consonant. phonemes in the first sUb-system including the two 

semivowe1s. Illustrations : 
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g/p, g/ph, g/b, g/m, g/w, g/t, g/th, g/d, gin, g/l, 

g/c, g/ch, g/j, g/y, g/k, g/kh - see above. 

g/I) - /cegay/ 'piece of earthen pitcher' : /cefjay / 

'waiting for the last card in the card game'. 

g/h' - /hol)genb~/ ' habitual shi fter' : /hofjhanba/ 

'·caused to shifting t • 

(18) The phoneme /9/ contrasts with all the 

consonant phonemes in the first sub-system including the two 

semivowels. Illustrations f 

vip, f)/Ph, fJ/b, n/m, D/w, nit, n/th , n/d , a/n , nil, 

9/c, ~/ch, D/j, ~/y,a/k, a/kh , 9/9 - see above. 

fJ/h - /fjab'a/ 'taking support' : /haba/ 'hawkering t; 

/afjab'a/ 'something at others support' : /ahab'a/ 'something 

hawked' • 

(19) The phoneme /h/ contrasts with all the 

consonant phonemes in. :the first sUb-system including the two 

semivowels. For illustrations of the various contrasts - see 

(1) to (18) above. 
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(20) The phoneme /i/ contrasts with all the' 

vowel phonemes in the first sub-system. Illustrations : 

i/e -. /pikp~/ 'small/little' :: /p~kp~/ 

'collecting/extracting-; /pi/ 'tear' :: /pe/ 'white big; 

umbrella' • 

i/e -. /ikayb'a/ 'shame r :: /akaybe/ -something 

taken out -; /pikp~/ 'sma1l/li tt1e' :: /pakp~/ t sui ted t; 

/loybi/ 'hill' :: /loyb'e/ 'coming to an end'. 

i/a - fidel 'to the thatch' :: /ade/ 'yonder'; 

/pib~/ 'giving' :: /p~be/ 'thin'; /pi/ 'tear' :: /pa/ 'eyelash'. 

"-
i/o - /ikp~/ 'roasting' :: /bkp~/ 'enough'; 

/pib~/ 'giving' :: /p~b~/ 'taking on' the back t; /pikpa/ 

'small' :: /pokp~1 'giving birth'; /pi/ 'tear' :: /po/ 'pieces 

used in game s • • 

i/u - libel 'writing' :: /ub~/ 'seeing'; 

/i/ 'th atch ' 
, , , 

:: luI 'tree'; /pik(pe)/ 'small' :: /puk/ 'belly'; 

/ti/ 'penis' :: /tu/ 'body hair'. 

(21) The phoneme lei contrasts with all the 

vowel phonemes in the first sub-system. Illustrations :: 
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eli - see above. 

e/~ - /tem/ 'impl~ment used in weaving' : /tam/ 

'Plain/valley'; /lande/ 'not wrong' : /landa/ 'at war'. 

e/a - /pe/ 'white big umbrella' : /pa/ 

'eyelash'. 

e/o - /theDb~/ 'colliding' : /thoDb~/ 1cooking'; 

/pe/ 'white big umbrella' : /po/ 'pieces used in games'. 

e/u - /p~nb8/ 'contentment' : /p~nb~/ 'union'; 

/msce/ 'his/her sister' : /mecu/ 'its colour'. 

(22) The phoneme /s/ contrasts with all the 

vowel phonemes in the first sub-system. Illustrations : 

ali, ale - sse above. 

a/a - /tanba/ 'idlaness~ : /tanba/ 'driving' 

away". 

a/o - /tehb'e/ 'idlenesS" :: /tonb'a/ 'helpless'. 

a/u - /penba/ 'mentioning' : /punb~/ 'binding'. 



(23) The phoneme /a/ contrasts with all the 

vowerl phonemes in the first sub-system.- Illustrations: ~ 

ali, ale, a/a - see above. 

a/a -. /tanb'a/ 'driving away' : /tonb'a/ 

'helpless'; /pa/ 'eyelash' : /po/ 'pieces used in games'. 

a/u - /ada/ 'yonder' : /ude/ 'at the tree'; 

/panb'a/ 'reigning' : /punb~/ 'binding '; /ipa/ 'my father' : 

/ipu/ tmy grandfather'. 

(24) The phoneme /0/ contrasts with all the 

vowel phonemes in the first sub-system. Illustrations : 

o/i, ole, a/a, a/a - see above. 
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o/u - /oyb'a/ 'becoming' : /uyb'a/ 'drowsyness'; 

/pomba/ 'swelling/bail' : /pumb~/ 'rotten'; /ilo/ 'came and 

wri te' : /ilu/ 'go and wri te ' •. 

(25) The phoneme /u/ contrasts with all the 

vowel phonemes in the first sub-system. For illustrations 

see (20) to (24) above. 



1.2.1 The suprasegmental phonemes are also easily 

attestable by minimal pairs. Where minimal pairs can not be 

established, they are attested by examples in contrast and 

overlapping distribution. Examples follow to validate the 

phonological identity of the suprasegmental phonemes. The 

suprasegmentals comprise tones and junctures. 

1.2.1.1 Tones: The falling tone contrasts with the 

level tone as follows : 

, , 
/i/ 'blood t : /i/ 'write'; /tin/ 'worm' : , 

/tin/ 'saliva'; /pi/ 'give' : /pi/'tear t • 

/l~Dba/ 'movement' : /le~ba/ 'making rows'. 
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/ach~Qb~/ '~omething dyed' : /gchaDb~/ 'green'. 

/k'ab"a/ t climbing' :: /kaba/ 'burnt t •. 

/toQba/ 'raised platform t· : /toQb~/ 'riding' 

/ \. \. / tumba 'sleeping':: /tumba/ 'painted/diluted! 

1.2.1.2 Juncture~ : The three junctures including the 

two terminal junctures are illustrated below: 



/c~k+kh~yba/ 'collecting rice' 

/cakkhayba/ 'burnt with big flames' 

/cak+thogba/ 'cooking rice' 

/cakth09ba/ 'cook (the person who cooks)' 

The above illustrations are for internal 

juncture. The phrase and sentence boundary junctures are 

illustrated below : 

/charygon chaba # catli ##/ 'cowshed builder 

going' (one who build cowsheds is going)'. 
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/charygon # chaba c'atli ~Tt/ tcowshed construction 

going (someone is going to build cowshed)'. 

1.2.2. Borrowed phonemes.: lis discussed earlier (1.11.5) 

the consonant phonemes in the second sUb-system are generally 

found in loan words, while the unaspirated /b, d, j, g/ occur 

in inherited wards also. The voiced ~spirated and unaspirated 

barrowed phonemes occur in initial as well as medial positions 

in loan-words. Examples follow to validate the phonological 

identi ty of the phonemes in the se cond sub-system. In the 

illustrations preference is given to minimal contrasts as in 

the case of the phonemes in the first sub-system. 
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(1) The phoneme /bh/ contrasts with the following : 

bh/b - /bhut/ "ghost· : /but/ 'ankle boot'; 

/bhar/ 'resPOnsibility·':} Ibar/berltr~peatedl;('ii:l .. 

bh/dh - /bhara/ 'fare' : /dhara/ 'descendents'. 

bh/d - /bhut/ 'ghost t : /dut/ 'messanger(derogatory)·. 

bh/ jh - /bhalol 'bravo ,. : / jhal/ t 8 kind of musical 

instrument ". 

bh/ j - /bhalo/ 'bravo' : / jal/ 'trick(derogatory)'. 

bh/gh - /bhot/ 'vote' : /ghot/ 'earthen pitcher 

used in worshipping Gods'. 

bh/g - /bhari/ 'very/many/heavy' : Igari/ 'vehicle'. 

(2) The phoneme /bl in the second SUb-system 

contrasts with. the following : 

b/bh - see above. 
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b/dh - /bora/ 'hesian cloth' = /dhora/ 'wheel'. 

bId - /but/ 'ankle boot' = /dut/ 'messenger'. 

b/j- /bol/ 'ball' : /jol/ 'water'. 

b/gh - /bor/ 'bridegroom/boon' : /ghor/ 'not 

cheerful'. 

bIg - /bol/ 'ball' : /gol/ 'goal'. 

(3) The phoneme /dh/ contrasts with the following : 

dh/bh, dh/b - see above. 

dh/d - /dham/ 'Place/manner' = /dam/ 'blockade in 

the river'. 

dh/jh - /dhup/ 'jos stick/incense' : /jhut/ 'betray'. 

dh/ j - /dhup/ 'jos stick/incense' : / jut/' 'sui table' • 

dh/g - /dhobi/ 'washerman' : /gobi/ 'cabbage/ 

cauliflower'. 

(4) The phoneme /d/ in the second sub-system 

contrasts with the fo~lo.ing = 
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d/bh, d/b, d/dh - see above. 

d/ jh - /dan/ 'charity' : / jhan/ 'a kind of musical 

instrument' .' 

d/j - /dol/,'political party' : /jol/ 'water'. 

d/gh - /dari/ 'small cotton carpet' ; /ghar~/ 

'watch'. 

dIg - /dari/ 'line/verandah' .: /gari/ 'vehicle'. 

(5) The phoneme /jh/ contrasts with the following : 

jh/bh, jh/dh, jh/d - see above. 

jh/j - /jhan/ 'a kind of musical instrument' : 

/jan (mariba)/ 'range firingt. 

(6) The phoneme /j/ in the second SUb-system 

contrasts with the following : 

j/bh, jib, j/dh, j/d, j/jh - see above. 
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jIg _ / jora/ t pair~ : /gora/ 'whi te/whi te man'. 

(7) The phoneme /gh/ contrasts with the following : 

gh/bh, gh/b, gh/d - see above., 

gh/g - /ghuti/ 'a kite' : /guli/ 'bullet/tablet'. 

(8) The phoneme /g/ in the second sub-system 

contrasts with all the borrowed phonemes except /jh/. ror 
10 illustrations refer (f to 4) and (6-7) above • 

1.3 There are a few restrictions on the occurrence of 

single consonants. All consonants occur medially. All except 

/b, d, g/ in the first sub-system occur initially. /1/ ha~ 

an allophone ~r_7 (2.1.3). Only the phonemes /p, t, m, n, 

9, 1/ occur in final positions. Again, /n/ and /1/ are free 

variants in final positions (2.1.~). In a few instances /m/ 
11 and /n/ are also free variants. The syllable ty~s - CV', 

10 In the illustrations /r/ is retained for to show the 
original form of the borrowed word. 

11 /m/ varies with /n/ in /pumnemak (../) punnemek/ 'all t , 

/pumne V') , punna/ 'as a whole'. 
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eve, v, ve, evx, vx, xvc, xv and XVX are very common. Clusters 

of two consonants or a cluster of a consonant and a semivowel 

can be established, thereby increasing the number of syllable 

types - cev, eevx, exv, cxve and CXVX. But two consonant 

clusters are confined in a very small number of instances, 

with ~r_7 as the second component in word medial positions. 

The cluster of a consonant and a semivowel is also restricted 

to /k, kh/ as the first component in initial positions. In 

this case, the clusters are within the syllable and they are 

not separated by syllable boundaries, although in the case of 

CC type clusters, there is not only syllable but also morpheme 

boundaries except in a few cases, like - /pi.th~r_7ay/ 'brass', 

/paekhLr_7a/ ~widower', /lu.khCr_7a/ '·widow', /rJ'aekCr_7al 

ta kind of fish (biologically - clarias batrachus)t, and 

/cem.p~r_7a/ ~lemon', etc •• The clusters are: 

, . 
cc types (apart from the above) - /pi.kh~r_7e/ 'give+definite+ 

completive/realization', /net.t~r_7al 'isn't?', lu.p~r_7ak.ne/ 

'fall by the belly to the ground,12, /hey.t~r_7e/ 'not known 

how to proceed I, /c'a..d~r_7e/ ,eat+negative+completive I, etc. e 

ex ty pe s - /kwak/ 'crow.i', /khw ay / I n arne of a pl ace ., /khway / 

'every/all', /kyam.ley/ 'a kind of tree', /kyam.gay/ 'name of 

12 /up£r_7akne/ is /up+lak+na/. 
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a place', etc •• 

As mentioned in 1.2 above, these clusters can 
, , 

be interpreted in the following manner. /pi.kh£:r_7e/ fgive+ 

definite+completive/realization 1 is the combination of the 

morphemes tPij 'give' +, tkhi} 'definite' +: \.le1 'completive/ 

realiz'ation 1 • Since tkhi} in such positions becomes \.kha} 
, 

this may be transcribed as /pi.kha.le/. In the same manner 

/n9t.t~r_7a/ 'isn't?' which is the combination of {nat) 

'something like yes,1-31" +: ~te} ~negative' + tIe} 'interrogative" 

Can be transcribed as !nat.ta.la!, !u.p~r_7~k.na/ tfall by the 

belly to the ground' which is the combination of \,.uPJ 'falI, 

by the belly' + \:~k} 'sink' +tna3 'by' as /u.pa.l'ak.na/, 

/h9y.t~r_7e/ 'not known how to proceed' which is the 

combination of \hey} 'expert/knowledge' + {te} 'negative' + 

tIe} 'completive/realization' as /hay.ta.le/, and /c~.dI:r_7e/ 

'eat+negative+completive/realization' which is the 

combination of tcaJ 'eat' + ~teJ 'neg~tive" +: {Ie} ! 

'completive/realization t as /c~·.da.le/. Since in these cases 

the clusters are separated by morpheme boundaries the forms 

which are not separated by morpheme boundaries are also 

separated by syllable boundaries by inserting a vowel between 

the two consecutive consonants or consonant and semivowel, in 

1ill t na~ is derived from the copula in-S refer, 3.8.1. 
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the following manner. Illustrations : 

/pi.thLrJay/ 'brass" is transcribed as' 

/pi.tha.li.ay/, /cWlm.PLrJa/ 'lemon l as /cam.pa.la/, " 

/O'a.kC'r_7a/ 'a kind of fish' as /1)8.ka.la/, /kwa/ 'betel nut' 

as /ka.wa/,. /kwak/ 'crow;' as /ka:.wak/,. /khway/ 'name of 9.'. 

place' as /kha.way/, /kyam.lay/ 'a kind of tree' as 

/ki.yam.lay/, /kyam.gsy/ 'name of a place t as /ki.yam.gay/, 

etc •• 

In all the cases above, the vowel ali is 

inserted between the consecutive consonant or consonant and 

semivowel. /a/ is inserted in all the cases except /'1/ as 

the second component and in loan-words like /bighni/ that is, 

/bighini/, where /i/ is inserted. 

There is an advantage in accepting this 

interpretation. This interpretation not only reduces the 

number of syllable types but makes the morpheme cuts easier. 

This also makes the number of allomorphs fewer, otherluise, a 

number of allomorphs with a single consonant have to be 

established. For example : 

" /pikhC'r_7e/ 'give+definite+completive' will 

have the following lP1.+kh+le], /cabjjJa/ 'eat+nominalizer+ 
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interrogative' will have~a+b+laJ,/cetP~r-1a/ 'go+nominalizer+ 

interrogative' will havetcat+p+laJ,/l8yt~r_~a/ 'live+negative+ 

interrogative' will have tlay+t+la), etc •• 

In the' above exemples a number of morphemes wi th 

single consonants tkhj, \.bJ, tp}, tt1 etc• are seen. They are 

allomorphs of {khiJ, tb~J' {p~J ' lteJ. These morphemes with 

single consonants will complicate the analysis and this may 

lead to confusion when words like /ca~p~r-7a/ 'lemont, 

/r/akLr_7a/ 'a kind of fish t .. etc. are analyzed. 

medial gemination and cluster:' There are cases: of 

medial gemination and medial cluster in this language, although 

they are separated by syllable boundaries. meiteiron is 

considered as a monosyllabic language, because most of the 

syllables except a few are morphemes. Hence, syllable boundaries 

may be regarded as morpheme boundaries. 14 The following examples 

will illustrate the cases of medial gemination and clusters in 

this language : 

medial gemination : 

/ / " " , pp - /ceppe/ • compressing', /kappa/ • shooting:' , 

/c'epp'a/ 'lie sideways', /kupp'a/ 'fine', /hippa/ 'lie down', 

/khappa/ 'winnowing t ~ and /atopp~/ tdi fferent', etc: •• 

14 Except a few syllables like /noD/ in /nooch~/ 'lion', /hs/ 
in /haway/ 'pulses', etc. all others are morphemes. 
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/tt/ - /c~tte/ 'not go',/chatte/ 'not bloom', 

/chette/ 'not we ar/not te ar'" /ha!Jci ttak/ 'till day after 

to-morrow', and /khotte/ 'not scratch' etc •• 

/kk/ - /cakka/ 'with rice', /t~kke/ 'will run 

over/will grind " /pukka/ 'with belly', /pOkkani/ 'will give 

birth' etc. 

/mm/ - /ph~mmu/ ~sit down (command)', /khammu./ 

"ask to stop I, /khummu/ 'give reply " /kh~mmu/ 'colle ct it', 

/temmu/ 'level it' etc. 

/nn/ - /cannaba/ 'intimate'" /tannab~/ 'to run 

after', /tinn~b-al 'mixing up', /punnab'9/ 'for binding purposes', 

/konnaba/ 'hugging', etc •• 

/rJrJ/ - /halJlJu/ 'ask t, /talJrJu/ ' take shelter t, 
/18rJDu/ 'move', /cilJ!Ju/ 'drag', / chul)!Ju/ ~brew t" /kholJlJu/ 

'blow', etc •• 

/11/ - /kh~ilU/ 'think', /l~llu/ 'cross', , 
/pUllU! "bind t, / chillu/ • arrange' , . /chollU/ 'chant', etc •• 

/ww/ - /l~ww~y/ 'village'. 

/yy/ - /cayyu/ 'rebuke", /p~yyu/ 'hold' etc •• 
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Medial clusters : 

/p/ as the first element '~ /k~pmanba/ 

"exce ssive; weeping t" /kapte/ 'not shoot', /l~pthab'a/ 

'sinking down I', /thupcinba/ 'folding (in)', /l(,pchinbb/ 

'soaking (in)', /lopkanu/ 'do not soak " /lupkh91e/ 'sink + 

definite + completive " /lupnab'a/ 'something for soaking' ,etc •• 

/t/ as the first element - /c~tp~/ 'going', 

/catthabe/ 'going down', /catcaba/ 'going politely', 

/c~tchinb~/' 'going further'" /c~tkanu/ 'going prohibited', 

/catkhale/ 'defini tely gone', /catnaba/ 'for going', /c'atlU/ 

'go (command)', /c'8thanba/ 'caused to go'. 

/k/ as the fi~st element - /cakpa/ 'burning', . 
/c~kte/'not burn', /hakmanbe/ 'excessive involvement', 

/pokkh~y/ 'explode', /lakthuba/ 'maltreating', /pokpha~/ 

'pl"ace of birth', /mukna/ 'a:' kind of wrestling', /likli/ 

'bottle', ic"ak.hanb'a/ 'caused to burning', /f~.kchille/ 
" 'tightened', /hukcille/ 'finished putting inside the mouth'. 

// /" '/ m as the first element - tumba 'sleeping', 

/campala/ 'lemon', /camtak/ 'slight tasteless', /ch'9mkup/ 

"small bits of hair', /ch~mduna/ 'by making', /lamkhay/ 'road 

branching', /cgmphut/ 'plain boiling', /kamthokle/ 'emitted', 

/khammu/ 'stop it', /kamneba/ 'for to emit', /t8mhanb~/ 'cause 

to sleep', /ytmya/ 'near the house', /kumja/ 'year'. 



" .... /n/ as the first element - /inba/ 'pushing' 

/panphQm/ 'target', /kontak/ 'slight1y' bent', /landa1e/ 

'invaded ", /lJanthQk/ 'earthen funnel t, /tankhayle/ 'driven 

away',; /tange/ 'will make up', /tanja/ 'opportune time', 

/lanchao/ 'war tent'. 
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/~/ as the first element - /ce9P~k/ 'flattened 

rice', /leoba/ 'movement', /ce~phu/ 'e arthen pitcher for storing 

rice', /y~9t~k/ fridge of the roof', /yaryda/ 'at the backbone: 

/ta~thak/ 'uneven', /ca~cat/ 'average', /tharyji9/ la kind of 

water fruit', /khol)jay/ "name of a hill tribe', /th'Bl) ch 89/ 
'long sword', /tal)kak/ "ch apter", /kol)glel)/ 'oy ster', /kal)kha1/ 

" 'mo'squi to net' ,/t'a9hanba/ 'cause to be come costly', /mapuDyay / 

'coun try /h ome ' • 

/1/ as the first element - /talhawli/ 'engaged 

in dogging', /pa1way/ 'near the barricade ,,1 5 • 

/y/ as the first element .... /laypakc;...-, 1aybak/ 

"country/earth/1and/mud'" /laybak/ 'forehead I, /laypham/ 

'address', /c~yt~k/ 'piece of stick', /c~ythe~/ 'blow/pang', 

/ '/ /' "/ " " hoyjinba 'driving int, haykak 'water chest nut', /haykha/ 

'apricot", /haymal)/ 'a sour fruit', /h8ynab~/ 'handy', 

/haYoaf)/ 'name of a place', /cayhanba/ 'caused to rebuke'. 

15 As /n/ and /1/ are free variants in final positions, 
illustrations in /n/ are applicable for /1/ also. But 
in the above illustrations /1/ is preferable. 
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/w/ as the first element -. /1J3wpak/ "'palate', 

/alJawbe/ 'white ", /lJawpham/ "frying place", /khawt~k/ 

tappZehending doubt' ,. /kh awdemba/ 'hemming', /.jawthol)/ 'fried 

and cook r-" /khgwgal)naba/ 'throttle', /lawkh awl 'harvest· ... , 

/l~wkon/ "paddy fields r-, /kawjelJ/ "locust", /kawchinba/ 

"kicking inside', /phawman/ 'paddy found among rice', 

/phawnab'a/ "for drying f, /tawlamde/ tnot done'. 

All vowels except /e/ occur in initial 

posi tions,: while all of them occur in medial and final 

positions. Clusters of two vowels in a single syllable nucleus 

is no;t found, but. clusters of a vowel and semivowel is possible. 

In' all such combinations the second component is one of the two 

semivowels •. The semivowels in these combinations are glidic. 

There are six such combinations. They are: /uy/, /oy/, /ay/, 

/ay/, /aw/, and /aw/. 

In all cases of vowel clusters outside the 

syllable boundary one of the two semivowels is inserted 

I " " betweem'l the two •. As for example - ayinba/ 'one who pushes/ 

pusher', the components are /a/ 'I I, a pronominal prefix ... 
!\' ... 

/inba/ 'pushing'. In the same manner in the cases of /ayi~ba/ 

'something cold', /awonba/ 'something measured', /awunb~/ 

'something given as dowry', etc. also, the combinations are 

. /e+i9ba/, /a+onbe/, and /a+unb'a/, respectively. 



1.3.3 The consonants in the second sUb-system 

generally occur in loan-words., They also occur in inherited 

words. However, the instances where the aspirated phonemes: 
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occur in inherited words is negligible. They occur in one or 

two. instances, such as - /tadhan/ 'eldest brother/someone 

older than me'; /imhandhaw/ 'father's eldest brother's wife'; 

/ibudhaw/ tgre at grandfather'. They h ave clusters with other 

conson ants wi thin or outside the syllable bound ary, according 

to the phonological system of the language from which the 

words are borrowed. Example - /dhruba/ltprince Dhruba'; 

/bendhu/ 'friend'; /bramhaputra/ '8rahmaputr~ (river)'; etc •• 

Some of the phonemes set above could be 

interpreted differently. /1/ and /r/ could be controversially 

declared as two different phonemes. ICh/ could be taken only 

as /s/ and not as stop. /y/ and /m/ could be set up as 

allophones of /i/ and /u/ respectively. 

As mentioned earlier in 1.2 above, /1/ and /r/ 

are allophones of the same phoneme, because there is no 

contrast between them, and /1/ in inJ:ervo~aliC-=.~Itt~~?n~n·becomes 

/r/. In other words /1/ singly never occur in medial positions, 

while /r/ can not occur in initial and final positions. /1/ and 

/r/ are in complimentary distribution. /1/ can not occur in, the 

positions where /r/ occurs, and /r/ can not occur in the 



positions where /1/ occurs. Illustrations : 

/*r~ba/ 

/*ran/ 
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/1 anba/ 'noisy' 

/1 an/ 'war' 

/*ala9 ba/ /er~ba/ 'one who makes 

noise', etc. 

The si tuation is more cle ar if we take / -le/ 

'a morpheme indicating completive/realization'. If the roo~ 

ends with a consonant it is /le/, but if it ends with a 

vowel it becomes /re/. For example - /cet+le/ tgo+completive', 

/t'Ok+le/ 'leave+completive f, /c'a+re/ 'eat+completive', /chi+re/ 

Idie +completive " etc •• 

/ch/ is phonetically £8_7, but there is ao' 

case of three way variation among the stop phonemes as a 

result of aspiration condition (2.2.1). Since there is no 

contrast among /ch/, /s/, /ts/ etc. the phoneme is interpreted 

as /ch/ from its morphophonemic behaviour. 

/y/ and /w/ could be considered as non-syllabic 

allophones of /i/ and /u/ respectively, in the environment 

where they occur after another vowel; but if this interpretation 

is followed. vowel length would have to be made phonemic for 

the vowel phonemes /e/, /a/, /e/ and /0/, but not for /i/ and 

/u/. This also would give a new cluster type of VVV in a 
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single syllable and VVVV in two syllables, occuring together 
., "-

in words such as /ya']/ and /iyay/. Thus, they would have to 
"\ "\ 

be transcribed as /iai/ and /iiai/. 

But, the two semivowels can occur- in the 

position which is genera-Ily occupied by a consonant as in 

/yay/ 'agree', /ya/ 'teeth', /ytm/ 'house', /khotyay/ '.~middle 

finger', /khuya/ 'sole', /way/ 'chaff", /wa/, 'bamboo', /pawl 

'news', Iluwa91 'name of a clan', etc •• Again, if the 

interpretation that /'11 and Iwl are non-syllabic aLlophones of 

IiI and /u/ is followed, the two semivowels are to be dropped 

from the phonemic inventory and diphthongs are to be established. 

But as there will'be VVV sequences in a single syllable, it will 

be difficult to define a diphthong. Further, /khotyay/ 'middle 

finger' has to be transcribed as /khtti8.l/ thereby creating a 

problem in syllable cuts, as /khutiai/ can be cut as /khu.ti.ai/ 

in ste ad of the correct /kh1t. i1i/. 

1.4 Vowel length is conditioned by tone, but 

phonetic vowel length has a complex distribution. Because of 

this complexity making vowel length phonemic creates more 

problems than it solves, as each major morpheme, then, has a 

long and short shape which occur in totally unpredictable 

distribution. Examples: /taba/ 'falling', /etaba/ 'something 

fallen',/manba/ 'oldness', /am~nba/ 'something old', etc •• In 



the above examples the tone is shifted, thereby making the 

length of the vowel different such as /a/ in /atabe/ is 

shorter than the /a/ in /taba/. 
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CHAPTER II 

MORPHOPHONEffiICS 

2.0 There are various morphophonemic changes> in 

Mei teiron. Unless:; these are properly' taken care of manyr 

problems can. crop up-, which wirl be impossible too. handle 

when' morphology' and syntax are de al t with .. Some of the 

di fficul ties are variables in: consonants and vowels and the 

change in case of tones ... As shown in 1.1 •. 1 and 1.4.3 above,. 

length or stress is not considered important. because they are' 

not functional' in this language. The various morphophonemic 

rules are given below : 

2.1 

1. 

. PhOI1.'"$~<tlI~,f~co'h~cl;ti,?ned morphophonemic 

changes; : 

Although voicing is a distinctive feature of 

stops,- it is not distinctive in final po"Sitions of s:yllables, 

!mor,p·h;e.m~s3·\ and words" because no voiced stop! can occur in fi~a!' 

po:si tions._ Illustrations : 

/p/ .~n'epJ 'mucus' 

/b/ *£:nab_7" 

/t/ Lkh'utJ 'h and t 

/d/ *Lkhud7 
/k/ Lk~kJ' 'he ad t 

/g/ *Lkog_7i!.6J 

~ 

~ .. - the illustrations indicate un acce ptable forms. ~ ~ -~ . l.n 
. ' ~,.".-



2. Absence of release is phonetic in ffieiteiron 

because only unreleased consonants can occur in the final 

position in syllable, morpheme or word. Illustrations: 

LP:.7 Ln'ap:.7 'mucus' 

L+-:7' 
, .emit:7 'eye' 

£k:J LPok2' "whi te hair' 

.ein:.?' Lthum:.7 'salt t 

Ln:l Lkhun:l 'viII age I 

Lo:7 £ khuo:7 'top' 
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3. As alre ady stated in 1.2 and 1.3 above £1_7 
and ~r-7 are positional variants of the same phoneme. ~r-l 

does not occur initially after word junctures. £1_7' does 

not occur in intervocalic positions. They occur in mutually 

exclusive environments. Illustrations : 

£1_7" changing to I:rJ' - when pxefixed by 

tal, or {mal, the initial Ci_7' changes to ["'r_7':-
/laDba/ 'making noise' /a+l~9ba/ becomes 

/a+ra9ba/ which has become /araaba/, which means 'one who 

makes 'noise'. 

In the case of rna the situation is a little 

different. The bound roots generally occur with a suffix, but 

iftmal is prefixed the ~~;fBX~ can be dropped •. In this case 
'v-" 
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also L.l_T changing to ,CrJ in 

maintained. For example : 

4. 

/1~bal 'making noise', Ima+lal)bal, ought. to be 

Ime+r~l)b~1 becomes ImersDI 'manner of making 
. , 

no~se .' 

III and Inl are phonemically distinctive, but 

they are not distinctive in syllable final positions. Either 

III or Inl can occur in this position. Illustrations: 

11011 C/'") Ilonl 'language' 

IpUlbal (./) Ipunbal 'bind ing' etc. 

Thus, so far as III and Inl are concerned in 

syllable final positions they can be interpreted as phonemic 

free variants, except in Cases where final III is followed 

immediately bY!3 sylllable beginning with 111; and /nl 
followed by a syllable beginning with In/. In which case, 

they remain as 11/ and /n/, respectively. Illustrations: 

Ilolb~/~ /lonb~1 'boiling t 

/10100 lon/ is the root for tboil'. 
~ 

1101 C/") Ion + Ie + ba/ 'becomes /lollab'al 

'something boiled t-

/101 <:.....-::> Ion + na + bel becomes Ilonnebal 

~something for boiling', etc •• 
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5. If the final consonant is one of ·the unvoiJedl 

/p,t,k/ all the consonant phonemes except /b, d, j, g/ can 

begin the next syllable. Illustrations : 

6. 

/tep.ne/ 

flak. tel 

/c~t. kef 

/kok.I) ao/ 
r /k~k.wa/ 

/k~k.yen/ 

'slowly' 

'not come' 

'will go' 

'red haired' 

'name of a Place,17 

la kind of big bird'. 

If the fin a1 conson ant is /m, n, 1)/, the next 

syllable if it is a ev syllable,. the e will be generally /b, d, 

j, g/; but if it is a eve syllable the first e before the V· 

will be /p, t, c, k/. Illustrations : 

/ttm.ba/ 'sleeping' 

/tan. b~/ fe arning f 

" " /tio·ba/ t soaking t 

/tem.de/ 'at the valley' 

/pan.da/ 'branch of arum" 

/colJ·de/ 'not jump I' 

/tan. ja/ 'ch ance ' 

/lem.ja/ 'orphan r 

/1~.9. j~/ '·vu1ture' 

[?: Nowadays this is popularly pronounced as /ka.w~/.! 
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lIe!). gal 

/lam.gao/ 

/10':1.9a / 

/tern.pak/ 

/kon.tak/ 

Ita!). kak/ 

/yoO.c'ak/ 

/cum. cat/ 

'of equal age r 

'dry 1 and' 

'with language' 

"'pebble • 

'chapter' 

'a kind of tree' 

'simple and straight forward '. 

There are a few exceptions to this rule as in 

/lam.geQ/ 'dry land' above. Again this rule becomes redundant 

in case of morphemes which have allomorphs beginning with 

/p- c...---J b- (./) ph-; t- (/) d- C/J th -; c- V'I j- (../) ch-; and 

k- c...rJ g- 0? kh-/. In these cases aspiration condition has 
i1-81 

preference over the above rule- • 

7. All aspirated consonants can begin the next 

syllable in a sequence of syllables except in a few Cases fgii 
Illustrations : 

/cay.khay.ba/ 'throwing at rampage t 

/pok.khay.b'a/ 'blasting out' 
a:zIl 

For these exceptions and for aspiration initials, refer I 
2.2.1 later in this chapter and 7. below, in this section. 

: I 

ff§ For exception to this rule, refer, 2.2.1 later, where 
aspira-tion condition is discussed. 



8. 

/cia. tha. be/ 

/kum. tha. ba/ 

/h'ut. tha. be/ 

/le. phoy/ 

/ki._hom/ 

/pua.phay/ 

'pulling down ,-

tclimbing down' 

rdrilling down t 

'banana r 

'pine apple' 

fa kind of grass'. 
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Semivowels and vowels are functionally alike. 

The two semivowels are phonetically allophones of the 

corresponding high vowels /i/ and /u/. Illustrations: 

/iiai/ /iyay/ '-mid water" 

/iai/ /y'ay/ t something which has 

magi cal power' 

/taiai/ /tayay/ 'second elder brother'. 

9. Voicing is phonologically present in the case 

of /m, n, a, 1/, but this statement is not functional in the 

case of /1/, because /1/ has the same distribution as the 

unvoiced /P. t. k/. Illustrations : 

/lal+le/ 

/c'ot+le/ 

/t'Ok+le/ 

'wrong(completive), 

'wet{completive) , 

'leave(completiv~ 



to. Two low central vowels do not occur in twa-

consecutive syllables, in which case, one of them, generally 
20 the second one is changed to neutral vowel /a/ • Illus -

trations : 

11". -

/ka+le/ 

/w'a+la/ 

/na+la/ 

/Q8.+1a/ 

'room + interrogative' 

'bamboo + interrogative' 

fe ar + interrogative t 

lfish + interrogative' 

The tones become slightly longer/shorter or 
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higher/lower according to the context in which they occur, 

but this type of shift is not distinctive and is very common. 

There is also another kind of shift in which the tone number 

one is heard as tone number two and vice-versa. The generally 

happens whenever a prefix {e-1 is added to the form. 

Illustrations : 

/menba/ 

/amenba/ 

/layba/ 

/a1eyba/ 

20 Refer. 2.2.2 also. 

'sorting(vegetables), 

'vegetable etc. sorted' 

'buying • 

'-something bought'. 
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2.2 . morphologically conditioned morphophonemic 

ch anges : 

1. Any stem which begins with aspiration .and ends 

wi th a vowel or semivowel or a nasal will accePtt-dok-j, t-dek -3 
{-gat-}, t-jan-}, t--gaY1' {-dat1' while all stems. which begin 

wi th aspiration and end with stops' will acce pt· {-tok-}, f-tek:5 

i-kat -}, {-can-J, £-kay-}, {-tat-j, and all other stems will 

accept i-thok-}, ~-thek-}, fkhat-}, £-chan-j, {-khay-}, 

£_tha~:21:. Thus, {-thok- C/) -tok- (/) -dok-J, t-khat- t/\ -kat-~ 

-gat-} et"c. may be considered allomorphs of the same morpheme 

because they occur in mutually exclusive environments. 

lllustra-tions : 

21 

/k~t+thok+pa/ 

/lel]+thok+pa/ 

/ P8.9 +th ok +p'a/ 
• 

/tam+thok+p'a/ 

/kap+thok+pe/ 

/loy+thok+p~/ 

/h un +d ok+p~/ 

/hal)+dok+pa/ 

/phoy+dok+pe/ 

/phan+dok+pa/ 

'dedication/sacrifice' 

'moving out' 

'carrying out' 

'disclosing/relaying t 

'shooting out t 

'finishing with' 

'throwing away'. 

f opening' 

'uprooting' 

'shaved off' 

t-chan-(/) -jan- (....;") -can-} has another variant, that is, 
fChin-·t./1 ~jin- (./'") -cin~. 



/kh ay +d 0 k + p~/ 

/th8!J+dok+pa/ 

/thaw+dok+pa/ 

/kh'ot+tok+p~/ 

/kh~p+tok+pa/ 

/ph'ut+tok+pa/ 

/th~k+tok+pa/ 

/h'ut+tok+pa/ 

1/ ' '/ " kat+chen +ba 

/1'9!) +chan +ba/ 

/paD +chan +be/ 
.... , 

/lup+chan+ba/ 

/loy+chan+b'B/ 

/ta+chan+be/ 
, , 

/ca+chan+ba/ 

/han+jen+b~/ 

/hun+jan+b~/ 

/phum+jan+b'a/ 

/tha!)+jan+ba/ 

/ph 'a+ jan+ba/ 

/kh~+jen+b~/ 

/th'a+jan+b'B/ 

/hoy+jan+ba/ 

/kh~p+can +be/ 

/h~t+cen+ba/ 

'substraction t 

tmove' 

'driving out (vehicle)' 

'scratch out t 

'winnowing' 

'boiling (out), 

'rebounding t 

'drilling (out), 

'-offering t 

'move in 1 

'helping' 

t soak in' 

'put in order t 

• falling in 1 

'eating (in)' 

"re pe ati ng t 

tth rowing in t 

'bury in t 

'moving inside' 

'fastening t 

'enclosing/fencing t 

'sent in side' 

~driving in (cattle)' 

'winnowing' 

'drilling in t 
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, Ibep+cen;"b~/ 

/ph'Ut+can+ba/ 

, '/ /thup+cen +ba 

/ th ak+can +ba/ 

/lal]+khat+pa/ 

/l"ak+khet+p'a/ 

/tan+khet+p'a/ 
,,- "-

/ley +khat+pa/ 

/pa+khet+p'B/ 

/h ay +get+p'a/ 

/th aI)+get+p'a/ 

/hun+get+p~/ 

/pha/gat+p'e/ 
, "- / /hut+kat+pe 

/ chup+ket+pa/ 
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'putting in' 

'boiling (in)' 

'folding in 1 

'putting in (salt etc.)'. 

'throwing up' 

'drawing up t 

'making up' 

'turning up' 

'effervescence I 

'hoi sting' 

- 'lifting up' 

'throwing up' 

'bind (up)' 

tdrilling- up' 

'covering up' 

Aspiration in these suffixes is lost when they 

are added to forms (stems) with aspiration in the beginning 

and unvoiced consonant at the end. 

2. In the case of interrogative suffix /la:/ : 

(i) if the base ends in /a/, the suffix form 
:22 

is /le/--, 

~2' Refer. 2.1.10 above. 
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(ii) if the base ends in a vowel other than /a/ 

the suffix form is /la/, and 

(iii) if the base ends in a consonant, the 

suffix form is /le/ or /la/. 

An examination of the following illustrations 

will help in establishing the above rules. Illustrations : 

, 
/ca+ge+la/ 'will (you) eat? ' 

/pe+la/ 'is it big white umbrella? t 
, 

/li+la/ 'is it cane? t 

/cu+la/ 'is, it sugar cane? ' 

/khoy+la/ 'is it bee? ' 

/h1y+la/ 'is it dog?' 

/phaw+l a/ 'is: it paddy? " 

/ka+la/ 'is it room?' 

/pa,+le/ 'is it eyel ash?' 

/ta+le / tis it spear? ' , 
/mit+le/ 'is it eye?' 

/kh'ut+le/ 'is it hand? " 

/k~k+la/ 'is it head? ' , 
f,cak+la/ 'is it '23 rice? "-

23 /1a/ or /le/ after the vowels and semivowels are 
phonetically ~ra_7'or ~re_7~ Refer. 2.1.3 above. 
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Any suffix beginning with /m/, /n/, /Q/, can 

accept any CV· or eve stem before it. Illustrationsc:: 

/ca+man+le/ 'excessively eaten' 

/cay+man+le/ 'excessive rampage' 

/cet+man+le/ 'excessively going' 

/c'a.+ni/ 'will eat' 

/c'a+nilJ+lJi/ 'intend to eat' . 

/c~t+ni9+l)i/ ' intend to go' 

/ch'ay+nil)+l)i/ 'intend to chew r 

/ c'a+lJam+de/ tnot able to eat' 

/cat+l)am+de/ 'not able to go' 

/p'aY+l)am+de/ 'not able to handle' 

4. 

followed by {-Ii, -Ie, 

changes to {-kheJ ' if it is directly 

-IO}. Illustrations : 

/c'a+kha+le/ 'eat+definite+completive' 

/c~+khe+li/ 'eat+definite+continuativet 
\. 

/ca+kha+lo/ 'eat+definite+commandt 

/c~t+kha+le/ tgo+definite+completive' 
"-/cat+kha+li/ tgo+definite+continuativet 

/c~t+kha+lo/ 'go+definite+commandt. 

/ph~t+kha+le/ 'boil+definite+completive' 



5. t-ke} changes to {-kaJ and· t-ge} changes to 

{-geJ before l-ni, -de, and .-nu}. Illustrations: 

'will go' 

/c~t+ke+da+la/'will not go?' 

/c~t+ke+nu/ 

/c~+ga+ni/ 

'prohibited to go' 

'will eat' 

/c~,+ga+da+la/ 'will not eat?' 

" /ca+ga+nu/ 'prohibited to eat' 

{-ke} and {-ge} are variants of the same 

morpheme. i-kes occurs after the base which ends in a stoPj 

consonant while f-geJ occurs after the base which ends in 

voiced phonemes. Illustrations; :: 

/c'et+:kel 'will go' 

/lup~+ke/ 'will sink' 

/t'ak+-ke/ 'will te at:h' 
, 

/pi+ge/ 'wi!l give' 

/pe+ge/ 'will' be about to weep' 

/cat+ca+ge/ 'wil'l go (honorific)' 

/c'a'+ge/ 'will eat' 

/p'o+ge/ 'will carry on the back' 

/ph'U+ge/ 'will beat' , 
/phem+ge/ twill seat' 

/phan+ge/ 'will' shave' 
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/han+ge / 'will open' 

/h'ay+ge/ 'UJill say t 

/hay+ge/ 'will swing' 

/law+ge/ "will shout' 

6. {-pu Vl-bu} are variants of the same morpheme. t-pu J 
o-ccurs after voiceless finals, while ~bU} occurs after voiced 

finals. Illustrations : 

, 
/cak+pu/ 'to rice" 

/khtt+pu/ 'to hand· 
, 

/yot+pu/ "to iron' 

/ph'ak+pu/ 'to mat' 

/th~+bu/ 'to sword' 
, 

/cha+bu/ 'to animal' , 
/huy+bu/ 'to dog' 

/u+bu/ 'to tree' 

7. t-teV"") -de] are variants of the same morpheme. {-teJ 

occurs after voiceless (inals, while {-da) occurs after voiced 

finals. In the same way {-ti C,./) -diJ ' tka C/) -ga), {:te!J V") -de!)}, 

~-p~C,...-')-ba1, are also variants of the same morpheme, o~curring 

in the same environments as in the case of {-ta V>-da1. 

Illustrations : 
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Illustrations : 

/c'ak+ta/ 'at rice' 

)p'uk+taj , at belly t 

/pat+taj 'at lake' 

/nap+tal 'at mucus' 

/hay+da/ ' at frui to, 

/i'aw+de/ 'at paddy field' 

/u+de/ fat tree' 

/lan+da/ tat war' 

jthor]+dej 'at bridge t 

/kom+da/ 'at pit' 

jc'ak+ti/ trice+particularization' 

/u+di/ 'tree+particularization' 

/c'ak+tuj 'rice+demonstrative'-

/u+dU/ 'tree+demonstrati vet 

/c'ak+ka/ 'with rice' 

/u+ga/ 'with tree t 

Ic 'ak+t'al')/ 'only rice t 

jU+dal) / 'only tree f 

/lak+pa/ tcoming t 
r 

Jc'a+b'a/ t-e ating , 

8.-- tkhOYS and thOY} are also variants of the 
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same morpheme. They can occur in the same set of contexts, 

except in the case of pronominal prefixes, with which only' 

t-khoyJ can occur. Illustrations : 

9. 

are variants of 

the suffix form 

the suffix form 

/~awba+khoy c ........ ) cawbs+hoy / 'Chaoba and others·' 

!totnbS+khOY(../) tombe+hoYj 'Tomba and others t 

I na+khoy ........., *na+hoyj 'your' 

I ma+khoy t./J 

jay+khoy (/? 

*rna+hoy/ 

*ey+hoYj 

'they t 

'we' 

t-i c.....--> -liC/') -pi (../') -mi t/') -wi C/> -!)i C/') -y (./) -13'] 
the same morpheme. If the base ends in /k/, 

is ~-i}; if the base ends in /t/ or /n/ or, /1/, 
is {-u}; if the ba-se ends in /p/ or /m/ or /rJ/ 

or /wl, the suffix form is {-p.g-:;t-miJ1't!Ji);\::Wi] respectively; 

and if the base ends in /y/ or the front vowels, the suffix 

form is £-¢J; while it is £-y} 1 if :'.the base ends in any of the 

back or central vowel. Illustrations : 

/lak+i/ 

jp'ok+i/ 

fc'et+li/ 

/c'el+li/ 

/l'uP+Pi! 

/Pham+mi! 

/haTj+r:J i / 

'come(habitual/infinitive/truth), 

'birth(habitual/infinitive/truth), 

'go(habitual/infinitive/truth), 

'run(habitual/infiniti~e/truth)t 

'sink(habitual/infinitive/truth), 

'si t{habi tual/infini tive/truth) • 

• ask(habi tu al/infini tive/truth )1' 
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before ~-b~, 
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/law+wi/ 'shout(habitual/infinitive/truth), 

/lay+~> lay/ 'live (habitual/infinitive/truth) , 

/c~+y/ 'eat(habitual/infinitive/truth), 
'.. , 

/pi+~> pi/ ' give(habitua1/infinitive/truth) , 

/pe+!i> pel 'about to weep(habi tual/ 

infinitive/truth)' 

/pu+y/ 

./po+y / 

'carry (h abi teal/infini ti ve/truth) , 

'carryon the back(habitua1/ 

infinitive/truth)' 

~~te} changes to ~-teJ and \~deJ changes to [dej 

-li, -le, -cha, -na, and -1 a}. Illustrations ". . 

/ c'et+te+b~/ 'not going • 

/ca+da+b'al 'not eating' 

/cat+ta+1i/ 'not yet gone t 

/ca+de+li/ 'not yet eaten' 

/c~t+ta+le/ 'not gone/going stopped t 

/ca+da+1e/ 'not ate/eating stopped t 

/c'at+ta+cha+nu/ 'let not go' 

/c'a+da+cha+nu/ 'let not eat' 

/c~t+ta+na/ 'by not going' 

/ca+da+ne/ 'by not eating' 

/c~t+te+la/ tdid not (you) go?' 

/c'a+de+1a/ 'did not (you) eat?' 



-t-te (,/') -de} are allomorphs of the same morpheme. 

Generally t-te) occurs after voiceless finals, while t-deJ 

occurs after voiced finals. 24 Illustrations: 

, 
/cat+te/ "not going' 

, 
/cak+te/ 'not burning' , 
/hip+te/ 'not sleeping' , 
/ca+de/ 'not eating " 

/chi+de/ 'not die' 

/ph~+de/ 'not beating t 

/p'o+de/ 'not carrying on the back' 

/pe+de/ 'not about to weep' 

/haf)+de/ .'not open' 

/pham+de/ 'not sitting • 

/phar)+de/ 'not get' 

/lan+de/ "not wrong' 
... 

/hay+de/ 'not saying' 

/hew+de/ 'not growing' 
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same morpheme. If the base ends in a vowel or semivowel or in 

/t/, /n/, /1/, the suffix form is [-li}; if the base ends 

24 There are a few exceptions to this rule, as in the cases 
of /haw+te/ 'not tasty', /hey+te/ 'not known how to do'. 
The suffix form in these cases according to this rUle, is 
ought to be, */haw+de/ (which is never existed in msl tairon). 
However, /hay+de/ is found in this language, but its ' 
meaning is 'not pouring' and has no relation with /hey+te/. 
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in /k/, the suffix form is Srli V"' -i~; and if the base ends 

in /p/ or /m/ or /~/, the suffix form is {-pi, -mi, ~iJ 

respectively~ Illustrations : 

12. 

'\ 
/ca+li/ 

/pu+li/ , 
/pi+li/ 

/hoy+li/ 

/law+:!i/ 

/c-et~+li/ 

/pul+,li/ 

'eat+continuative' 

'carry+continuative' 

'give+continuative' 

'drive+continuative t 

tshout+conti~uative' 

'goofrContinuative t 

tbind+.continuative' 

/tak+li 01:', t1k+i/ 'teach+continuative t 
\ 

/k~p+pi/ tweep~<:ontinuative 1'-

/pham+mi/ 

IhafJ~-i/ 

.. si t+.<:on ti n u ati ve t 

'op-en+continuative " 

~-le,t/')-pet/) -meC/)-!)ej are variants of the ~ame 

morpl>leme. If the base ends,: in a vow-el or semivowel or in) /k, 

t, n, 1,/ the suffix form is {-leJ;; if the base ends in /p, m, 

9/' the suffix forms are ~-pe (../l -me (./) -ae] respectively'. 

Illustrations : 

/c'a+le/ 

/pu+le/ 

"e at+comple'tive 25, 

'carr.y+completive • 

-25 Completive in the gloss is realization of the action as 
well. 
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, 
/pi+le/ 'give+completive I 

/hoy+le/ 'drive+completive • 

/law+le/ tshout+completive I , 
/cat+le/ tgo+completive t, , 
/tak+le/ Ita ach+completive ' 

/pul+le/ tbind+completive' 

/k~p+pe/ Iweep+completive' 

/ph'am+me/ t si t+completive ' 

/hB!J+!Je/ 'ask+completive' 

All the variants: ch ange to tla, -p'a, -rna, -g03 
if they occur before {-b~, -ga}. Illustrations: 

/c'a+IB+b~/ 
\ 

/ca+la+ge/ 

/ ' , '/ hap+pB+ba 
\ , '-

/h ap+pe+ga/ 

/ ph~m+ma+b~/ 

/ph~m+ma+ge/ 

/hB.!J+oa+b~/ 

/h99 +1)9+ga/ 

'something ate' 

Ie at+re ali zation +wi th t 

tput+realization+nominalizer' 

'put+realization+with' 

'sit+realization+nominalizer' 

~sit+realization+with' 

'ask+realization+nominalizer' 

'ask+realization+with'. 

13. {-co C/') -ja} are variants of the same morpheme. 

t-c~ occurs after voiceless finals, while {-ja} occurs after 

voiced fi'nals. In the same way {-Pi c:../? -bg, {-pay (../) -bo~are 



also variants of the same morpheme, occurring in the same 

environments as in the case of \,-ce t/J -ja}. Illustrations : 
of ' 

/t'ak+ca+1e/ 'te ach +po1i te +comp1e tive ' 

/c~t+ca+le/ 'go+po1i te+comp1etive t 

/h~p+ce+1e/ 'put+polite+comp1etive· 

/c'a+ja+le/ 'e at+poli te+comp1etive ' 

/ni+je+1e/ 'beg+po1ite+comp1etive' 

/ph'U+je+le/ 'be at+po1i te+comp1etive ' 

/law+je+le/ 'shout+polite+comp1etive 1 , 
/lay+ja+le/ tbuy+po1i te+completive 1 

/t'ak+pi+1ei' 'ta ach+reque stive+comp1etive ' 

/h~p+pi+le/ 'put+requestive+completive* 

/cha+bi+le/ 'bui1d+requestive+comp1etive' 

/hay+bi~le/ 'swing+requestive+comp1etivet 

/ph~m+bi+le/ 'si t+re questive+comp1etive' 

/t~k+poy/ 'teach+uncertain' , 
/cat+poy/ 'go+uncertain' 

/C~+boy/ 'eat~uncertain' , 
/chu+boy/ 'wash+uncertain' 

, 
/haw+boy/ tgrow+uncertain 1 

/tam'£boy/ 'learn+uncertain' 

/tan+boy/ 'drive away+uncertain' 

/t09+boy/ 'ride+uncertain' 

/thol) +boy / 'cook+un certain' 

/pha!)+boy/ 'got+uncertain' 

80 
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14. \..-u C/l -w (/) -pu V\ -mu (/) -!Ju (./) -lu C/) -yu (./) -~] 
are variants of the same morpheme. If the base ends in /k/, 

the suffix form is t-u}; if the base ends in any of the 

central vowels, the suffix form is t-w j; if the base ends in: 

/p, m, 9/' the suffix forms are i-pu, -mu, -!:iuJ respectively; 

if the base ends in It, n, 1/, the suffix form is ~-lU}; if 

the base ends in any of the front vowels and /y/,the suffix 

form is t-yu}; and if the base ends in any of the back vowels 

and the semivowel /w/, the suffix form is \:-~J. Illustrations ;: 

, 
(command) • /tak+u/ 'te a-ch 

/lak+u/ 'come (command) t 

/pa+w/ 'read (command) , 

/phe+w/ 'be good (command) , , 
/kep+pu/ t wee p (command)' 

/pham+mu/ 'sit (command)' 

/ta'J+!Ju/ 'taste (command) , 
, 

/cet+1u/ 'go (command)' 

/ce1+1u/ 'run (command) , , 
/pi+yu/ 'give (command) t 

/ke+yu/ 'to fop (command)' 

/p'ay+yu/ 'hold (command) 1 

/pu+¢/ 'carry (command) , 

/p'o+¢/ 'carry on the back (command)' 

/thaw+¢/ 'drive (command) , 

/k~w+¢/ t ki ck (command)' 
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15. \-10 (./) -poC/) -mo C/) -00] are variants of the 

same morpheme. {-10} occurs after the base which ends in It, 

k, n, 1/, the two=~semivowels and all vOtlJels; while t-po, -mo, 

eOo}' occurs after the base which ends in /p, m, fJ/ resp~ctivelY. 

The same rule is applicable in the cases of t"'lU (/) -pu V)' -mu V) 

:.--:ou}; ~-lOY c....--> -poy C/) -moy C/") -fJoYJ; {-lam V") -pam V) -mam V'l -9am] 

and {-lak (/) -pak U/ -mak C/) -lJakj. Illustration$ : 

/~~t+lO/ 

/t'ok+lo/ 

/pUl+lo/ , 
/pi+lo/ 

/ke+lo/ 

/pa+lo/ 

/h'ay+lo/ 

/law+lo/ 
, 

/kap+po/ 

/phum+mo/ 

/taO+Qo/ 

" /cat+lu/ 

" /tak+lu/ 

/pUl+lu/ 

/ph~+lu/ 

/h'ay+lu/ 

/kaw+lu/ 

/phem+mu/ 

/kap+pu/ 

'go+command (immediate)' 

'stop+command (immediate)' 

'bind+command (immediate)r 

'give+command (immediate)' 

'fop+command(immediate), 

'read+command (immediate)' 

'say+command (immediate)' 

'shout+command (immediate)' 

'shoot+command (immediate)' 

'bury+command (immediate)' 

'taste+command (immediate)' 

'go+command (different place)' 

'teach+command (different Place)' 

'bind+command (different Place)' 

'beat+command (different Place)' 

'say+command (different Place)' 

'go and call'(command)' 

'sit+command (different Place)' 

'shoot+command (di fferent place)' 
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/halJ+lJu/ 'open+command (different place)' 

/c~t+lOY/ tgo+negative (intentive), 

/t'ak+IOY/ rteach+negative (intentive) t 

/pul+loy/ ttie+negative (intentive)t 

/pi+loy / tgive+negative (intentive)' 

/pa+loy/ 'read+negative (intentive) t 

/h'ay+loy/ 'say+negative (intentive)' 

/law+loy/ rshout+negative (intentive)' 

. /pham+moy/ tsit+negative (intentive)' 

/h~p+poy/ '"put+negative (intentive) t 

/ha!)+f)oy/ • ask+negative (intentive)' 

/cat+lem+de/ 'go+would have started+negative t 

/tak+lam+de/ 'te a-ch+"would have started+ 

negative' 

/pul+lam+de/ 'tie+would have started+negative t 

/ph~+lem+de/ 'beat+wooid have statted~ 

negative' 

/hay+lam+de/ 'saY+UJould have started+negative' 

/laUJ+lam+de/ 'take+would have started+negative~' 
, 

/phem+mam+de/ 'sit+UJould have started+negative t 

, 
/hap+pem+de/ 'put+UJould have started+negative t 

'ask+would have started+negative ,126 

/c~t+lek+li/ 'go+started earlier+continue' 

/pa+lak+li/ Ire ad+started e arlier+continue t 

/h~y+lak+li/ 'say+started earlier+continue 

In the gloss 'would have started 'also indicates 'comp!ete I 

and performing the act,that is, realization. 
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/h~p+pak+li/ fput+started earlier+continue' 

/ph~m+mak+li/ 'sit+started earlier+continue' 

/ha~+Dak+li/ 'ask+started earlier+continue' 

The interrogative marker is affixed to the 

noun or the NP to form interrogatives. However, this rule 

becomes obsolete in the case of : 

'eat+command+interrogativet2~ 

teat+command+interrogative' 
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/c~+kho+la/ 

/c~+w+la/ 

/c~+nu+la/ 

/c~+lo+la/ 

/C~+lu+la/ 

/c'a+chi+la/ 

fe at+prohibi tive+interrogative' 

'e at+come for action+interrogatlve' 

~eat+go for action+interrogative' 

teat+benefactive+interrogative t 

/c~+cha+nu+l a/ 'e at+le t+prohibi tive+interrog ative ' 

/c~+han+lu+l a/ 'e at+cause+command+interrogative t 

that is, at'ter the verbal suffixes i-kho, -w, -nu, -10, -lu, 

-chi, -chan~. This exception is because of the common tendency 

of assimilating different words into one in the standard speech. 

The actual form in these cases are -

/ ' "/ ca+kho hay+ba+la 

/c~+w h~y+ba+la/ 
, , , / /ca+nu hay+ba+la 

/C~+lO hayitoba+la/ 

tasked to eat?' 

'ordered to eat?' 
28 'prohibited to eat?' 

'invited to eat?' 

l27J 'command' here means 'permission'., Here the meaning of 
'definite and continue' is also present~ 

28 /c'a+nu/ is also assimilated form of /c~+ga+nu/. 
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, "I Ica+lu hay+ba+la tcan go to eat?' 

, ." " I ' Ica+ch~ hay+ba+la 'let's eat? 

Ic'a+cha+nu h'ay+b~+lal 'let not prohibit eating?,' 

,/c~+han+lu h'ay+b'a+lal 'let cause him eat? t 

SUmmARY 

To summarize" we have discussed above : 

(i) The phonologically conditioned 

morphophonemic changes : The features like, absence of voi~ced 

stops in final positions,; /1/ and Ir/ becoming allophones of 

the same phoneme; 11/ and /nl are free variants in final 

positions; voiced finals are generally followed by voiced 

ini tials while voiceless finals are generally followed by 

voiceless initials, although this is not applicable in the 

case of aspiration initials. Functionally the vowels and 

semivowe1s are equivalent. Although /1/ is voiced, it has the 

same distribution as the unvoiced / p, t, k/; non-occurrence 

of two.'low central vowels in consecutive syllables, in which 

Case changing the second one to neutral vowel lei; and tone 

shift, were illustrated. ---Note : The glosses are mostly near equivalent. Sometimes it 
may be interpreted differently. 
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(ii) In the second part of this chapter, the 

morphologically conditioned morphophonemic changes were 

discussed. The features like, aspiration condition which 

shows three way variation of the stop phonemes, constituting 

a single morph~phoneme; /la/ changing to /la/; suffixes 

beginning with /m, n, 9/ accepting any CV or eve stem; while 

there are restrictions for others; various allomorphic 

variations; consonant assimilative gemination of /p, m, Q/; 
and interrogative which is generally formed with nouns being 

formed with verba were discussed and illustrated. 



·CH APTER I I I 

3 mORPHOLOGY 

3.1 NOUNS· 

3.1.0 A noun if) mei teiron at the morphological level 

can be determined by means of prefixes and suffixes. The roo·ts 

in this language ,do \ not shoUl the form-class to which they' 

belong. But the free roots or free nominal forms can show the 

form-class to which they belong. For example, - the root- l.c~-} 

'eat', lPh'a.-} "catch', ~a-] 'fall', etc. become nouns' when 

the suffix {-be} is added to them and can take one or more of 

the set of noun suffixes. The free nominal forms like, {mil 

'man', -1 u 3 'tree', etc. which are nouns by themselves can also 

take one or more of the set of noun suffixes. Accordingly 

those forms" free or bound, which can'~ake one or more of the 

followini set of prefixes: and suffixes are nouns in meiteiron. 

The prefixes and suffixes are : 

{a-} 
1.8- L/) i-j 
{na-j 
{ma-j 

-\:.ma- L/'\ khut-j 

k-,tia} 
t-Pu L/\ -buJ 
~-ta t../) -daJ 

'personifier' 

'first person pronominal' 

'second person pronominal' 

'third person pronominal' 

'manner/mode/w.ay' 

'agent/actor/instrument· 

'patient/receiver' 

'locative/at' 



{-ti \./) -di ~ 

ttu V"') -duJ 

~-ke (/) -gal 
{-kiV1 -gi~ 

t-1a v-, -le} 

{-te!J'-"""' -da!):5 

[-chU} 

{-Chi} 

i-Chi9j 
{-khOy (./"I -hoy} 

t-mak} 
l-ni J / 

.wtp"j;p!" ..... , .. . ~ ~':: 

'particularization' 

'demonstrative (the/that)' 

'wi th t 

'possessive/genetive' 

'interrogative/question' 

'isolating' 

'also t 

'thi s' 
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'plurali ty' 

'co1lectivity/many(inc1usive), 

'personification' 

'copula' 

There are restrictions in the acceptance of 

these prefixes and suffixes by the roots and forms, that is, 

some roots and forms can not take some of the affixes. Further, 

some of the affixes can not occur together in the same form. 

For example : 

The prefix {a-J is not acceptable to the form 

/mi/ 'man', the ~uffix such as {-chiIJJ is not acceptable to 

forms like, /tombe/ 'Tomba (name of a person)', etc •• 

3.1.1 On the basis of formation, a noun in meiteiron 

is divided into two main categories. They are - (a) Simple, and 

(b) Compound. Again, simple nouns can be sub-divided into two : 
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(i) Non-dependent, and (ii) Dependent. Diagrammatically, then, 

it can be represented as follows : 

Nouns 

Simple Compound 

Non-dependent Dependent 

Fig. - 5. Diagram showing classification of nouns. 

Simple Nouns: Those forms are called Simple 

nouns, if they fulfill any of the following criteria -

(1) which by themselves can occur as nouns, such as, {mil 'man', 

tlJ'a] 'fish', itomba} 'Tomba (name of a person)', tna} 'ear', 

\y~m"! 'house', etc.; (ii) which can occur as nouns by 

prefixation, such as, fkhut+k'a] 'manner of climbing f, tma+ca} 

this son/son', tma+th09} 'manner of cooking', etc.; and (iii) 

which can occur as nouns by suffixing r-b~(/) -paJ directly 
f \ ,"< after the root or after some other suffixes, such as, lca+ba.5 

'eating', tthek+p~J 'drinking', {c'a+khi+b8} "eat+defini te+ 

nominalizing suffix', etc •• Those -n'ouns' :fal-ling. 'under (tJ 



above ar~· nOI"t-dependent, while those falling under (ii) and 

(iii) above comprise dependent nouns. 
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(i) Non-dependent: Nouns which can nat be 

sub-divided into smallejr morphemic segments and by themselves 

can function as nouns wi thout. any prefix or suffix, but can 

take same of the prefixes and suffixes listed in 3.1.0 above, 

are called nan-dependent. Illustrations : 

tmi3 'man' 

{laph"u] 1 plantain tree' 

%ombaJ 'Tomba (name of a person) f 

{cawba3 ' Chaoba (name of a person)' 

tkhut~ 'hand' 

lk'okJ 'he ad' 

tPhiJ 'cloth' 

iUJ 'tree' 

iC8J 'paper' 

{ h'UY} 'dog' 

{hawdoo} 'cat t 

tuci} 'rat ' 

tthabi} 'cucumber' 

~tin3 'worm' 

ttinJ 'saliva' 

~chenda9J 'sparrow' 

{ lilU9] 'bow' 



tten1 
tyumJ 

~th'O!)~ 

ttho!J3 
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'arrow' 

'house' 

'door' 

"bridge' etc. 

The suffixes and prefixes which are acceptable or 

not acceptable by non-dependent nouns are illustrated below : 

, 
The non-dependent noun like mi 'man' can take the 

following suffixes -

£m1+bu3 'man+object marker" 

tm1+ne3 "man+subject marker" 

{mi+d83 "man+locative t 

{mi+di3 'man+particularization" 

~i+dU1 'man+demonstrative' , 
{mi+ga3 'man+UJi th ,-, 
~i+gi) tman+possessive t , 
tni+laJ 'man+interrogative' 

{ml+daI)3 'man+isolating t 

£mi+ChU) 'man+also' 

{m'i+chi) 'man+this' 

tmi+Chi!)J 'man+plural' 

~i+ni~ 'man+copula • 

uthile it can not take the ~olloaring • • 



Again, ltomobaJtTomba (name of a person)' can take 

the following suffixes -

\tombe+nej 

~omba+bu} 

ttomba+da} 

~omba+di1 

~ombe+duJ 

{tomba+gaj. 

ttombe+giJ 

%,omba+la} 

ttomba+de~} 

{tomba+chu} 

(tomba+chi} 

(t"omba+khoy} 

t.tomba+m~k} 

ttomba+ni} 

'romba+,subject' 

'Tomba+object' 

'Tomba+locative' 

'Tomba+particulari zation' 

'Tomba+demonstrative' 

'Tomba+uJi th ' 

'Tomba+possessive' 

'Tomba+interrogative' 

'Tomba+isolating' 

'Tomba+al so t 

tTomb a+this ' 

'Tomba and others' 

'Tomba+personification' 

tTomba+coplJla' 

while it can not take the following : 

*~+tomba} 
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*~+tomba3 

*{na+tomba} 

*{ma+tombaJ 

*'{kh 'Ut+tomba} 

*{tombe+chiDj 

(ii) Dependent.: Nouns which are formed by 

/ 
29 -prefixing and or suffixing to a root are called dependent. 

Dependent nouns also can take some of the prefixes and 

suffixes listed in 3.1.0 above. .1 llustr~tions : 
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" , The dependent noun like, ca+be feg-ting' Can take 

the following prefixes and suffixes -

~+cab~} 

{!<h'Ut+c'a :3 
tc~+ba+na] 

\.c'a+b'a+t>u} 

tc'a~b~+da} 

{c~+b~+diJ 

\9'a+b'a+du} 

~c'a+ba+ge} 

~c'a+b'a+gi J 

Ie ater f 

'manner of eating' 

fe ating+subje ct' 

'eating+object-' 

'e ating+locative ' 

'eating+particularization t 

teating+demonstrative' 

'e ating+wi th' 

'e ating+posse ssi ve ' 

lca+be+l~ 'eating+interroga-tive' 
r."''' ,1 \.ca+ba+dalJ.s 'e ating+i sol ating , 

29 A root in ffieiteiron can not indicate the class in which it 
belongs, that is, it can not show whether it is a verb or 
a noun root. The set of ~;affixes are the deciding factor. 



{C~+b'e+chu} 

\ca+be+ni} 

'e ating+also' 

'e ating+copul a· 

while it can not take the following: 

f.~' " ".1 *l.I1+ca+baJ 
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There are four different types of dependent nouns. 

They are: (A) - Prefix +root, (8) - Prefix + root + suffix, 

(C) - Root + suffix, and (D) - Root +' suffix(es131 + suffix:~, 

Illustrations : 

A. Prefix + root 

{me+pa} 

-tma'Etho.93 

\ma + pi} 
ikh'Ut+k~J 
\'ne+c'aj 

'manner+reading " 

'manner+cooking' 

tmanner+giving' 

'manner+climbing' 

'third person~issue(son/ 

daughter) , 

30 This combination is possible if {-du, -nil follows, e.g. 
lca.+ba+chil)+dt1 teating+ Plural+Demonstrative·. 

31 Suffixes here mean verbal suffix or suffixes. 



B. 

c. 

D. 

Prefix + root + suffix 

ia+pa+baj 

te+c~+b'a} 

ta+~a~+bel 

18+0 'ak+pa] 

Root + suffix 

~a+b~J 
f'a+b'a] 

tcat+pa} 

~'Ok+P'a} 

treader' 

fe ater' 

'one who 

'one who 

Ire ading' 

'eating" 

'going' 

'le aving , 

Root + suffix(es) + suffix 

asks' 

guards' 

'eat+defini te+nomina1izer f 

9S 

tC~+khi+b'a} 

~1'aY+1u+ba} 'say+action at another p1ace+ 

nomin ali zer ' 

'eat~started+continue+ 

nomina1izer • 

The variety of nouns in D. above is purely -
derivative, since the nouns have been derived from verbs by 

adding the nomina1izing suffix. 
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3.1.1.2 Comeound Nouns: Forms which can act as nouns even 

when they are combined with some other or similar type of nouns, 

or roots are called nouns showing compounding. There are seven 

different types under this category. They are: 

(A) - Noun +Noun, (B) - Noun + Augment, (e) - Noun + Dimunitive, 

(D) -, Noun + Root, (E) - Noun + Dependent Noun, (F) - Noun + 

Noun + Dependent Noun, and (G) - Noun + Decorative form~2 

Illustrations : 

A. 

B. 

Noun + Noun 

tc'ak+chalJ} 

{kon +th '001 
{U+h~Y] 

£y~t+c'eys 

Noun + Augment 

{h1y+jaw] , 
{yum+jaw} , 
ti+caw] 

~h~D+jaw} 

~ka+jaw] 

'kitchen(rice+house), 

~gate(garden+door)' 

'fruit(tree+fruit), 

'iron rod(iron+stick)' 

tdog+big' 

'house +big t 

'flood(water+big), 

'main door(door+big)' 

'room+big t 

32 This isa meaninglessfform, but always accompanies the 
. noun •. The name decorative is used as the standard 

spe akers call, .. them /wahe'y laytelJl 'decorative word'. 
/wahay/ means 'word' and Ilayte!J/ means 'decoration'. 



c. 

D. 

E. 

Noun + Dimunitive 

\.hUy+naw} 

~th'Q!J +n aw} 

tChan+naw} 

-fr o!J +n aw} 

t¥en+naw} 

Noun + Root 

'puppy(small+dog), 

'~indow(door+small)' 

'calf(cow+small)t 

'monkey+small' 

'chick(hen+small), 
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tquestion(word+ask)t 

'canal/stream(water+way) , 

'travelling company(foot+company) 

'dress( cloth +we ar) , 

Noun + Dependent Noun33 

~hi+chab~~ 

~+chub~1 

~h~!J+!J'akP~J 
[y~ttChUb~ } 

'weaver(cloth+weaving) , 

'carpenter(tree+worker), 

'watchman (door+guard)' 

'black-smith(iron+worker}, 

-
33 Dependent Noun may be interpreted as root + suffix. 



F. 

G. 

34 Noun + Noun + Dependent Noun 

~c 'ak + ch ~9 + ch ab'e 5 
\. kon+,th'o,9+chembaj 

'kitchen builder' 

tgate repairer t 

Noun + Decorative form 35 
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~chuma~+thelo!Jj 

tyenakh a+l'ukkh aj 

tnapi+nala!J) 

tsurroundings of the house(front)t 

rsurroundings of the house(side)t 

·snakes and other creatures~ 

3.1.2 Number: Nouns in ffieiteiron are not inflected for 

number. However, the three numbers, that is, singular, plural 

and dual are indicated by suffixes or other forms. 

3.1.2.1 Plural: Plural in ffieiteiron is formed at the 

morphological level by affixation of the plural marker ~hiQ] 

to the noun. All nouns in meiteiron can not take this suffix. 

There are other words which when they follow the noun or 

noun phrase indicate more than one. They are -

34 This variety of nouns may be regarded as phrases. 
35 In some cases both the constitue~ts have meanings, as in 

/yenchao+napi/ 'curry+grass', /tin+kB!)/ 'worm+mosquito' 
but they h ave a different meaningl 
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{mayam136 'many' 

{pumnamak) '"all t 

~haDgu337 tflock t 

tkaIJ1UP5 "group' 

\,challupj8 'group' 

tmapayJ 'heap' 

tmapun or cabun) 'bundle t 

\.kh'uPPU~ 'host of , 
••• 

\.kafJbuJ 'party' 

Some of the nouns in ffieiteiron can take/have all the 

above as well as the plural marker ~ChiryJ, while some of them 

can not. Illustrations : 

36 

37 

-38 
39 

Singular Plural/more than one 

l~iChil) l 
\m'iy am3 

'men' 

'many men' 

~i pumnamak} • all men' 

lmt kalJluPJ 

\mi mapayj 

tm! cabun} 

£"m! kh~ppu ~ 
imi kaObu} 

tgroup of men' 

'heap of men' 
. 39 'bundle of men' 

'host of men t 

'party of men' 

This has another form {-yam} which is affixed to the noun 
as in the illustration above. 
This is generally used for lesser animals, although i~ is 
used for human beings in the derogatory sense. 
This is used for animals only. 
This is to mean '"a large contingent of men' i.e. 'crowd'. 
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Singular Plural/more than one 

tUCekJ 'bird' tucl:1kchi9~ tbirds' 

~cek mayamj 'many birds' 

{ucek pumnama~'all birds' 

~cek ka!)lupJ 'group of birds t 

tucek chal)guj 'flock of birds' 

~cek mapey~ 'he ap of bird s,' 

-§cek cabu~ 'bundle of birds' 

tCh~3 'animal' ~h~Chi.9j 'animals t 

£ch "a+y am} 'many animals' 

t::h~ pumnema~ 'all bird s' 

~h~ ka!J1upj 'group of animals' 

~h'a chaOgu) 'flock of animals' 

~h"a me pay'} 'he ap of' anim als' 

cha' f ' cebun) 'bundle of animals t 

%h"'a kaDbuJ 'party of animals' 

iuJ 'tree t -luchiDj 'trees' 

{u may am} 'many trees' 

-Lu pumnama':} 'all trees' 

,~ mapeyj 'he ap of tree Sf 

t:' cabunJ 'bun ch of trees' 
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Dual: Oual in ffieiteiron is indicated by suffixes -
and/or independent forms. The form which indicated dual or 

pair are {-pot (./') -bot] or ~abotJ; and {PUlJba '5- Like [pabotJ 

and ~PUl')ba~, ~-potJalso sometimes occur independently, while its 

variant ~-botJ never occurs~independentlY. Illustrations: 

~haw pot) or ~hawbotJ 

tchanbot ~ or ~han pabotJ 

~cek pUDba J 

'two cheobay of paddy ,40 

~pair of cow/bUll' 

'pair of bird' 

The dual can be taken as an unit for counting. -They 

are illustrated below. Illustrations : 

tPhewbot ame) 'one two che9bay of paddy' 

~hawbot ani} 'two two cha!lbay of paddy' 

~hawbot tela} 'ten two chenbay of paddy I 

%han pabot an13 'two pair of cows' 

{chan pabot meoaJ 'five pair of COlDS' 

lucek pUl)ba mali) 'four pair of birds' 

~hunu puaba kU~ 'twenty pair of pigeons,41 

Nouns like, tomba, cawbe, ibemhal, etc. which are 

human names can not go with the plural or ~more than one' 

suffix or forms. However, they can take the suffix-khoyl, which 

40 tchaobayj is a bamboo basket which is used as a unit for 
measuring paddy or other grains. 

41 lpUl)ba 3 sometimes means the pair of 'a male and a female'. I, 



indicates plural in the case of noun substitutes (3.3.1.1). 

For ex ample' : 

~ombakho~ 

~awbakhoYJ 

~bemhalkhoy} 

'Tomba and others' 

'Chaoba and others' 

'I bemh al and others f 
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3.1.3 Gender: Nouns in ffieiteiron fall into two gender 

classes, personal and non-personal. Nouns designating man or 

human beings are personal while all other objects are regarded 

as non-personal. Heavenly bodies, however, are regarded as 

personal. Grammatically, there is no specific inflection for 

the gender difference, although the noun substitutes show 

some difference, such as - /mahak/ 'he' cisJthe' substitute for 

animate human beings, ;tqat is, for personal genc~er, and /machi/ 

'it/this' for all other objects, that is, for non-personal. 

The interrogative nDun substitute also show this distinction -

ikana/ 'which person' for personal and /kali/ 'which thing' for 

all others, that is,for non-personal. /machi/ 'this/it' is 

found sometimes used to hUman beings in a derogatory sense. 

There are some cases where the forms are different 

for male and female, for example : 

~ipaj 'man • 'r~tboman .' 

~chay-chakp~male singer' %chay chakp~' female'; singer' 

~agoy- ch ab~fmale . dancer f ~jagOy-chab~ 'female 1:\ dancer' 
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But this is an exception attestable in a few cases 

and is not applicable in gen~ral. If the above forms are 

treated as masculine and feminine, as it seems from its 

appearance; then, the following forms should also have their 

~i j ending forms, but they do not have it. Illustrations :: 

~~k-C~b~3 'rice eater' 

{)ChiQ-Chbkp~J'dJater fetcher' 

~'8k-c'abij , 
-b-Chi9-Ch'okPi] 

This can be more clearly illustrated by the 

following examples : 

nipa adu tule 'The man has fallen' 
'man the fall+completive' 

u adu tule 'The tree has.fallen' 
'tree the fall+completive ' , 
khut tekle 'The hand is broken(fractured) , 

'hand broken' , 
cay tekle 'The stick is broken' 

'stick broken(break+completive), 

tomba pulaga kbyyu 'Take·Tomba with you in the walk' 
'Tomba- bring+wi th walk+command' 

, 
ce~jen pulaga koyyu 'Take food with you in the walk' 

'food bring+with walk+command' . " ibemhal pulaga koyyu 'Take Ibemhal with you in the 
'Ibemhal'bring+with walk+command' walk'. 

Hence, it has been presumed that" there is no 

grammatical gender in meiteiron. 
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3.1.4 Syntactically a noun in meiteiron can be defined as 

a class of forms which can occupy the subject and/or object 

slot in a sentence. Fun ct±on ally, it is the he ad of the noun 

phrase (NP). The following examples will illustrate them. 

Illustrations :-

{n 

(2) 

(3) 

(5) 

" " tomba c ak cay 
'Tomba rice eatt{Tomba eats rice)' 

" menina tombebu phuy 
tmani Tomba beat (mani beats Tomba) , 

" " , akanba manina achonba tombabu phuy 
'strong ffiani weak Tomba beat1 
(Stronger mani beats weaker Tomba) 

" aykhoygi maniQgi tombebu manina phuy 
tour west Tomba ffiani beat' 
(mani beats Tomba, who lives at our west) 

" tombabu man ina phuy 
'Tomba mani beat (mani beats Tomba) , 

In the above examples,~o~ba3 is subject in example 

(1), whlLle it is object in all other examples, that is, in 

examples (2-5) above. In examples (3) and (4), it is t.he head 

of the nominal group, that is, the NPs. In the same manner, 

~angin examples (2-5) above is the subject in the sentences; 

and it is the he ad in each NP. tc'akJ in example (1) is the 

object in the sentence. As defined earlier the forms 1i~, 

~, and c"akJare all nouns be cause they occur in the subje ct 

and object slot in the sentence. They are also the head of 

the nominal group. This has been illustrated by expanding 



" ... sentence (1), ~ cak cay in the following manner • 

( 1a) . , " " " aga~ oylkbe tombena eQawba cak cay 
'child being Tbmba white rice eat' 
(Young Tomba is eating white rice) 

In (1a), the noun /tomba/ is substituted by a 

bigger construction /alJalJ oylib~ tombena/, which is a noun 

phrase; and/c'ak/has been substituted by /enawbe cak/, ulhich 

is alSo a noun phrase. In the two phrases, /aoalJ oyliba 

tombana/and /alJawba cak/, the head in them is/tomba/ and 

/c~k/ respectively. This is illustrated in a diagram below : 

(1a) . , " , " a!)a9 oylkbe tombenei' e,9awba cak cay 

" ... , alJawbe cak cay 

" " aOawba cak " cay tombana 

.... 
aoawba cak -

1.05 
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The above diagram, using labels of the constituent .. 

types in place of U/ords is shown in the diagram below! : 

(1 a) 

Det 

alJan cry lib~, 

NP 

N 

5 

vp 
(s) 

A 
NP vp/v 

/\ 
Det N' 

" tombana al)ewbe cak " cay 

", II 

I 
'I 

From the above illustrations, it can be seen that 

the form /tomba/ is functionally alike with the phrase /eQa9 

oyliba tomba/, while /c~k/ has the same function .with /soawba 

c~k/. A substitution procedure will help in examining the, above, 

This has been illustrat6d in a substitution table, as below: 
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" " phs jaba tombana 
... " 

a!)a~ oyliba a!Jawba maya~ ka!)ba menibu phuy 
tyoung whi te good looking Tomba thin mani beat' 

9~ao oyliba " tombana " , 
aoawba maya!J k9!Jba manibu phuy 

'young whttte Tomba thin rtIani beat f 

a!)a!) oyliba manibu 
, 

tombana phuy 
'young Tomba fflani Seat' 

.. . ... tombana manibu 
, 

8!J8wbe phaJaba phuy 
'whi te good looking Tomba mani beat" 

" .. 
soawba tombana manibu phuy 
'white Tomba mani beat t 

pha jab& tombana " manibu phuy 
'good looking Tomba mani beat' 

tombana manibu 
, 

phuy 
'Tomba mani beat t 

, 
alJ alJna menibu phuy 
'child mani beat' 

" , 
cawbana mi phuy 
'Chaoba man beat' 

... 
u adu tombada pile 

'tree the Tomba gave • 

" u tombada pile 
-'tree Tomba gave f 

I 

In the above examples, the pattern of arrangement 

is SOV. There are; other patterns of arrangements also, but in 

all the cases substitution by single words is possible. The 

forms /tombe/, /e9a9/' /cawba/, /u/ in the first column 

occupy the subject position in the sentences. Since they Can 

be substituted by each other, they are r.egarded as belonging 

to the same category of forms, that is, noun. The forms /mani/, , . 
/m~/, /a!Ja!J/, and /tomba/ in the second column occupy the 

object position in the sentences, They also can be subst~tuted 
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by each other. They are also treated as belonging to the same 

category of forms. 

3.1.5 Nominal position: The nominal position in Meiteiron 

is any basic position which may be always occupied by a noun or 

pronoun. This is illustrated below : 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

ucek pay 
'Birds fly' 

, , 
ay cak cay 

'I eat rice t 

mahak tombani 
'He is Tomba" 

{Noun .} in ~ noun 1 verb 
lPronoun a ~pronounJ + 

pattern. Structure in this slot 

function as subject of the verb. 

l~~~~oun}n e:t~~~ounJ + t;~~~ouJ + 

verb pattern. In such cases the first 

noun/pronoun function as subject of the 

verb, while the second noun/pronoun 

function as object of the verb. 

{~~~~ounJ in a f~~::oun] + £~~~~ounJ + 

copula pattern. In this kind of 

st'ructure, the first noun/pronoun is 

the subject of the verb, while the 

second noun/pronoun is the object of the 

verb, that is, the copula. 

, , 
mahakna cabani - Same as above. 

'He eats it' 
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Types of nouns. ~ Nouns in ffieiteiron may be either 

proper or common. A noun is said to be proper if it indicates 

a person or place, such as,jtombaj'Tomba (name of a,person)', 

jimPhal('ImPhal CitY',!kalentha/'summer month', etc. while it 

. is common if it names a more general way: /nipa/'man',jch'a/ 

• animal' , lui 'tree', etc. 

Further, a noun im ffieiteiron may be either concrete 

or abstract. A noun is said to be concrete if it is not 

abstract, that is, it can be seen, felt, tasted, etc •• A 

concrete noun in meiteiron, generally is a non-dependent noun. 

Illustration : 

tm!5 
lU5 
{c'akJ 

t:h~muJ 

{naJ 

'man' 

I tree' 

'ri ce I 

'elephant' 

Ifish I 

A noun is abstract if it names something which 

exists only as an idea or concept in the mind. An abstract 

noun in meiteiron is generally a dependent noun. Abstract 

nouns are those formed with the suffix {p~ C,../) -b~} to the 

root or to any other form or to a combination of root and 

suffixes. Illustrations ~ 

'e ating , 



{thakpa} 

~tmmaba} 

£calib'8 } 

lPhajab~J 

\kh~9b~ 3 
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'drinking' 

'sleep+re ali zation+nominali zer' 

'eat+continue+nominalizer' 

'be auti fulness t 

'know' 

The concrete as well as the abstract noun can 

indicate number, that is, singular and plural (3.1.2) by taking 

the suffixes and forms which indicate more~han one, but dual 

number is indicated only in the case of concrete nouns. 
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3.2 VERBS 

3.2.0 A verb in ffieiteiron is a member of a class of forms 

which gives the meaning of aspect and modality by way of 

affixing or compounding. Verbs in ffieiteiron do not indicate 

tense. None of the verbal suffixes are tense markers. However, 

time is indicated by aspect and independent forms. The suffix 

for 'non-realization' looks like a tense marker, but it is 

also a morpheme indi cating 'non-re ali zation " that is, the 

action is yet to be performed, whi~h may not be performed at all. 

Sometimes this also indicates intention. Various forms of 

command, negation, benefactive, etc. are also formed by 

suffixing the respective markers to the root or the verb form~ 

There are restrictions to the occurrence of the verbal affixes. 

Some of them can not occur directly after the root, while some 

of them occur only in medial positions and some of them occur 

in final positions (3.2.1). Verb roots are all bound (3.2.2;. 

A list of verbaL.suffixes which indicate aspect and modality, 

when they occur with a root or in multiple combinations and 

function as verbs in ffieiteiron are given below: 

ti~ 
fli! 
t-1ej 
tkeJ 

'h abi tual/infini tive/stative/truth' 

'continuative' 

'completive/realization' 

'intentive/non-re alization' 



~lam3 

~lak1 

-t-han1 
~-hew5 

~-khiJ 

f te3 
tlOYJ 

t-u} 

. fl'o] 

{-I oJ 
flu5 

£-nu~ 

fkhO} 

tChaJ 

fChiS 

~-nu3 

SCchanJ 

~thokJ 

tkhatJ 
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'action being started earlier,42 
. b t t" ,43 'action started earl~er u con ~nu~ng 

'causati ve ' 

, st artl in ch 0 ati ve ' 

'definitive/certainty 1 

'negative' 

'negative(intentive) , 

'command' 

'command(start immediately/on the spot), 

'command(come for action/invite)' 

'command(go for action)' 

'prohibitive' 

'command(keep} , 

fbenefactive/let(exclusive), 

Ibenefactive/let(inclusive), 
, . h ,44 
w~s 

'inwards(movement), 

'outwards(movement/show), 

'drawing upwards' 

42 ~-lamJ indicates that the action has started at a time 
in the past. The action, of course, has been completed 
by now. This is commonly used in reporting/narrating 
an event at a later time, i.e.'the action at that timel 

43 t-Iak3 indicates that the action has started- at a time 
in the past but it is still continuing. This when occuring 
with realization/completive indicates completion of the 
action. 

44 i-nul always occurs after fch~. 



3.2.1 

~:"khay} 

~thetJ 

{:min3 
\:naJ 

tpi~ 

-t-ca} 

t-ne} 

{-ko~ 

t-manJ 

5i:boyj 
{-day"1 

t-tha} 

t ni3 

/ . "d ,45 'broke d J. VJ. e 

'broke(rope/string) ,46 

'together' 

'reciprocal t 

'polite/requestive,47 

'polite(declarative) ,48 

'de cl ar a-tive ' 

'suggestive/solicitation' 
, ",49 excessJ.ve 

'suspicive/uncertain/as if' 
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'suspicive with presupposition/about to' 

'push down/fall down' 
50 'copula' 

All the verb suffixes listed above can be classed 

under four sub-classes' according.; to the order in which they 

Can occur. They are : 

45,46,49 

47,48 

50 

Order - 1 : includes those suffixes which can not-

occur directly after the root; 

These can be treated as roots also, as in the 
forms ~khaybaj 'cut into two pieces', ~thatpa1 
'broke/pluck', ~anba3 'greedy/excess (in anything), 
etc.. " 

This suffixes show disrespect in cases like, /c~bigel 
teat+disrespect+non-realization', ~hayjal~ ' g0 and 
tell', th~yjalo} 'come and beg', etc •• 

This is a nominal suffix but in some cases it goes 
with the verbs. Refer,'3.9.0 • 
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Order - 2 : includes those suffixes which can not 

occur in final positions; 

Order - 3 : includes those suffixes which can occur 

in final positions only, and no other 

suffix can occur· after it; 

Order - 4 : includes those suffixes which can occur 

in medial and final positions as well 

as directly after the root. 

Suffixes coming under Order - 1 are: tday, -ne, 

-ni, -nu, and -nuJ • 

. Suffixes under Order - 2 are : ~lak, -lam, -ca, 

-chan, -thok, -hen, -ne, -che, -man, -min, -hew, -khet, -khoy, 

-that, and -pi]., 

Suffixes under Order - 3 is l-koJ. 

All other suffixes not covered by the above three 

Orders come under Order - 4. 

The following examples will illustrate the above' 
" Order classes. All the illustrations of Order - 4 below, can 
I 

take the suffix of Grder - 3 in final positions. Those havingi 
I, 'I 

I 

exceptions are marked 'not possible'. Illustrations: 



( 1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4 ) 

( 5) 

(6 ) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(1 r) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

51 

" .... " ay cak cay (ca+i) 
'I rice eat+infinitive (I eat rice)' 

" "1" ey cak ca l. 
'I rice e at+continue (I am eating rice)' 

" " ey cak cale 
'I rice eat+completive (r ate rice)' 

" " ay cak gage 
'I rice eat+(non-realization (I will eat rice)' 

" " ay cak cakhi 
'I rice eat+definite(r eat rice definitely)' 

" " By cak cade 
'I rice eat+negative(r do not eat rice)' 

" " 
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ay cak caloy 
'I rice eat+intentive negative (I will not eat r~ce)' 

" " nao cak caw (ca+w) 
'you ;rice eat+command (Take your meal)' 

" " na!J cak cal 0 
'you rice e at+command immedi ate (T ake your me al now)' 

" " na!J cak calo 
'you rice eat+invitation (Come for a meal)' 

" " neo cak ca1u 
, 'you rice eat-klifferent place~Go for the meal)' 

aykhoy c'ak cachi 
'we rice eat+let (Let us have our meal) t 

" " na!J cak cakho 
'you rice eat+keep (You keep on eating rice) t 

51' mahak c~laboy khe~lu1e 
'he eat+as if think+rea1ization(It was thought as 

if he has taken me a1) I 

\ , , . 
:)~'f r~'·" r 

, ;~~~~~~1~~:~?S 

£-bo~ altho,ugh it generally occurs after verbs is more 
nominal. [calabo~J may be interpreted more appropriately 
asl.calaba oy1ab~ 'eat+completive+nominalizer is+ 
completive+hominalizer'. 
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SUffixes of Order - 2 below can not take the suffix 

of Order - 3 directly. Further, the suffixes of .Order - 2 can 

not occur with all the suffixes of Order - 4. Illustrations: 

(15) 

(16 ) 

(17 ) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

52 

"k '1 . ay ca ca ammJ. 
'I rice e at+started e arlier+continue.' 
(1 was in the state of eating) 

" " k· ay cak cala lJ. 
'I rice e at+start but continue+continue 1 

(I have been eating rice from some time past)' 

ayna mabu c~k c~halli 
'I+by him+to rice, eat+cause+continue' 
(1 made him eat rice) 

... " ml3h ak cak cachanu 
'he rice eat+let+wish' 
(Let him eat the rice) 

" " caktu cachallu 
'rice+the eat+putting inside mouth+command' 
(Finish the rice by putting inside the mouth) 

, " caktu cathok~ (thok+u) 
'rice+the eat+out+command' 
,(Finish the rice by emptying the Plate) 

ayga 'c~k c~minnachi 
'I+with rice eat+together+reciprocal+benefactive' 
{Eat rice together with me} 

oachi c~k c~biyu 52 
'today,. rJ.ce eat+request+command' 
(Kindly have meal to-day) 

, ... 
ey haybige 

'I say+di sre spect+unre ali zation ' 
(1 will tell) 

" " aY,'cak camelle 
'I rice,e~t+excessive+realization' 
(I have excessively ate the rice) 

ayna mabu inthale 
'I +by him push +down+re ali zation I 
(I pushed him down) , 

{~yu} is the suffix indicating 'command' but in such cases 
it is not used to mean 'command' put it means'request'. 



(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

... 
ay catcale 

'I go+polite+realization' 
(I am going/I am taking 1e ave) 

, 
neD catcalo 

'you go+disrespect+command' 
(You may go) 

" mahak caha~.le 
'he eat+.inchoative+realization ' 

(He had started eating)~' 

neD ciokhatlu 
'you drawifup+command' 
(you draw it up) 

mehakna caykhay (cay+khay+¢l 
'he+by throw+away+continue' 

(He throw it at rampage) 

madu ciothatlu 
'that draw+broke+command' 
(Draw that to break) 

Suffixes of Order - 1 below can occur in final 
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positions. All the illustrations of Order - 1 can take the 

suffix of Order - 3 and can occur with some of the suffixes 

of Order -4. Illustrations : 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

, 
nan caganu 

'you e at+non-realization+prohibi tive t 

(you are prohibi ted to eat) 
, 

mehak cachenu 
'he e at+benefactive+wish' 

(Le t him eat) 

mehakti c'ale~e 
'he+particularization eat+completive+declarative' 

(He had e aUn) 
, . 

ay: caganl. 
• I e at+non-re ali zation+copul a f 

(I will eat) , , 
cak calamday oyle 

'rice eat+start+about to is+completive' 
(I t is time to e at-~rice/me a1) 
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In the above illustrations all those forms which 

can occur with any of the suffixes or in multiple combinations 

are verbs. 

3.2.2 -r:ypes of ver.bs,: All the verb forms are bound. 

They are all dependent unlike nouns, which can be either 

dependent or non-dependent. All the verb forms are composed 

of a root and one or more suffix, for example, t:'B+li} teat+ 

continue' ,0'aY+hal+liJ 'caused to say f, etc •• Verbs in 

ffieiteiron can be divided into two classes according to their 

formation. They are - .(1) those with a"ffixation, such as, 

~~+y} teat<h~bitual),£i+liJ 'wri te{continue)', {?a+le} 'read 

(completive)', etc.; and those showing compounding, such as, 

~\i+th'ak+l~ tgive+drink+completive t, ~\+c~+le > pij'el~ 'give+ 

eat+completive', etc •• Then, it can be represented in a 

di agram as follows :. 

Verbs 

Affixation Compounding 

Fig. -l?f Di agram showing cl assi fi cation of ve rbs. 

, 
3.2.2.1 Affixation.: Those verbs which are formed ei,ther 

i il by adding one 01' more suffix(es) to the root are verbs ,formed 
~ ,I ,/ 
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Ulith affixation. The suffixes may be either aspect or modality 

markers or may be both. The various types of combinations of 

mod ali ty and aspect or aspect+aspect etc. are illustrated53 

be low : 

A. 

B. 

R+A 

,. , 
ca+~ ') cay 
, . 
ca+l~ 

, 
ca+le 
, 

ca+ge 

R'+A+A' 

, 
lak c"a + 

" ca + lam 

+ Ii 

+pmi 

leat(infinitive) t 

'e ate continuative) 

Ie at~comple ti ve) 

fe at(non-re alization) 

fe at+started e arlier+continue t 

'eat+statted earlier+continue l 
.i , 

ca + han + ge Ie at+causation+non-re ali zatioh I', 

, 
haUl Ie ca + + 

c. R+A+A+A 

c~+hal+lek+li 

c~+lek+lem+mi 

Ie at+inchoative+re ali zation' 

Ie at+causation+start+con tinue I 

'eat+causation+in process+ 
continue' 

'eat+start+process+continue' 

53 In the illustrations - R stands for root, A stands for 
Aspect, and m for'modality. 



o. 

E. 

F. 
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R+A+A+A+A 

ca+hal+lak+la+ge . .• 54 
'eat+causation+start+realizat10n+non-real1zat1on' 

ca+hal+lek+lam+mi 
'eat+causation+start+start process+continue' 

R+A+m 

ca+hen+khi 
'eat+causation+defini tive '" 

ca+ga+nu 
'eat+non-realization+prohibitive r 

ca+lak+u 
'eat+start complete+command r 

R+A+A+m 

ca+hel+lak+khi 
'eat+causation+ start+ definitive' 

ca+hal+lam+mu 
'eat+causation+start in progress+command' 

54 'realization' and 'non-realization' occurring together 
is very common in meiteiron. M ••••• z~ This is a 
semantic phenomenon, hence it is not explained in the 
present analysis. 



G. 

H. 

I. 

J. 

. R+A.A+A~+m 
\ 

, . 

ca+hal+lak+ka+nu 
teat+causation+start+non-realization+prohibitive' 

" ca+hal+lak+la+loy 
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'eat+causation+start+realization+intentive negative' 

R+A+A+A+A+m . 

" . ca+hel+lak+lam+me+n1 
teat+causation+start+process{start) +ra ali zation+copula' 

" ca+hal+lek+la+ga+nu 
ta at+causation+start+ra alization+non-re ali zation+pro- -

. hibitive~ 

" . ca+lam+kh1+ga 
'eat+start(process)+dafini tiv8+non-realization ~ 
-, 
ca+han+de+le 

'eat+ causation+nagation+complativa' 

R+A+A+m+A;~ ... 

" ca+hal+lek+khi+ge II 

teat+causation+start(process)+definitive+non-realita-
- tidn '.1 r 

" ca.hel+lak+te+le 
"eat+causation+start(process)+negativa+completive·;I· 



K. 

L. 

m. 

N. 

c~ .. khi 
'eat+definitive' 
- \. 
ca+de 

teat+negative' 
- \. 
ca+loy 

'eat+intentive negative t 

R+Ii1+M 

c~+khi+de 
'eat+defini tive+negative' 

c~+khi+nu 
'eat+defini tive+prohibi tive' 

c~+na+khi 
'eat+reciprocate+defini tive' 

R+m+m+ffi 

c'a+khi+cha+nu 
'eat+definitive+benefactive+wish' 
- , 
ca+na+khi+de 

'eat+reciprocate+definitive+negative' 
-, . 
ca+lu+cha+nu 
'eat+go for. action+benefactive+wish t 

R+m+m+m+m 

c~+thok+pi+lu+nu 
'e~t+ou~+polite+gofor action+prohibitive' 

122; 



P. 

Q. 

R. 
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R+m+m+M+M+m 

c~+chin+bi+lu+khi+nu 
'eat+in+poli te+go foraction+defini tive+prohibi tive '. 

ca+min+na+bi+lu+nu 
'eat+together+reciprocate+polite+go for action+pro-

. hibitive t 

ca+min+na+bi+lu+khi+nu 
'eat+together+reciprocate+polite+go for action+ 
.definitive+p-rohibitive' 

, 
ca+chin+min+na+bi+lu+nu 

'eat+together+in+reciprocate+poli te+go for action+ 
prohibi tive t 

R +ffi:6D+ffi+ffi+ffi+ffi+ffi 

, 
ca+chin+min+na+bi+lu+khi+nu 

teat+in+together+reciprocate+polite+go for action+ 
definitive+prohibitive t 

, . 
ca+thok+min+na+bi+lu+khi+nu 

'eat+out+together+reciprocate+polite+go for action+ 
definitive+prohibitive t 

ca+chin+min+na+bi+lu+khi+nu+ne 
"eat+in+together+reciprocate+poli te+go 

. rttd,eg0d.\tibVJ3,;!i:prohibi tive+declarativ8' 
,I ',; 

for action+ 
I 



s. 

11. 

u. 

V'. 
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R+m+M+M+M+M+M+m+m+m 

c~+chan+min+na+bi+lu+khi+nu+ne+ko 
t:eat+in+together+reciprocate+poli te+go for action+ 
defini tive+prohibi tive+declarative+sugge stive t 

ca+thok+min+na+bi+lu+khi+nu+ne+ko 
teat+out+together+reciprocate+poli te+go for action+ 
.definitive+prohibitive+declarative+suggestive t 

R+m+A+m 

, 
ca+chan+hal+lu 

teat+in+causative+command t 
- , 
ca+chan+han+khi 

teat+in+causative+dafinitive t 

R+m+A+m+A 

'h . Ca+c en+han+Ja+le 
'eat+in+causative+requestive+completive' -, 
ca+chan+han+khi+ge 

'eat+in+causative+dafinitive+non-realizationt 

R.+m+A+m+A+A 

c~+chan+han+ja+lam+ma 
'eat+in+causativ8+requestive+start+completive' , 
ca+chan+han+khi+lam+ma 

'eat+in+causative+definitive+start+completive' 



ur. 

x. 

v. 

z. 

... i 
, ... ~ .. 

R+M+A+m+A+A+A 

c~+chan+han+ja+lam+le+ge 
'eat+in+causative+polite+start+completive+non-
realization .. 

c~+thok+han+ja+lam+la+ge 
teat+out+causative+poli ta+start+completive+non-
_realization' . 

" ca+thok+hen+ge 
'eat+out+causative+non-realization' 
- .. ca+chan+han+ge 
teat+in+causative+non-realization • 

, 
ca+thok+hal+la+ge 

'eat+out+causative+completive+non-realization' 
, 

ca+chen+hal+lam+me 
'eat+in+causative+start+completive' 

R+ffi+A+A+A+A 
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, 
ca+thok+hal+lam+ma+ge 

'eat+out+causative+start+completive+non-realization • 
, 

ca+chan+hal+lam+ma+ge 
'-eat+in+causative+start+completive+non-realization • 



AA. R+m+m+A. 

c~+bi+khi+nu 
'eat+polite+definitive+prohibitive t 

- " ca+bi+khi+de 
'eat+poli te+defini tive+negative' 

AS. R +m-+m+ A+nr 

c~+thok+pi+khi+nu 
teat+out+poll te+causative+command' 

·c~+thok+pi+han+khi -
teat+out+poli te+causative+defini tive t 

AC. R+m,+m+A+m+A. 
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c~+thok+pi+han+kha+le 
'eat+out+polite+causative+definitive+completive~ 

- " ca+min+na+lak+khi+ge 
'eat+together+reciprocate+start+definitive+non-
_ re ali zatton' 

AD. R.+m+m+A+A 

" ca+thok+pi+lam+me 
'eat+out+polite+start+completive' 
. , 
ca+min+na+lam+me 

'eat+together+reciprocate+start+completive t 
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c~+thok+pi+hal+lam+me 
teat+out+poli te+causative+start+completlve t 

ca+min+ne+hel+lam+me 
teat+together+reciprocate+causative+start+completive t 

AF. R+m.M+A+A+A+A 

ca+thok+pi+hal+lak+lem+me 
t'eat+out+poli te+causative+start+start+completive' 

c~+min+na+han+khi+l8k+lam+mi 
'e at+toge ther+reciprocate+causative+defini tive+-
_start+star~+completivet 

" ca+thok+pi+han+kha+le 
'e at+out+poli te+causative+completive' 

, 
ca+mln+na+han+kha+le 

'e at+toge the r+re cl procate +de finii ve +de fini ti ve +-
completive' 

AH. R+M+M+A+M+A'+A+A 

" ca+thok+pi+han+khi+lek+lem+ml 
leat+out+poli te+causative+defini tive+start+start+', 
com ple ti ve t 
, 

ca+min+na+han+khi+lak+lam+mi 1 

'eat+together+reclprocate+causatlve+defini tive+start+ 
, star,t::'completive ,-



Al R+ffi+m+m+A. 

c~+thok+pi+kha+le 
~e at+out+poli te+defini tive+completive' 

c~+min+na+kha+le 
'eat+together+reciprocate+defini tive+completive I' 

c~+thok+pi+khi+lam+de 
'eat+out+poli te+defini tive+start+negative t 
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ca+min+na+khi+lam+de 
"eat+together+reciprocate+defini tive+start+negative' 

c~+thok+pi+khi+lam+da+li 
'eat+out+poli te+defini tive+start+negative+continuative' 

c$+thok+pi+khi+lam+da+le 
'eat+out+polite+definitive+start+negative+completivd t 

AL. R+m+m+M+A+A 

, 
ca+thok+pi+khi+lam+me 

-eat+out+poli te+defini tive+start+completive' 

c~+min+ne+khi+lam+me 
leat+together+reciprocate+definitive+start+ 
_ completive I. 
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Am. R+m+m+m+A+A+A 

c~+thok+pi+khi+lak+lam+mi 
'eat+out+polite+definitive+start+start+continuative' 

c~+min+na+bi+lak+lam+mi 
'eat+together+reciprocate+polite+start+start+ 
continuative I: 

c'a+chan +min+na+ ja+le 
'e at+in+together+reciprocate+poli te+completive· 
- , 
ca+thok+min+na+js+le 

'eat+out+together+reciprocate+polite+completive' 

c~+chan+min+na+ja+lak+khi 
'eat+in+together+reciprocata+poli te+start+defini tiv.' 

c'a+thok+min+na+ja+lak+khi 
'e at+out+together+re ciprocate +poli te +start+defini tive • 

, 
ca+chen+min+na+ja+lak+khi+ga 

'eat+in+together+reciprocate+polite+start+definitiva+ 
_non-realization rl 

C~+thok+min+na+ja+lek+khi+ga 
'eat+out+togethar+reciprocate+polita+start+ 
-definitive+non-realization ,. 



c~+chan+min+na+bi+khi+ge 
'e at+in+toge ther+re ci procate +poli te +de fini ti ve + 
non-realization' 
, 

ca+thok+min+na+bi+kha+le 
'e at+out+together+reciprocate+poli te+defini tivs+ 
completive t 

c~+thok+min+na+bi+khi+lam+me 
'eat+out+to'gether+reciprocate+polite+definitive+ 
. start+completive t 

c~+chan+min+na+bi+khi+lam+me 
'eat+in+together+reciprocate+defini tive 
start+comple tive t 

Compounding :. Those verbs which are .formed by 

13U 

compounding either with a verb or any other c~~ss of words, 

are verbs showing compounding. The various types of 

compounding in meiteiron are illustrated below : 

A. Root+Root+Suffix(~sl 

~+c~+le > p1jale 
'give+ear+completive t 
"' , pi+thak+le 
'give+drink+completive t 



B. 

c. 

D. 

, 
ca+ni!)+'.)e 
~eat+intend+completivet 

" " pi+thek+pi+yu 
'give+drink+polite+command' 
" ... pi+thak+han+je+lem+me . 

'give+drink+causative+polite+start+completive ' 

Roo6+Suffix(es)+Root+Suffix(es) 

" thak+ca+nio+!)i 
'drink+polite+intend+continuative' 

h~y+ja+niry+lJi . 
'say+polite+intend+continuative' 
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c~+thok+hen+ja+nio+khi+lem+mi 
'eat+out+causative+polite+intend+definitive+start~ 
continuative' 

Root+Root+Root+Suffix(es) 

, " pi+thak+nil)+l)i 
'~ive+drink+intend+continuativet 

" " pi+thak+nil)+man+kha+le 
'give+drink+intend+excessive+definitive+completive' 

Root+Root+Suffix(es)+Root+Suffix(es) 

~i+th~k+ca+nio+oi 
'give+drink+polite+intend+continuative' , ... 
pi+thak+hen+ja+nio+kha+le 

'give+drink+causative+polite+intend+definitive+ 
comple~ive ' 
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A~l the above suffixes indicate either aspect or 

modality. Ks already mentioned in 3.2.0, a verb in this 

. language can not indicate tense. However, time is indicated 

by the aspect markers, such as, /i/ 'habi tual/coniinue', 

/li/ tcontinuative', /le/tcomPletive/realization t, /ke/ 

"intentive/non-re alization ',etc. as also by forms like, 

//rJachi/ 'to-day', /hamjik/ t·now·, /h'8yerj/ 'to-morrow't 

/oela!)/ "yesterday', etc •• This is illustrated below : 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

. , . 

ay kay then catli 
'I market going( continuative) t. 
. . , 
ay oala!} kay then catl!· 

"1 yesterday market going' 

ay hawjik kay then catli 
'I: now market going' 

ay haye!) kay then catkani 
'I to-morrow market will got 

In examples (37-39) above, the verb/catli/ 'going' 

remains the same in all the sentences, but the difference at 

the time of going is indicated by the independent forms 

/9al89/ 'yesterday", in example (38); and /hawjik/ 'now' in 

example (39). In all the cases 'my going to the market' part 
-

of the speech remains the same. In example (40), since the 

action is yet to be performed or it is not yet realized, this 

is indicated by the non-realization particle ~ka} and the 

independent form /hayeD/ 'tomorrow'. Therefore, it is,inter-

preted that-':tense is not present in Meiteiron, while time is 

indicated by aspect markers and independent forms. 
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Voice , Voice is not a distinctive category in 

meit&iron. The subject marker in meiteiron is ~na}, while 

the object marker is t-PuU" -bU}. Change in the posi tion of 

the subject and object does not make any difference in 

sentences of meiteiron. This is illustrated below: 

(41 ) tombana cawbabu 
, 

phuy 
'Tomba Chaoba beat (Tomba beats Chaoba) t 

(41a) 
, 

cawbebu tombana phuy 
tChaoba Tomba:. beat (Tomba beats Chaoba) t 

(42) ayna thabu uy 
the moon}' 'I moon see (I see 

(42a) thabu eyna uy 
'moon I see (I see the moon) t 

In the above examples, those forms with the suffix 

f-na} are subjects, and those forms with the suffix ~buJ are 

objects, irrespective of the position they occupy in the 

sentences. 

3.2.4.1 Voice here stands for active and passive. In the 

present analysis it is interpreted that the verbs in 

meiteiron can not show active/passive difference. However, 

there are sentences which seem to be passive constructions, 

like : 

(43) 
, . 

ayna thaona yalli 
tI+by sword+by cut' 
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, " tombana cayna phubani 
'Tomb"a+by stick+by beating+is'(Tomba beats by the: 

stick)' 

In the above examples (43-44), ~h~!)ntj 'by sword', 

{cay+n~ 'by stick'·, seems to show passive construction in 

Meiteiron because of the suffix fna] 'by'. In these cases 

the sense of 'by' indicated by rnaJ, is used to indicate 

instrument in the action, rather than passive. Hence, these 

sentences can not be taken as passive constructions. 

But, this is one of the speculations as the result 

of the present analysis. More work is to be done on this, 

before making a final statement. 

7· 

3.2.5 syntacticall;5a verb in ffieiteiron can be difined as 

a class of forms which can function as the head of the verb 

phrase (VP), and al~o occupies the verbal position in a 

sentence. In the following examples, those forms occuring at 

the end of a sentence are verbs •. But there are exceptions. In 

poetry for stylistic reasons or in some sub-standard ffieiteiron, 

the verb position is changed. However, the speech form which 

is regarded grammatical or proper and is commonly used by the 

standard speakers, has the verb at the end of the sentence. 

Illustrations : 

55}" To have a clear cut demarcation between morphology and 
Syntax is not possible in meiteiron because morphemes 
are the d!ciding factor in them. Therefore, here and in 
the previoos section on Nouns syntactic criteria is 
incorporated. I , 
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meDine tOlJbebu 
, 

phuy 
'mani Tomba beat(mani beats Tomba) " 

(45) 

, , 
manine tombebu kenna phuy 

'Mani Tomba hard beat(mani beats Tomba hard) , 
(46) 

(47 >- manine 
, 

celli YalJne 
IMani fast run(mani is running fast)· 

, 
In the above examples, phuy, celli are verbs, while 

k~nne ph~y, y~na celli are UPs. In the VPs also phUy and celli 

are the head, that lsi.the main verb. This is illustrated 

below:· 

(461 
, , 

men ina tombabu kenna phuy 

~ 
manine 

, , 
tombabu kenna phuy 

~ , 
tombabu kanna phuy 

... 
kenna 

, 
phuy 

Fig. - i. Diagram showing the main verb in the VP. 
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The above diagram, using labels of the constituent 

types in place of words is shown in the diagram below : 

(46) s 

NP 

NP 

VP 
(5) 

UP 

/ 
m.od ·v 

, 
manine tombabu 

, 
kenna phuy 

rig. - ea. Diagram showing the main verb in the UP b; i:~bels. 
,I !I 

rrom the above illustrations, it can be seen that 

the form 
, 

phuy , is functionally alike with the verbal' group, 

that',is, the verb phrase 

below : 

, , 
kenne phuy. This is illustrated 
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, , 
tombana menibu yamn. kanna phuy 

"Tomba mani very hard beat/hit' 
, 

tombana manibu kanna 
, 

phuy 
'Tomba mani hard beat' 

tombsna manibu 
, 

phuy 
'Tomba mani beat' 
.. 
tombsne manibu kawwi 

'T.omba mani calling' 

tom bane cawbabu ka.lli 
'Tomba Chaoba calling' 

man ina cawb.q~ kawwi 
'meni Chaoba calling t , 

kamwi cawbane bol kanna 
"Chaoba ball hard kicking' 

cawbena bol k'awUli 
'Chaoba ball kicking .. 

The pattern in all the above examples is subject (s), 

object (0), and verb (V), that is, SOV. In all the cases, the 

VPs can be substituted b~ single verbs. Those forms occuring , , 
in the last or third column above, such aa, yamne kanna phuy, 

k' h' h' k' k" k' .. anna p uy, p uy, anna aWW1 , aWW1 occu py the ve rb a1 position , 
in the sentences. Therefore, they are either verbs or verb 

phrases. 

Verbal position :. The verbal position in me! teiron 

is any basic position which may be always occupied by a verb 

that is, generally the last in a sentence. This is illustrated 

below : 
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mahak c'ak c'ay - V.arb in ~np~~~oun (. + }" np~~~ou: + 
'he rice e at I l Ij ~ ,s 

, , 

verb pattern. Structure in this 

slot function as the finite verb. 

cawbana kanna kawwi 
'Chaoba:hard kick' 

\ ' . ey cak cagan1. -
"I rice will eat' 

ayni 
"I am' 

S" auxiliary1. + 
~odifier ..J verb pattern. In such 

cases the last verb is the main 

verb.' while the first is modifier. 

Verb in a ~noun ~ + ~noun ~ + 
tpronoun) t?ronounJ 

verb+copula pattern. I such cases 

the copula is not the main verb. 

Verb in a-. t~~~~oun 5 + copula 

pattern. In such cases the copula 

is the main verb. 



NOUN: SUBSTITUTES 

3.3.0 Generally this cla~s of forms is termed pronouns~ 

This name has been adopted from the following definition. Any 

word which can substitute a noun in a construction; can take 

the nominal suffixes and also can function in place of a 

noun is termed 'noun substitute t. A's for example -

(1) manine tombeda;h'By, meni Oachi catkeni , 
'mani Tomba say, mani to-day will go' 

tn the above example, the noun Imenil is used 

repeatedly. This repetition can be avoided if the repeated 

or se cond Imenil is substi tuted by a- noun substi tute as 

follows : 

(1a) manine tombade hay, mahak ~achi catkeni 
'Mani Ttnnba say,:he ~-m'ani )to-d ay will go ~ 

(1b) manine tombede h~, eyhak oechi catkani 
'mani Tomba say, I(rnani) to-day will go' 

Examples (1), (1a) and (1b) are all grammatical 
'I 

and meaningful, but (1a1 and (1b) are preferable formsS6• 

The difference between (1a) and (1b) is - in ('1a) the 
~ 

report is made in the reporter's own style, that is, indirect, 

mhile in (1b) the report is in the direct speech. 

56 Both (1a) and (1b). are ambigous. 
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To validate the above difinition, a few more examples 
'I 

are given to show that /mahak or ayhak/ can take the nominal 

suffixes. Illustrations : 

mahak+ki 

mahak+na 

mahak+pu 

ayhak+ki 

ayhak+na 

~he+possessive .. 

'he+by' 

'he+to I 

'I +possessive ' 

tI +by' etc. 

The noun substitutes for the three different persons 

are different and they also differ for singular and plural, 

(3.3.1.1). 

3.3.1 Tyees of noun substitutes: The noun substitutes in 

ffieiteiron may be broadly classified into three types. They 

are - (il Personal noun substitutes, (ii) Demonstrative 

noun substitutes, and (iii) lnterrogative noun substitutes. 

Diagrammatically,then, it can be represented a8 follows: 

Noun substitute. 

Personal Demonstrative Interrogative 

fig - 9. Diagram showing clasSification of Noun substitutes. 
'''/;'''.' 

~. ::/:~~;: -'~ .~ , : ~-~ .. ' . '. •• "'!l l' . . . 
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Personal noun substitutes.: Personal noun 

substitutes are used for human beings only. In a sentence, if 

the repeated NP is a human being, it Can be substituted by 

personaL.noun substitutes. Grammatically, there are three 

classes of persons each in si~gular and plural in meiteiron. 

They 'are - (a) first person, (b) Second person, and (c) Third 

person. The different personal substitutes for the three 

classes in the two numbers are illustrated below : 

TABLE I 

Singular Plural 

first person ey/eyhak 'I ' eykhoy 'we .. 

Second person!, nSI)/nehak 'you' nekhoy 'you' 

Third person ma/mehak 'he • mekhoy 'they • 

The personal noun substitutes have secondary forms 

in the singular only~ They are i/e. for the first person, D! 
for the second person, and me - for the third person. This is 

shown in a Table belo~ : 

TABLE II 

Singular 
Primary Secondary 

First person ay/eyhak 'I • i/a 'I • 
Second person nao/nehak 'you' na 'you' 

Third person ma/mahak 'he • ma 'he • 
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" There is also another noun'substi tute ml 'man '. 

This is used both as a first person substitute or forllsomeone 

else who is not known, but it is restricted to human beings. 
... , 

for example - migi phulit lewkhale may mean either 'my 

shirt has been taken away' or 'someone's shirt has been 

taken away'. The personal.substitutes along with their 

secondary forms are illustrated below, 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

aygi laylikni 
'I book is'(This is my book)' 

ikokni 
'1 head is (This is my head) ,. 

abokni 
'I grandmother is(She is my grandmother) I 

n81)gi laylikni 
'you book is (This is your book)' 

nakokni 
'you head is (This is your head)' 
- . 
magi laylikni 

'he book is (It is his book)t 

mekokni 
'he head is (This is his head)' 

migi laylik i~wkhele 
'mylsomeone book taken away (my/Someone's book has 
. been taken away)" 

The personal substitutes occur in a1iena~le and 

inalienable possessions. In the case of kin terms, like _ 

mother, father, etc. the secondary singular forms of the 

personal substitutes are ~nalienable to the possessor. Thus, 
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in /ima/ ~my mother', the first personal singular substitute. 

se cond ary form i--. indicates that the possessor is the 

speaker; in /nama/ '(your) mother', the secondary form of 

the second personal substitute n!- shoms that the possessor 

is the addressee; but in the case of /mama/'(his) mothert~7 
the third person secondary .!!!!- indicates that the possessor 

is neither the speaker not the addressee. Further, an 

attributive 58 word, that is, a personal noun substitute of 

the respective person, first, second, or third can be added 

for specificity or emphasis, such as - /eygi ima/ 'my mother', 

/n8~gi nama/ 'your mother', and jmagi mema! 'his mother'. 

These personal substitutes when occurring with demonstratives 

show remoteness and nearness to the speaker(3.3.2). The 

following sets of examples will illustrate the inalienable 

possessions : 

SET I 

i+ma 'my mother~ n8+ma 'your mother' ma+ma 'his mother I 

i+pa 'my father' 59; na+pa- 'your father' ma+pe 'his father I 

i+ca 'my child • ns+ca 'your child • me+ce 'his child' 

57~ forms with ma- like mama are regarded as generic terms. - -
5J3I There are restrictions in the acceptance of the 

attributives. For details, refer.later in this section.: 

59 napa, uama, although it stands for'your fat~r~,tyour 
motFier " it is considered as a term of disrespect. 
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SET II 

i+kok lmy head' ne+kok 'your head t- me+kok 'his head' 
, " 'your hand' 

, this hend' i+khut 'my hand' ne+khut m8+khut 

" , " i+mit 'my eye t ne+mit 'your eye' .ma+mit 'his eye t 

i+yulft 'my house t na+yum 'your house • ma+yum ·'his house' 

i+lam 'my land' ne+lam 'your land' ma+lem 'his lend' 

i+chan 'my cattle f na+chan 'your cattle' ma+chan 'his cattle' 

Those coming under set I, that is, the roots, such 

as ~-, e!-' etc. can not occur independently. They are all 

bound roots. They always occur with one of the three secondary 

forms,.of the personal noun substitutes. further, there are 
o~ ~Q..TS.on.""~ s.~s.~~vd~ . I 

restrictions to the occu~..!:ence "of the three persons. The form: 
I 

ima 'my mother' or ipa 'my father', etc. with the secondary - --

first person noun substitutes will have the first person 

substi tute ay 'I' or aygi 'I+possessive' or aykhoygi 'we+ -
possessive', etc. only occuring with them, such aa, eygi ima 

• 
'my mother', eygi ipa 'my father', eykhoygi ima 'our mother', I 

• 
etc •• One can not say tne9gi ima to mean 'your mother' or 

. -
~a9gi ipa to mean 'your father'; but one can sey nekhoygi ima 

? ... 

. -'I'-
'your mother'. eykhoygi nepa • Here-- the situation is di fferent~ 

~akhoygi ima may mean'mother belonging_to you but whom I have 

my regards', and ~ykhoygi nepa means 'my husband who is like. 

your father in age '. The most appropriate address for ~your 

mother' in the standard speech is nakhoygi nama • ., 
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In the same manner in the case of nema 'your mother' -
or mam~ ~hit mother', the~e are restrictions in their -. 
occurrence. ~ or any other fo~m with na- can occur with -
naag,!, such as negg,! ~ 'your mother', neg9! nepa 'your father \ 

n!Ggi n!£! 'your son/child', etc •• The constructions ~ ~ 

'my mother', ~g! ~ 'his mother' ara not acceptable. ~ 

or any other form with m!- can occur only with magi, such as 

gg,!.!!!!!!!! 'his mother', ~g.! .'!l!Pj! 'his father', ~g.!.!!!!5.2 'his 

son/child', etc •• They can not occur with ~y or ~o, in such 

forms as ~yg! ~ tomean 'my mother', "b!Og.! mema to mean 

'your mother', etc •• The possible sets of occurrence are 

illustrated below : 

SET III 

.!tl! !.!! 'my mother' !!!~.5l! !!.!!!!!' your mother' .!!L a2 i .!!1!!!!' his mother' 

~ iea t my father' .!l!1J.a! nepa 'your father' magi ,,!!eea'his father' 

!!,}gi m 'my child' !l!1J g.! .!J.!£!' your child t magi maca' his child' ---
The above illustrations show that the secondary 

forms of the noun substitutes which become prefixes of the first 

second, and third person{according from the person from which it 

has derived) are inalienable possessor, because they are parti-

cles which show the relationship of the speaker with the object. 

The restrictions to their occurrence with the personal noun sub-

stitutes indicate the person, that is, first, second, or third 

of the possessor. This indicates the generic category of the 

possessor. 
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In the case of set.II, the roots can occur 

independently. But to show the nearness and remoteness to 

the speaker as well as to show the person of the possessor, 

that is, first person, second person, and third person; 

different personal prefixes are prefixed to them. Since 

these forms such as kbk 'head t , kh~t 'hand", etc. can also 

occur independently one can easily say aygi k~k tmy head', 

~erJgi k~k 'your head', magi k~k 'his head",etc., but at the 

same time one can also say aygi ik~k 'my head t', na!Jgi nak'ok , ' 

''I'your head', and magi makok 'his head'. In these cases, there 

is a sense of 'my own', 'your own' and 'his own', that· is, 

" aygi ikok "my own he ad", etc.. Again, one' can never say, 

*aygi nakbk/mak~k to mean 'my head t or *naogi ikbk/mak~k to 
, " meant:your head' or -,.agi ikok/nakok to mean 'his head'. This 

allocation of the first, second, and third person prefixes 

also shows that the prefixes are inalienable to the possessor 

to indicate the category of the possessor. 

3.3.1.2 Demonstrative Noun substitutes: Demonstrative 

noun substitutes are all bound. The demonstrative roots ch'i-: -" 
and ~- can also occur with nouns in the form of suffixes, 

such aSi cawbachi 'this Chaoba', no!)ch8du 'the/that lion', 

cawbadu 'the/that Chaoba " etc •• These can be expressed in 
, 

the following manner also. cawba achi 'this Chaoba', no,!)cha . 

adu 'the/that lion", caUJba adu "the/that Chaoba'. 
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Generally, the demonstrative noun substi tute roots I 

occur in combination with the first personal prefix ~-, and 

the third personal prefix m!-. With the first personal prefix 

they indicate nearness, which may conveniently be termed 8S 

'proximal'; while with the third personal prefix, they indicate 

remoteness, which may be termed as 'distal~. for example: 

achi -this' (proximal)" 

machi ~this (distal)' 

adu 'the/that (proximal)' 

medu 'the/that (distal)' 

In the above examples only ,!- and .!!!- . are found
l 

combined with the demonstra!ive roots. The personal prefix !:-
and !,!- indicate proximal and distal respectively, when they, 

ar~l combined with demonstrative noun substi tute,)roots. There 

is no intermediate positioD between them, hence, na~ is not -
found in combinations. 

further there are restrictions in the occurrence 

of achi 'this' and machi 'this', in constructions. In the 

same manner there are restrictions in the occurrence of adu, 

and medu also. machi and medu occurs before the subject in 

~sOV. constructions, while Dchi and edu occurs before the 

subject in the O~V constructions.When these demonstrative 

substitute roots occur in combination with nouns, they 

indicate particularization and demonstrative. 
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There are two more demonstrative noun substitute 

roots which cannot occur with nouns. They are: echom 'this 

side', and !!:!..2! 'that side t. They also can not occur 

independently without the personal prefix ~ or me. Here -
in this case also, the personal prefixes indicate proximal 

and distal. Illustrations s 

achomda 'this side (proximal) , 

machomda ·this side (distal) , 

adomde 'that side (proximal) 

madomde 'that side(distal)' 

In the above illustrations, the suffix de has a -
locative sense. 

Interrogative Noun substitutes: Interrogative noan 

substitutes are also bound forms, which can not occur indepen-

~ently without a suffix or suffixes attached to it. An 

interrogative noun substitute can be of person, object, place, 

time, manner, and quantity. In80me cases combination of 

person and place, or place and thing, etc. can also be 

indicated. IllUstrations : 

kana 'who' ks+na 'which+person' 

kali 'which' ka+li fwhich+thlng t 

ked ay 'whe re ' 'which+place t 



kalem 

kay a 

kay am 

'how'- ka+lem 

'how much ,- ka+ya 

t:how many" ke+yam 
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'which+manner/way/moda • 

'whichJquantity/much' 

"which+quanti ty /many' 

ka+na+da· 'which+person+at .-( at whose Place)' 

ka+li+de 'which+thing+at ('at which place)' 

ke+na+da+no ·:to whose p1 ace' 

ka+day+da+no 'to which place' 

ka+dawney 'when t 

ka+dom+da 'to which direction t 

I_n the above illustrations, the element ka indicates -
the meaning 'wh~ch e; .. The second, third, or fourth elements in 

the forms indicate person, place, thing, manner, quantity, 

time, etc •• The interrogative element is~, without which no 

interrogation is indicated. 

All the noun substitutes indicated above can take 

all the nominal suffixes. They also can substitute the nouns, 

that is, they can occupy the nominal position' in bigger 

constructions. Hence, they are regarded as noun substitutes. 
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3.4.0 A modifier in meiteiron is a class of forms which 

modifies a noun Dr a verb. The same modifier can modify 
.... ,\, -.-' -~-'- ---.- .. ~ 

ei ther a"noun or a verb, as:--. in kenna catea ',fast walkerI ,! 
-- , .-.--._-_.. , ". , .... fact of going fast'!;', and kenna cat11 'going fast f. catpa 

'going' is a nominal form since it can take most of the 
" nominal suffixes and also can function as a noun, while ~tli 

'go+continue' is a verbal form. The traditional concept of 

a clear cut division between adverbs and adjectives is not 

a favourable classification for meiteiron. If we accept the 

traditional view, then, we have to posit two different names 
, . 

for a particular ,'fo~m.Hence the term modifier is preferable 

for this class of forms, although there are some nouns which 

can not accept tthe same suffix with the verbs. for example -, , 
mi 'man' can not accept the modifier kanna, but it will 

:c~Pt akanb~ Istrong ~~\'. 

Except the numerals which are purely adjectives 

and which have nothing to do with verbs, the same form 

modifies both the noun and the verb. Illustrations : 

61 

modifiers is used here to mean both adjectives and 
adverbs. This is to mean the class of forms which 
modifies either a noun or a verb. 

" .... " In both the forms kenna and akenba the root is the 
same, that ~.i" Un 'strong'. In the case of 'goi,ngl" 
it has been interpreted aslfast' while in the case of 
'man' it is intetpreted as 'strong'. The meaning 'given 
in the examples has little to do with. the analysis ~of 
the language, because in some cases, approximate lor, the 
literal meanings of the individual words or morpHemes 
are aiven'l.l 'j II 
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... , 
naD hawjik catpa yale 

'you now going allowed (can)~ 

(2) " " naQ ~achi catpa phay 
'you to-day going good (better)' 

, 
naD hawjikk cat1u (3) 

'you now go+command' 

(4) mahak oachi cetkhi 
'he ··~to-d ay go+defini te ' 

, , 
In the above illustrations catps is a nominal form 

wi th the nomina1izing suffix {:-pa V") -be}. So the words 

hswjik and nachi are modifiers to the nominal form. In the 
, , 

case of cat1u and catkhi which are undoubtedly verbal forms 

also, the two forms are modifiers. 

Types of modifiers s modifiers in meiteiron can be 

divided into two major types, according to their behaviour, 

that is, the class of forms which they modify. They are : 

Restricted and Unrestricted. Diagrammatically ,~then, it can 

be re presented as follows : 

modifiers 

~ 
Restricted Unrestricted 

Fig. -10. Diagram showing types of modifiers. 
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Restricted: Those modifiers which can modify 

only the nouns and no other class of forms, like- numerals, 

demonstrative and interrogative noun substitutes, name of 

days and months, verbal nouns, etc. are called .restricted. 

Illustrations : 

(5) . alJal) adu 
'child the • 

(6.) agao ama 
IC ild one t 

(7) . ' phaJebe -gao 
'beautiful child' 

(8) alJafJ kaye 
(many) , 'child how much 

ninthamkabe 
... 

(9) numit 
'monday day" 

( 10) kalen tha 
"Summer month' 

... 
In the above examples, h!!jik, adu, ~, phajaba, 

" kaye, niDthawkabe, kalen, etc. are modifiers of the 

corresponding nouns occurring with them. These noun modifiers 

can not modify 8 verb, as such, it has been considered that 

these modifiers have limitation to their occurrence. Hence, 

they are termed as restricted modifiers. 

As mentione~ in (3.4.0), the modifiers have to 

undergo some changes (although the root remains the same), 

that is, they have to take different prefixes and suffixes. 

for example,phajaba in example (8) modify the noun alJ8fJ 
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" h ·t b but if it is to modify the verbal noun cetpe, t en 1 ecomas 

phajana. 

further, there are differences in the position of 

the modifiers, when they occur with the form or element 

which they modify. The noun substitutes ~, kaya, and the 

numerals arne, occur after the noun which they modify; while 

the days, months, verbal nouns,etc. that is, hewjik, • 
'-. ... '" .. ----.~., .. -. 

'-:--riI2~hewkab~, kalen, etc. occur before the noun which they 

modify. 

Unrestricted: Those modifiers which can modify 

both a noun or a verb are termed unrestricted. Illustrations : 

(12) 

{13} 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

hawjik cetlu 
'now go+command' 

phs jane catle 
'nicely go+realization t 

hawjik c'atP"e 
'now go+nominalizer(going)t 

h · '"' p sJsne cetps 
'ni cely going' 

, 
lawne hayyu 

'loudly say+command t 

" , lawns haybe 
'loudly saying t 

1.n the above examples, hewjik in example (11) ~ and 
I , I 

( ) " " , I ,j' 13 · modify the verb Eetlu and the noun 1=ete!" respec,til~ely. 
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In the same way, phajena in examples (12) and (14) modify the 
... ". 1 d· 1 verb cetle and the noun pstpe, respect1ve y; an 1n examp es 

(15). and (16) 
, 

lawns modifies the verb hayyu . ;and the noun 
• 

h~yba. Since, these modifiers modify bath a noun and a verb 
p 

they are- regarded a unrestricted. 

Substantives : There is a class of forms which can 

function as nouns as well as noun modifiers, but they can nat 

modify a verb. This class of forms is subclassed as substantives. 

Substantives ar~ also regarded as re~tricted'modifiers (3.4.1.1). 

but because of its difference from ather modifiers, they are 

given separate treatment. The substantives are a variety of 

nouns which when they occur with a noun modify the noun. Same 

substantives are formed with the prefixation of e- 62 to a 

V_srbal:.noun (VN), for example - /ac'ab'a/ 'eater/one who eats', 

/a98nbe/ ~the red one/something red', etc •• /ac&be/ and 

/en~9be/ are the combination of ~+ the verbal noun c~ba, and 
c--, 

a+ the VN- !)$.!Jb8, respectively63. The substantives can occur 

before or after the noun which they modi fy.They are illustrated 

below : 

(17) 
, ,6'4 machida ley aOa!)be arne chatle , __ 

'here flower red one bloom+realization' 
_(Here a/one red flower has bloomed) 

62 &- might be the secondary first person noun substitute. 

6:3 1 /c"ab'e/, /!:isnba/, etc.are also sUbstantives. 

64 /ch~tle/ is not exactly English past 'bloomed'. 
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(18) 
, , ., 

machide an~ba lay ema chatle 
'here red flower one bloom' 
(Here·a/one red flower has bloomed) 

(19) aDa~ phejab~ ama celli 
'child be auti ful one run' 
(A/one beautiful child is running) 

(20) phajeb~ eQaQ ama celli 
'beauti ful child one run' 
(A/one beautiful child is running) 

In the above illustrations, ~~be 
, 

and phejaba 

which occur before as;, well as after the nouns lay and al)80 - -
function as modifiers, 81 though they are nominal forms, and 

they occur as nouns; for example -

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

, , 
ananbedu hekkanu 

'the red(one) (do) not pluck' 
(00 not pluck the red one) 

phajsbadudi kadayda tommi 
'the beautiful(one) where sleep+continue' 
(Where the beautiful one is sleeping) 

, , , 
scabe machak kheooe 

teater person/face7identi ty know+realization' 
_(The person who eats is known/ The eater is identified: 

In the above, aQ~ba in example (21), phajaba in 

example (22), and ,cab. in example (23) are noun8, because 

they occupy the nominal position in the above sentences. They 

also have the nominal suffixes attached to them. Hence, they 

are regarded as:_,a variety of noun called substantives6 5• 

65\ Substantives when occurring before the comma-pause 
co-ordination (at the end of the phrase), indicate verbal 
meaning.But this can be shown only through transformations. 
In the present analysis, because of model constraints 
this is not discussed here. 
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3.5 NumERALS 

3.5.0 Numerals in Meiteiron are modifiers. They modify the 
, 

nouns. lhere are two types of numerals in Meiteiron as in most 

of the languages. They are : cardinal and ordinal. The cardinal 

and ordinal numerals occur in different positions. The cardinals 

occur after nouns while the ordinals occur before·:nouns. They 

are illustrated below : 

, 
mi ama 

'man one' 

aDa!) ani 
'child two' 

, " ahanba mi 
'first man' 

enichuba aoa!) 
'second child' 

The major difference between the 'cardinals and the 

ordinals is indicated in the Case of one and the first, that is, , 
~. 'one' and ehanba 'first'. for other numerals, the suffix 

t-chUbO) is added to the cardinal form to form ordinals, for 

example _. 

Cardinal Ordinal 

melJa 'five' 
, 

malJachuba 'fifth' 

nipan 'eight' nipanchub~ 'eighth' 

kUn 'twenty' " ,kunchube ttwentieth' 

came 'hundred' " camechuba 'hundredth'. 
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3.5.1 Cardinal: Cardinal numbers are counted upto one 

billion. This is an exception for ffieiteiron from other Tibeto-

Burman languages. The semantic implication of the cardinal 

numbers are not discussed in the present analysis, since it 

requires detailed semantic study of the language. The cardinal 

numbers in Meiteiron are : 

ama 'one' 

ani 'two' 

ahum 'three' 

mali 'four' 

mal) a . 'five" 

taluk 'six' 

talet 'seven' 

nipan 'eight • 

mape~ 'nine t 

tala 'ten .. 

talamathoy 'eleven • 

telanithoy 'twelve' 

talahumdoy 'thirteen ,60 

talamali "fourteen' 

talamal)a 'fifteen' 

talateluk "sixteen' 

telatelet • seventeen' 

66 In the case of the first three numbers after every decal 
digit, that is, ten, twenty, thirty, etc., it is one 
extralmore, two extra/more, or three extra/more', but 
after that the cardinal forms, four, five, and so on 
are added. 
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talanipan 'eighteen' 

tel am apen 'nineteen ,6 7 

kun 'twenty' 
. 'twenty one • kunmathoy 

kunnithoy 'twenty two' 

kulhumdoy • twenty three' 

kunmeli 'twenty four' 

kunmaoa '"twenty five • 

The addition of -mathoy which is derived from the 

combination of ~8 'one' and thoy 'extra/more', nithoy from 

ani 'two' and thoy 'extra/more', humdoy from ~II 'three' 

and ~, a variant of thoy' 'extra/more', mali 'four', mao!. 

':five', etc. as in the above examples, in any number of 

every tenth additional digit shows the increasing number. 

Hence, the repetition of the -mathoy,-nithoy, and so on is 

not shown in the illustrations, instead the tenth digits are 

given below : 

kunthela 'thirty I 

niphu 'forty • 

yalJkhay 'fi fty' 

humphu 'sixty' 

humphutela 'seventy' 

maliphu 'eighty • 

61' nineteen, twenty nine, etc. are ten plus nine, twenty 
plus nine, etc. in meiteiron, unlike in Indo-Aryan 
languag~s, ~here_it is one less than twenty, one less 
than th1rtys: -etc. ' 
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meliphutela 'ninety' 

came '(one/a) hundred' 

For 'hundred and one' it is came eme, that is, it .... 

starts from the beginning. It will go one like perna ani 

'hundred and two', pame ehum 'hundred and three', till it 

reAches 9ame meliphutala mapan 'one hundred ninety nine'. 

Then, Feni 'teo hundred' comes. The same process will go on 

repeatl.ng for all the numbers beyond two hundred also. To 

indicate the hundreth digit ca or ce is prefixed before 

the number. Illustrations : 

cehum 

cameli 

cama!Ja 

cataluk 

catelet 

canipan 

cuapen 

lichi9 

lichitJ 

lichi!} 

lichi9 

lichi!) 

lichiO 

ani 

ehum 

meli 

meg~ 

teluk 

'three hundred t 

• four h und red t 

"five hundred t 

'six hundred' 

'seven hundred' 

'eight hundred t 

'nine hundred' 

'(a/one) thousand,68 

t two thousand' 

'three thousand' 

'four thousand' 

'five thousand' 

'six thousand t 

68 lichi9 ~ tea/one) thousand' is also possible' 



3.5.2 

lichi!) talet 

lichi!) nipan 

lichin mapan 

lichi!) tala 

laykha ama 

laykhe tala 

koti 

koti tala 

binde 
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'·seven thousand f 

'eight thousand' 

'nine thousand' 

'ten thousand' 

'·one lakh' 

'ten lakh' 

'hundred lakh' 

'thousand lakh t 

'one billion'. 

Ordinals: To indicate ordinal numbers except for 
• 

the first, all other ordinal numbers are formed by adding ~ 

suffix tChuba}, in the cardinal number (3.5.0). The ordinal 

numbers in ffieiteiron are illustrated below : 

, 
ahanba 'first' 

.... anichube 'second • , 
ahumchuba 'third' 

malichub1. 'fourth t 
.... maoachuba 'fi fth' 

.... talukchuba 'sixth t , 
taletchuba 'seventh t , 
nipanchuba 'eighth' 

, 
mapancbuba '"ninth • , 
tal achuba 'tenth' 
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RESPECT. fORms 

3.6.0 Apart from the respect markers t-Pi C/) -biJ and 

t-ca C/') -ja}, there are some special kind of forms which are 

used in the royal court and other respectable gatherings as 

well as to address an honourable or respectable person or 

any elder person. Some of them are not in common use these 

days, but some of them have become so popular that without 

them the speech seems very rude. The traditional practice in 

in the meitei society, to show respect to elders which is , 

still in practice, has made these forms very popular even in 

the day-to-day conversation. These forms are shown side by 

side "with the normal forms in the illustrations, and extinct 

or unused forms are marked with an asterisk (*). 

Illustrations : 

Respect Normal 

hab~ " , cabs 'e ating t , 
caythaba ilujab~ '-bathing' , , 

'rice/meal' luk cak , , , , 
leaba catpa "going' , , 
phanba 

, , 
thakpa 'smoking/drinking' 

khud0.9 hidak 'hookah/smoke' 
pane kawa I betel' 
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Respect Normal 

adom ne!) 'you' 

'k . b' , , ;. ';said/asked t ta Pl. a hayba 

" 
, 

"wrD~g t yollaba lalleba 
, , , " 'sleeping • ceppa tumba 

ti!)thOkp~ " 'sleeping • tumba 
" .. 

, 
'"wearing' thonba chetpa 

.... , 
nOQgabe 

.... chiba 'die '" 

laykhidab~ 
, 

chiba 'die' 

anoybe ilonb'a 'a kind of curry • 

" hangatcaba 
.... , 

hayba 'appeal' 
. , , 

'pray/knel t before ifpunernJaba khulumba 
someone' 

, 
-IfaQa!) onba " " hatpa 'kill f 

1~9chinb. 
.... .... c8!Jba 'enter' 

In the royal court, the normal speech forms were not 

used, because that was considered disrespectful. Nowadays, 

some of these forms are not used at all, while those which 

have been retained are used commonly. In some social contexts 

the ordinary or common words, like - /itu/ 'my wife-, /ikh~D/ 

'my leg', /milonba/ or /puk ka9b~/ 'pregnant', etc. are not 

used. In their place more ornate o~restigious forms like -

/~anay hawnubi/in place of/itu/,/tawji9 malu hunbe/ in place 

of /milonba/ were used. But in the case of /kh~D/ 'leg' a 

loan-word /colon/ is considered more ornate. 
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3.7 FORmATION OF INTERROGATIVES 

Interrogatives in mei teiron are generally formed 

by suffixing the interrogative marker {-I a (../) -leJ to the 

noun or the verbal noun, for example -

tombe+la 

ichi!)+la 
, , 

ca+bG+la , , 
thak+pG+la 

ph'u+b'a+la 

'Tomba+interrogative marker' 

'water+interrogative marker' 

'eat+interrogative marker· 

'drink+interrogative marker' 

tbeat+interrogative marker' 

In the above examples, tomba, ichin, are nouns. 

For them the suffix ~laJ or {-laJ, as the case may be, is 

added to them to form interrogatives. In the case of the 

roots c~, th~k, and phb the nominalizer ~paJ or t-b~J as 

the case may be, are added to them before the interrogative 

marker is added to indicate interrogation. This nominalizer 

can be added after the verb suffixes also to form interroga-

tion. Illustrations ~ 

, . \ ca+ll.+ba+la 

" , ca+la+ba+la 

" , ca+khi+ba+la 

'eat+continuative+nominalizer+ 
interrogative • 

';eat+completive+nominalizer+ 
interrogative' 

r-eat+defini tive+nominalizer+ 
interrogative' 



In the above illustrations, {ca~ is the root for 

'iSat' , [-11.3, tla3, and tkhij are verbal suffixes. The 

interrogative marker 1..-la (../1 -Ie], can not occur directly 

after these verb suffixes. In other words interrogative 

can not be formed from verbs6~~ However, the interrogative 

noun substitutes indicate interrogation in meiteiron70• 

69 

70 

Refer. 2.2.16. 

for more on interrogatives refer. 4.1.3.2. 
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F'ORMATION OF' NEGATIVES' 

In ffieiteiron negatives are formed by suffixing 

negat~ve morphemes to 8 verb or the verb roots. Negative 

morphemes or negative markers are all verb suffixes. Negative 

markers in meiteiron are ~teJ; and ~10Y}. Illustrations, 

, 
cat+te 

" pha+de , 
cat+ta+le , 
ca+da+1e , 
ca+1ak+te 

, 
ca+loy 

\ thup+poy:' 

tham+moy , 
h8!)+9°Y , 
cat+hal+1oy , 
cat+lam+moy 

• go+negative'-

'catch+negative' 

'gofnegative+rea1ization I 

'eat+negative+realization' 

'eat+start:+negativ8 .. 

'eat+definitive+negative t 

'eat+negative (intentive)' 

tfold+negative(inte~tive)' 

tp1ac8+negativa (intentiva)' 

topen+negative(intentive)' 

"go+causativ8+negative(intentive) • 

'go+start+nagati va (intentiva)' 

In the above illustrations, the negative markers 

occur after the root and verbal suffixes only. But there are 

instances where the nomina11zing suffix ~p~} or ~b~} occur 

ft " . a er the negative marker, for example, cat+ta+be 'go+negat10e+ 

nomina1izer', C:~+da+b). 'eat+negative+nominalizer', c~+khi+de+ 
, ~H 

be t.e at+defini tive+nagative+nominalizer'l C~.,;;J(.,!tll~:.I~!l)-: 
- .., JI-··I· 
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3.8.1 Negatives are formed exclusively at the morphological 

level. There is no other means of indicating negation except 

through the suffixes listed in 3.8.0 • However, in the case 

of the copula (-ni3 there is. a different treatment. f'or 

example - the positive statement cawbani 'This is Chaoba' 

has the corresponding negative form cawba netta 'This is 

not Chaoba t • natte means 'no' in Meiteiron. It is presumed 

that nette 'no I is derived from tni]. To indicate negation, 

the copula which is considered as main verb (3.2.6) is first 

separated from the NP, then, the .! in \:oni} has been 

changed to .!. After that the negative suffix -Gte] is 

added .to it. In the process It/ is geminated, because .seta} 

can not occur after vowels (2.2.10). 
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COPULA 

There is a kind of verb element which is found 

directly attached with the noun or NP. This element functions 

as the verb in sentences. This is the verbal part in 

sentences and without this a sentence in Meiteiron is 

incomplete (if there is 'no verb or VP in the sel')tence). The 

particle is tni}. Illustrations : 

cawbeni 
'Chaoba+copu1a (This is Chaoba)' 

(2) mehak cawbeni 
'he Chaoba+copula (He is Chaoba)t 

, 
mehak epikpe cawbeni 

'he little Chaoba+copula (He is the little Chaoba)' 
(3) 

mehak cambe 
'he Chaoba (He Chaoba)' 

{4} 

(5) mahak apikpa cawba 
'he little Chaoba [He little Chaoba)" 

In the above illustrations, examples (1-3) have the 

copula tni]. with the nou~JNP and they give a complete sense. 

In example s ( 4 ) and (5) be c~au~eF}o!~~t_n~'"~D:'sery':c~l;:~:1f ·Lthe·gp~~ta .' 
.. ~ imf~'~-'" . ~.- .. . ".~.--. 
~~ iJ ~;\~~e!~~~r,~cc ... i nC0!n.fit~,~e .~. 

3.9.1 The copula is treated as a main verb because of ithe 

following reasons. It is also the verbal nucleus in a sentence. 
! 

,I 
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It also functions the same as main verbs in VPs or in sentences. 

Illustrations : 

(6) 
, 

cawba catli 
'Chaoba go+continue(Chaoba is going)' 

(7 ) 
, . 

tombs call. 
. 'Tomba eat+continue(Tomba is eating)' 

(a) manini 
'Mani+i. (It is Mani)' 

'tombani 
'-T:omba+is (It is Tomba) , 

(9) 

In the illustrations, the copula t-n~ in examples 

(8) and (9) above, has the same function as c~tli in example(6), 

and c~li in example (7), which are the main verb in the -
sentences. 

further, like other verbs negative also can be formed , 

with copula by affixing the negative particle tte}(3.a.1). 
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SUmmARY 

To summarize, we have discussed above : 

Nouns - Nouns in meiteiron have been determined by 

a set of affixes, because no root can show the class to which 
H f 

it belongs. Nouns have been divided into Simple, and Compound. 
" 

Further, Simple nouns have been sub-divided into· 

Non-dependent and Dependent. A different type of noun in the 

compound group, made up of a noun and a decorative word has 

been illustrated. Concrete and abstract nouns have also been 

distinguished. Regarding gender, natural gender has been 

divided into personal and non-personal. Grammatical gender 

is absent. The three numbers - Singular, Plural- and Dual 

have been illustrated and discussed. 

Verbs - Verbs in this language have also been 

determined determined through a set of suffixes. Therefore, 

it has been argued that in meiteiron the distinction between 

morphology and syntax is not always cle'ar. The verbal suffixes' 

indicate aspect and modality only. These suffixes have been 

grouped under four orders according to their occurrence. 

Tense has not been indicated by the suffixes, although time 

has been indicated by suffixes as well as independent forms. 

Verbs have been divided into affixation and compounding. 

Active and passive voice has not been discussed because this 

has been considered non-distinctive. 
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Noun substitutes - This is traditionally termed 

pronouns. The noun substitutes have been divided into three 

types - Personal, Demonstrative and Interrogative. The 

personal noun substitutes are alienable and inalienable to 

the possessor. They have primary and secondary forms in 

singular number. Singular and plural have different forms. 

Demonstrative noun substitutes modify the noun also. The 

proximal and distal have been indicated by the sec~ndary 

first person and third person forms, when they are prefixed 

to the demonstrative noun substitutes. 

Modifiers - modifiers.comprise adjectives and 

adverbs. Since the same form modifies either a verb or a 

noun, the common term modifiers has been introduced. However ,', 

there are some -'forms, like verbal nouns, substantives, and 

noun substitutes which do not modify a verb. Hence, the 

modi fiers have been classified into Restri cted and Unrestrict[~ 

ed. Restricted has been used to designate the modifiers which 

modify only the nouns and unrestricted for those modifiers 

which modify both a noun and a verb. 

Numerais - The cardinal and ordinal numbers have 

been illustrated in this section. The first three numbers 

after each decal number is -~athoy, -nithoy, -humdoy; but 

after that the cardinal numbers have been repeated. 
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Respect forms - There is a section on respect-forms, 

that is, the language of royal court. The ornate forms and 

ordinary forms have been illustrated in this section. 

Interrogative formation - Interrogatives are 

formed with nouns. For the formation of interrogatives from 

verbs, the suffix {-pa (/) -b~J is a"ttached to the verb 

before the interrogative particle is added. 

Negative",formation - Negatives are formed by 

suffixing the negative particle to the verb. However, the 

nominalizing suffix can be added to the negative form. 

Copula - The copula functions like a main verb. 

This has been illustrated in this section. The process of 

forming negatives with the copula has also been discussed. 



CHAPTER IV 

4.0 SYNTAX 

4.1 The structure of a sentence consists of its 

syntactic form. The analysis of the structure of sentence in 

a language can roughly be described as those aspects of the 

syntax of the language. A sentence is not merely a random 

string of words. It is a construction. A construction is made 

up of smaller units known as constituents. A constituent in 

Meiteiron may be bound or free. A construction in ffieiteiron 

may be endocentric or exocentric according to the type of 

constituents, which compose it. An endocentric construction 

is one in which the principal constituent is comparable to 

the complete construction, that is, the principal constituent 

in the construction is of the same category and it functions 

like the combined construction. Illustrations : 

( 1) tomba amachll.9 cawba 
'Tomba and(~ Chaoba t 

(2) tomba amachu!J cawba amachu!J ay 
'Tomba and Chaoba and I ' 

(3) tomba cawba amachu!J ay 
'Tomba Chaoba and I ' 

(4) phajaba alJat) 
'beautiful child' 

In the above examples, the principal constituents 

tomba, cawba'I!i:I'·(@ •• jl~~;- and'-~Qaa . 
:~ ~-

. -, £.~,iii .a. 'r 'if~-;-;.>" . 
e sam~,:~ca"egorYt:;I~:',{ .. ; 

,,[,"-,'. -



that is, nouns,.land they can fUnction like the combined 

construction. Hence, these are regarded' as endocentric 

constructions. 

An exocentric construction is one in which the 
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constituents can not function like the combined constructions. 

Illustrations : 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

" kenna 
"fast 

" celli 
running' 

" tombs celli 
',Tomb a" (is) running t' 

, 
thoD haoou 

td oar open~· 

In the above illustrations, the constituents can 

not function like the combined construction. Hence,. they are 

regarded as; exocentric constructions.· 

An~ endocentric construction may be either cODrdinating 

or subordinating.! Illustrations: 

(81 c'ab'a smechu~,) thekpa 
'eatt6g and drinkIng" 

(9) tombaga cawbega 
';Tomba with Chaoba with t 

(10) aoao adu 
'child the t 

(11) nipa achi 
Iman this' 
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In the above illustrations, examples (8) and (9) 

are coordinating constructions, because the principal 

constituents are all heads or heads with coordinator(c). 

Examples (10) ·and (11) are subordinating constructions 

because the constituen~s are head (H) and modifier(mGd~.This 
I is shown below by taking examples (8) and (10). 

Illustrations s 

(8) 

(10): 

, , , , 
cabs amachu9 thakpa 

'eating and drinking~ 
(H l ec) (H) 

agal) adu 
':child the' 

(H), (Mod) 

The number of constituents in a construction may 

vary; and a construction, if it can occur independently as a 

complete utterance, then, it becomes a sentence in meiteiron. 

In other words, a sentence in Meiteiron may be said to be 

constructed by smaller units known as constituents because 

a single word can be a sentence in meiteiron. Illustrations : 

(12) 

( 13) 

.yni 
'I am' 

aygi yumni . 
'my house+is'{This is my house)' 

Examples (12) and (13) are sentences. In (12) there 

is only one word but it has two morpheme constituents, that 

is -



(14 ) 

(15) 

ay 
II .' 

ni 
I is (copula) I' 

But in (13) there are two words and it has four 

morpheme constituents, that ,is -

(161 aygi 
~my .. 

(171 yumn! 
'house+is' 
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aygi and yumni can be further divided as (18) and A 

(19), and (20) and (21) respectively. 

(18) ay 
I I' 

(19) gi 
t:possissive (of)' 

(20) yum 
'house " 

('21 J ni 
• i s ( co pu 1 a) t 

The constituents shown above are all morphemes. 

There are more complex constructions than (12) and (13) above, 

which can be analysed as·.consisting of consti tuents that are 

phrases rather than words or morphemes. The phrases themselves 

have constituents, depending on the complexity of the sentence. 
--~~--

Illustra't'i'ons : 



(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

nipa adu kanna celli 
'man the fast rUAning(The man is running fast)' 

lay adu yamna cawmi 
'flower the very big(The flower is very big)' 

'> 

aykhoygi mani~da layba nipa adu tummi 
~our west living person the sleeping' 
(The person living at our west is sleeping)' 
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eykhoygi mani~da layba nipa adu kenna t1mmi 
'uur west living person the fast steeping' 
(The person living at our sest is fast sleeping)' 

The above sentences, although they are more complex 

than sentence (12) and (13), can be cut into smaller consti-

tuents. Sentence (22) has two groups and it has four word 

constituents. Illustrations: 

(26) nipa adu 
'man the' . 

. -

(27) -k~nna calli 
'-fast running t 

(26) and (27) ,.,are phrases having two words each 

as constituents. ~28) and (29) are constituents of (26), 

while (30) and (31) are constituents of (27). 

(28) nipa 
'man' 

(29) adu 
'the' 

(30) \ kanna 
'fast' . 

(31) 
... .. 

celli 
'running • 
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The constituent structure of sentence (22) can be 

shown in a tree diagram as follows : 

(22) nipa adu 

nipa adu 

/\ 
nipa edu 

" .... kenne celli 

~ kenna celli 

" kanna celli 

fig. - 11. Dia9ram showing constituent structure of sentence 
(22). 

The constituent structure of sentence (22) is 

simple as compared to the structure of sentence (25). 5entenc~ 

(25) has also two groups but it has seven word constituents. 

(32) 
, 

aykhoygi maniode leyba nipa adu 
'our west living man the 

(33} , '. kenna tumm1 
fast sleeping' 

The constituents of phrase (33) are the two words 

kenna and ttmmi, while the situation is mor complex in the 

case of phrase (32), but nevertheless, it is usually agreed 

that··,the constituents,-.ofphrase (32) are the phrase (34) and 

the sentence (35). 



(34) 

(35) 

nipa edu 
'man the' 

eykhoygi meniDde layba (nip a) 
~our west living (man)' 
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(34) has the constituents (28) and (29), that is 

nipa and edu. (35) however, can be divided into (36) and (37). 

(36) eykhoygi manioda 
'our west' 

(37) 
, 

leybe 
'living .' 

(36) again has two constituents (38) and (39). 

(38) aykhoygi 
':our ,', 

(39) maniode 
'west • 

The constituents in the above are all words. There 

can be further divisons at the morphological level. Sentence 

(25) can be reproduced in a tree diagram showing the morpheme 

constituents as below • 



(25) 

ay 

aykhoygi manioda layb~ nipa adu kanna t~mmi 

aykhoygi m"ni~da layba nip. edu /~ ttmmi 

aykhoygi mani~da layb~ nipa adu 
,1\' 

kanna tummi 

/~, 
aykhoygi mani~da layba 

/\ ,/\ 1\ 
nip a adu kan na t~m mi 

aykhoygi manioda 
1\, 

lay be. 

khoy gi rna da 

fig. - 12. Diagram showing morpheme constituents of sentence (25). 
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The constituents in the above sentences (22) and (25) 
can be labelled according to their classes. The basic consti-

tuents - words - have well known labels called form classes, 

which is traditionally known as parts of Speech. They are : 

nouns (N), verbs (V), pronouns or noun substitutes (Ns), . 

modifiers (mod), that is" adjectives and adverbs; determiners: 
7t' 

(Oet); etc •• By putting the labels to the constituents the 

classes of the constituents can be recognised as well as can 

show the identical structure of sentences. The constituent 

structure of sentences (22) and (25) using labels of tha • 
constituent types in place of words is shown in the diagram 

below : 

(22) s 

NP VP 

1\ 
N Oet mod 

\ ,\ 
, 

\ 
nipa 

, 
adu kanna celli 

fig. - 13. Diagram showing immediate constituents of sentence 
(22). 

71 Oat. is also modifier. 



(25) 

N 

I 
aykhoygi 

Mod 
(NP) 

et 

I 

Det 
(5) 

manilJde 

VN 

, 
leybe 

5 

NP VP 

NP Mod v 
--~ 

... ! 
, ?_ J j 

N 

nipa adu 
, 

kenna 
, . 

tumml. 

Fig. - 14. Di agram sh0Q1ing word co nsti tuen ts by labels of sen ten ce (25) 



Sentence (40) is a more complex construction than sentence (25). It is 
I 

shown in an Immediate Constituent (IC) diagram: 

. 

eykhoygi meni~de hawba haynaw-pambi mekhoOde layba nipa adu kenna nale 
'our west growing mango tree foot living man the serious ill 
(The man living at the foot of the mango tree growing at our is seriously 
ill) • 

manilJde lq~:w~e " . " " .. aykhoygi haynsw-p ambJ. makho!Jda layba nipa edu kanna nale 

aykhoygi mani!Jda ' " hewba heynaw-p ambi thJakhoryde .. layba nipa adu kenna nale 

eykhoygi menilJde hawbe haynaw-p ambi mekholJda .... leyba nipa edu kannelnale 

aykhoygi h~wb~ haynew-p ambi mekholJde 
, 

niPaiedu , 
meni~de leyba -

aykhoygi manilJde hewbe haynaw-p ambi makholJda .. laybe 

aykhOygil manilJda heynaw-p ambi I mek h'ol)da 

The above constituents are words. There can be further cuts into 

into morphemes, but it is no shown. Again, further cuts in heynaw-pambi is possible 

but it is also considered optional. 
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4.2 There are various definitions of sentence 'but in the 

present analysis, a sentence is interpreted as a complete 

utterance boundable by sentence boundary junctures ## ---##, 
that contains at least one phrase. An utterance in Meiteiron 

can be classified as a sentence, if, it occurs as a complete 

utterance with a sequence of selected linguistic items com-

bined into a unit in accordance with certain patterns of 

syntactic arrangement. Therefore, a sentence may consist of a 

single word or a phrase or a sequence of phrases or a complex 

form of sentence within a sentence. 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

ibobini 
'lbobi(name of person) + is (It is Ibobi)' 

, , 
cak cay 

trice eat (I/You/ he eat rice)' 
, , 

tomba c ak cay 
'Tomba rice eat (Tomba eats rice)' 

- '- - '" " tombana cak amachu~ ayna oa cay 
'Tomba+by rice and I+by fish eat (Tomba eats rice and, 
I eat fish)' 

tombs emachuQ ay channeli 
'Ttomba and I pl~ing (Tomba and I are playing)' 

A-n utterance here is a stretch of meaningful speech 

that conforms to the pattern or arrangement of Meiteiron and 

is bounded by a word or phrase boundary juncture. Illustration : 

(46) ey 
'-I ' , 

(47) mi ani 
'man two' 
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A'll the examples (41 to 47) ~ove are utterances, 

Examples (41 to 45) are bounded by sentence boundary juncture, 

(46) is bounded by word boundary juncture, and (47) is bounded 

by phrase boundary juncture. However, it may be argued that 

examples (41) and (42) are not sentences in the ordinary way, 

as they seem incomplete; but they are bounded by the sentence 

boundary juncture ## - - - - - #H, and can be used by standard 

speakers in answer to questions, such as -

(48) kanano? 'Who are you/who is there l' whose answer 

can be example (41), that is, ibobini 'I am Ibobitlt is Ibobi' 

and (49) nal) kali c~y 'what do you eat/what are Iyou eating' 

whose answer can be example (42), that is, c'ak /cay • (I) eat --/ 

rice/(I) live on rice'., Therefore, they ar~ regarded as 

sentences while (46) and (47) can not be regarded as sentences.' 

/ 

A phrase is a string of morphemes~r words that 

behaves as a grammatical unit, within which a phrase boundary 

juncture #, may not intervene and whose head is a nominal or 

a verbal nucleus. A phrase- in meiteiron may contain only one , 
word, such as #mil 'man' #lakle# • came', etc., or more than , 
one word like #mi amaH 'one person/man t , #kanna cstli# 'going 

fast .. , etc •• 

If the head of the phrase is nominal and can occupy 

the nominal position in the sentence and also can function as 
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subject or object of the sentence, then, it is a noun phrase 

(NP). Illustrations : 

(50) 

CSt) 

(52) 

(53) 

, 
#mi ameli 
'man one/ a (a/one man)' 

#phejeb~ eDan amaH 
'beautiful child one(a/one beautiful child)' 

#awaDba u adu# 
'tall tree the(the tall tree)' 

#awaoba u adu# t'ekle## 7,2 
'tall tree the fell down' <, 

(The tall tree have fell down). 

In the above examples, (50), (51) and (52) are 

p'hrases, the head in each of them is a nominal. In example , 
(50), the head is mi 'man' -- , and in (51) anao 'child', and in -
(52) .!:!. ·tree·. They are the nuclii in the phrases. ,Hence, the 

phrases are regarded as noun phrases. In example (53) there is 

a phrase boundary between .!9.!! and tekle. It- contains more them 

one phrase. It is phrase (52) plus tekle. The phrase (52) 

occupies the nominal position in the sentence, and it also 

functions as subject in the sentence. A subject in a sentence 

is always a noun and this phrase (that is, phrase (52» can 

be substituted by 8 single noun such as u 'tree'. Thus, we -
have -

(54) #01 t'e kle## 
'ItresH fell down##'(The tree fell down)' 

72 tekle generally mean'break', but here it means 'fell down\ 
.. :.~ 
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Therefore, the phrases (50 to 52) above are regarded' 

as noun phrases. 

But, if, the head is verbal, and occupies the verbal 

position in a sentence, that is, the final pOSition in' a 
73 sentence, and also can function as predicate of the sentence, 

then, the phrase is a verb phrase (~-Illustrations : 

(55) #y'ar.Jna c'911i# 
'fast running' 

(56) #haw ji k catli# 
'now going' 
" , (,57) #rAi arne#: Y8!)na 

'#man the# fast 
c'9 1 li## 
running##(A man is running fast)' 

In the above examples, (55) and (56) are phrases, 

in which the main verb is c'811i 'runnning" and c'atli 'going' 

They are the nuclii in the phrases, hence they are regarded 
.... _JI.. 

as verb phrases. In example (57) in the sentence #mi am~ 

y~nna ce11i#1/ ' a man is running fast·" the phrase #y"arJna 

ce11i# ··running fast t occupies the verbal position, which is 

the predicate in the sentence. 

The phrases in examples (53),(54) and' (57) are 

shown in di agram below: 

73 The verbs always occupy the final position in a sentence. 
Refer, 3.2.6. 



(53) 

(54) 

(57) 

5 

A 
NP VP ... 

ewa!)be u adu 
'tall tree the' 

NP 
u 

'tree' 

NP ... 
'mi ema' 
fman one/a' 

5 

5 

... 
tekle 

'fell down t 

VP , 
tekle 

"fell down' 

VP 
... "-'y BOna celli 

'fast running' 
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4.1.2 Sentences in ffieiteiron can be divided into two 

groups, major and minor. A' major sentence is a sentence 

which does not delete the NP in speech, that is, the subject 

is actualised in speech 74. Generally, a major sentence almays 

has a VP. If it does not have a VP, then, it will have a 

copula attached to the NP or the subject. As already mentioned 

in (3.9.1) above, a copula can be regarded as a main verb, 

because it functions as a main verb in sentences. The examples 

below will illustrate the major sentences in meiteiron. 

(58) 

(59) 

(60) 

(61) 

(62). 

(63). 

, , 
ey cak cale 

',1 rice eat+completive(I have completed eating rice) t 

, 
tombana cawbebu phuy 

'Tomba+by Chaoba+to beat(Tomba beats Chaoba)' 
, , 
cawbebu tombena phuy 

'Chaoba+to Tomba+by beat{Tomba beats Chaoba)' 75 

ay lakle 
'I come+realization(I. have come)' 

ey cawbeni 
'I Chaoba+is (I am Chaoba) , 

thani 
tmoon+is (It is moon)1: 

In all the above illustrations, the subjects are 

actualised. In examples (58'), (61) and (62) the subject is 

74, "subject is actualised in speech' means the dropptng/ 
deletion of subject, a common phenomenon in standard 
ffieiteiron is not there. In sentences like, cak cale 
'Rice ate/taken meal' the subject can be any of the 
following : ay 'I', na~ 'you', rna 'he', tombe 'Tomba' ,et.:; •• - --- -- ------: 

75 Change in the position of subject and object has no 
impact in meiteiron. Refer, 3.2.4. 
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~ "1 t, in (59) and' (60) the subject is ~ 'Tomba', and in 

(63) the subject is!h! 'moon'. They are present in the speech. 

The pattern in example (63) is treated as similar 

to the pattern in example (61), thereby regarding the copula 

ni as a VP. The pattern in the major sentences, then, can be --
(a) Subject (5), object (0), and verb (V), as in examples (58) 

and (59); (b) object, subject, and verb, as in example (60); 

(c) subject and verb, as in example (61); (d) subject, object, 

aand copula Cvl, as in example (62); and (e) subject and 

copula, as in example (63), above~ 

A minor sentence is one in which the NP is deleted, 

that is, the subject is not actUalised in speech. Illustrations : 

(64) 

(651 

(66). 

(67.). 

tha ule 
'moon see+completive (-~";.~.~aw the moon)' 

c8i~ge lakke 
'eat+realization+non-realization come+non-realization' 
( --- mill come after eating)' 

" cambabu phule 
'Chaoba+to beat+completive ( --- Chaoba beaten)' 

" cale , 
'eat+completive ( -- have ate) t 

In the above examples, the subject in all the 

sentences are not actualised. The --- in the gloss can be 

filled by an NP or a noun (N) or noun substitue (Ns), like -
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amuba tombana_ 'The black Tomba', or tombs '1Tomba', or ~ 'I' 

etc., because the subjects are deleted/dropp~d in speech. 

The pattern in the examples (64) and (66) is purely 

OV; in example (65) it is V.V; and in example (67") it is V'.! 

There is another type of minor sentence which has the pattern 

O~v. Illustration. : 

(68) oechi lakkeni 
I,to-day will come·( __ e· will come to-day)' 

The above example can be considered as OV pattern, 

since Ei,has also been considered as verb suffix (3.2.0), 

but it has been more accurately interpreted as OVv pattern, 

because copula here has a different meaning/function, that 

is, showing certainty in direct or reported speech. 

Therefore, the pattern of arrangement for the 

major sentences are - :sOV, OsV, ISV, raOv, and ,s\'; while in 

the case of minor sentences, the pattern of arrangement is 

OV, VV" V:, and av.v. 

A sentence in Mei teix:on may be ei ther simple, 

or compound, or complex, according to its structure. 
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4.1.3.1 Simple sentence : A simple sentence in meiteiron is 

a sen-tence which has at least one VP in it and which does not-. 

have a complex or compound construction. A simple sentence may 

be major or minor. Illustrations : 

(69) , " ay cak cay 
'I rice eat+infinitive (I eat rice)' 

(70) tombs c~tli 
'Tomba go+infinitive (Tomba is going)' 

(71) meh ak aykhoyde lay 
!he our+at live+infinitive(He lives at our place)' 

(72) " man ina tombsbu phuy 
'-mani+by Tomba+to beat+infini tive(Mani beats Tomba)' 

(73) " mini 
'-man+is (This i8 a man)" 

(74) hippi 
'sleep+infinitive (--- is sleeping)' 

The examples (69 to 74) above, are regarded as 

simple sentences, because they all include at least one VP and 
, 

and they all have one predicate each. In example (69) S!y is 
" " . , the VP and ~ £-8Y 18 the predicate; in example (70) catli. is 

the UP as well as the predicate;76 in example (71) and (72) 

" are the VP and ~ykhoy~ ley 
, 

!!y and .e.b.!:!Y and tombab4 ehuy are 
" the ~he predicates, respectively; in example (73) mini is pre--

dicate while ni is the VP; but in the case of (74) it has been -
considered that hippi is the VP as well as the predicate.?7 

76 In this ex ample the NP in the predicate group is delete'd. 
Noun deletion is a common phenomenon in this language. 

77 The interpretation here is hipps tawli 'sleeping doing'. 
There are other in-terpretations also. 
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Compound sentence: A compound sentence is one 

which has more than one simple sentences conjoinded together 

into one simple sentence by coordinate 'conjunctions. Compound 

sentences with co-referring nouns or verb's are also found. In 

, such cases one of the verbs or nouns is deleted~8. Illus-

trations :. 

(75) 

(76) 

(77) 

tomba amachu~ ay channali 
'Tomba and I play+recip~ocate+infinitive 
_ (Tomba and I. are playing) f , 

. , " ibetonna 08 amachu9 tomanna cha cay 
~~beton+by fish and Toman+by meat eat+infinitive t 
(Ibeton eats fish and Toman eats meat) t 

ibotonna nok.i, tomanna kapp.i, ibetonna launui, 
tlboton+by laugh, Toman+by weep, Ibeton+by shout", 

amachu!J ayna ye~!:)i . . 
and I+by look (Tboton is laughing,> Toman is 
weeping, Ibeton is shouting, and I am looking)t 

In the above illustrations, example (75) has two 

sentences joined together by the coordinate conjunction 

amachu!) • and'. The two sentences are -

(75a) 

(75b) 

tomba channali 'Tomba is playing' 

ay channali , I am playing' 

In the same manner, example (76) has two sentences 

(76a) ibetonna U! ~y 'Ibeton is eating fish/Ibeton eats fish' 

and (76b) tomanna E.!i§..E-.8y 'Toman eat fish l/Toman is eating fish I 

7
1
fi- Refer, 4.2.3.1'. 



They are conjoined by the conjunction amachun 'and'. In 

examples (75) and (76) the common verb is deleted. 
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In the case of example (77 J more than two sentences 

are conjoined by one coordinate conjunction. It has got four 

different sentences joined together. They are -

(77a) ibotonna nok.! 'Iboton is laughing' 

(77b) tomanna keppi "Toman is wee_f!j,ng' 

(77c) ibetonna 1awwi 'Ibeton is shouting" 

(77.d) eyna yenni "1 am looking' 

The sentences (77.a), (77b), (77c) and (77d) above 

are all simple sentences. They are joined into one simple 

sentence by a coordinate conjunction, Since, they do not 

have a complex constructionthen,_ sentences like (77r ab6ve, . ' ~ 

are regarded as compound sentence. 

Complex sentence: ~comp1ex sentence is one in 

which two or more sentences are joined together by a complex 

coordinate conjunction or a sentence that is included in 
.... another sentence, for example - ayna lakpaga mahak catkhi 

'I arrived he left (He left when I arrived)'. The following 

examples will illustrate complex sentences in meiteiron. 



(7a) 

(79) 

(ao) 

" . tombaga manige cet11 
'Tomba+with mani+with go+infinitive 
(Tomba and mani are going together)' 

tomba c'ak calaga'.~ makhoyda 1 akkani 
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"Tomba rice eat+after their+at come+will+copula 
(After eating rice Tomba will come at their house)' 

. ..., , 
aykhoygi meniQ oylapna hawbe haynew-pambi mekhonde 

'our+possessive west toward growing mango tree foot 

leyba nipa adu nale 
living man the ill(The man living at the foot of the 

mango-tree growing towards our west is ill)' 

In the illustrations above, example (78) has the 

complex conjunction / -~ •••••••••• -~/, while (79) has 

only -ge; but in the case of example (eo) there is no -
complex conjunction. In example (80) there are three sentences 

embedded together. They are 

(80a) 

(80b) 

(aoc) 

4.1.4 

. , 
aykhoygi maniD oylapna hawwi • 

'our+possessive west toward grow (It is growing 
towards our west)· 

haynaw-pambi makhbDda l~y 
'mango-tree foot+at live {It lives at the foot of the 
mango-tree) • 

nipa edu nale 
'man the ill+realization(The man is ill)' 

A sentence in mei teiron can be declaratlwe(statement), 

interrogative, or imperative. If a sentence indicates a 

statement of truth or state or condition or gives permission, 

then, the. sentence is regarded as a declarative(statement). 
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further, whether a sentence in meiteiron is declarative or 

not is indicated by the suffixes which are attached to the 

verb or to the noun. If a sentence has interrogative markers 

attacbed to the NP and indicates a question, then, the 
• sentence is an interrogative one; and if a sentence has 

imperative markers attached to the UP and indicates a command 

or order, then, it is an imperative one. Then, sentences in . 
Meiteiron can be divided into three classes according to its 

formation. Diagrammatically, then, it can be shown as follows: 

Sentence 

~ 
Declarative Interrogative Imperative 

fig. - 15!. Diagram showing types of sentences. 

4.1.4.1 Declarative sentence (statements) : Declarative 

sentences or statements are th~ most common type of sentences 

found in meiteiron. This kind of sentence may conveniently be 

termed the favourite sentence type. Declarative sentences are 

those sentences, in which no suffix indicating interrogation 

or imperative is attached to the NP or UP (as the case may be), 

nor any sense of these is indicated either by intonation or 

otherwise. Illustrations : 



(81) 

(82) 

(83) 

(84) 

ay c'ak c'ale (I have taken rice/meal) 
~I rice eat+comp~etive' 

mahak cawbani (He is Chaoba") 
the Chaoba+copula' 

nS9 catpe yale (you are allowed to go) 
'you going allowed' 
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ay c'ak c'ale h'ayne mana h~y (He said"I have taken my 
'-I. rice eat+completive say he say f meal") 

• 

Declarative sentences may be either direct or quoted. 

In the above examples, (81 to 83) are direct, while (84) is 

quoted. The difference between direct and quoted speech is 

indicated by the addition of the verb ~ay' or ~yn! ••• ~y in 

the direct speech. 

Oeclarative sentences also indicate permission. for 

the ~ormation of permissive sentences the verb becomes a 

verbal noun (VN) and then y~/y~y 'agree/allowed/permitted' 

is added to the sentence. ¥ale/yay becomes the main verb in 

the sentence and it indicates permission as in example (83) 
above. 

4.1.4.2 Interrogative sentence: Interrogative is generally 

marked at the morphological level by affixing the interrogative 

marker t-la C/) -laJ to the nominal form~9 for example :. 

~'a+ba+la 'eat+nominalizer+interrogative marker', tomba~la 

~Tomba+interrogattve marker·, it!! 'thatch+interrogative marker'. 
I 

~9 Refer, 3.7.0. 
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But there are a few instances where interrogation is marked 

at the syntactic level. It is convenient to ascribe this 

function to intonation at the level of syntax. However, we 

will not attempt to examine this phenomenon here. 

Generally, questions can be the NP in a sentence, 

or the VN, or the head of the NP. or, the numerals, or some of 

the modifiers, or the noun substitutes. Illustrations: 

(85) 

(86) 

(87) 

(8B) 

(89) 

(90) 

(91) 

, , , , 
apikpa manila catkhalibadu ? 

'small ffiani+interrogative go+definite.+90ntinuative+ 
,nQmi_nalizer+demonstrative CIsn't Mani the person'i 
j,,!sti gone) t, , 

... \ , 
cak calabala ? 

'rice eat+realization+nominalizer+interrogative 
,(Have --- taken meal?)' 

\. , 
ca1abala ? 

':eat+realization+nomina1izer+interrogative (Have eaten)' 

c'akla 
'rice+interrogative (Is it rice)' 

machi laylik amala ? 
~this book one+interrogative(Is it a book)' 

hawjikla ? 
'now+interrogative(Is it now)' 

machila 
"this/it+interrogative(Is it this)' 

/ 

In the above illustrations, the interrogative 

marker ~-!!3iS after ~ in~ apikp~ manila in example 

(85); while the same is or its variant -1a is after the VN 

in examples (86) and (87); after the head of the NP, that is, 

noun (N) in example (ee); after the modifier.dn example (90); 
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after the numeral in example (89); and after the Ns in example 

(91). 

A.verb or any other class of forms can not be 

questioned, except a few verb forms with command and non-

realization (2.2.16). Coordinate as well as subordinate 

structures can be questioned either separately or in combina-

tion. The questioned element in the both the cases remain the 

same, even questiones can be on more than one thing in a· 

sentence. ~l~ustrations : 

(92) 

(93) 

(94) 

(95) 

, , , , 
cakka oaga cabala? 

'rice+with fish+with eat+nominalizer+interrogative 
. (00 you eat rice as well as fish)' 

. , 
yum aduga ahal adugad~ kadayda catkha1e ? 

'house the+with oldman the+with+particular where+ 
demonstrative go+definite+completive (Where the 
house with the old man gone)' 

aDan aduga mamaga layliba1a ? 
'child the+with mother+with live+continuative+ 
nomina1izer+interrogativef The child together with 
the mother is there?)' . 

aykhoygi maninda 1ayba yum aduda 1ayba nipa adu 
'our+possessive west+at living house the+at living 
man the 
, ..... 

catkha1aba1a ? 
Qo+definitive +rea1ization+nomina1izer+interrogative t 

{The man living at the west of our house 'has 1eft?)t 

The following interrogative sentences can be derived 

from sentence (95). 
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(95a) aykhoygi maniOda layba nipa adu catkhalabala ? 
'Is it the man living at the mest of our house gone t 

(95b) " " yum aduda layba nipa adu cetkhalebela ? 
'I sit the man living at the house gone' 

(95c) " " nipa adu cstkhelabela ? 
'Is it ,the man gone' 

This shoms that all the parts in a sentence can be 

questioned. But in all the cases the question suffix remain 

the same. 

I.nterrogative sentences in mei teiron can be broadly 

divided into two main types - (i) hoy/may questions (yes/no), --
and (ii) ( .' )'8-0 / ka- questions wh- quest10ns '. hoy ~ questions 

are those for which at least hoy 'yes' can be one of the 

answers in the positive (along with others) although the 

negative answer may not be may 'no'. hoy /~ questions are 

indicated by the suffix tIs (../') -la}. The following are the 

examples of hoy/may questions. 

(96) 

(97) 

(98) 

80: 

" " " nao cak calabala ? 
'you rice eat+realization+nominalizer+interrogative 
(Have you finished eating/taking rice/meal)' 

" cawba oachi lakpala ? 
'Chaoba to-day come+nominalizer+interrogative 
(Did Chaoba come to-day)' 

adagichi tombala ? 
'y'onder+possesslve+this Tomba+interrogative 
(Is it the one over there Tomba)' , 

The names 'hoy/~y' and'~-' question~ have been coined 
because hoy means 'yes'and may means'not yes'. for ka-
like the English mh- , the interrogative part of the--
noun substitutes are indicated by ka-, which is present 
in all questions of this type. - " 



(99) 

(100) 

(101) 

(.102) 

f103) 

( 104) 

( 105) 

(106) 

(107) 

madu tombagi yumla ? 
'that Tomba+possessive house+interrogative 
(I s that Tomba "s house)' , 

... cak hapkhola 7 
'rice putmore +command+interrogative 
(Shall put some more rice)' 

... " na9 cak calaloy ? 
'you rice eat+realization+intentive negative 
(00 you intend not to eat rice)' 

. , 
ma catlaloydala ? . 

'he go+realization+negative(intentive)+negative+ 
.1nterrogative (Will he not go)' 
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nan c~k c~khigela ? . 
'you rice eat+definitive+non-realization+interrogative 
, (Will you e at rice)' 

rna caleko 7 
'he eat+realization+suggestive 
.(00 you know he ate)t 

. , 
aykhoy catlachila ? 

'we go+reali zation+let+interrogati ve 
,(Should let us go) , 

" nakhoy catlagela ? 
'you(plural) go+realization+non-realization+ 
interrogative (Would you intend to go)' 

" ". rna catkhalabala ? 
'he go+definitive+realization+nominalizer+ 
interrogative(Oid he go away) t, 

All the examples above have a common answer hoy -
'yes'., in the positive. There are other positive answers 

also. Since these differences are minor, they do not deserve 

to treat as separate entities. The most common positive 

answer is .. root or form to which' the int;rrog' ative 'element ~s , I, 
, 

affixed plus the suffix -li or -le as the case may be. In 

the case of negative answers mayor nette or root or form -
plus ~e C/') de) or root/form plust.da l./) t!JPlus !..i/le. 
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ka- questions in meiteiron - Sentence which asks 

for a lexical rather than a yes/no,that is, hoy/may response. --
The ~- wo£d which occur in sentences are interrogatives, 

because they are interrogative noun sUbstitutes. The answe'r 

to ~ questions are conditioned by the noun substitute which 

occur in the sentence. for example : In the question ne9 
..... keli cali 'What you are eating?' keli refers to a thing and -- -

it can not refer either a man or place; the ansmer witl be 

something which can be[ate, may be 'meal/candy/fruit,etc.'. 

Likewise, in kana !!y? 'Who is there?'. ~ refers only to 

a person/man, it can not be anything other than ay ~I', or 

tombs 'Tomba' or someone else. 

Imperattve sentence : The imperative or command is 

indicated at the morphological level. Therefore, the impera-

tive sentence in meiteiron is marked by the suffixes which 

indicate command. The imperative markers in meiteiron are -

-\:-uJ, t lO]. {-l~, tnu}, and tkhO}. An~ of the above 
suffixes attached to the V or VP in a sentence, indicates 

- that it is an imperative sentence. Illustrations : 

(108) 

(109) 

(110) 

. " \ na!) catlo 
'you go+command (You go)' 

\,. 
na9 caw 

'you eat+command(You eat)" 

" tomba na!} cslu 
'Tombs you eat+command(different place)(Tc'li: 
(Tombs you go and eat)' 
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Imperatives are in the second person in both the 

nUinbers. Imperatives in mei teiron may be normal, immediate, 

action to be performed at a different place, and an invitation 

to perform. Prohibiti9n is also considered a command in 

Meiteiron because it is more an imperative. than declarative. 

The normal imperatfiles are indicated by {-ul; immediate by tiD) ; 
go and perform at a different place by ~-luJ; an invitation 

to perfomby tlc1; command keep on by ~khO}; and prohibitive 

by {-nu).Illustrations : 

(111) .... .... ne!) cak caUl 
'you rice eat+command (You eat rice/take your meal)· 

(112) .... ...."" nel) cak calo 
'you rice eat+immediate command (Take your meal now)' 

(113) .... .... na!) cak calu 
'you rice eat+different place(You go and take meal)' 

( 114) .... .... nan cak calo 
'you rice eat+invitation(You come for themeal ). 

(115) 
.... .... ns!) cak cakho 

·you rice eat+keep (you keep one eating rice/meal)' 

(116) " .... neo cak caganu 
'~ou rice eat+non-realization+prohibi tive 
{You do not ea~trice/You are prohibited to take meal)' 
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COORDINATION OR CONJOINING 

4.2.0 Sentences in ffieiteiron can be joined together with 

the help of connectors or conjuncts. The method of.showing 

connections or relationships in ffieiteiron are very wide. A 

conjunction is a word or word group that connects two or 

more sentence components. The various conjuncts which join 

sentences in ffieiteiron are the fOllowin~a~ 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

emachu!) 

-ga 

-ga ••• -ga: 

-ga loynene 

edudagi 

edugi matu!Jda 

'and' 

'with • 
'with •• with' 

'together with t' 

'then t 

'there after I 

-chu/-chu •• -chu 'also' 

-ne ...... ne 

aduna 

melem adune 

malamdi 

edubu 

tawwigumbachu!J 

edum oynemak 

edumakpu 

'together •• together' 

'as such/so' 

, there fore' 

'because' 

'but' 

'but' 

'however' 

'even then' 

ruJ Some of the conjunctions are nominal suffixes. Refer, 
3.1.0. 
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(16) aduga 'then/after that' 

(17) nettelaga 'or' 

(18) -muk 'as if (size)' . 

(19) -gum 'as if (habit) , 

Apart from the above conjunctions which join 

sentences in maiteiron, there is a pause which also acts as 

a conjunct. This p.ause is the comma pause. The various 

sentences or constructions which are joined by the above 

conjunctions are illustrated below82 : 
\ 

(1) 

(2.) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

8,2. 

t b h h 1 083 am a amsc uD ay canna 1 
'Tomba and I playing' 

, ~ , 
tombana ~a amachu~ eyna cha cay 

·Tomba fish and I meat eat' 
. , ., , , 
tombene Da emechu~ ayna cha amachuD cawbena cak cay 

"Tomba· fish and I meat and Chaoba rice eat t 

tomba cawba mani yayme smechu~ ay channali 
'Tomba Chaoba mani Yaima and I playing t 

ey iboheli! channeli 
'I Ibohal+with playing' 

imphal tulel nembul tulel2! tinnele 
'Imphal river Nambul river+with joined' 

imphal tulal~ nambul tulelga tinnale 
Imphal river+with Nambul river+with joined' 

Because of model constraints, deletion, gapping, 
co-referring nouns and verbs and other transformations, 
although seen in the illustrations are not discussed. 

The meanings of the connectors in.; the illUstrations 
are approximate. 



(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

( 121 

(13); 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

( 17). 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22). 
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ayga maniS! tombee! cawbsQ! cat1i 
'I+WIt~1 ffiani+with Tomba+with Chaoba+with going' 

ay tombag~ 10ynana channa1i 
'I Tomba+with together playing' 

ay tombag§ manigg 19y~a channali 
II Tomba+wi th ffiani+wi th together playing' 
." • k'" • 84 makhoyda catluy ~dudag1 ay 1a pan1 

'Their's went then I am coming' 
. , ~ 
tombs catkhale adudegi ay 1akle . 

'Tomba gone then I came' 
. , 
tombs catkhale aJiygi matu~da ay lakle 

'Tomba gone then after that I came' 

aychu channali tombschu channa1i 
'l+also playing Tomba+also playing' 

...... aychu catkani 
'I +also will go' 

, , 
tomba~ ay~ cak cay 

'Tomba+together I+together rice eat' 
. , 
tomba~ ay~ maniQ§ catli 

'Tomba+together I+together mani+together going' 

makhoy ph~tte aduna'ay makhoyga tinnaloy 
IThey bad as such I they+with will not mix' 

, , 
makhoy catte aBuna ay cattale 

'They not go so/as such I not gone t 

makhoy ta11i milam aduna (makhoy) laylay 
'They idle therefore (they) poor' 

ay laklaloy malamdi ay nale 
'I will not come because I am ill' 

tombadi cale adubuaydi cad ali 
'Tomba ate but I not (yet) eat' 
.. 
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This sentence has other versions, They are (11a) makhoyda 
catlubadag! (ay) lakpani, (11b) ay makhoyda catluy 
adudagi lBkpani. 

T~is sent~nce has also another version (12a) tombs 
catkhalabaduda ay lakla. 



(23) 

(~4) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

ayna h~yb~ni edubu makhoyna yakhide 
,. I told but they do not agree ,. 

mehakna tannakhi tewwigumb$Chu~ phaQbadi Qemkhide 
'He run after(dogged) but getting not able' 

.... 
eyna haybani adum oynemak kannageni thajede 
'r told howe~er use will not believe' 

tombana tatDlib'eni edumekpu na!) khala yawbiyu 
'Tomba doing evan then you some join' 

" " nao catlukho ~g~ hayga 
'You go then will tell' 

.... 
naD tawge natteleg~ tetDloy hekta hayyu 

'You will do or not do just tell' 

tomba cawbamuk cawwi 
'Tomba Chaoba as big' 

meni caw begum c~tli 
'mani Chaoba-rike gOing/walking' 
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.... .... " ... "-aykhoygi mani~da hewbe~ heynew pambi makh09de leyba~ 
'Our west growing mango tree foot living 

.... 
nipa adu cetkhale 
man the gone' 

The conjunctions can occur in combinations also, 

that is, different conjunctions join various parts of 

sentences of a conjoined structure. Illustrations : 

(32) ay amachuQ cawbe tombega c~tli 
'I and Chaoba Tomba+with going' 

(33) . " .... ay amachuQ cawbe tombage loynane cetli 
'I and Chaoba Tomba+wrtIi together going'" 

(34) ... " aychu. 'cawbachu tombege loynane catli 
'l+a1so Cha06a+also Tom6a+w~together going' 

(35) " eyg~ tombag~ cetlule adubu kanneloy 
'"1 +wi th Tomba+wi th gone but no use' 



(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

, 
aychu cawbachu catlule adubu kannade 

'I+aIio Chaoba+also gone but no use' 
, 

tombe smachu9 ey cetluy adubu yalekte 
'Tomba and I Oone but not agreed' 
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tombs emechu~ rna cetlulabeni adum oynemak kannade 
~Tomba and he went however no use~ 

. , 
tomba£hY cawbe£hY cetlule edum oynemek, kannede 

'Tomba+also Chaoba+also gone however no use' 
. , 
tombaga cawbega cetlule edum oynemak yadale 

'Tomba+with Chaoba+with gone however not agreed' 

Some of the conjunctions listed above and illustrated 

can join infinite number of sentences under one conjoined 

structure. According to the number of sentences which can be 

joined by a conjunction, the conjunctions can be broadly 

divided into two major classes. They are - (i) limited, and 

(ii) unlimited. The limited conjuncts are those which can join 

only two sentences and/or those after joining a sentence or 

parts in a construction no other conjunction can occur after 

them. Those conjunctions which can join infinite numner of 

sentences are termed as unlimited conjuncta. The unlimited 

conjuncts are the following : 

'~d' 

-ge ••• -ga 'with ••• with' 

-chu/-chu ••• -chu 'also/also ••• also' 

-ns ••• -ne 'together ••• together' 
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All other conjunctions listed in (4.2.0) above, 

(except the four conjunctions mentioned above) are limited; 

conjuncts. 

4.2.1 Phonologica~ly, each occurrence of the conjunctions 

is attached to the immediately preceeding NP and there is possi-

bility to pause after each occurrence. Illustrations : 

(1) tombe emechuo/ey channeli86 
'"fIamba and I playing t 

(5) ay ibohal~1 channeli 
'I Ibohal+w1 th playing' etc. 

The conjunctions listed above (4.2.0) can be divided 

into four groups according to the type of sentence components 

they conne ct : 

Coordinating £2Ujunction: Coordinating conjunctions 

connect grammatically equivalent constructions. The coordinating 

conjunctions are : amechu9, edubu, tewwigumbechuD, edum oynemek, 

and netteleg~. Illustrations : 

(41) cawba emechuQ tomba 
'Chaoba and Tomba' 

(42) cawbe emechuQ tombe c'etli 
'Chaoba and Tomba going' 

86 This pause which is indicated by I (a bold slant line) is 
not eq~\~nt to comma,pause or any other kind of pause 
found 1n~H~a language. 
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(42) cawba amechu~ tombs channeli 
'Chaoba and Tomba playing' 

(43) 
, , , 

tombe cak cay edubu mahakti cade 
'Tomba rice eat bui he not eat' 

(44) 
, 

tombsne haykhi tewwigumbechuD ey yakhide 
'Tomba asked but I not agree' 

(45) 
, 

tombe cetlule edum oynemek kannede 
'Tomba gone howe~er no use' 

(46) 
, 

tombe netteleg~ cawbe cetkeni 
'Tomba or Chaoba will go' 

In the above illustrations, cawbe in example (42) and 

tombe in example (46) seems non-equivalent to the other construc-

tion, that, tombe catli in (48) and cawbe c~tkeni in (46). But 

these are grammatically equivalent constructions. In these cases 

there is a case of _ co-referring VP, because of model cons":-~ 

traints it is not shown in the present analysis. 

Correlative conjunction : Like the coordinating con-

junctions, correlative conjunctions also connect grammatically 

equivalent constructions. The difference is that correlative 

conjunctions occur in pairs. The correlative conjunctions are -

-.£!ly ••• -.Eh!:!, -g~ ••• -g,!., -.E!l!:! ••• -g,2, -ne ••• -ne.lllustration - -
(47) 

(14 ) 

(16) 

tombeg~ cawbeg~ ce~li 
tTomba+with Chaoba+with going' 

aychu channeli tombechu channeli - -'I as well as Tomba is Playing' 
, , 

tomben! ey~ cak cay 
'Tomba and I together is having our meal' 
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Comparative conjunction : These are very similar 

to correlative conjunctions. The comparative conjunctions 

are - muk, -gum. Illustrations : - -
(29) 

(48) 

tomba cawbamuk cawwi 
tTomba is as big as Chaoba" 

" tomba cawbagum catli 
'Tomba waliksas if Chaoba (walks) t 

-Consequential conjunction : A consequential 

conjunction connects two or more grammatically equal 

sentences but one of the sentence is resultant to the other. 

Consequential conjunctions are - adugi matu!)da, eduna, 

malam eduna, melamdi and adumekpu. Illustrations : 

(49) " tomba catkhale ~g!.matu~da ay lakle 
tTomba went thereafter I came' 

(50) mane caykhi adpna ay c~loy 
'He rebuked so I will not eat t: 

(51) iboton pel)')i malem aduna. khetne~ 
tiboton is foolish therefore (he) quarrels) 

(52) ibeton laklaloy malamdi g@tljk nale 
'Ibeton will not cone because she is ill' 

(53) " " ayna chembani adumakp~ thajade 
'I am repairing even then (IP have no confidence' 

(54) 
, , 

nS9 tummukho aduga caw 
'you first go ~sIeep then (you) eat t 
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4.2.2.5 Subordinating conjunction : A subordinating 

conjunction connects two or more grammatically non-equivalent 

constructions. The subordinating conjunctions are the rest of 

the conjunctions listed in (4.2.0) above leaving those listed 

under coordinating, correlative, comparative and consequential 

conjunctions. Illustrations : 

(55) 

(56) 

, 
tomba cawbag~ catli 

'-Tomba goes with Chaoba' 
. , 

tombs cawbeg~ !2ynana catli 
'Tomba together with Chaoba are going' etc. 
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3 mORPHOLOGY 

3.1 NOUNS· 

3.1.0 A noun if) mei teiron at the morphological level 

can be determined by means of prefixes and suffixes. The roo·ts 

in this language ,do \ not shoUl the form-class to which they' 

belong. But the free roots or free nominal forms can show the 

form-class to which they belong. For example, - the root- l.c~-} 

'eat', lPh'a.-} "catch', ~a-] 'fall', etc. become nouns' when 

the suffix {-be} is added to them and can take one or more of 

the set of noun suffixes. The free nominal forms like, {mil 

'man', -1 u 3 'tree', etc. which are nouns by themselves can also 

take one or more of the set of noun suffixes. Accordingly 

those forms" free or bound, which can'~ake one or more of the 

followini set of prefixes: and suffixes are nouns in meiteiron. 

The prefixes and suffixes are : 

{a-} 
1.8- L/) i-j 
{na-j 
{ma-j 

-\:.ma- L/'\ khut-j 

k-,tia} 
t-Pu L/\ -buJ 
~-ta t../) -daJ 

'personifier' 

'first person pronominal' 

'second person pronominal' 

'third person pronominal' 

'manner/mode/w.ay' 

'agent/actor/instrument· 

'patient/receiver' 

'locative/at' 



{-ti \./) -di ~ 

ttu V"') -duJ 

~-ke (/) -gal 
{-kiV1 -gi~ 

t-1a v-, -le} 

{-te!J'-"""' -da!):5 

[-chU} 

{-Chi} 

i-Chi9j 
{-khOy (./"I -hoy} 

t-mak} 
l-ni J / 

.wtp"j;p!" ..... , .. . ~ ~':: 

'particularization' 

'demonstrative (the/that)' 

'wi th t 

'possessive/genetive' 

'interrogative/question' 

'isolating' 

'also t 

'thi s' 
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'plurali ty' 

'co1lectivity/many(inc1usive), 

'personification' 

'copula' 

There are restrictions in the acceptance of 

these prefixes and suffixes by the roots and forms, that is, 

some roots and forms can not take some of the affixes. Further, 

some of the affixes can not occur together in the same form. 

For example : 

The prefix {a-J is not acceptable to the form 

/mi/ 'man', the ~uffix such as {-chiIJJ is not acceptable to 

forms like, /tombe/ 'Tomba (name of a person)', etc •• 

3.1.1 On the basis of formation, a noun in meiteiron 

is divided into two main categories. They are - (a) Simple, and 

(b) Compound. Again, simple nouns can be sub-divided into two : 
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(i) Non-dependent, and (ii) Dependent. Diagrammatically, then, 

it can be represented as follows : 

Nouns 

Simple Compound 

Non-dependent Dependent 

Fig. - 5. Diagram showing classification of nouns. 

Simple Nouns: Those forms are called Simple 

nouns, if they fulfill any of the following criteria -

(1) which by themselves can occur as nouns, such as, {mil 'man', 

tlJ'a] 'fish', itomba} 'Tomba (name of a person)', tna} 'ear', 

\y~m"! 'house', etc.; (ii) which can occur as nouns by 

prefixation, such as, fkhut+k'a] 'manner of climbing f, tma+ca} 

this son/son', tma+th09} 'manner of cooking', etc.; and (iii) 

which can occur as nouns by suffixing r-b~(/) -paJ directly 
f \ ,"< after the root or after some other suffixes, such as, lca+ba.5 

'eating', tthek+p~J 'drinking', {c'a+khi+b8} "eat+defini te+ 

nominalizing suffix', etc •• Those -n'ouns' :fal-ling. 'under (tJ 



above ar~· nOI"t-dependent, while those falling under (ii) and 

(iii) above comprise dependent nouns. 
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(i) Non-dependent: Nouns which can nat be 

sub-divided into smallejr morphemic segments and by themselves 

can function as nouns wi thout. any prefix or suffix, but can 

take same of the prefixes and suffixes listed in 3.1.0 above, 

are called nan-dependent. Illustrations : 

tmi3 'man' 

{laph"u] 1 plantain tree' 

%ombaJ 'Tomba (name of a person) f 

{cawba3 ' Chaoba (name of a person)' 

tkhut~ 'hand' 

lk'okJ 'he ad' 

tPhiJ 'cloth' 

iUJ 'tree' 

iC8J 'paper' 

{ h'UY} 'dog' 

{hawdoo} 'cat t 

tuci} 'rat ' 

tthabi} 'cucumber' 

~tin3 'worm' 

ttinJ 'saliva' 

~chenda9J 'sparrow' 

{ lilU9] 'bow' 



tten1 
tyumJ 

~th'O!)~ 

ttho!J3 
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'arrow' 

'house' 

'door' 

"bridge' etc. 

The suffixes and prefixes which are acceptable or 

not acceptable by non-dependent nouns are illustrated below : 

, 
The non-dependent noun like mi 'man' can take the 

following suffixes -

£m1+bu3 'man+object marker" 

tm1+ne3 "man+subject marker" 

{mi+d83 "man+locative t 

{mi+di3 'man+particularization" 

~i+dU1 'man+demonstrative' , 
{mi+ga3 'man+UJi th ,-, 
~i+gi) tman+possessive t , 
tni+laJ 'man+interrogative' 

{ml+daI)3 'man+isolating t 

£mi+ChU) 'man+also' 

{m'i+chi) 'man+this' 

tmi+Chi!)J 'man+plural' 

~i+ni~ 'man+copula • 

uthile it can not take the ~olloaring • • 



Again, ltomobaJtTomba (name of a person)' can take 

the following suffixes -

\tombe+nej 

~omba+bu} 

ttomba+da} 

~omba+di1 

~ombe+duJ 

{tomba+gaj. 

ttombe+giJ 

%,omba+la} 

ttomba+de~} 

{tomba+chu} 

(tomba+chi} 

(t"omba+khoy} 

t.tomba+m~k} 

ttomba+ni} 

'romba+,subject' 

'Tomba+object' 

'Tomba+locative' 

'Tomba+particulari zation' 

'Tomba+demonstrative' 

'Tomba+uJi th ' 

'Tomba+possessive' 

'Tomba+interrogative' 

'Tomba+isolating' 

'Tomba+al so t 

tTomb a+this ' 

'Tomba and others' 

'Tomba+personification' 

tTomba+coplJla' 

while it can not take the following : 

*~+tomba} 
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*~+tomba3 

*{na+tomba} 

*{ma+tombaJ 

*'{kh 'Ut+tomba} 

*{tombe+chiDj 

(ii) Dependent.: Nouns which are formed by 

/ 
29 -prefixing and or suffixing to a root are called dependent. 

Dependent nouns also can take some of the prefixes and 

suffixes listed in 3.1.0 above. .1 llustr~tions : 
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" , The dependent noun like, ca+be feg-ting' Can take 

the following prefixes and suffixes -

~+cab~} 

{!<h'Ut+c'a :3 
tc~+ba+na] 

\.c'a+b'a+t>u} 

tc'a~b~+da} 

{c~+b~+diJ 

\9'a+b'a+du} 

~c'a+ba+ge} 

~c'a+b'a+gi J 

Ie ater f 

'manner of eating' 

fe ating+subje ct' 

'eating+object-' 

'e ating+locative ' 

'eating+particularization t 

teating+demonstrative' 

'e ating+wi th' 

'e ating+posse ssi ve ' 

lca+be+l~ 'eating+interroga-tive' 
r."''' ,1 \.ca+ba+dalJ.s 'e ating+i sol ating , 

29 A root in ffieiteiron can not indicate the class in which it 
belongs, that is, it can not show whether it is a verb or 
a noun root. The set of ~;affixes are the deciding factor. 



{C~+b'e+chu} 

\ca+be+ni} 

'e ating+also' 

'e ating+copul a· 

while it can not take the following: 

f.~' " ".1 *l.I1+ca+baJ 
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There are four different types of dependent nouns. 

They are: (A) - Prefix +root, (8) - Prefix + root + suffix, 

(C) - Root + suffix, and (D) - Root +' suffix(es131 + suffix:~, 

Illustrations : 

A. Prefix + root 

{me+pa} 

-tma'Etho.93 

\ma + pi} 
ikh'Ut+k~J 
\'ne+c'aj 

'manner+reading " 

'manner+cooking' 

tmanner+giving' 

'manner+climbing' 

'third person~issue(son/ 

daughter) , 

30 This combination is possible if {-du, -nil follows, e.g. 
lca.+ba+chil)+dt1 teating+ Plural+Demonstrative·. 

31 Suffixes here mean verbal suffix or suffixes. 



B. 

c. 

D. 

Prefix + root + suffix 

ia+pa+baj 

te+c~+b'a} 

ta+~a~+bel 

18+0 'ak+pa] 

Root + suffix 

~a+b~J 
f'a+b'a] 

tcat+pa} 

~'Ok+P'a} 

treader' 

fe ater' 

'one who 

'one who 

Ire ading' 

'eating" 

'going' 

'le aving , 

Root + suffix(es) + suffix 

asks' 

guards' 

'eat+defini te+nomina1izer f 

9S 

tC~+khi+b'a} 

~1'aY+1u+ba} 'say+action at another p1ace+ 

nomin ali zer ' 

'eat~started+continue+ 

nomina1izer • 

The variety of nouns in D. above is purely -
derivative, since the nouns have been derived from verbs by 

adding the nomina1izing suffix. 
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3.1.1.2 Comeound Nouns: Forms which can act as nouns even 

when they are combined with some other or similar type of nouns, 

or roots are called nouns showing compounding. There are seven 

different types under this category. They are: 

(A) - Noun +Noun, (B) - Noun + Augment, (e) - Noun + Dimunitive, 

(D) -, Noun + Root, (E) - Noun + Dependent Noun, (F) - Noun + 

Noun + Dependent Noun, and (G) - Noun + Decorative form~2 

Illustrations : 

A. 

B. 

Noun + Noun 

tc'ak+chalJ} 

{kon +th '001 
{U+h~Y] 

£y~t+c'eys 

Noun + Augment 

{h1y+jaw] , 
{yum+jaw} , 
ti+caw] 

~h~D+jaw} 

~ka+jaw] 

'kitchen(rice+house), 

~gate(garden+door)' 

'fruit(tree+fruit), 

'iron rod(iron+stick)' 

tdog+big' 

'house +big t 

'flood(water+big), 

'main door(door+big)' 

'room+big t 

32 This isa meaninglessfform, but always accompanies the 
. noun •. The name decorative is used as the standard 

spe akers call, .. them /wahe'y laytelJl 'decorative word'. 
/wahay/ means 'word' and Ilayte!J/ means 'decoration'. 



c. 

D. 

E. 

Noun + Dimunitive 

\.hUy+naw} 

~th'Q!J +n aw} 

tChan+naw} 

-fr o!J +n aw} 

t¥en+naw} 

Noun + Root 

'puppy(small+dog), 

'~indow(door+small)' 

'calf(cow+small)t 

'monkey+small' 

'chick(hen+small), 
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tquestion(word+ask)t 

'canal/stream(water+way) , 

'travelling company(foot+company) 

'dress( cloth +we ar) , 

Noun + Dependent Noun33 

~hi+chab~~ 

~+chub~1 

~h~!J+!J'akP~J 
[y~ttChUb~ } 

'weaver(cloth+weaving) , 

'carpenter(tree+worker), 

'watchman (door+guard)' 

'black-smith(iron+worker}, 

-
33 Dependent Noun may be interpreted as root + suffix. 



F. 

G. 

34 Noun + Noun + Dependent Noun 

~c 'ak + ch ~9 + ch ab'e 5 
\. kon+,th'o,9+chembaj 

'kitchen builder' 

tgate repairer t 

Noun + Decorative form 35 
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~chuma~+thelo!Jj 

tyenakh a+l'ukkh aj 

tnapi+nala!J) 

tsurroundings of the house(front)t 

rsurroundings of the house(side)t 

·snakes and other creatures~ 

3.1.2 Number: Nouns in ffieiteiron are not inflected for 

number. However, the three numbers, that is, singular, plural 

and dual are indicated by suffixes or other forms. 

3.1.2.1 Plural: Plural in ffieiteiron is formed at the 

morphological level by affixation of the plural marker ~hiQ] 

to the noun. All nouns in meiteiron can not take this suffix. 

There are other words which when they follow the noun or 

noun phrase indicate more than one. They are -

34 This variety of nouns may be regarded as phrases. 
35 In some cases both the constitue~ts have meanings, as in 

/yenchao+napi/ 'curry+grass', /tin+kB!)/ 'worm+mosquito' 
but they h ave a different meaningl 
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{mayam136 'many' 

{pumnamak) '"all t 

~haDgu337 tflock t 

tkaIJ1UP5 "group' 

\,challupj8 'group' 

tmapayJ 'heap' 

tmapun or cabun) 'bundle t 

\.kh'uPPU~ 'host of , 
••• 

\.kafJbuJ 'party' 

Some of the nouns in ffieiteiron can take/have all the 

above as well as the plural marker ~ChiryJ, while some of them 

can not. Illustrations : 

36 

37 

-38 
39 

Singular Plural/more than one 

l~iChil) l 
\m'iy am3 

'men' 

'many men' 

~i pumnamak} • all men' 

lmt kalJluPJ 

\mi mapayj 

tm! cabun} 

£"m! kh~ppu ~ 
imi kaObu} 

tgroup of men' 

'heap of men' 
. 39 'bundle of men' 

'host of men t 

'party of men' 

This has another form {-yam} which is affixed to the noun 
as in the illustration above. 
This is generally used for lesser animals, although i~ is 
used for human beings in the derogatory sense. 
This is used for animals only. 
This is to mean '"a large contingent of men' i.e. 'crowd'. 
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Singular Plural/more than one 

tUCekJ 'bird' tucl:1kchi9~ tbirds' 

~cek mayamj 'many birds' 

{ucek pumnama~'all birds' 

~cek ka!)lupJ 'group of birds t 

tucek chal)guj 'flock of birds' 

~cek mapey~ 'he ap of bird s,' 

-§cek cabu~ 'bundle of birds' 

tCh~3 'animal' ~h~Chi.9j 'animals t 

£ch "a+y am} 'many animals' 

t::h~ pumnema~ 'all bird s' 

~h~ ka!J1upj 'group of animals' 

~h'a chaOgu) 'flock of animals' 

~h"a me pay'} 'he ap of' anim als' 

cha' f ' cebun) 'bundle of animals t 

%h"'a kaDbuJ 'party of animals' 

iuJ 'tree t -luchiDj 'trees' 

{u may am} 'many trees' 

-Lu pumnama':} 'all trees' 

,~ mapeyj 'he ap of tree Sf 

t:' cabunJ 'bun ch of trees' 
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Dual: Oual in ffieiteiron is indicated by suffixes -
and/or independent forms. The form which indicated dual or 

pair are {-pot (./') -bot] or ~abotJ; and {PUlJba '5- Like [pabotJ 

and ~PUl')ba~, ~-potJalso sometimes occur independently, while its 

variant ~-botJ never occurs~independentlY. Illustrations: 

~haw pot) or ~hawbotJ 

tchanbot ~ or ~han pabotJ 

~cek pUDba J 

'two cheobay of paddy ,40 

~pair of cow/bUll' 

'pair of bird' 

The dual can be taken as an unit for counting. -They 

are illustrated below. Illustrations : 

tPhewbot ame) 'one two che9bay of paddy' 

~hawbot ani} 'two two cha!lbay of paddy' 

~hawbot tela} 'ten two chenbay of paddy I 

%han pabot an13 'two pair of cows' 

{chan pabot meoaJ 'five pair of COlDS' 

lucek pUl)ba mali) 'four pair of birds' 

~hunu puaba kU~ 'twenty pair of pigeons,41 

Nouns like, tomba, cawbe, ibemhal, etc. which are 

human names can not go with the plural or ~more than one' 

suffix or forms. However, they can take the suffix-khoyl, which 

40 tchaobayj is a bamboo basket which is used as a unit for 
measuring paddy or other grains. 

41 lpUl)ba 3 sometimes means the pair of 'a male and a female'. I, 



indicates plural in the case of noun substitutes (3.3.1.1). 

For ex ample' : 

~ombakho~ 

~awbakhoYJ 

~bemhalkhoy} 

'Tomba and others' 

'Chaoba and others' 

'I bemh al and others f 
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3.1.3 Gender: Nouns in ffieiteiron fall into two gender 

classes, personal and non-personal. Nouns designating man or 

human beings are personal while all other objects are regarded 

as non-personal. Heavenly bodies, however, are regarded as 

personal. Grammatically, there is no specific inflection for 

the gender difference, although the noun substitutes show 

some difference, such as - /mahak/ 'he' cisJthe' substitute for 

animate human beings, ;tqat is, for personal genc~er, and /machi/ 

'it/this' for all other objects, that is, for non-personal. 

The interrogative nDun substitute also show this distinction -

ikana/ 'which person' for personal and /kali/ 'which thing' for 

all others, that is,for non-personal. /machi/ 'this/it' is 

found sometimes used to hUman beings in a derogatory sense. 

There are some cases where the forms are different 

for male and female, for example : 

~ipaj 'man • 'r~tboman .' 

~chay-chakp~male singer' %chay chakp~' female'; singer' 

~agoy- ch ab~fmale . dancer f ~jagOy-chab~ 'female 1:\ dancer' 
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But this is an exception attestable in a few cases 

and is not applicable in gen~ral. If the above forms are 

treated as masculine and feminine, as it seems from its 

appearance; then, the following forms should also have their 

~i j ending forms, but they do not have it. Illustrations :: 

~~k-C~b~3 'rice eater' 

{)ChiQ-Chbkp~J'dJater fetcher' 

~'8k-c'abij , 
-b-Chi9-Ch'okPi] 

This can be more clearly illustrated by the 

following examples : 

nipa adu tule 'The man has fallen' 
'man the fall+completive' 

u adu tule 'The tree has.fallen' 
'tree the fall+completive ' , 
khut tekle 'The hand is broken(fractured) , 

'hand broken' , 
cay tekle 'The stick is broken' 

'stick broken(break+completive), 

tomba pulaga kbyyu 'Take·Tomba with you in the walk' 
'Tomba- bring+wi th walk+command' 

, 
ce~jen pulaga koyyu 'Take food with you in the walk' 

'food bring+with walk+command' . " ibemhal pulaga koyyu 'Take Ibemhal with you in the 
'Ibemhal'bring+with walk+command' walk'. 

Hence, it has been presumed that" there is no 

grammatical gender in meiteiron. 
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3.1.4 Syntactically a noun in meiteiron can be defined as 

a class of forms which can occupy the subject and/or object 

slot in a sentence. Fun ct±on ally, it is the he ad of the noun 

phrase (NP). The following examples will illustrate them. 

Illustrations :-

{n 

(2) 

(3) 

(5) 

" " tomba c ak cay 
'Tomba rice eatt{Tomba eats rice)' 

" menina tombebu phuy 
tmani Tomba beat (mani beats Tomba) , 

" " , akanba manina achonba tombabu phuy 
'strong ffiani weak Tomba beat1 
(Stronger mani beats weaker Tomba) 

" aykhoygi maniQgi tombebu manina phuy 
tour west Tomba ffiani beat' 
(mani beats Tomba, who lives at our west) 

" tombabu man ina phuy 
'Tomba mani beat (mani beats Tomba) , 

In the above examples,~o~ba3 is subject in example 

(1), whlLle it is object in all other examples, that is, in 

examples (2-5) above. In examples (3) and (4), it is t.he head 

of the nominal group, that is, the NPs. In the same manner, 

~angin examples (2-5) above is the subject in the sentences; 

and it is the he ad in each NP. tc'akJ in example (1) is the 

object in the sentence. As defined earlier the forms 1i~, 

~, and c"akJare all nouns be cause they occur in the subje ct 

and object slot in the sentence. They are also the head of 

the nominal group. This has been illustrated by expanding 



" ... sentence (1), ~ cak cay in the following manner • 

( 1a) . , " " " aga~ oylkbe tombena eQawba cak cay 
'child being Tbmba white rice eat' 
(Young Tomba is eating white rice) 

In (1a), the noun /tomba/ is substituted by a 

bigger construction /alJalJ oylib~ tombena/, which is a noun 

phrase; and/c'ak/has been substituted by /enawbe cak/, ulhich 

is alSo a noun phrase. In the two phrases, /aoalJ oyliba 

tombana/and /alJawba cak/, the head in them is/tomba/ and 

/c~k/ respectively. This is illustrated in a diagram below : 

(1a) . , " , " a!)a9 oylkbe tombenei' e,9awba cak cay 

" ... , alJawbe cak cay 

" " aOawba cak " cay tombana 

.... 
aoawba cak -

1.05 
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The above diagram, using labels of the constituent .. 

types in place of U/ords is shown in the diagram below! : 

(1 a) 

Det 

alJan cry lib~, 

NP 

N 

5 

vp 
(s) 

A 
NP vp/v 

/\ 
Det N' 

" tombana al)ewbe cak " cay 

", II 

I 
'I 

From the above illustrations, it can be seen that 

the form /tomba/ is functionally alike with the phrase /eQa9 

oyliba tomba/, while /c~k/ has the same function .with /soawba 

c~k/. A substitution procedure will help in examining the, above, 

This has been illustrat6d in a substitution table, as below: 
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" " phs jaba tombana 
... " 

a!)a~ oyliba a!Jawba maya~ ka!)ba menibu phuy 
tyoung whi te good looking Tomba thin mani beat' 

9~ao oyliba " tombana " , 
aoawba maya!J k9!Jba manibu phuy 

'young whttte Tomba thin rtIani beat f 

a!)a!) oyliba manibu 
, 

tombana phuy 
'young Tomba fflani Seat' 

.. . ... tombana manibu 
, 

8!J8wbe phaJaba phuy 
'whi te good looking Tomba mani beat" 

" .. 
soawba tombana manibu phuy 
'white Tomba mani beat t 

pha jab& tombana " manibu phuy 
'good looking Tomba mani beat' 

tombana manibu 
, 

phuy 
'Tomba mani beat t 

, 
alJ alJna menibu phuy 
'child mani beat' 

" , 
cawbana mi phuy 
'Chaoba man beat' 

... 
u adu tombada pile 

'tree the Tomba gave • 

" u tombada pile 
-'tree Tomba gave f 

I 

In the above examples, the pattern of arrangement 

is SOV. There are; other patterns of arrangements also, but in 

all the cases substitution by single words is possible. The 

forms /tombe/, /e9a9/' /cawba/, /u/ in the first column 

occupy the subject position in the sentences. Since they Can 

be substituted by each other, they are r.egarded as belonging 

to the same category of forms, that is, noun. The forms /mani/, , . 
/m~/, /a!Ja!J/, and /tomba/ in the second column occupy the 

object position in the sentences, They also can be subst~tuted 
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by each other. They are also treated as belonging to the same 

category of forms. 

3.1.5 Nominal position: The nominal position in Meiteiron 

is any basic position which may be always occupied by a noun or 

pronoun. This is illustrated below : 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

ucek pay 
'Birds fly' 

, , 
ay cak cay 

'I eat rice t 

mahak tombani 
'He is Tomba" 

{Noun .} in ~ noun 1 verb 
lPronoun a ~pronounJ + 

pattern. Structure in this slot 

function as subject of the verb. 

l~~~~oun}n e:t~~~ounJ + t;~~~ouJ + 

verb pattern. In such cases the first 

noun/pronoun function as subject of the 

verb, while the second noun/pronoun 

function as object of the verb. 

{~~~~ounJ in a f~~::oun] + £~~~~ounJ + 

copula pattern. In this kind of 

st'ructure, the first noun/pronoun is 

the subject of the verb, while the 

second noun/pronoun is the object of the 

verb, that is, the copula. 

, , 
mahakna cabani - Same as above. 

'He eats it' 
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Types of nouns. ~ Nouns in ffieiteiron may be either 

proper or common. A noun is said to be proper if it indicates 

a person or place, such as,jtombaj'Tomba (name of a,person)', 

jimPhal('ImPhal CitY',!kalentha/'summer month', etc. while it 

. is common if it names a more general way: /nipa/'man',jch'a/ 

• animal' , lui 'tree', etc. 

Further, a noun im ffieiteiron may be either concrete 

or abstract. A noun is said to be concrete if it is not 

abstract, that is, it can be seen, felt, tasted, etc •• A 

concrete noun in meiteiron, generally is a non-dependent noun. 

Illustration : 

tm!5 
lU5 
{c'akJ 

t:h~muJ 

{naJ 

'man' 

I tree' 

'ri ce I 

'elephant' 

Ifish I 

A noun is abstract if it names something which 

exists only as an idea or concept in the mind. An abstract 

noun in meiteiron is generally a dependent noun. Abstract 

nouns are those formed with the suffix {p~ C,../) -b~} to the 

root or to any other form or to a combination of root and 

suffixes. Illustrations ~ 

'e ating , 



{thakpa} 

~tmmaba} 

£calib'8 } 

lPhajab~J 

\kh~9b~ 3 
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'drinking' 

'sleep+re ali zation+nominali zer' 

'eat+continue+nominalizer' 

'be auti fulness t 

'know' 

The concrete as well as the abstract noun can 

indicate number, that is, singular and plural (3.1.2) by taking 

the suffixes and forms which indicate more~han one, but dual 

number is indicated only in the case of concrete nouns. 
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3.2 VERBS 

3.2.0 A verb in ffieiteiron is a member of a class of forms 

which gives the meaning of aspect and modality by way of 

affixing or compounding. Verbs in ffieiteiron do not indicate 

tense. None of the verbal suffixes are tense markers. However, 

time is indicated by aspect and independent forms. The suffix 

for 'non-realization' looks like a tense marker, but it is 

also a morpheme indi cating 'non-re ali zation " that is, the 

action is yet to be performed, whi~h may not be performed at all. 

Sometimes this also indicates intention. Various forms of 

command, negation, benefactive, etc. are also formed by 

suffixing the respective markers to the root or the verb form~ 

There are restrictions to the occurrence of the verbal affixes. 

Some of them can not occur directly after the root, while some 

of them occur only in medial positions and some of them occur 

in final positions (3.2.1). Verb roots are all bound (3.2.2;. 

A list of verbaL.suffixes which indicate aspect and modality, 

when they occur with a root or in multiple combinations and 

function as verbs in ffieiteiron are given below: 

ti~ 
fli! 
t-1ej 
tkeJ 

'h abi tual/infini tive/stative/truth' 

'continuative' 

'completive/realization' 

'intentive/non-re alization' 



~lam3 

~lak1 

-t-han1 
~-hew5 

~-khiJ 

f te3 
tlOYJ 

t-u} 

. fl'o] 

{-I oJ 
flu5 

£-nu~ 

fkhO} 

tChaJ 

fChiS 

~-nu3 

SCchanJ 

~thokJ 

tkhatJ 
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'action being started earlier,42 
. b t t" ,43 'action started earl~er u con ~nu~ng 

'causati ve ' 

, st artl in ch 0 ati ve ' 

'definitive/certainty 1 

'negative' 

'negative(intentive) , 

'command' 

'command(start immediately/on the spot), 

'command(come for action/invite)' 

'command(go for action)' 

'prohibitive' 

'command(keep} , 

fbenefactive/let(exclusive), 

Ibenefactive/let(inclusive), 
, . h ,44 
w~s 

'inwards(movement), 

'outwards(movement/show), 

'drawing upwards' 

42 ~-lamJ indicates that the action has started at a time 
in the past. The action, of course, has been completed 
by now. This is commonly used in reporting/narrating 
an event at a later time, i.e.'the action at that timel 

43 t-Iak3 indicates that the action has started- at a time 
in the past but it is still continuing. This when occuring 
with realization/completive indicates completion of the 
action. 

44 i-nul always occurs after fch~. 



3.2.1 

~:"khay} 

~thetJ 

{:min3 
\:naJ 

tpi~ 

-t-ca} 

t-ne} 

{-ko~ 

t-manJ 

5i:boyj 
{-day"1 

t-tha} 

t ni3 

/ . "d ,45 'broke d J. VJ. e 

'broke(rope/string) ,46 

'together' 

'reciprocal t 

'polite/requestive,47 

'polite(declarative) ,48 

'de cl ar a-tive ' 

'suggestive/solicitation' 
, ",49 excessJ.ve 

'suspicive/uncertain/as if' 
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'suspicive with presupposition/about to' 

'push down/fall down' 
50 'copula' 

All the verb suffixes listed above can be classed 

under four sub-classes' according.; to the order in which they 

Can occur. They are : 

45,46,49 

47,48 

50 

Order - 1 : includes those suffixes which can not-

occur directly after the root; 

These can be treated as roots also, as in the 
forms ~khaybaj 'cut into two pieces', ~thatpa1 
'broke/pluck', ~anba3 'greedy/excess (in anything), 
etc.. " 

This suffixes show disrespect in cases like, /c~bigel 
teat+disrespect+non-realization', ~hayjal~ ' g0 and 
tell', th~yjalo} 'come and beg', etc •• 

This is a nominal suffix but in some cases it goes 
with the verbs. Refer,'3.9.0 • 
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Order - 2 : includes those suffixes which can not 

occur in final positions; 

Order - 3 : includes those suffixes which can occur 

in final positions only, and no other 

suffix can occur· after it; 

Order - 4 : includes those suffixes which can occur 

in medial and final positions as well 

as directly after the root. 

Suffixes coming under Order - 1 are: tday, -ne, 

-ni, -nu, and -nuJ • 

. Suffixes under Order - 2 are : ~lak, -lam, -ca, 

-chan, -thok, -hen, -ne, -che, -man, -min, -hew, -khet, -khoy, 

-that, and -pi]., 

Suffixes under Order - 3 is l-koJ. 

All other suffixes not covered by the above three 

Orders come under Order - 4. 

The following examples will illustrate the above' 
" Order classes. All the illustrations of Order - 4 below, can 
I 

take the suffix of Grder - 3 in final positions. Those havingi 
I, 'I 

I 

exceptions are marked 'not possible'. Illustrations: 



( 1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4 ) 

( 5) 

(6 ) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(1 r) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

51 

" .... " ay cak cay (ca+i) 
'I rice eat+infinitive (I eat rice)' 

" "1" ey cak ca l. 
'I rice e at+continue (I am eating rice)' 

" " ey cak cale 
'I rice eat+completive (r ate rice)' 

" " ay cak gage 
'I rice eat+(non-realization (I will eat rice)' 

" " ay cak cakhi 
'I rice eat+definite(r eat rice definitely)' 

" " By cak cade 
'I rice eat+negative(r do not eat rice)' 

" " 
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ay cak caloy 
'I rice eat+intentive negative (I will not eat r~ce)' 

" " nao cak caw (ca+w) 
'you ;rice eat+command (Take your meal)' 

" " na!J cak cal 0 
'you rice e at+command immedi ate (T ake your me al now)' 

" " na!J cak calo 
'you rice eat+invitation (Come for a meal)' 

" " neo cak ca1u 
, 'you rice eat-klifferent place~Go for the meal)' 

aykhoy c'ak cachi 
'we rice eat+let (Let us have our meal) t 

" " na!J cak cakho 
'you rice eat+keep (You keep on eating rice) t 

51' mahak c~laboy khe~lu1e 
'he eat+as if think+rea1ization(It was thought as 

if he has taken me a1) I 

\ , , . 
:)~'f r~'·" r 

, ;~~~~~~1~~:~?S 

£-bo~ altho,ugh it generally occurs after verbs is more 
nominal. [calabo~J may be interpreted more appropriately 
asl.calaba oy1ab~ 'eat+completive+nominalizer is+ 
completive+hominalizer'. 
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SUffixes of Order - 2 below can not take the suffix 

of Order - 3 directly. Further, the suffixes of .Order - 2 can 

not occur with all the suffixes of Order - 4. Illustrations: 

(15) 

(16 ) 

(17 ) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

52 

"k '1 . ay ca ca ammJ. 
'I rice e at+started e arlier+continue.' 
(1 was in the state of eating) 

" " k· ay cak cala lJ. 
'I rice e at+start but continue+continue 1 

(I have been eating rice from some time past)' 

ayna mabu c~k c~halli 
'I+by him+to rice, eat+cause+continue' 
(1 made him eat rice) 

... " ml3h ak cak cachanu 
'he rice eat+let+wish' 
(Let him eat the rice) 

" " caktu cachallu 
'rice+the eat+putting inside mouth+command' 
(Finish the rice by putting inside the mouth) 

, " caktu cathok~ (thok+u) 
'rice+the eat+out+command' 
,(Finish the rice by emptying the Plate) 

ayga 'c~k c~minnachi 
'I+with rice eat+together+reciprocal+benefactive' 
{Eat rice together with me} 

oachi c~k c~biyu 52 
'today,. rJ.ce eat+request+command' 
(Kindly have meal to-day) 

, ... 
ey haybige 

'I say+di sre spect+unre ali zation ' 
(1 will tell) 

" " aY,'cak camelle 
'I rice,e~t+excessive+realization' 
(I have excessively ate the rice) 

ayna mabu inthale 
'I +by him push +down+re ali zation I 
(I pushed him down) , 

{~yu} is the suffix indicating 'command' but in such cases 
it is not used to mean 'command' put it means'request'. 



(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

... 
ay catcale 

'I go+polite+realization' 
(I am going/I am taking 1e ave) 

, 
neD catcalo 

'you go+disrespect+command' 
(You may go) 

" mahak caha~.le 
'he eat+.inchoative+realization ' 

(He had started eating)~' 

neD ciokhatlu 
'you drawifup+command' 
(you draw it up) 

mehakna caykhay (cay+khay+¢l 
'he+by throw+away+continue' 

(He throw it at rampage) 

madu ciothatlu 
'that draw+broke+command' 
(Draw that to break) 

Suffixes of Order - 1 below can occur in final 
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positions. All the illustrations of Order - 1 can take the 

suffix of Order - 3 and can occur with some of the suffixes 

of Order -4. Illustrations : 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

, 
nan caganu 

'you e at+non-realization+prohibi tive t 

(you are prohibi ted to eat) 
, 

mehak cachenu 
'he e at+benefactive+wish' 

(Le t him eat) 

mehakti c'ale~e 
'he+particularization eat+completive+declarative' 

(He had e aUn) 
, . 

ay: caganl. 
• I e at+non-re ali zation+copul a f 

(I will eat) , , 
cak calamday oyle 

'rice eat+start+about to is+completive' 
(I t is time to e at-~rice/me a1) 
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In the above illustrations all those forms which 

can occur with any of the suffixes or in multiple combinations 

are verbs. 

3.2.2 -r:ypes of ver.bs,: All the verb forms are bound. 

They are all dependent unlike nouns, which can be either 

dependent or non-dependent. All the verb forms are composed 

of a root and one or more suffix, for example, t:'B+li} teat+ 

continue' ,0'aY+hal+liJ 'caused to say f, etc •• Verbs in 

ffieiteiron can be divided into two classes according to their 

formation. They are - .(1) those with a"ffixation, such as, 

~~+y} teat<h~bitual),£i+liJ 'wri te{continue)', {?a+le} 'read 

(completive)', etc.; and those showing compounding, such as, 

~\i+th'ak+l~ tgive+drink+completive t, ~\+c~+le > pij'el~ 'give+ 

eat+completive', etc •• Then, it can be represented in a 

di agram as follows :. 

Verbs 

Affixation Compounding 

Fig. -l?f Di agram showing cl assi fi cation of ve rbs. 

, 
3.2.2.1 Affixation.: Those verbs which are formed ei,ther 

i il by adding one 01' more suffix(es) to the root are verbs ,formed 
~ ,I ,/ 
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Ulith affixation. The suffixes may be either aspect or modality 

markers or may be both. The various types of combinations of 

mod ali ty and aspect or aspect+aspect etc. are illustrated53 

be low : 

A. 

B. 

R+A 

,. , 
ca+~ ') cay 
, . 
ca+l~ 

, 
ca+le 
, 

ca+ge 

R'+A+A' 

, 
lak c"a + 

" ca + lam 

+ Ii 

+pmi 

leat(infinitive) t 

'e ate continuative) 

Ie at~comple ti ve) 

fe at(non-re alization) 

fe at+started e arlier+continue t 

'eat+statted earlier+continue l 
.i , 

ca + han + ge Ie at+causation+non-re ali zatioh I', 

, 
haUl Ie ca + + 

c. R+A+A+A 

c~+hal+lek+li 

c~+lek+lem+mi 

Ie at+inchoative+re ali zation' 

Ie at+causation+start+con tinue I 

'eat+causation+in process+ 
continue' 

'eat+start+process+continue' 

53 In the illustrations - R stands for root, A stands for 
Aspect, and m for'modality. 



o. 

E. 

F. 
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R+A+A+A+A 

ca+hal+lak+la+ge . .• 54 
'eat+causation+start+realizat10n+non-real1zat1on' 

ca+hal+lek+lam+mi 
'eat+causation+start+start process+continue' 

R+A+m 

ca+hen+khi 
'eat+causation+defini tive '" 

ca+ga+nu 
'eat+non-realization+prohibitive r 

ca+lak+u 
'eat+start complete+command r 

R+A+A+m 

ca+hel+lak+khi 
'eat+causation+ start+ definitive' 

ca+hal+lam+mu 
'eat+causation+start in progress+command' 

54 'realization' and 'non-realization' occurring together 
is very common in meiteiron. M ••••• z~ This is a 
semantic phenomenon, hence it is not explained in the 
present analysis. 



G. 

H. 

I. 

J. 

. R+A.A+A~+m 
\ 

, . 

ca+hal+lak+ka+nu 
teat+causation+start+non-realization+prohibitive' 

" ca+hal+lak+la+loy 
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'eat+causation+start+realization+intentive negative' 

R+A+A+A+A+m . 

" . ca+hel+lak+lam+me+n1 
teat+causation+start+process{start) +ra ali zation+copula' 

" ca+hal+lek+la+ga+nu 
ta at+causation+start+ra alization+non-re ali zation+pro- -

. hibitive~ 

" . ca+lam+kh1+ga 
'eat+start(process)+dafini tiv8+non-realization ~ 
-, 
ca+han+de+le 

'eat+ causation+nagation+complativa' 

R+A+A+m+A;~ ... 

" ca+hal+lek+khi+ge II 

teat+causation+start(process)+definitive+non-realita-
- tidn '.1 r 

" ca.hel+lak+te+le 
"eat+causation+start(process)+negativa+completive·;I· 



K. 

L. 

m. 

N. 

c~ .. khi 
'eat+definitive' 
- \. 
ca+de 

teat+negative' 
- \. 
ca+loy 

'eat+intentive negative t 

R+Ii1+M 

c~+khi+de 
'eat+defini tive+negative' 

c~+khi+nu 
'eat+defini tive+prohibi tive' 

c~+na+khi 
'eat+reciprocate+defini tive' 

R+m+m+ffi 

c'a+khi+cha+nu 
'eat+definitive+benefactive+wish' 
- , 
ca+na+khi+de 

'eat+reciprocate+definitive+negative' 
-, . 
ca+lu+cha+nu 
'eat+go for. action+benefactive+wish t 

R+m+m+m+m 

c~+thok+pi+lu+nu 
'e~t+ou~+polite+gofor action+prohibitive' 

122; 



P. 

Q. 

R. 
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R+m+m+M+M+m 

c~+chin+bi+lu+khi+nu 
'eat+in+poli te+go foraction+defini tive+prohibi tive '. 

ca+min+na+bi+lu+nu 
'eat+together+reciprocate+polite+go for action+pro-

. hibitive t 

ca+min+na+bi+lu+khi+nu 
'eat+together+reciprocate+polite+go for action+ 
.definitive+p-rohibitive' 

, 
ca+chin+min+na+bi+lu+nu 

'eat+together+in+reciprocate+poli te+go for action+ 
prohibi tive t 

R +ffi:6D+ffi+ffi+ffi+ffi+ffi 

, 
ca+chin+min+na+bi+lu+khi+nu 

teat+in+together+reciprocate+polite+go for action+ 
definitive+prohibitive t 

, . 
ca+thok+min+na+bi+lu+khi+nu 

'eat+out+together+reciprocate+polite+go for action+ 
definitive+prohibitive t 

ca+chin+min+na+bi+lu+khi+nu+ne 
"eat+in+together+reciprocate+poli te+go 

. rttd,eg0d.\tibVJ3,;!i:prohibi tive+declarativ8' 
,I ',; 

for action+ 
I 



s. 

11. 

u. 

V'. 
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R+m+M+M+M+M+M+m+m+m 

c~+chan+min+na+bi+lu+khi+nu+ne+ko 
t:eat+in+together+reciprocate+poli te+go for action+ 
defini tive+prohibi tive+declarative+sugge stive t 

ca+thok+min+na+bi+lu+khi+nu+ne+ko 
teat+out+together+reciprocate+poli te+go for action+ 
.definitive+prohibitive+declarative+suggestive t 

R+m+A+m 

, 
ca+chan+hal+lu 

teat+in+causative+command t 
- , 
ca+chan+han+khi 

teat+in+causative+dafinitive t 

R+m+A+m+A 

'h . Ca+c en+han+Ja+le 
'eat+in+causative+requestive+completive' -, 
ca+chan+han+khi+ge 

'eat+in+causative+dafinitive+non-realizationt 

R.+m+A+m+A+A 

c~+chan+han+ja+lam+ma 
'eat+in+causativ8+requestive+start+completive' , 
ca+chan+han+khi+lam+ma 

'eat+in+causative+definitive+start+completive' 



ur. 

x. 

v. 

z. 

... i 
, ... ~ .. 

R+M+A+m+A+A+A 

c~+chan+han+ja+lam+le+ge 
'eat+in+causative+polite+start+completive+non-
realization .. 

c~+thok+han+ja+lam+la+ge 
teat+out+causative+poli ta+start+completive+non-
_realization' . 

" ca+thok+hen+ge 
'eat+out+causative+non-realization' 
- .. ca+chan+han+ge 
teat+in+causative+non-realization • 

, 
ca+thok+hal+la+ge 

'eat+out+causative+completive+non-realization' 
, 

ca+chen+hal+lam+me 
'eat+in+causative+start+completive' 

R+ffi+A+A+A+A 
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, 
ca+thok+hal+lam+ma+ge 

'eat+out+causative+start+completive+non-realization • 
, 

ca+chan+hal+lam+ma+ge 
'-eat+in+causative+start+completive+non-realization • 



AA. R+m+m+A. 

c~+bi+khi+nu 
'eat+polite+definitive+prohibitive t 

- " ca+bi+khi+de 
'eat+poli te+defini tive+negative' 

AS. R +m-+m+ A+nr 

c~+thok+pi+khi+nu 
teat+out+poll te+causative+command' 

·c~+thok+pi+han+khi -
teat+out+poli te+causative+defini tive t 

AC. R+m,+m+A+m+A. 
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c~+thok+pi+han+kha+le 
'eat+out+polite+causative+definitive+completive~ 

- " ca+min+na+lak+khi+ge 
'eat+together+reciprocate+start+definitive+non-
_ re ali zatton' 

AD. R.+m+m+A+A 

" ca+thok+pi+lam+me 
'eat+out+polite+start+completive' 
. , 
ca+min+na+lam+me 

'eat+together+reciprocate+start+completive t 
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c~+thok+pi+hal+lam+me 
teat+out+poli te+causative+start+completlve t 

ca+min+ne+hel+lam+me 
teat+together+reciprocate+causative+start+completive t 

AF. R+m.M+A+A+A+A 

ca+thok+pi+hal+lak+lem+me 
t'eat+out+poli te+causative+start+start+completive' 

c~+min+na+han+khi+l8k+lam+mi 
'e at+toge ther+reciprocate+causative+defini tive+-
_start+star~+completivet 

" ca+thok+pi+han+kha+le 
'e at+out+poli te+causative+completive' 

, 
ca+mln+na+han+kha+le 

'e at+toge the r+re cl procate +de finii ve +de fini ti ve +-
completive' 

AH. R+M+M+A+M+A'+A+A 

" ca+thok+pi+han+khi+lek+lem+ml 
leat+out+poli te+causative+defini tive+start+start+', 
com ple ti ve t 
, 

ca+min+na+han+khi+lak+lam+mi 1 

'eat+together+reclprocate+causatlve+defini tive+start+ 
, star,t::'completive ,-



Al R+ffi+m+m+A. 

c~+thok+pi+kha+le 
~e at+out+poli te+defini tive+completive' 

c~+min+na+kha+le 
'eat+together+reciprocate+defini tive+completive I' 

c~+thok+pi+khi+lam+de 
'eat+out+poli te+defini tive+start+negative t 
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ca+min+na+khi+lam+de 
"eat+together+reciprocate+defini tive+start+negative' 

c~+thok+pi+khi+lam+da+li 
'eat+out+poli te+defini tive+start+negative+continuative' 

c$+thok+pi+khi+lam+da+le 
'eat+out+polite+definitive+start+negative+completivd t 

AL. R+m+m+M+A+A 

, 
ca+thok+pi+khi+lam+me 

-eat+out+poli te+defini tive+start+completive' 

c~+min+ne+khi+lam+me 
leat+together+reciprocate+definitive+start+ 
_ completive I. 
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Am. R+m+m+m+A+A+A 

c~+thok+pi+khi+lak+lam+mi 
'eat+out+polite+definitive+start+start+continuative' 

c~+min+na+bi+lak+lam+mi 
'eat+together+reciprocate+polite+start+start+ 
continuative I: 

c'a+chan +min+na+ ja+le 
'e at+in+together+reciprocate+poli te+completive· 
- , 
ca+thok+min+na+js+le 

'eat+out+together+reciprocate+polite+completive' 

c~+chan+min+na+ja+lak+khi 
'eat+in+together+reciprocata+poli te+start+defini tiv.' 

c'a+thok+min+na+ja+lak+khi 
'e at+out+together+re ciprocate +poli te +start+defini tive • 

, 
ca+chen+min+na+ja+lak+khi+ga 

'eat+in+together+reciprocate+polite+start+definitiva+ 
_non-realization rl 

C~+thok+min+na+ja+lek+khi+ga 
'eat+out+togethar+reciprocate+polita+start+ 
-definitive+non-realization ,. 



c~+chan+min+na+bi+khi+ge 
'e at+in+toge ther+re ci procate +poli te +de fini ti ve + 
non-realization' 
, 

ca+thok+min+na+bi+kha+le 
'e at+out+together+reciprocate+poli te+defini tivs+ 
completive t 

c~+thok+min+na+bi+khi+lam+me 
'eat+out+to'gether+reciprocate+polite+definitive+ 
. start+completive t 

c~+chan+min+na+bi+khi+lam+me 
'eat+in+together+reciprocate+defini tive 
start+comple tive t 

Compounding :. Those verbs which are .formed by 

13U 

compounding either with a verb or any other c~~ss of words, 

are verbs showing compounding. The various types of 

compounding in meiteiron are illustrated below : 

A. Root+Root+Suffix(~sl 

~+c~+le > p1jale 
'give+ear+completive t 
"' , pi+thak+le 
'give+drink+completive t 



B. 

c. 

D. 

, 
ca+ni!)+'.)e 
~eat+intend+completivet 

" " pi+thek+pi+yu 
'give+drink+polite+command' 
" ... pi+thak+han+je+lem+me . 

'give+drink+causative+polite+start+completive ' 

Roo6+Suffix(es)+Root+Suffix(es) 

" thak+ca+nio+!)i 
'drink+polite+intend+continuative' 

h~y+ja+niry+lJi . 
'say+polite+intend+continuative' 
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c~+thok+hen+ja+nio+khi+lem+mi 
'eat+out+causative+polite+intend+definitive+start~ 
continuative' 

Root+Root+Root+Suffix(es) 

, " pi+thak+nil)+l)i 
'~ive+drink+intend+continuativet 

" " pi+thak+nil)+man+kha+le 
'give+drink+intend+excessive+definitive+completive' 

Root+Root+Suffix(es)+Root+Suffix(es) 

~i+th~k+ca+nio+oi 
'give+drink+polite+intend+continuative' , ... 
pi+thak+hen+ja+nio+kha+le 

'give+drink+causative+polite+intend+definitive+ 
comple~ive ' 
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A~l the above suffixes indicate either aspect or 

modality. Ks already mentioned in 3.2.0, a verb in this 

. language can not indicate tense. However, time is indicated 

by the aspect markers, such as, /i/ 'habi tual/coniinue', 

/li/ tcontinuative', /le/tcomPletive/realization t, /ke/ 

"intentive/non-re alization ',etc. as also by forms like, 

//rJachi/ 'to-day', /hamjik/ t·now·, /h'8yerj/ 'to-morrow't 

/oela!)/ "yesterday', etc •• This is illustrated below : 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

. , . 

ay kay then catli 
'I market going( continuative) t. 
. . , 
ay oala!} kay then catl!· 

"1 yesterday market going' 

ay hawjik kay then catli 
'I: now market going' 

ay haye!) kay then catkani 
'I to-morrow market will got 

In examples (37-39) above, the verb/catli/ 'going' 

remains the same in all the sentences, but the difference at 

the time of going is indicated by the independent forms 

/9al89/ 'yesterday", in example (38); and /hawjik/ 'now' in 

example (39). In all the cases 'my going to the market' part 
-

of the speech remains the same. In example (40), since the 

action is yet to be performed or it is not yet realized, this 

is indicated by the non-realization particle ~ka} and the 

independent form /hayeD/ 'tomorrow'. Therefore, it is,inter-

preted that-':tense is not present in Meiteiron, while time is 

indicated by aspect markers and independent forms. 
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Voice , Voice is not a distinctive category in 

meit&iron. The subject marker in meiteiron is ~na}, while 

the object marker is t-PuU" -bU}. Change in the posi tion of 

the subject and object does not make any difference in 

sentences of meiteiron. This is illustrated below: 

(41 ) tombana cawbabu 
, 

phuy 
'Tomba Chaoba beat (Tomba beats Chaoba) t 

(41a) 
, 

cawbebu tombana phuy 
tChaoba Tomba:. beat (Tomba beats Chaoba) t 

(42) ayna thabu uy 
the moon}' 'I moon see (I see 

(42a) thabu eyna uy 
'moon I see (I see the moon) t 

In the above examples, those forms with the suffix 

f-na} are subjects, and those forms with the suffix ~buJ are 

objects, irrespective of the position they occupy in the 

sentences. 

3.2.4.1 Voice here stands for active and passive. In the 

present analysis it is interpreted that the verbs in 

meiteiron can not show active/passive difference. However, 

there are sentences which seem to be passive constructions, 

like : 

(43) 
, . 

ayna thaona yalli 
tI+by sword+by cut' 



(44) 
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, " tombana cayna phubani 
'Tomb"a+by stick+by beating+is'(Tomba beats by the: 

stick)' 

In the above examples (43-44), ~h~!)ntj 'by sword', 

{cay+n~ 'by stick'·, seems to show passive construction in 

Meiteiron because of the suffix fna] 'by'. In these cases 

the sense of 'by' indicated by rnaJ, is used to indicate 

instrument in the action, rather than passive. Hence, these 

sentences can not be taken as passive constructions. 

But, this is one of the speculations as the result 

of the present analysis. More work is to be done on this, 

before making a final statement. 

7· 

3.2.5 syntacticall;5a verb in ffieiteiron can be difined as 

a class of forms which can function as the head of the verb 

phrase (VP), and al~o occupies the verbal position in a 

sentence. In the following examples, those forms occuring at 

the end of a sentence are verbs •. But there are exceptions. In 

poetry for stylistic reasons or in some sub-standard ffieiteiron, 

the verb position is changed. However, the speech form which 

is regarded grammatical or proper and is commonly used by the 

standard speakers, has the verb at the end of the sentence. 

Illustrations : 

55}" To have a clear cut demarcation between morphology and 
Syntax is not possible in meiteiron because morphemes 
are the d!ciding factor in them. Therefore, here and in 
the previoos section on Nouns syntactic criteria is 
incorporated. I , 
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meDine tOlJbebu 
, 

phuy 
'mani Tomba beat(mani beats Tomba) " 

(45) 

, , 
manine tombebu kenna phuy 

'Mani Tomba hard beat(mani beats Tomba hard) , 
(46) 

(47 >- manine 
, 

celli YalJne 
IMani fast run(mani is running fast)· 

, 
In the above examples, phuy, celli are verbs, while 

k~nne ph~y, y~na celli are UPs. In the VPs also phUy and celli 

are the head, that lsi.the main verb. This is illustrated 

below:· 

(461 
, , 

men ina tombabu kenna phuy 

~ 
manine 

, , 
tombabu kenna phuy 

~ , 
tombabu kanna phuy 

... 
kenna 

, 
phuy 

Fig. - i. Diagram showing the main verb in the VP. 



" 

The above diagram, using labels of the constituent 

types in place of words is shown in the diagram below : 

(46) s 

NP 

NP 

VP 
(5) 

UP 

/ 
m.od ·v 

, 
manine tombabu 

, 
kenna phuy 

rig. - ea. Diagram showing the main verb in the UP b; i:~bels. 
,I !I 

rrom the above illustrations, it can be seen that 

the form 
, 

phuy , is functionally alike with the verbal' group, 

that',is, the verb phrase 

below : 

, , 
kenne phuy. This is illustrated 
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, , 
tombana menibu yamn. kanna phuy 

"Tomba mani very hard beat/hit' 
, 

tombana manibu kanna 
, 

phuy 
'Tomba mani hard beat' 

tombsna manibu 
, 

phuy 
'Tomba mani beat' 
.. 
tombsne manibu kawwi 

'T.omba mani calling' 

tom bane cawbabu ka.lli 
'Tomba Chaoba calling' 

man ina cawb.q~ kawwi 
'meni Chaoba calling t , 

kamwi cawbane bol kanna 
"Chaoba ball hard kicking' 

cawbena bol k'awUli 
'Chaoba ball kicking .. 

The pattern in all the above examples is subject (s), 

object (0), and verb (V), that is, SOV. In all the cases, the 

VPs can be substituted b~ single verbs. Those forms occuring , , 
in the last or third column above, such aa, yamne kanna phuy, 

k' h' h' k' k" k' .. anna p uy, p uy, anna aWW1 , aWW1 occu py the ve rb a1 position , 
in the sentences. Therefore, they are either verbs or verb 

phrases. 

Verbal position :. The verbal position in me! teiron 

is any basic position which may be always occupied by a verb 

that is, generally the last in a sentence. This is illustrated 

below : 



(49) 

, (50) 
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mahak c'ak c'ay - V.arb in ~np~~~oun (. + }" np~~~ou: + 
'he rice e at I l Ij ~ ,s 

, , 

verb pattern. Structure in this 

slot function as the finite verb. 

cawbana kanna kawwi 
'Chaoba:hard kick' 

\ ' . ey cak cagan1. -
"I rice will eat' 

ayni 
"I am' 

S" auxiliary1. + 
~odifier ..J verb pattern. In such 

cases the last verb is the main 

verb.' while the first is modifier. 

Verb in a ~noun ~ + ~noun ~ + 
tpronoun) t?ronounJ 

verb+copula pattern. I such cases 

the copula is not the main verb. 

Verb in a-. t~~~~oun 5 + copula 

pattern. In such cases the copula 

is the main verb. 



NOUN: SUBSTITUTES 

3.3.0 Generally this cla~s of forms is termed pronouns~ 

This name has been adopted from the following definition. Any 

word which can substitute a noun in a construction; can take 

the nominal suffixes and also can function in place of a 

noun is termed 'noun substitute t. A's for example -

(1) manine tombeda;h'By, meni Oachi catkeni , 
'mani Tomba say, mani to-day will go' 

tn the above example, the noun Imenil is used 

repeatedly. This repetition can be avoided if the repeated 

or se cond Imenil is substi tuted by a- noun substi tute as 

follows : 

(1a) manine tombade hay, mahak ~achi catkeni 
'Mani Ttnnba say,:he ~-m'ani )to-d ay will go ~ 

(1b) manine tombede h~, eyhak oechi catkani 
'mani Tomba say, I(rnani) to-day will go' 

Examples (1), (1a) and (1b) are all grammatical 
'I 

and meaningful, but (1a1 and (1b) are preferable formsS6• 

The difference between (1a) and (1b) is - in ('1a) the 
~ 

report is made in the reporter's own style, that is, indirect, 

mhile in (1b) the report is in the direct speech. 

56 Both (1a) and (1b). are ambigous. 
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To validate the above difinition, a few more examples 
'I 

are given to show that /mahak or ayhak/ can take the nominal 

suffixes. Illustrations : 

mahak+ki 

mahak+na 

mahak+pu 

ayhak+ki 

ayhak+na 

~he+possessive .. 

'he+by' 

'he+to I 

'I +possessive ' 

tI +by' etc. 

The noun substitutes for the three different persons 

are different and they also differ for singular and plural, 

(3.3.1.1). 

3.3.1 Tyees of noun substitutes: The noun substitutes in 

ffieiteiron may be broadly classified into three types. They 

are - (il Personal noun substitutes, (ii) Demonstrative 

noun substitutes, and (iii) lnterrogative noun substitutes. 

Diagrammatically,then, it can be represented a8 follows: 

Noun substitute. 

Personal Demonstrative Interrogative 

fig - 9. Diagram showing clasSification of Noun substitutes. 
'''/;'''.' 

~. ::/:~~;: -'~ .~ , : ~-~ .. ' . '. •• "'!l l' . . . 
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Personal noun substitutes.: Personal noun 

substitutes are used for human beings only. In a sentence, if 

the repeated NP is a human being, it Can be substituted by 

personaL.noun substitutes. Grammatically, there are three 

classes of persons each in si~gular and plural in meiteiron. 

They 'are - (a) first person, (b) Second person, and (c) Third 

person. The different personal substitutes for the three 

classes in the two numbers are illustrated below : 

TABLE I 

Singular Plural 

first person ey/eyhak 'I ' eykhoy 'we .. 

Second person!, nSI)/nehak 'you' nekhoy 'you' 

Third person ma/mehak 'he • mekhoy 'they • 

The personal noun substitutes have secondary forms 

in the singular only~ They are i/e. for the first person, D! 
for the second person, and me - for the third person. This is 

shown in a Table belo~ : 

TABLE II 

Singular 
Primary Secondary 

First person ay/eyhak 'I • i/a 'I • 
Second person nao/nehak 'you' na 'you' 

Third person ma/mahak 'he • ma 'he • 
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" There is also another noun'substi tute ml 'man '. 

This is used both as a first person substitute or forllsomeone 

else who is not known, but it is restricted to human beings. 
... , 

for example - migi phulit lewkhale may mean either 'my 

shirt has been taken away' or 'someone's shirt has been 

taken away'. The personal.substitutes along with their 

secondary forms are illustrated below, 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

aygi laylikni 
'I book is'(This is my book)' 

ikokni 
'1 head is (This is my head) ,. 

abokni 
'I grandmother is(She is my grandmother) I 

n81)gi laylikni 
'you book is (This is your book)' 

nakokni 
'you head is (This is your head)' 
- . 
magi laylikni 

'he book is (It is his book)t 

mekokni 
'he head is (This is his head)' 

migi laylik i~wkhele 
'mylsomeone book taken away (my/Someone's book has 
. been taken away)" 

The personal substitutes occur in a1iena~le and 

inalienable possessions. In the case of kin terms, like _ 

mother, father, etc. the secondary singular forms of the 

personal substitutes are ~nalienable to the possessor. Thus, 
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in /ima/ ~my mother', the first personal singular substitute. 

se cond ary form i--. indicates that the possessor is the 

speaker; in /nama/ '(your) mother', the secondary form of 

the second personal substitute n!- shoms that the possessor 

is the addressee; but in the case of /mama/'(his) mothert~7 
the third person secondary .!!!!- indicates that the possessor 

is neither the speaker not the addressee. Further, an 

attributive 58 word, that is, a personal noun substitute of 

the respective person, first, second, or third can be added 

for specificity or emphasis, such as - /eygi ima/ 'my mother', 

/n8~gi nama/ 'your mother', and jmagi mema! 'his mother'. 

These personal substitutes when occurring with demonstratives 

show remoteness and nearness to the speaker(3.3.2). The 

following sets of examples will illustrate the inalienable 

possessions : 

SET I 

i+ma 'my mother~ n8+ma 'your mother' ma+ma 'his mother I 

i+pa 'my father' 59; na+pa- 'your father' ma+pe 'his father I 

i+ca 'my child • ns+ca 'your child • me+ce 'his child' 

57~ forms with ma- like mama are regarded as generic terms. - -
5J3I There are restrictions in the acceptance of the 

attributives. For details, refer.later in this section.: 

59 napa, uama, although it stands for'your fat~r~,tyour 
motFier " it is considered as a term of disrespect. 
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SET II 

i+kok lmy head' ne+kok 'your head t- me+kok 'his head' 
, " 'your hand' 

, this hend' i+khut 'my hand' ne+khut m8+khut 

" , " i+mit 'my eye t ne+mit 'your eye' .ma+mit 'his eye t 

i+yulft 'my house t na+yum 'your house • ma+yum ·'his house' 

i+lam 'my land' ne+lam 'your land' ma+lem 'his lend' 

i+chan 'my cattle f na+chan 'your cattle' ma+chan 'his cattle' 

Those coming under set I, that is, the roots, such 

as ~-, e!-' etc. can not occur independently. They are all 

bound roots. They always occur with one of the three secondary 

forms,.of the personal noun substitutes. further, there are 
o~ ~Q..TS.on.""~ s.~s.~~vd~ . I 

restrictions to the occu~..!:ence "of the three persons. The form: 
I 

ima 'my mother' or ipa 'my father', etc. with the secondary - --

first person noun substitutes will have the first person 

substi tute ay 'I' or aygi 'I+possessive' or aykhoygi 'we+ -
possessive', etc. only occuring with them, such aa, eygi ima 

• 
'my mother', eygi ipa 'my father', eykhoygi ima 'our mother', I 

• 
etc •• One can not say tne9gi ima to mean 'your mother' or 

. -
~a9gi ipa to mean 'your father'; but one can sey nekhoygi ima 

? ... 

. -'I'-
'your mother'. eykhoygi nepa • Here-- the situation is di fferent~ 

~akhoygi ima may mean'mother belonging_to you but whom I have 

my regards', and ~ykhoygi nepa means 'my husband who is like. 

your father in age '. The most appropriate address for ~your 

mother' in the standard speech is nakhoygi nama • ., 
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In the same manner in the case of nema 'your mother' -
or mam~ ~hit mother', the~e are restrictions in their -. 
occurrence. ~ or any other fo~m with na- can occur with -
naag,!, such as negg,! ~ 'your mother', neg9! nepa 'your father \ 

n!Ggi n!£! 'your son/child', etc •• The constructions ~ ~ 

'my mother', ~g! ~ 'his mother' ara not acceptable. ~ 

or any other form with m!- can occur only with magi, such as 

gg,!.!!!!!!!! 'his mother', ~g.! .'!l!Pj! 'his father', ~g.!.!!!!5.2 'his 

son/child', etc •• They can not occur with ~y or ~o, in such 

forms as ~yg! ~ tomean 'my mother', "b!Og.! mema to mean 

'your mother', etc •• The possible sets of occurrence are 

illustrated below : 

SET III 

.!tl! !.!! 'my mother' !!!~.5l! !!.!!!!!' your mother' .!!L a2 i .!!1!!!!' his mother' 

~ iea t my father' .!l!1J.a! nepa 'your father' magi ,,!!eea'his father' 

!!,}gi m 'my child' !l!1J g.! .!J.!£!' your child t magi maca' his child' ---
The above illustrations show that the secondary 

forms of the noun substitutes which become prefixes of the first 

second, and third person{according from the person from which it 

has derived) are inalienable possessor, because they are parti-

cles which show the relationship of the speaker with the object. 

The restrictions to their occurrence with the personal noun sub-

stitutes indicate the person, that is, first, second, or third 

of the possessor. This indicates the generic category of the 

possessor. 
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In the case of set.II, the roots can occur 

independently. But to show the nearness and remoteness to 

the speaker as well as to show the person of the possessor, 

that is, first person, second person, and third person; 

different personal prefixes are prefixed to them. Since 

these forms such as kbk 'head t , kh~t 'hand", etc. can also 

occur independently one can easily say aygi k~k tmy head', 

~erJgi k~k 'your head', magi k~k 'his head",etc., but at the 

same time one can also say aygi ik~k 'my head t', na!Jgi nak'ok , ' 

''I'your head', and magi makok 'his head'. In these cases, there 

is a sense of 'my own', 'your own' and 'his own', that· is, 

" aygi ikok "my own he ad", etc.. Again, one' can never say, 

*aygi nakbk/mak~k to mean 'my head t or *naogi ikbk/mak~k to 
, " meant:your head' or -,.agi ikok/nakok to mean 'his head'. This 

allocation of the first, second, and third person prefixes 

also shows that the prefixes are inalienable to the possessor 

to indicate the category of the possessor. 

3.3.1.2 Demonstrative Noun substitutes: Demonstrative 

noun substitutes are all bound. The demonstrative roots ch'i-: -" 
and ~- can also occur with nouns in the form of suffixes, 

such aSi cawbachi 'this Chaoba', no!)ch8du 'the/that lion', 

cawbadu 'the/that Chaoba " etc •• These can be expressed in 
, 

the following manner also. cawba achi 'this Chaoba', no,!)cha . 

adu 'the/that lion", caUJba adu "the/that Chaoba'. 
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Generally, the demonstrative noun substi tute roots I 

occur in combination with the first personal prefix ~-, and 

the third personal prefix m!-. With the first personal prefix 

they indicate nearness, which may conveniently be termed 8S 

'proximal'; while with the third personal prefix, they indicate 

remoteness, which may be termed as 'distal~. for example: 

achi -this' (proximal)" 

machi ~this (distal)' 

adu 'the/that (proximal)' 

medu 'the/that (distal)' 

In the above examples only ,!- and .!!!- . are found
l 

combined with the demonstra!ive roots. The personal prefix !:-
and !,!- indicate proximal and distal respectively, when they, 

ar~l combined with demonstrative noun substi tute,)roots. There 

is no intermediate positioD between them, hence, na~ is not -
found in combinations. 

further there are restrictions in the occurrence 

of achi 'this' and machi 'this', in constructions. In the 

same manner there are restrictions in the occurrence of adu, 

and medu also. machi and medu occurs before the subject in 

~sOV. constructions, while Dchi and edu occurs before the 

subject in the O~V constructions.When these demonstrative 

substitute roots occur in combination with nouns, they 

indicate particularization and demonstrative. 
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There are two more demonstrative noun substitute 

roots which cannot occur with nouns. They are: echom 'this 

side', and !!:!..2! 'that side t. They also can not occur 

independently without the personal prefix ~ or me. Here -
in this case also, the personal prefixes indicate proximal 

and distal. Illustrations s 

achomda 'this side (proximal) , 

machomda ·this side (distal) , 

adomde 'that side (proximal) 

madomde 'that side(distal)' 

In the above illustrations, the suffix de has a -
locative sense. 

Interrogative Noun substitutes: Interrogative noan 

substitutes are also bound forms, which can not occur indepen-

~ently without a suffix or suffixes attached to it. An 

interrogative noun substitute can be of person, object, place, 

time, manner, and quantity. In80me cases combination of 

person and place, or place and thing, etc. can also be 

indicated. IllUstrations : 

kana 'who' ks+na 'which+person' 

kali 'which' ka+li fwhich+thlng t 

ked ay 'whe re ' 'which+place t 



kalem 

kay a 

kay am 

'how'- ka+lem 

'how much ,- ka+ya 

t:how many" ke+yam 
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'which+manner/way/moda • 

'whichJquantity/much' 

"which+quanti ty /many' 

ka+na+da· 'which+person+at .-( at whose Place)' 

ka+li+de 'which+thing+at ('at which place)' 

ke+na+da+no ·:to whose p1 ace' 

ka+day+da+no 'to which place' 

ka+dawney 'when t 

ka+dom+da 'to which direction t 

I_n the above illustrations, the element ka indicates -
the meaning 'wh~ch e; .. The second, third, or fourth elements in 

the forms indicate person, place, thing, manner, quantity, 

time, etc •• The interrogative element is~, without which no 

interrogation is indicated. 

All the noun substitutes indicated above can take 

all the nominal suffixes. They also can substitute the nouns, 

that is, they can occupy the nominal position' in bigger 

constructions. Hence, they are regarded as noun substitutes. 
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3.4.0 A modifier in meiteiron is a class of forms which 

modifies a noun Dr a verb. The same modifier can modify 
.... ,\, -.-' -~-'- ---.- .. ~ 

ei ther a"noun or a verb, as:--. in kenna catea ',fast walkerI ,! 
-- , .-.--._-_.. , ". , .... fact of going fast'!;', and kenna cat11 'going fast f. catpa 

'going' is a nominal form since it can take most of the 
" nominal suffixes and also can function as a noun, while ~tli 

'go+continue' is a verbal form. The traditional concept of 

a clear cut division between adverbs and adjectives is not 

a favourable classification for meiteiron. If we accept the 

traditional view, then, we have to posit two different names 
, . 

for a particular ,'fo~m.Hence the term modifier is preferable 

for this class of forms, although there are some nouns which 

can not accept tthe same suffix with the verbs. for example -, , 
mi 'man' can not accept the modifier kanna, but it will 

:c~Pt akanb~ Istrong ~~\'. 

Except the numerals which are purely adjectives 

and which have nothing to do with verbs, the same form 

modifies both the noun and the verb. Illustrations : 

61 

modifiers is used here to mean both adjectives and 
adverbs. This is to mean the class of forms which 
modifies either a noun or a verb. 

" .... " In both the forms kenna and akenba the root is the 
same, that ~.i" Un 'strong'. In the case of 'goi,ngl" 
it has been interpreted aslfast' while in the case of 
'man' it is intetpreted as 'strong'. The meaning 'given 
in the examples has little to do with. the analysis ~of 
the language, because in some cases, approximate lor, the 
literal meanings of the individual words or morpHemes 
are aiven'l.l 'j II 
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... , 
naD hawjik catpa yale 

'you now going allowed (can)~ 

(2) " " naQ ~achi catpa phay 
'you to-day going good (better)' 

, 
naD hawjikk cat1u (3) 

'you now go+command' 

(4) mahak oachi cetkhi 
'he ··~to-d ay go+defini te ' 

, , 
In the above illustrations catps is a nominal form 

wi th the nomina1izing suffix {:-pa V") -be}. So the words 

hswjik and nachi are modifiers to the nominal form. In the 
, , 

case of cat1u and catkhi which are undoubtedly verbal forms 

also, the two forms are modifiers. 

Types of modifiers s modifiers in meiteiron can be 

divided into two major types, according to their behaviour, 

that is, the class of forms which they modify. They are : 

Restricted and Unrestricted. Diagrammatically ,~then, it can 

be re presented as follows : 

modifiers 

~ 
Restricted Unrestricted 

Fig. -10. Diagram showing types of modifiers. 
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Restricted: Those modifiers which can modify 

only the nouns and no other class of forms, like- numerals, 

demonstrative and interrogative noun substitutes, name of 

days and months, verbal nouns, etc. are called .restricted. 

Illustrations : 

(5) . alJal) adu 
'child the • 

(6.) agao ama 
IC ild one t 

(7) . ' phaJebe -gao 
'beautiful child' 

(8) alJafJ kaye 
(many) , 'child how much 

ninthamkabe 
... 

(9) numit 
'monday day" 

( 10) kalen tha 
"Summer month' 

... 
In the above examples, h!!jik, adu, ~, phajaba, 

" kaye, niDthawkabe, kalen, etc. are modifiers of the 

corresponding nouns occurring with them. These noun modifiers 

can not modify 8 verb, as such, it has been considered that 

these modifiers have limitation to their occurrence. Hence, 

they are termed as restricted modifiers. 

As mentione~ in (3.4.0), the modifiers have to 

undergo some changes (although the root remains the same), 

that is, they have to take different prefixes and suffixes. 

for example,phajaba in example (8) modify the noun alJ8fJ 
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" h ·t b but if it is to modify the verbal noun cetpe, t en 1 ecomas 

phajana. 

further, there are differences in the position of 

the modifiers, when they occur with the form or element 

which they modify. The noun substitutes ~, kaya, and the 

numerals arne, occur after the noun which they modify; while 

the days, months, verbal nouns,etc. that is, hewjik, • 
'-. ... '" .. ----.~., .. -. 

'-:--riI2~hewkab~, kalen, etc. occur before the noun which they 

modify. 

Unrestricted: Those modifiers which can modify 

both a noun or a verb are termed unrestricted. Illustrations : 

(12) 

{13} 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

hawjik cetlu 
'now go+command' 

phs jane catle 
'nicely go+realization t 

hawjik c'atP"e 
'now go+nominalizer(going)t 

h · '"' p sJsne cetps 
'ni cely going' 

, 
lawne hayyu 

'loudly say+command t 

" , lawns haybe 
'loudly saying t 

1.n the above examples, hewjik in example (11) ~ and 
I , I 

( ) " " , I ,j' 13 · modify the verb Eetlu and the noun 1=ete!" respec,til~ely. 
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In the same way, phajena in examples (12) and (14) modify the 
... ". 1 d· 1 verb cetle and the noun pstpe, respect1ve y; an 1n examp es 

(15). and (16) 
, 

lawns modifies the verb hayyu . ;and the noun 
• 

h~yba. Since, these modifiers modify bath a noun and a verb 
p 

they are- regarded a unrestricted. 

Substantives : There is a class of forms which can 

function as nouns as well as noun modifiers, but they can nat 

modify a verb. This class of forms is subclassed as substantives. 

Substantives ar~ also regarded as re~tricted'modifiers (3.4.1.1). 

but because of its difference from ather modifiers, they are 

given separate treatment. The substantives are a variety of 

nouns which when they occur with a noun modify the noun. Same 

substantives are formed with the prefixation of e- 62 to a 

V_srbal:.noun (VN), for example - /ac'ab'a/ 'eater/one who eats', 

/a98nbe/ ~the red one/something red', etc •• /ac&be/ and 

/en~9be/ are the combination of ~+ the verbal noun c~ba, and 
c--, 

a+ the VN- !)$.!Jb8, respectively63. The substantives can occur 

before or after the noun which they modi fy.They are illustrated 

below : 

(17) 
, ,6'4 machida ley aOa!)be arne chatle , __ 

'here flower red one bloom+realization' 
_(Here a/one red flower has bloomed) 

62 &- might be the secondary first person noun substitute. 

6:3 1 /c"ab'e/, /!:isnba/, etc.are also sUbstantives. 

64 /ch~tle/ is not exactly English past 'bloomed'. 
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(18) 
, , ., 

machide an~ba lay ema chatle 
'here red flower one bloom' 
(Here·a/one red flower has bloomed) 

(19) aDa~ phejab~ ama celli 
'child be auti ful one run' 
(A/one beautiful child is running) 

(20) phajeb~ eQaQ ama celli 
'beauti ful child one run' 
(A/one beautiful child is running) 

In the above illustrations, ~~be 
, 

and phejaba 

which occur before as;, well as after the nouns lay and al)80 - -
function as modifiers, 81 though they are nominal forms, and 

they occur as nouns; for example -

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

, , 
ananbedu hekkanu 

'the red(one) (do) not pluck' 
(00 not pluck the red one) 

phajsbadudi kadayda tommi 
'the beautiful(one) where sleep+continue' 
(Where the beautiful one is sleeping) 

, , , 
scabe machak kheooe 

teater person/face7identi ty know+realization' 
_(The person who eats is known/ The eater is identified: 

In the above, aQ~ba in example (21), phajaba in 

example (22), and ,cab. in example (23) are noun8, because 

they occupy the nominal position in the above sentences. They 

also have the nominal suffixes attached to them. Hence, they 

are regarded as:_,a variety of noun called substantives6 5• 

65\ Substantives when occurring before the comma-pause 
co-ordination (at the end of the phrase), indicate verbal 
meaning.But this can be shown only through transformations. 
In the present analysis, because of model constraints 
this is not discussed here. 
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3.5 NumERALS 

3.5.0 Numerals in Meiteiron are modifiers. They modify the 
, 

nouns. lhere are two types of numerals in Meiteiron as in most 

of the languages. They are : cardinal and ordinal. The cardinal 

and ordinal numerals occur in different positions. The cardinals 

occur after nouns while the ordinals occur before·:nouns. They 

are illustrated below : 

, 
mi ama 

'man one' 

aDa!) ani 
'child two' 

, " ahanba mi 
'first man' 

enichuba aoa!) 
'second child' 

The major difference between the 'cardinals and the 

ordinals is indicated in the Case of one and the first, that is, , 
~. 'one' and ehanba 'first'. for other numerals, the suffix 

t-chUbO) is added to the cardinal form to form ordinals, for 

example _. 

Cardinal Ordinal 

melJa 'five' 
, 

malJachuba 'fifth' 

nipan 'eight' nipanchub~ 'eighth' 

kUn 'twenty' " ,kunchube ttwentieth' 

came 'hundred' " camechuba 'hundredth'. 
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3.5.1 Cardinal: Cardinal numbers are counted upto one 

billion. This is an exception for ffieiteiron from other Tibeto-

Burman languages. The semantic implication of the cardinal 

numbers are not discussed in the present analysis, since it 

requires detailed semantic study of the language. The cardinal 

numbers in Meiteiron are : 

ama 'one' 

ani 'two' 

ahum 'three' 

mali 'four' 

mal) a . 'five" 

taluk 'six' 

talet 'seven' 

nipan 'eight • 

mape~ 'nine t 

tala 'ten .. 

talamathoy 'eleven • 

telanithoy 'twelve' 

talahumdoy 'thirteen ,60 

talamali "fourteen' 

talamal)a 'fifteen' 

talateluk "sixteen' 

telatelet • seventeen' 

66 In the case of the first three numbers after every decal 
digit, that is, ten, twenty, thirty, etc., it is one 
extralmore, two extra/more, or three extra/more', but 
after that the cardinal forms, four, five, and so on 
are added. 
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talanipan 'eighteen' 

tel am apen 'nineteen ,6 7 

kun 'twenty' 
. 'twenty one • kunmathoy 

kunnithoy 'twenty two' 

kulhumdoy • twenty three' 

kunmeli 'twenty four' 

kunmaoa '"twenty five • 

The addition of -mathoy which is derived from the 

combination of ~8 'one' and thoy 'extra/more', nithoy from 

ani 'two' and thoy 'extra/more', humdoy from ~II 'three' 

and ~, a variant of thoy' 'extra/more', mali 'four', mao!. 

':five', etc. as in the above examples, in any number of 

every tenth additional digit shows the increasing number. 

Hence, the repetition of the -mathoy,-nithoy, and so on is 

not shown in the illustrations, instead the tenth digits are 

given below : 

kunthela 'thirty I 

niphu 'forty • 

yalJkhay 'fi fty' 

humphu 'sixty' 

humphutela 'seventy' 

maliphu 'eighty • 

61' nineteen, twenty nine, etc. are ten plus nine, twenty 
plus nine, etc. in meiteiron, unlike in Indo-Aryan 
languag~s, ~here_it is one less than twenty, one less 
than th1rtys: -etc. ' 
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meliphutela 'ninety' 

came '(one/a) hundred' 

For 'hundred and one' it is came eme, that is, it .... 

starts from the beginning. It will go one like perna ani 

'hundred and two', pame ehum 'hundred and three', till it 

reAches 9ame meliphutala mapan 'one hundred ninety nine'. 

Then, Feni 'teo hundred' comes. The same process will go on 

repeatl.ng for all the numbers beyond two hundred also. To 

indicate the hundreth digit ca or ce is prefixed before 

the number. Illustrations : 

cehum 

cameli 

cama!Ja 

cataluk 

catelet 

canipan 

cuapen 

lichi9 

lichitJ 

lichi!} 

lichi9 

lichi!) 

lichiO 

ani 

ehum 

meli 

meg~ 

teluk 

'three hundred t 

• four h und red t 

"five hundred t 

'six hundred' 

'seven hundred' 

'eight hundred t 

'nine hundred' 

'(a/one) thousand,68 

t two thousand' 

'three thousand' 

'four thousand' 

'five thousand' 

'six thousand t 

68 lichi9 ~ tea/one) thousand' is also possible' 



3.5.2 

lichi!) talet 

lichi!) nipan 

lichin mapan 

lichi!) tala 

laykha ama 

laykhe tala 

koti 

koti tala 

binde 
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'·seven thousand f 

'eight thousand' 

'nine thousand' 

'ten thousand' 

'·one lakh' 

'ten lakh' 

'hundred lakh' 

'thousand lakh t 

'one billion'. 

Ordinals: To indicate ordinal numbers except for 
• 

the first, all other ordinal numbers are formed by adding ~ 

suffix tChuba}, in the cardinal number (3.5.0). The ordinal 

numbers in ffieiteiron are illustrated below : 

, 
ahanba 'first' 

.... anichube 'second • , 
ahumchuba 'third' 

malichub1. 'fourth t 
.... maoachuba 'fi fth' 

.... talukchuba 'sixth t , 
taletchuba 'seventh t , 
nipanchuba 'eighth' 

, 
mapancbuba '"ninth • , 
tal achuba 'tenth' 
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RESPECT. fORms 

3.6.0 Apart from the respect markers t-Pi C/) -biJ and 

t-ca C/') -ja}, there are some special kind of forms which are 

used in the royal court and other respectable gatherings as 

well as to address an honourable or respectable person or 

any elder person. Some of them are not in common use these 

days, but some of them have become so popular that without 

them the speech seems very rude. The traditional practice in 

in the meitei society, to show respect to elders which is , 

still in practice, has made these forms very popular even in 

the day-to-day conversation. These forms are shown side by 

side "with the normal forms in the illustrations, and extinct 

or unused forms are marked with an asterisk (*). 

Illustrations : 

Respect Normal 

hab~ " , cabs 'e ating t , 
caythaba ilujab~ '-bathing' , , 

'rice/meal' luk cak , , , , 
leaba catpa "going' , , 
phanba 

, , 
thakpa 'smoking/drinking' 

khud0.9 hidak 'hookah/smoke' 
pane kawa I betel' 
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Respect Normal 

adom ne!) 'you' 

'k . b' , , ;. ';said/asked t ta Pl. a hayba 

" 
, 

"wrD~g t yollaba lalleba 
, , , " 'sleeping • ceppa tumba 

ti!)thOkp~ " 'sleeping • tumba 
" .. 

, 
'"wearing' thonba chetpa 

.... , 
nOQgabe 

.... chiba 'die '" 

laykhidab~ 
, 

chiba 'die' 

anoybe ilonb'a 'a kind of curry • 

" hangatcaba 
.... , 

hayba 'appeal' 
. , , 

'pray/knel t before ifpunernJaba khulumba 
someone' 

, 
-IfaQa!) onba " " hatpa 'kill f 

1~9chinb. 
.... .... c8!Jba 'enter' 

In the royal court, the normal speech forms were not 

used, because that was considered disrespectful. Nowadays, 

some of these forms are not used at all, while those which 

have been retained are used commonly. In some social contexts 

the ordinary or common words, like - /itu/ 'my wife-, /ikh~D/ 

'my leg', /milonba/ or /puk ka9b~/ 'pregnant', etc. are not 

used. In their place more ornate o~restigious forms like -

/~anay hawnubi/in place of/itu/,/tawji9 malu hunbe/ in place 

of /milonba/ were used. But in the case of /kh~D/ 'leg' a 

loan-word /colon/ is considered more ornate. 
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3.7 FORmATION OF INTERROGATIVES 

Interrogatives in mei teiron are generally formed 

by suffixing the interrogative marker {-I a (../) -leJ to the 

noun or the verbal noun, for example -

tombe+la 

ichi!)+la 
, , 

ca+bG+la , , 
thak+pG+la 

ph'u+b'a+la 

'Tomba+interrogative marker' 

'water+interrogative marker' 

'eat+interrogative marker· 

'drink+interrogative marker' 

tbeat+interrogative marker' 

In the above examples, tomba, ichin, are nouns. 

For them the suffix ~laJ or {-laJ, as the case may be, is 

added to them to form interrogatives. In the case of the 

roots c~, th~k, and phb the nominalizer ~paJ or t-b~J as 

the case may be, are added to them before the interrogative 

marker is added to indicate interrogation. This nominalizer 

can be added after the verb suffixes also to form interroga-

tion. Illustrations ~ 

, . \ ca+ll.+ba+la 

" , ca+la+ba+la 

" , ca+khi+ba+la 

'eat+continuative+nominalizer+ 
interrogative • 

';eat+completive+nominalizer+ 
interrogative' 

r-eat+defini tive+nominalizer+ 
interrogative' 



In the above illustrations, {ca~ is the root for 

'iSat' , [-11.3, tla3, and tkhij are verbal suffixes. The 

interrogative marker 1..-la (../1 -Ie], can not occur directly 

after these verb suffixes. In other words interrogative 

can not be formed from verbs6~~ However, the interrogative 

noun substitutes indicate interrogation in meiteiron70• 

69 

70 

Refer. 2.2.16. 

for more on interrogatives refer. 4.1.3.2. 
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F'ORMATION OF' NEGATIVES' 

In ffieiteiron negatives are formed by suffixing 

negat~ve morphemes to 8 verb or the verb roots. Negative 

morphemes or negative markers are all verb suffixes. Negative 

markers in meiteiron are ~teJ; and ~10Y}. Illustrations, 

, 
cat+te 

" pha+de , 
cat+ta+le , 
ca+da+1e , 
ca+1ak+te 

, 
ca+loy 

\ thup+poy:' 

tham+moy , 
h8!)+9°Y , 
cat+hal+1oy , 
cat+lam+moy 

• go+negative'-

'catch+negative' 

'gofnegative+rea1ization I 

'eat+negative+realization' 

'eat+start:+negativ8 .. 

'eat+definitive+negative t 

'eat+negative (intentive)' 

tfold+negative(inte~tive)' 

tp1ac8+negativa (intentiva)' 

topen+negative(intentive)' 

"go+causativ8+negative(intentive) • 

'go+start+nagati va (intentiva)' 

In the above illustrations, the negative markers 

occur after the root and verbal suffixes only. But there are 

instances where the nomina11zing suffix ~p~} or ~b~} occur 

ft " . a er the negative marker, for example, cat+ta+be 'go+negat10e+ 

nomina1izer', C:~+da+b). 'eat+negative+nominalizer', c~+khi+de+ 
, ~H 

be t.e at+defini tive+nagative+nominalizer'l C~.,;;J(.,!tll~:.I~!l)-: 
- .., JI-··I· 
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3.8.1 Negatives are formed exclusively at the morphological 

level. There is no other means of indicating negation except 

through the suffixes listed in 3.8.0 • However, in the case 

of the copula (-ni3 there is. a different treatment. f'or 

example - the positive statement cawbani 'This is Chaoba' 

has the corresponding negative form cawba netta 'This is 

not Chaoba t • natte means 'no' in Meiteiron. It is presumed 

that nette 'no I is derived from tni]. To indicate negation, 

the copula which is considered as main verb (3.2.6) is first 

separated from the NP, then, the .! in \:oni} has been 

changed to .!. After that the negative suffix -Gte] is 

added .to it. In the process It/ is geminated, because .seta} 

can not occur after vowels (2.2.10). 
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COPULA 

There is a kind of verb element which is found 

directly attached with the noun or NP. This element functions 

as the verb in sentences. This is the verbal part in 

sentences and without this a sentence in Meiteiron is 

incomplete (if there is 'no verb or VP in the sel')tence). The 

particle is tni}. Illustrations : 

cawbeni 
'Chaoba+copu1a (This is Chaoba)' 

(2) mehak cawbeni 
'he Chaoba+copula (He is Chaoba)t 

, 
mehak epikpe cawbeni 

'he little Chaoba+copula (He is the little Chaoba)' 
(3) 

mehak cambe 
'he Chaoba (He Chaoba)' 

{4} 

(5) mahak apikpa cawba 
'he little Chaoba [He little Chaoba)" 

In the above illustrations, examples (1-3) have the 

copula tni]. with the nou~JNP and they give a complete sense. 

In example s ( 4 ) and (5) be c~au~eF}o!~~t_n~'"~D:'sery':c~l;:~:1f ·Lthe·gp~~ta .' 
.. ~ imf~'~-'" . ~.- .. . ".~.--. 
~~ iJ ~;\~~e!~~~r,~cc ... i nC0!n.fit~,~e .~. 

3.9.1 The copula is treated as a main verb because of ithe 

following reasons. It is also the verbal nucleus in a sentence. 
! 

,I 
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It also functions the same as main verbs in VPs or in sentences. 

Illustrations : 

(6) 
, 

cawba catli 
'Chaoba go+continue(Chaoba is going)' 

(7 ) 
, . 

tombs call. 
. 'Tomba eat+continue(Tomba is eating)' 

(a) manini 
'Mani+i. (It is Mani)' 

'tombani 
'-T:omba+is (It is Tomba) , 

(9) 

In the illustrations, the copula t-n~ in examples 

(8) and (9) above, has the same function as c~tli in example(6), 

and c~li in example (7), which are the main verb in the -
sentences. 

further, like other verbs negative also can be formed , 

with copula by affixing the negative particle tte}(3.a.1). 
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SUmmARY 

To summarize, we have discussed above : 

Nouns - Nouns in meiteiron have been determined by 

a set of affixes, because no root can show the class to which 
H f 

it belongs. Nouns have been divided into Simple, and Compound. 
" 

Further, Simple nouns have been sub-divided into· 

Non-dependent and Dependent. A different type of noun in the 

compound group, made up of a noun and a decorative word has 

been illustrated. Concrete and abstract nouns have also been 

distinguished. Regarding gender, natural gender has been 

divided into personal and non-personal. Grammatical gender 

is absent. The three numbers - Singular, Plural- and Dual 

have been illustrated and discussed. 

Verbs - Verbs in this language have also been 

determined determined through a set of suffixes. Therefore, 

it has been argued that in meiteiron the distinction between 

morphology and syntax is not always cle'ar. The verbal suffixes' 

indicate aspect and modality only. These suffixes have been 

grouped under four orders according to their occurrence. 

Tense has not been indicated by the suffixes, although time 

has been indicated by suffixes as well as independent forms. 

Verbs have been divided into affixation and compounding. 

Active and passive voice has not been discussed because this 

has been considered non-distinctive. 
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Noun substitutes - This is traditionally termed 

pronouns. The noun substitutes have been divided into three 

types - Personal, Demonstrative and Interrogative. The 

personal noun substitutes are alienable and inalienable to 

the possessor. They have primary and secondary forms in 

singular number. Singular and plural have different forms. 

Demonstrative noun substitutes modify the noun also. The 

proximal and distal have been indicated by the sec~ndary 

first person and third person forms, when they are prefixed 

to the demonstrative noun substitutes. 

Modifiers - modifiers.comprise adjectives and 

adverbs. Since the same form modifies either a verb or a 

noun, the common term modifiers has been introduced. However ,', 

there are some -'forms, like verbal nouns, substantives, and 

noun substitutes which do not modify a verb. Hence, the 

modi fiers have been classified into Restri cted and Unrestrict[~ 

ed. Restricted has been used to designate the modifiers which 

modify only the nouns and unrestricted for those modifiers 

which modify both a noun and a verb. 

Numerais - The cardinal and ordinal numbers have 

been illustrated in this section. The first three numbers 

after each decal number is -~athoy, -nithoy, -humdoy; but 

after that the cardinal numbers have been repeated. 
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Respect forms - There is a section on respect-forms, 

that is, the language of royal court. The ornate forms and 

ordinary forms have been illustrated in this section. 

Interrogative formation - Interrogatives are 

formed with nouns. For the formation of interrogatives from 

verbs, the suffix {-pa (/) -b~J is a"ttached to the verb 

before the interrogative particle is added. 

Negative",formation - Negatives are formed by 

suffixing the negative particle to the verb. However, the 

nominalizing suffix can be added to the negative form. 

Copula - The copula functions like a main verb. 

This has been illustrated in this section. The process of 

forming negatives with the copula has also been discussed. 



CHAPTER IV 

4.0 SYNTAX 

4.1 The structure of a sentence consists of its 

syntactic form. The analysis of the structure of sentence in 

a language can roughly be described as those aspects of the 

syntax of the language. A sentence is not merely a random 

string of words. It is a construction. A construction is made 

up of smaller units known as constituents. A constituent in 

Meiteiron may be bound or free. A construction in ffieiteiron 

may be endocentric or exocentric according to the type of 

constituents, which compose it. An endocentric construction 

is one in which the principal constituent is comparable to 

the complete construction, that is, the principal constituent 

in the construction is of the same category and it functions 

like the combined construction. Illustrations : 

( 1) tomba amachll.9 cawba 
'Tomba and(~ Chaoba t 

(2) tomba amachu!J cawba amachu!J ay 
'Tomba and Chaoba and I ' 

(3) tomba cawba amachu!J ay 
'Tomba Chaoba and I ' 

(4) phajaba alJat) 
'beautiful child' 

In the above examples, the principal constituents 

tomba, cawba'I!i:I'·(@ •• jl~~;- and'-~Qaa . 
:~ ~-

. -, £.~,iii .a. 'r 'if~-;-;.>" . 
e sam~,:~ca"egorYt:;I~:',{ .. ; 

,,[,"-,'. -



that is, nouns,.land they can fUnction like the combined 

construction. Hence, these are regarded' as endocentric 

constructions. 

An exocentric construction is one in which the 
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constituents can not function like the combined constructions. 

Illustrations : 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

" kenna 
"fast 

" celli 
running' 

" tombs celli 
',Tomb a" (is) running t' 

, 
thoD haoou 

td oar open~· 

In the above illustrations, the constituents can 

not function like the combined construction. Hence,. they are 

regarded as; exocentric constructions.· 

An~ endocentric construction may be either cODrdinating 

or subordinating.! Illustrations: 

(81 c'ab'a smechu~,) thekpa 
'eatt6g and drinkIng" 

(9) tombaga cawbega 
';Tomba with Chaoba with t 

(10) aoao adu 
'child the t 

(11) nipa achi 
Iman this' 
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In the above illustrations, examples (8) and (9) 

are coordinating constructions, because the principal 

constituents are all heads or heads with coordinator(c). 

Examples (10) ·and (11) are subordinating constructions 

because the constituen~s are head (H) and modifier(mGd~.This 
I is shown below by taking examples (8) and (10). 

Illustrations s 

(8) 

(10): 

, , , , 
cabs amachu9 thakpa 

'eating and drinking~ 
(H l ec) (H) 

agal) adu 
':child the' 

(H), (Mod) 

The number of constituents in a construction may 

vary; and a construction, if it can occur independently as a 

complete utterance, then, it becomes a sentence in meiteiron. 

In other words, a sentence in Meiteiron may be said to be 

constructed by smaller units known as constituents because 

a single word can be a sentence in meiteiron. Illustrations : 

(12) 

( 13) 

.yni 
'I am' 

aygi yumni . 
'my house+is'{This is my house)' 

Examples (12) and (13) are sentences. In (12) there 

is only one word but it has two morpheme constituents, that 

is -



(14 ) 

(15) 

ay 
II .' 

ni 
I is (copula) I' 

But in (13) there are two words and it has four 

morpheme constituents, that ,is -

(161 aygi 
~my .. 

(171 yumn! 
'house+is' 
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aygi and yumni can be further divided as (18) and A 

(19), and (20) and (21) respectively. 

(18) ay 
I I' 

(19) gi 
t:possissive (of)' 

(20) yum 
'house " 

('21 J ni 
• i s ( co pu 1 a) t 

The constituents shown above are all morphemes. 

There are more complex constructions than (12) and (13) above, 

which can be analysed as·.consisting of consti tuents that are 

phrases rather than words or morphemes. The phrases themselves 

have constituents, depending on the complexity of the sentence. 
--~~--

Illustra't'i'ons : 



(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

nipa adu kanna celli 
'man the fast rUAning(The man is running fast)' 

lay adu yamna cawmi 
'flower the very big(The flower is very big)' 

'> 

aykhoygi mani~da layba nipa adu tummi 
~our west living person the sleeping' 
(The person living at our west is sleeping)' 
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eykhoygi mani~da layba nipa adu kenna t1mmi 
'uur west living person the fast steeping' 
(The person living at our sest is fast sleeping)' 

The above sentences, although they are more complex 

than sentence (12) and (13), can be cut into smaller consti-

tuents. Sentence (22) has two groups and it has four word 

constituents. Illustrations: 

(26) nipa adu 
'man the' . 

. -

(27) -k~nna calli 
'-fast running t 

(26) and (27) ,.,are phrases having two words each 

as constituents. ~28) and (29) are constituents of (26), 

while (30) and (31) are constituents of (27). 

(28) nipa 
'man' 

(29) adu 
'the' 

(30) \ kanna 
'fast' . 

(31) 
... .. 

celli 
'running • 
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The constituent structure of sentence (22) can be 

shown in a tree diagram as follows : 

(22) nipa adu 

nipa adu 

/\ 
nipa edu 

" .... kenne celli 

~ kenna celli 

" kanna celli 

fig. - 11. Dia9ram showing constituent structure of sentence 
(22). 

The constituent structure of sentence (22) is 

simple as compared to the structure of sentence (25). 5entenc~ 

(25) has also two groups but it has seven word constituents. 

(32) 
, 

aykhoygi maniode leyba nipa adu 
'our west living man the 

(33} , '. kenna tumm1 
fast sleeping' 

The constituents of phrase (33) are the two words 

kenna and ttmmi, while the situation is mor complex in the 

case of phrase (32), but nevertheless, it is usually agreed 

that··,the constituents,-.ofphrase (32) are the phrase (34) and 

the sentence (35). 



(34) 

(35) 

nipa edu 
'man the' 

eykhoygi meniDde layba (nip a) 
~our west living (man)' 
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(34) has the constituents (28) and (29), that is 

nipa and edu. (35) however, can be divided into (36) and (37). 

(36) eykhoygi manioda 
'our west' 

(37) 
, 

leybe 
'living .' 

(36) again has two constituents (38) and (39). 

(38) aykhoygi 
':our ,', 

(39) maniode 
'west • 

The constituents in the above are all words. There 

can be further divisons at the morphological level. Sentence 

(25) can be reproduced in a tree diagram showing the morpheme 

constituents as below • 



(25) 

ay 

aykhoygi manioda layb~ nipa adu kanna t~mmi 

aykhoygi m"ni~da layba nip. edu /~ ttmmi 

aykhoygi mani~da layb~ nipa adu 
,1\' 

kanna tummi 

/~, 
aykhoygi mani~da layba 

/\ ,/\ 1\ 
nip a adu kan na t~m mi 

aykhoygi manioda 
1\, 

lay be. 

khoy gi rna da 

fig. - 12. Diagram showing morpheme constituents of sentence (25). 
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The constituents in the above sentences (22) and (25) 
can be labelled according to their classes. The basic consti-

tuents - words - have well known labels called form classes, 

which is traditionally known as parts of Speech. They are : 

nouns (N), verbs (V), pronouns or noun substitutes (Ns), . 

modifiers (mod), that is" adjectives and adverbs; determiners: 
7t' 

(Oet); etc •• By putting the labels to the constituents the 

classes of the constituents can be recognised as well as can 

show the identical structure of sentences. The constituent 

structure of sentences (22) and (25) using labels of tha • 
constituent types in place of words is shown in the diagram 

below : 

(22) s 

NP VP 

1\ 
N Oet mod 

\ ,\ 
, 

\ 
nipa 

, 
adu kanna celli 

fig. - 13. Diagram showing immediate constituents of sentence 
(22). 

71 Oat. is also modifier. 



(25) 

N 

I 
aykhoygi 

Mod 
(NP) 

et 

I 

Det 
(5) 

manilJde 

VN 

, 
leybe 

5 

NP VP 

NP Mod v 
--~ 

... ! 
, ?_ J j 

N 

nipa adu 
, 

kenna 
, . 

tumml. 

Fig. - 14. Di agram sh0Q1ing word co nsti tuen ts by labels of sen ten ce (25) 



Sentence (40) is a more complex construction than sentence (25). It is 
I 

shown in an Immediate Constituent (IC) diagram: 

. 

eykhoygi meni~de hawba haynaw-pambi mekhoOde layba nipa adu kenna nale 
'our west growing mango tree foot living man the serious ill 
(The man living at the foot of the mango tree growing at our is seriously 
ill) • 

manilJde lq~:w~e " . " " .. aykhoygi haynsw-p ambJ. makho!Jda layba nipa edu kanna nale 

aykhoygi mani!Jda ' " hewba heynaw-p ambi thJakhoryde .. layba nipa adu kenna nale 

eykhoygi menilJde hawbe haynaw-p ambi mekholJda .... leyba nipa edu kannelnale 

aykhoygi h~wb~ haynew-p ambi mekholJde 
, 

niPaiedu , 
meni~de leyba -

aykhoygi manilJde hewbe haynaw-p ambi makholJda .. laybe 

aykhOygil manilJda heynaw-p ambi I mek h'ol)da 

The above constituents are words. There can be further cuts into 

into morphemes, but it is no shown. Again, further cuts in heynaw-pambi is possible 

but it is also considered optional. 
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4.2 There are various definitions of sentence 'but in the 

present analysis, a sentence is interpreted as a complete 

utterance boundable by sentence boundary junctures ## ---##, 
that contains at least one phrase. An utterance in Meiteiron 

can be classified as a sentence, if, it occurs as a complete 

utterance with a sequence of selected linguistic items com-

bined into a unit in accordance with certain patterns of 

syntactic arrangement. Therefore, a sentence may consist of a 

single word or a phrase or a sequence of phrases or a complex 

form of sentence within a sentence. 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

ibobini 
'lbobi(name of person) + is (It is Ibobi)' 

, , 
cak cay 

trice eat (I/You/ he eat rice)' 
, , 

tomba c ak cay 
'Tomba rice eat (Tomba eats rice)' 

- '- - '" " tombana cak amachu~ ayna oa cay 
'Tomba+by rice and I+by fish eat (Tomba eats rice and, 
I eat fish)' 

tombs emachuQ ay channeli 
'Ttomba and I pl~ing (Tomba and I are playing)' 

A-n utterance here is a stretch of meaningful speech 

that conforms to the pattern or arrangement of Meiteiron and 

is bounded by a word or phrase boundary juncture. Illustration : 

(46) ey 
'-I ' , 

(47) mi ani 
'man two' 
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A'll the examples (41 to 47) ~ove are utterances, 

Examples (41 to 45) are bounded by sentence boundary juncture, 

(46) is bounded by word boundary juncture, and (47) is bounded 

by phrase boundary juncture. However, it may be argued that 

examples (41) and (42) are not sentences in the ordinary way, 

as they seem incomplete; but they are bounded by the sentence 

boundary juncture ## - - - - - #H, and can be used by standard 

speakers in answer to questions, such as -

(48) kanano? 'Who are you/who is there l' whose answer 

can be example (41), that is, ibobini 'I am Ibobitlt is Ibobi' 

and (49) nal) kali c~y 'what do you eat/what are Iyou eating' 

whose answer can be example (42), that is, c'ak /cay • (I) eat --/ 

rice/(I) live on rice'., Therefore, they ar~ regarded as 

sentences while (46) and (47) can not be regarded as sentences.' 

/ 

A phrase is a string of morphemes~r words that 

behaves as a grammatical unit, within which a phrase boundary 

juncture #, may not intervene and whose head is a nominal or 

a verbal nucleus. A phrase- in meiteiron may contain only one , 
word, such as #mil 'man' #lakle# • came', etc., or more than , 
one word like #mi amaH 'one person/man t , #kanna cstli# 'going 

fast .. , etc •• 

If the head of the phrase is nominal and can occupy 

the nominal position in the sentence and also can function as 
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subject or object of the sentence, then, it is a noun phrase 

(NP). Illustrations : 

(50) 

CSt) 

(52) 

(53) 

, 
#mi ameli 
'man one/ a (a/one man)' 

#phejeb~ eDan amaH 
'beautiful child one(a/one beautiful child)' 

#awaDba u adu# 
'tall tree the(the tall tree)' 

#awaoba u adu# t'ekle## 7,2 
'tall tree the fell down' <, 

(The tall tree have fell down). 

In the above examples, (50), (51) and (52) are 

p'hrases, the head in each of them is a nominal. In example , 
(50), the head is mi 'man' -- , and in (51) anao 'child', and in -
(52) .!:!. ·tree·. They are the nuclii in the phrases. ,Hence, the 

phrases are regarded as noun phrases. In example (53) there is 

a phrase boundary between .!9.!! and tekle. It- contains more them 

one phrase. It is phrase (52) plus tekle. The phrase (52) 

occupies the nominal position in the sentence, and it also 

functions as subject in the sentence. A subject in a sentence 

is always a noun and this phrase (that is, phrase (52» can 

be substituted by 8 single noun such as u 'tree'. Thus, we -
have -

(54) #01 t'e kle## 
'ItresH fell down##'(The tree fell down)' 

72 tekle generally mean'break', but here it means 'fell down\ 
.. :.~ 
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Therefore, the phrases (50 to 52) above are regarded' 

as noun phrases. 

But, if, the head is verbal, and occupies the verbal 

position in a sentence, that is, the final pOSition in' a 
73 sentence, and also can function as predicate of the sentence, 

then, the phrase is a verb phrase (~-Illustrations : 

(55) #y'ar.Jna c'911i# 
'fast running' 

(56) #haw ji k catli# 
'now going' 
" , (,57) #rAi arne#: Y8!)na 

'#man the# fast 
c'9 1 li## 
running##(A man is running fast)' 

In the above examples, (55) and (56) are phrases, 

in which the main verb is c'811i 'runnning" and c'atli 'going' 

They are the nuclii in the phrases, hence they are regarded 
.... _JI.. 

as verb phrases. In example (57) in the sentence #mi am~ 

y~nna ce11i#1/ ' a man is running fast·" the phrase #y"arJna 

ce11i# ··running fast t occupies the verbal position, which is 

the predicate in the sentence. 

The phrases in examples (53),(54) and' (57) are 

shown in di agram below: 

73 The verbs always occupy the final position in a sentence. 
Refer, 3.2.6. 



(53) 

(54) 

(57) 

5 

A 
NP VP ... 

ewa!)be u adu 
'tall tree the' 

NP 
u 

'tree' 

NP ... 
'mi ema' 
fman one/a' 

5 

5 

... 
tekle 

'fell down t 

VP , 
tekle 

"fell down' 

VP 
... "-'y BOna celli 

'fast running' 
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4.1.2 Sentences in ffieiteiron can be divided into two 

groups, major and minor. A' major sentence is a sentence 

which does not delete the NP in speech, that is, the subject 

is actualised in speech 74. Generally, a major sentence almays 

has a VP. If it does not have a VP, then, it will have a 

copula attached to the NP or the subject. As already mentioned 

in (3.9.1) above, a copula can be regarded as a main verb, 

because it functions as a main verb in sentences. The examples 

below will illustrate the major sentences in meiteiron. 

(58) 

(59) 

(60) 

(61) 

(62). 

(63). 

, , 
ey cak cale 

',1 rice eat+completive(I have completed eating rice) t 

, 
tombana cawbebu phuy 

'Tomba+by Chaoba+to beat(Tomba beats Chaoba)' 
, , 
cawbebu tombena phuy 

'Chaoba+to Tomba+by beat{Tomba beats Chaoba)' 75 

ay lakle 
'I come+realization(I. have come)' 

ey cawbeni 
'I Chaoba+is (I am Chaoba) , 

thani 
tmoon+is (It is moon)1: 

In all the above illustrations, the subjects are 

actualised. In examples (58'), (61) and (62) the subject is 

74, "subject is actualised in speech' means the dropptng/ 
deletion of subject, a common phenomenon in standard 
ffieiteiron is not there. In sentences like, cak cale 
'Rice ate/taken meal' the subject can be any of the 
following : ay 'I', na~ 'you', rna 'he', tombe 'Tomba' ,et.:; •• - --- -- ------: 

75 Change in the position of subject and object has no 
impact in meiteiron. Refer, 3.2.4. 
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~ "1 t, in (59) and' (60) the subject is ~ 'Tomba', and in 

(63) the subject is!h! 'moon'. They are present in the speech. 

The pattern in example (63) is treated as similar 

to the pattern in example (61), thereby regarding the copula 

ni as a VP. The pattern in the major sentences, then, can be --
(a) Subject (5), object (0), and verb (V), as in examples (58) 

and (59); (b) object, subject, and verb, as in example (60); 

(c) subject and verb, as in example (61); (d) subject, object, 

aand copula Cvl, as in example (62); and (e) subject and 

copula, as in example (63), above~ 

A minor sentence is one in which the NP is deleted, 

that is, the subject is not actUalised in speech. Illustrations : 

(64) 

(651 

(66). 

(67.). 

tha ule 
'moon see+completive (-~";.~.~aw the moon)' 

c8i~ge lakke 
'eat+realization+non-realization come+non-realization' 
( --- mill come after eating)' 

" cambabu phule 
'Chaoba+to beat+completive ( --- Chaoba beaten)' 

" cale , 
'eat+completive ( -- have ate) t 

In the above examples, the subject in all the 

sentences are not actualised. The --- in the gloss can be 

filled by an NP or a noun (N) or noun substitue (Ns), like -
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amuba tombana_ 'The black Tomba', or tombs '1Tomba', or ~ 'I' 

etc., because the subjects are deleted/dropp~d in speech. 

The pattern in the examples (64) and (66) is purely 

OV; in example (65) it is V.V; and in example (67") it is V'.! 

There is another type of minor sentence which has the pattern 

O~v. Illustration. : 

(68) oechi lakkeni 
I,to-day will come·( __ e· will come to-day)' 

The above example can be considered as OV pattern, 

since Ei,has also been considered as verb suffix (3.2.0), 

but it has been more accurately interpreted as OVv pattern, 

because copula here has a different meaning/function, that 

is, showing certainty in direct or reported speech. 

Therefore, the pattern of arrangement for the 

major sentences are - :sOV, OsV, ISV, raOv, and ,s\'; while in 

the case of minor sentences, the pattern of arrangement is 

OV, VV" V:, and av.v. 

A sentence in Mei teix:on may be ei ther simple, 

or compound, or complex, according to its structure. 
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4.1.3.1 Simple sentence : A simple sentence in meiteiron is 

a sen-tence which has at least one VP in it and which does not-. 

have a complex or compound construction. A simple sentence may 

be major or minor. Illustrations : 

(69) , " ay cak cay 
'I rice eat+infinitive (I eat rice)' 

(70) tombs c~tli 
'Tomba go+infinitive (Tomba is going)' 

(71) meh ak aykhoyde lay 
!he our+at live+infinitive(He lives at our place)' 

(72) " man ina tombsbu phuy 
'-mani+by Tomba+to beat+infini tive(Mani beats Tomba)' 

(73) " mini 
'-man+is (This i8 a man)" 

(74) hippi 
'sleep+infinitive (--- is sleeping)' 

The examples (69 to 74) above, are regarded as 

simple sentences, because they all include at least one VP and 
, 

and they all have one predicate each. In example (69) S!y is 
" " . , the VP and ~ £-8Y 18 the predicate; in example (70) catli. is 

the UP as well as the predicate;76 in example (71) and (72) 

" are the VP and ~ykhoy~ ley 
, 

!!y and .e.b.!:!Y and tombab4 ehuy are 
" the ~he predicates, respectively; in example (73) mini is pre--

dicate while ni is the VP; but in the case of (74) it has been -
considered that hippi is the VP as well as the predicate.?7 

76 In this ex ample the NP in the predicate group is delete'd. 
Noun deletion is a common phenomenon in this language. 

77 The interpretation here is hipps tawli 'sleeping doing'. 
There are other in-terpretations also. 
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Compound sentence: A compound sentence is one 

which has more than one simple sentences conjoinded together 

into one simple sentence by coordinate 'conjunctions. Compound 

sentences with co-referring nouns or verb's are also found. In 

, such cases one of the verbs or nouns is deleted~8. Illus-

trations :. 

(75) 

(76) 

(77) 

tomba amachu~ ay channali 
'Tomba and I play+recip~ocate+infinitive 
_ (Tomba and I. are playing) f , 

. , " ibetonna 08 amachu9 tomanna cha cay 
~~beton+by fish and Toman+by meat eat+infinitive t 
(Ibeton eats fish and Toman eats meat) t 

ibotonna nok.i, tomanna kapp.i, ibetonna launui, 
tlboton+by laugh, Toman+by weep, Ibeton+by shout", 

amachu!J ayna ye~!:)i . . 
and I+by look (Tboton is laughing,> Toman is 
weeping, Ibeton is shouting, and I am looking)t 

In the above illustrations, example (75) has two 

sentences joined together by the coordinate conjunction 

amachu!) • and'. The two sentences are -

(75a) 

(75b) 

tomba channali 'Tomba is playing' 

ay channali , I am playing' 

In the same manner, example (76) has two sentences 

(76a) ibetonna U! ~y 'Ibeton is eating fish/Ibeton eats fish' 

and (76b) tomanna E.!i§..E-.8y 'Toman eat fish l/Toman is eating fish I 

7
1
fi- Refer, 4.2.3.1'. 
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examples (75) and (76) the common verb is deleted. 
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In the case of example (77 J more than two sentences 

are conjoined by one coordinate conjunction. It has got four 

different sentences joined together. They are -

(77a) ibotonna nok.! 'Iboton is laughing' 

(77b) tomanna keppi "Toman is wee_f!j,ng' 

(77c) ibetonna 1awwi 'Ibeton is shouting" 

(77.d) eyna yenni "1 am looking' 

The sentences (77.a), (77b), (77c) and (77d) above 

are all simple sentences. They are joined into one simple 

sentence by a coordinate conjunction, Since, they do not 

have a complex constructionthen,_ sentences like (77r ab6ve, . ' ~ 

are regarded as compound sentence. 

Complex sentence: ~comp1ex sentence is one in 

which two or more sentences are joined together by a complex 

coordinate conjunction or a sentence that is included in 
.... another sentence, for example - ayna lakpaga mahak catkhi 

'I arrived he left (He left when I arrived)'. The following 

examples will illustrate complex sentences in meiteiron. 



(7a) 

(79) 

(ao) 

" . tombaga manige cet11 
'Tomba+with mani+with go+infinitive 
(Tomba and mani are going together)' 

tomba c'ak calaga'.~ makhoyda 1 akkani 
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"Tomba rice eat+after their+at come+will+copula 
(After eating rice Tomba will come at their house)' 

. ..., , 
aykhoygi meniQ oylapna hawbe haynew-pambi mekhonde 

'our+possessive west toward growing mango tree foot 

leyba nipa adu nale 
living man the ill(The man living at the foot of the 

mango-tree growing towards our west is ill)' 

In the illustrations above, example (78) has the 

complex conjunction / -~ •••••••••• -~/, while (79) has 

only -ge; but in the case of example (eo) there is no -
complex conjunction. In example (80) there are three sentences 

embedded together. They are 

(80a) 

(80b) 

(aoc) 

4.1.4 

. , 
aykhoygi maniD oylapna hawwi • 

'our+possessive west toward grow (It is growing 
towards our west)· 

haynaw-pambi makhbDda l~y 
'mango-tree foot+at live {It lives at the foot of the 
mango-tree) • 

nipa edu nale 
'man the ill+realization(The man is ill)' 

A sentence in mei teiron can be declaratlwe(statement), 

interrogative, or imperative. If a sentence indicates a 

statement of truth or state or condition or gives permission, 

then, the. sentence is regarded as a declarative(statement). 
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further, whether a sentence in meiteiron is declarative or 

not is indicated by the suffixes which are attached to the 

verb or to the noun. If a sentence has interrogative markers 

attacbed to the NP and indicates a question, then, the 
• sentence is an interrogative one; and if a sentence has 

imperative markers attached to the UP and indicates a command 

or order, then, it is an imperative one. Then, sentences in . 
Meiteiron can be divided into three classes according to its 

formation. Diagrammatically, then, it can be shown as follows: 

Sentence 

~ 
Declarative Interrogative Imperative 

fig. - 15!. Diagram showing types of sentences. 

4.1.4.1 Declarative sentence (statements) : Declarative 

sentences or statements are th~ most common type of sentences 

found in meiteiron. This kind of sentence may conveniently be 

termed the favourite sentence type. Declarative sentences are 

those sentences, in which no suffix indicating interrogation 

or imperative is attached to the NP or UP (as the case may be), 

nor any sense of these is indicated either by intonation or 

otherwise. Illustrations : 



(81) 

(82) 

(83) 

(84) 

ay c'ak c'ale (I have taken rice/meal) 
~I rice eat+comp~etive' 

mahak cawbani (He is Chaoba") 
the Chaoba+copula' 

nS9 catpe yale (you are allowed to go) 
'you going allowed' 
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ay c'ak c'ale h'ayne mana h~y (He said"I have taken my 
'-I. rice eat+completive say he say f meal") 

• 

Declarative sentences may be either direct or quoted. 

In the above examples, (81 to 83) are direct, while (84) is 

quoted. The difference between direct and quoted speech is 

indicated by the addition of the verb ~ay' or ~yn! ••• ~y in 

the direct speech. 

Oeclarative sentences also indicate permission. for 

the ~ormation of permissive sentences the verb becomes a 

verbal noun (VN) and then y~/y~y 'agree/allowed/permitted' 

is added to the sentence. ¥ale/yay becomes the main verb in 

the sentence and it indicates permission as in example (83) 
above. 

4.1.4.2 Interrogative sentence: Interrogative is generally 

marked at the morphological level by affixing the interrogative 

marker t-la C/) -laJ to the nominal form~9 for example :. 

~'a+ba+la 'eat+nominalizer+interrogative marker', tomba~la 

~Tomba+interrogattve marker·, it!! 'thatch+interrogative marker'. 
I 

~9 Refer, 3.7.0. 
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But there are a few instances where interrogation is marked 

at the syntactic level. It is convenient to ascribe this 

function to intonation at the level of syntax. However, we 

will not attempt to examine this phenomenon here. 

Generally, questions can be the NP in a sentence, 

or the VN, or the head of the NP. or, the numerals, or some of 

the modifiers, or the noun substitutes. Illustrations: 

(85) 

(86) 

(87) 

(8B) 

(89) 

(90) 

(91) 

, , , , 
apikpa manila catkhalibadu ? 

'small ffiani+interrogative go+definite.+90ntinuative+ 
,nQmi_nalizer+demonstrative CIsn't Mani the person'i 
j,,!sti gone) t, , 

... \ , 
cak calabala ? 

'rice eat+realization+nominalizer+interrogative 
,(Have --- taken meal?)' 

\. , 
ca1abala ? 

':eat+realization+nomina1izer+interrogative (Have eaten)' 

c'akla 
'rice+interrogative (Is it rice)' 

machi laylik amala ? 
~this book one+interrogative(Is it a book)' 

hawjikla ? 
'now+interrogative(Is it now)' 

machila 
"this/it+interrogative(Is it this)' 

/ 

In the above illustrations, the interrogative 

marker ~-!!3iS after ~ in~ apikp~ manila in example 

(85); while the same is or its variant -1a is after the VN 

in examples (86) and (87); after the head of the NP, that is, 

noun (N) in example (ee); after the modifier.dn example (90); 
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after the numeral in example (89); and after the Ns in example 

(91). 

A.verb or any other class of forms can not be 

questioned, except a few verb forms with command and non-

realization (2.2.16). Coordinate as well as subordinate 

structures can be questioned either separately or in combina-

tion. The questioned element in the both the cases remain the 

same, even questiones can be on more than one thing in a· 

sentence. ~l~ustrations : 

(92) 

(93) 

(94) 

(95) 

, , , , 
cakka oaga cabala? 

'rice+with fish+with eat+nominalizer+interrogative 
. (00 you eat rice as well as fish)' 

. , 
yum aduga ahal adugad~ kadayda catkha1e ? 

'house the+with oldman the+with+particular where+ 
demonstrative go+definite+completive (Where the 
house with the old man gone)' 

aDan aduga mamaga layliba1a ? 
'child the+with mother+with live+continuative+ 
nomina1izer+interrogativef The child together with 
the mother is there?)' . 

aykhoygi maninda 1ayba yum aduda 1ayba nipa adu 
'our+possessive west+at living house the+at living 
man the 
, ..... 

catkha1aba1a ? 
Qo+definitive +rea1ization+nomina1izer+interrogative t 

{The man living at the west of our house 'has 1eft?)t 

The following interrogative sentences can be derived 

from sentence (95). 
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(95a) aykhoygi maniOda layba nipa adu catkhalabala ? 
'Is it the man living at the mest of our house gone t 

(95b) " " yum aduda layba nipa adu cetkhalebela ? 
'I sit the man living at the house gone' 

(95c) " " nipa adu cstkhelabela ? 
'Is it ,the man gone' 

This shoms that all the parts in a sentence can be 

questioned. But in all the cases the question suffix remain 

the same. 

I.nterrogative sentences in mei teiron can be broadly 

divided into two main types - (i) hoy/may questions (yes/no), --
and (ii) ( .' )'8-0 / ka- questions wh- quest10ns '. hoy ~ questions 

are those for which at least hoy 'yes' can be one of the 

answers in the positive (along with others) although the 

negative answer may not be may 'no'. hoy /~ questions are 

indicated by the suffix tIs (../') -la}. The following are the 

examples of hoy/may questions. 

(96) 

(97) 

(98) 

80: 

" " " nao cak calabala ? 
'you rice eat+realization+nominalizer+interrogative 
(Have you finished eating/taking rice/meal)' 

" cawba oachi lakpala ? 
'Chaoba to-day come+nominalizer+interrogative 
(Did Chaoba come to-day)' 

adagichi tombala ? 
'y'onder+possesslve+this Tomba+interrogative 
(Is it the one over there Tomba)' , 

The names 'hoy/~y' and'~-' question~ have been coined 
because hoy means 'yes'and may means'not yes'. for ka-
like the English mh- , the interrogative part of the--
noun substitutes are indicated by ka-, which is present 
in all questions of this type. - " 
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(100) 

(101) 

(.102) 

f103) 

( 104) 

( 105) 

(106) 

(107) 

madu tombagi yumla ? 
'that Tomba+possessive house+interrogative 
(I s that Tomba "s house)' , 

... cak hapkhola 7 
'rice putmore +command+interrogative 
(Shall put some more rice)' 

... " na9 cak calaloy ? 
'you rice eat+realization+intentive negative 
(00 you intend not to eat rice)' 

. , 
ma catlaloydala ? . 

'he go+realization+negative(intentive)+negative+ 
.1nterrogative (Will he not go)' 
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nan c~k c~khigela ? . 
'you rice eat+definitive+non-realization+interrogative 
, (Will you e at rice)' 

rna caleko 7 
'he eat+realization+suggestive 
.(00 you know he ate)t 

. , 
aykhoy catlachila ? 

'we go+reali zation+let+interrogati ve 
,(Should let us go) , 

" nakhoy catlagela ? 
'you(plural) go+realization+non-realization+ 
interrogative (Would you intend to go)' 

" ". rna catkhalabala ? 
'he go+definitive+realization+nominalizer+ 
interrogative(Oid he go away) t, 

All the examples above have a common answer hoy -
'yes'., in the positive. There are other positive answers 

also. Since these differences are minor, they do not deserve 

to treat as separate entities. The most common positive 

answer is .. root or form to which' the int;rrog' ative 'element ~s , I, 
, 

affixed plus the suffix -li or -le as the case may be. In 

the case of negative answers mayor nette or root or form -
plus ~e C/') de) or root/form plust.da l./) t!JPlus !..i/le. 
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ka- questions in meiteiron - Sentence which asks 

for a lexical rather than a yes/no,that is, hoy/may response. --
The ~- wo£d which occur in sentences are interrogatives, 

because they are interrogative noun sUbstitutes. The answe'r 

to ~ questions are conditioned by the noun substitute which 

occur in the sentence. for example : In the question ne9 
..... keli cali 'What you are eating?' keli refers to a thing and -- -

it can not refer either a man or place; the ansmer witl be 

something which can be[ate, may be 'meal/candy/fruit,etc.'. 

Likewise, in kana !!y? 'Who is there?'. ~ refers only to 

a person/man, it can not be anything other than ay ~I', or 

tombs 'Tomba' or someone else. 

Imperattve sentence : The imperative or command is 

indicated at the morphological level. Therefore, the impera-

tive sentence in meiteiron is marked by the suffixes which 

indicate command. The imperative markers in meiteiron are -

-\:-uJ, t lO]. {-l~, tnu}, and tkhO}. An~ of the above 
suffixes attached to the V or VP in a sentence, indicates 

- that it is an imperative sentence. Illustrations : 

(108) 

(109) 

(110) 

. " \ na!) catlo 
'you go+command (You go)' 

\,. 
na9 caw 

'you eat+command(You eat)" 

" tomba na!} cslu 
'Tombs you eat+command(different place)(Tc'li: 
(Tombs you go and eat)' 
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Imperatives are in the second person in both the 

nUinbers. Imperatives in mei teiron may be normal, immediate, 

action to be performed at a different place, and an invitation 

to perform. Prohibiti9n is also considered a command in 

Meiteiron because it is more an imperative. than declarative. 

The normal imperatfiles are indicated by {-ul; immediate by tiD) ; 
go and perform at a different place by ~-luJ; an invitation 

to perfomby tlc1; command keep on by ~khO}; and prohibitive 

by {-nu).Illustrations : 

(111) .... .... ne!) cak caUl 
'you rice eat+command (You eat rice/take your meal)· 

(112) .... ...."" nel) cak calo 
'you rice eat+immediate command (Take your meal now)' 

(113) .... .... na!) cak calu 
'you rice eat+different place(You go and take meal)' 

( 114) .... .... nan cak calo 
'you rice eat+invitation(You come for themeal ). 

(115) 
.... .... ns!) cak cakho 

·you rice eat+keep (you keep one eating rice/meal)' 

(116) " .... neo cak caganu 
'~ou rice eat+non-realization+prohibi tive 
{You do not ea~trice/You are prohibited to take meal)' 
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COORDINATION OR CONJOINING 

4.2.0 Sentences in ffieiteiron can be joined together with 

the help of connectors or conjuncts. The method of.showing 

connections or relationships in ffieiteiron are very wide. A 

conjunction is a word or word group that connects two or 

more sentence components. The various conjuncts which join 

sentences in ffieiteiron are the fOllowin~a~ 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

emachu!) 

-ga 

-ga ••• -ga: 

-ga loynene 

edudagi 

edugi matu!Jda 

'and' 

'with • 
'with •• with' 

'together with t' 

'then t 

'there after I 

-chu/-chu •• -chu 'also' 

-ne ...... ne 

aduna 

melem adune 

malamdi 

edubu 

tawwigumbachu!J 

edum oynemak 

edumakpu 

'together •• together' 

'as such/so' 

, there fore' 

'because' 

'but' 

'but' 

'however' 

'even then' 

ruJ Some of the conjunctions are nominal suffixes. Refer, 
3.1.0. 
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(16) aduga 'then/after that' 

(17) nettelaga 'or' 

(18) -muk 'as if (size)' . 

(19) -gum 'as if (habit) , 

Apart from the above conjunctions which join 

sentences in maiteiron, there is a pause which also acts as 

a conjunct. This p.ause is the comma pause. The various 

sentences or constructions which are joined by the above 

conjunctions are illustrated below82 : 
\ 

(1) 

(2.) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

8,2. 

t b h h 1 083 am a amsc uD ay canna 1 
'Tomba and I playing' 

, ~ , 
tombana ~a amachu~ eyna cha cay 

·Tomba fish and I meat eat' 
. , ., , , 
tombene Da emechu~ ayna cha amachuD cawbena cak cay 

"Tomba· fish and I meat and Chaoba rice eat t 

tomba cawba mani yayme smechu~ ay channali 
'Tomba Chaoba mani Yaima and I playing t 

ey iboheli! channeli 
'I Ibohal+with playing' 

imphal tulel nembul tulel2! tinnele 
'Imphal river Nambul river+with joined' 

imphal tulal~ nambul tulelga tinnale 
Imphal river+with Nambul river+with joined' 

Because of model constraints, deletion, gapping, 
co-referring nouns and verbs and other transformations, 
although seen in the illustrations are not discussed. 

The meanings of the connectors in.; the illUstrations 
are approximate. 



(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

( 121 

(13); 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

( 17). 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22). 

84} 

ayga maniS! tombee! cawbsQ! cat1i 
'I+WIt~1 ffiani+with Tomba+with Chaoba+with going' 

ay tombag~ 10ynana channa1i 
'I Tomba+with together playing' 

ay tombag§ manigg 19y~a channali 
II Tomba+wi th ffiani+wi th together playing' 
." • k'" • 84 makhoyda catluy ~dudag1 ay 1a pan1 

'Their's went then I am coming' 
. , ~ 
tombs catkhale adudegi ay 1akle . 

'Tomba gone then I came' 
. , 
tombs catkhale aJiygi matu~da ay lakle 

'Tomba gone then after that I came' 

aychu channali tombschu channa1i 
'l+also playing Tomba+also playing' 

...... aychu catkani 
'I +also will go' 

, , 
tomba~ ay~ cak cay 

'Tomba+together I+together rice eat' 
. , 
tomba~ ay~ maniQ§ catli 

'Tomba+together I+together mani+together going' 

makhoy ph~tte aduna'ay makhoyga tinnaloy 
IThey bad as such I they+with will not mix' 

, , 
makhoy catte aBuna ay cattale 

'They not go so/as such I not gone t 

makhoy ta11i milam aduna (makhoy) laylay 
'They idle therefore (they) poor' 

ay laklaloy malamdi ay nale 
'I will not come because I am ill' 

tombadi cale adubuaydi cad ali 
'Tomba ate but I not (yet) eat' 
.. 
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This sentence has other versions, They are (11a) makhoyda 
catlubadag! (ay) lakpani, (11b) ay makhoyda catluy 
adudagi lBkpani. 

T~is sent~nce has also another version (12a) tombs 
catkhalabaduda ay lakla. 



(23) 

(~4) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

ayna h~yb~ni edubu makhoyna yakhide 
,. I told but they do not agree ,. 

mehakna tannakhi tewwigumb$Chu~ phaQbadi Qemkhide 
'He run after(dogged) but getting not able' 

.... 
eyna haybani adum oynemak kannageni thajede 
'r told howe~er use will not believe' 

tombana tatDlib'eni edumekpu na!) khala yawbiyu 
'Tomba doing evan then you some join' 

" " nao catlukho ~g~ hayga 
'You go then will tell' 

.... 
naD tawge natteleg~ tetDloy hekta hayyu 

'You will do or not do just tell' 

tomba cawbamuk cawwi 
'Tomba Chaoba as big' 

meni caw begum c~tli 
'mani Chaoba-rike gOing/walking' 
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.... .... " ... "-aykhoygi mani~da hewbe~ heynew pambi makh09de leyba~ 
'Our west growing mango tree foot living 

.... 
nipa adu cetkhale 
man the gone' 

The conjunctions can occur in combinations also, 

that is, different conjunctions join various parts of 

sentences of a conjoined structure. Illustrations : 

(32) ay amachuQ cawbe tombega c~tli 
'I and Chaoba Tomba+with going' 

(33) . " .... ay amachuQ cawbe tombage loynane cetli 
'I and Chaoba Tomba+wrtIi together going'" 

(34) ... " aychu. 'cawbachu tombege loynane catli 
'l+a1so Cha06a+also Tom6a+w~together going' 

(35) " eyg~ tombag~ cetlule adubu kanneloy 
'"1 +wi th Tomba+wi th gone but no use' 



(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

, 
aychu cawbachu catlule adubu kannade 

'I+aIio Chaoba+also gone but no use' 
, 

tombe smachu9 ey cetluy adubu yalekte 
'Tomba and I Oone but not agreed' 
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tombs emechu~ rna cetlulabeni adum oynemak kannade 
~Tomba and he went however no use~ 

. , 
tomba£hY cawbe£hY cetlule edum oynemek, kannede 

'Tomba+also Chaoba+also gone however no use' 
. , 
tombaga cawbega cetlule edum oynemak yadale 

'Tomba+with Chaoba+with gone however not agreed' 

Some of the conjunctions listed above and illustrated 

can join infinite number of sentences under one conjoined 

structure. According to the number of sentences which can be 

joined by a conjunction, the conjunctions can be broadly 

divided into two major classes. They are - (i) limited, and 

(ii) unlimited. The limited conjuncts are those which can join 

only two sentences and/or those after joining a sentence or 

parts in a construction no other conjunction can occur after 

them. Those conjunctions which can join infinite numner of 

sentences are termed as unlimited conjuncta. The unlimited 

conjuncts are the following : 

'~d' 

-ge ••• -ga 'with ••• with' 

-chu/-chu ••• -chu 'also/also ••• also' 

-ns ••• -ne 'together ••• together' 
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All other conjunctions listed in (4.2.0) above, 

(except the four conjunctions mentioned above) are limited; 

conjuncts. 

4.2.1 Phonologica~ly, each occurrence of the conjunctions 

is attached to the immediately preceeding NP and there is possi-

bility to pause after each occurrence. Illustrations : 

(1) tombe emechuo/ey channeli86 
'"fIamba and I playing t 

(5) ay ibohal~1 channeli 
'I Ibohal+w1 th playing' etc. 

The conjunctions listed above (4.2.0) can be divided 

into four groups according to the type of sentence components 

they conne ct : 

Coordinating £2Ujunction: Coordinating conjunctions 

connect grammatically equivalent constructions. The coordinating 

conjunctions are : amechu9, edubu, tewwigumbechuD, edum oynemek, 

and netteleg~. Illustrations : 

(41) cawba emechuQ tomba 
'Chaoba and Tomba' 

(42) cawbe emechuQ tombe c'etli 
'Chaoba and Tomba going' 

86 This pause which is indicated by I (a bold slant line) is 
not eq~\~nt to comma,pause or any other kind of pause 
found 1n~H~a language. 
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(42) cawba amechu~ tombs channeli 
'Chaoba and Tomba playing' 

(43) 
, , , 

tombe cak cay edubu mahakti cade 
'Tomba rice eat bui he not eat' 

(44) 
, 

tombsne haykhi tewwigumbechuD ey yakhide 
'Tomba asked but I not agree' 

(45) 
, 

tombe cetlule edum oynemek kannede 
'Tomba gone howe~er no use' 

(46) 
, 

tombe netteleg~ cawbe cetkeni 
'Tomba or Chaoba will go' 

In the above illustrations, cawbe in example (42) and 

tombe in example (46) seems non-equivalent to the other construc-

tion, that, tombe catli in (48) and cawbe c~tkeni in (46). But 

these are grammatically equivalent constructions. In these cases 

there is a case of _ co-referring VP, because of model cons":-~ 

traints it is not shown in the present analysis. 

Correlative conjunction : Like the coordinating con-

junctions, correlative conjunctions also connect grammatically 

equivalent constructions. The difference is that correlative 

conjunctions occur in pairs. The correlative conjunctions are -

-.£!ly ••• -.Eh!:!, -g~ ••• -g,!., -.E!l!:! ••• -g,2, -ne ••• -ne.lllustration - -
(47) 

(14 ) 

(16) 

tombeg~ cawbeg~ ce~li 
tTomba+with Chaoba+with going' 

aychu channeli tombechu channeli - -'I as well as Tomba is Playing' 
, , 

tomben! ey~ cak cay 
'Tomba and I together is having our meal' 
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Comparative conjunction : These are very similar 

to correlative conjunctions. The comparative conjunctions 

are - muk, -gum. Illustrations : - -
(29) 

(48) 

tomba cawbamuk cawwi 
tTomba is as big as Chaoba" 

" tomba cawbagum catli 
'Tomba waliksas if Chaoba (walks) t 

-Consequential conjunction : A consequential 

conjunction connects two or more grammatically equal 

sentences but one of the sentence is resultant to the other. 

Consequential conjunctions are - adugi matu!)da, eduna, 

malam eduna, melamdi and adumekpu. Illustrations : 

(49) " tomba catkhale ~g!.matu~da ay lakle 
tTomba went thereafter I came' 

(50) mane caykhi adpna ay c~loy 
'He rebuked so I will not eat t: 

(51) iboton pel)')i malem aduna. khetne~ 
tiboton is foolish therefore (he) quarrels) 

(52) ibeton laklaloy malamdi g@tljk nale 
'Ibeton will not cone because she is ill' 

(53) " " ayna chembani adumakp~ thajade 
'I am repairing even then (IP have no confidence' 

(54) 
, , 

nS9 tummukho aduga caw 
'you first go ~sIeep then (you) eat t 
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4.2.2.5 Subordinating conjunction : A subordinating 

conjunction connects two or more grammatically non-equivalent 

constructions. The subordinating conjunctions are the rest of 

the conjunctions listed in (4.2.0) above leaving those listed 

under coordinating, correlative, comparative and consequential 

conjunctions. Illustrations : 

(55) 

(56) 

, 
tomba cawbag~ catli 

'-Tomba goes with Chaoba' 
. , 

tombs cawbeg~ !2ynana catli 
'Tomba together with Chaoba are going' etc. 
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SUMMARY 

To summarize, we have discussed above -

The constituent structure of sentences -

endocentric and exocentric constructions and the the immediate 

constituents of sentences have been discussed. The sentence, 

phrase, utterance. etc. have been defined and illustrated. 

Sentences have been divided into - major, minor; Simple, 

Compound and Complex; Declarative, Interrogative and 

Imperative. Permissive sentences come under declarative 

sentences, while prohibitive ones come under imperative 

sentences. The interrogative sentences have been classified 

into hoy/may 'yes/no' questions and ke- 'wh- ,- questions. 

The various coordinators or conjunctions which 

connect constructions have also' ,been discussed. The comma 

pause conjunction has been illustrated. Conjunctions have 

been divided into limited and Unlimited; Coordinating, 

Correlative, Comparative, Consequential, and Subordinating 

types. It has also been illustrated that different 

conjunctions can occur in one conjoined sentence or 

con structi on. 



APPENDIX I 

CLASSIFICATION, OF TIBETO-BURmAN LANGUAGES; 
(Based on Benedict's ""Schema-tic chart of Sino-Tibetan groups" 

STC, p. 6) 

SI NO-T1I BE TAN 

I I 
TIBETO-KAREN CHINESE 

r 
Ti BE TO-B URmAN KAREN' 

Tibeto-Kanauri , 
\ 

Gyarung (1) 

/' 
\ 

lepc~a \ 

" \ '\ 
/ 

,/ 

Bahing-V'ayu -- -
Newari KACHIN~ --

~-.-.--~~~~~--.- .- ....- /' I I .... " 
Abor-miri-Oafla / I I 

I / , I 
BOdo-Gar~ I I 

/ I 
Konyak Kuki-Naga 

-
-

mikir 
meitei(including 
mru 

-
'-

- Burmese-tala 

Nung(ish) 
Trung 

Kadu(tuish) 
Taman 

tuish except Kadu) 

Note : All languages coming under the group Luish except Kadu, 
that is, Sek~ai, A'n.dro, Chairel, etc. are dialects of 
meitei. This classification is tentative, because this 
is based on the datas available on date. For a better 
and more complete classification further study is 
necessary. 



pi , 
pi 

... ... 
pikpe 

" piknaw 

pithelay 

pichum 

pe 
, " petpa 
\ , 

pekpa 
, 

peba 
, 

penba 
\ patpa 

, , 
pakpa 

, 
pamba 

pan 
\ 

panba 
, " panbe 

pendup 

paw 
, , 

pawba 

pawlon 
, 

payba 
... \ 

payba 

pa 
, 

pat 

APPENDI X II 

VOCABULARY' 

'tear ' 

'give ~ 

'small' 

'very small" 

'brass" 

'eye brow' 

'a kind of big umbrella' 

'soft/not hard' 

'taking out" 

'about to weep" 

'satisfaction t 

'rotten • 

'stick/sui ted' 

'taking on the lap" 

'bund' 

'mentioning t 
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'stop over/layover/stay over' 

'stanza' 

'pole • 

'coarse/not fine' 

'latch' 

'heap' 

'slanting' 

'eye lash' 

'lake' 



'\ " patpa 

" " pakpa 

pakhal) 

pakhala 
, 

paba 
, , . 

paba; 

pam 
, 

pamba 
" ... pamba 
, 

pan 
'\ 

panba 

" . pal)ba 
.. .. pa!)ba 

po 
.. pot 
.. pok . .. .. pokpa 
.. , .. 

pokkhayba 
.. pothaba 

.. .. poba 

" pomba 
.. " pomba 

.. 
ponba 
.. 

pOD 
.. puk 

'ulcer • 

'breadth 1 

'~outh/bachelor ' 

'widower' 

'reading/matching 1 

"thin 1 

'~addy field in the hill" 

'like/fond' 

'tiger " 

"arum' 

'reigning' 

'helping' 

'~pan(eye)/carrying out' 

'pieces used in games' 

'thing/article " 

'whi te hair' 

'giving birth' 

'blasting t 

'relax/taking rest' 

'taking on the back~ 

'swelling/boils' 

"budding' 

'~unch (back etc.)' 

'raft' 

tbelly' 
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... ... pukcatpa 
, 

putheba 

" pubs 
, ... 

pubs 

" pumbs 
... ... 

pumba 

pun 

" punba 
, , 

punba 

puo 

puoba 

ti 

timpha 

tin , 
tin 

ti1laykhombi 

tilJkhaO 

tiothew 

tinchinba 

tinchibi 

tintha10k 

ti1haw 
"-tek 
... ... 

tekpa 

tekta 

tekhaw 
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'cholera' 

'taking down t: 

'bearing ,-

'taking loan/borrowing' 

'rotten' 

'rounded/all' 

'earthen pitcher' 

'-binding' 

'meeting' 

'musical drum/hour' 

'pair' 

'testicle/penis' 

'water leech' 

'-worm' 

'saliva' 

'caterpil1ar' 

• thoz:n ' 

'addition/mixingf: 

'linum t 

'earth worm' 

'onion' 

'a kind of utensil' 

'breaking • 

'a kind of spice leaf' 

'Assam' 



tekhaw yaykhu 
" tembak 
, 

tembe 

tema 

ten 
" " tenbe 

tendo!) 

tenjey 

terJkhel 

, 
tel)got 

telJgon 

" tapne 
" ... tatpe 

" " takpe 

tekhellay 
, 

tambe 

tambak 
~ . tan 

, 
tenba 

tenden 

talJkhay 

, " tanba 

" tawba 
, " tewbe 

'a kind of medicinal plant' 

'clod " 

'levelling' 

'sugarcane saplings' 

'arrow' 

'shortness' 

'quiver' 

'shaft " 

'trigger' 

':lament t 

'cup/bowl' 

'an a~my' 

'slowly • 

'breaking (string)' 

'grinding/running over' 

'a kind of flower' 

'learning/imitation' 

'lap/valley~· 

'bread' 

'lazyness' 

'fire fly' 

'half' 

'tasting t 

'hardened scar' 

'doing' 

'digging t 
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, , 
tayba 

ta , 
takpa 

" " takpa 

tamna 

tamne , 
tabe , , 
taba 

, 
tanbe 

tantha 
, 

ta~kak 

taw , 
tawba 

tawthala 

tawthebi 

tawji!J 
, 

tayba 

taylen 
, , 

tokpa 

tokchu 

" tonba 

" to!) be 
, " to!Jba 

to!Jjey 

to!Janna 

'smearing • 

'spear/javeline' 

'telling/teaching' 

'vanishing • 

'a kind of bird' 

'at a far distance' 

'falling t 

'hearing t 

'driving away' 

'rythm' 

'chapter' 

'wave • 

'a kind of dry fish worm' 

'floating' 

'gull' 

fa kind of paddy' 

'frui t t 

"sti tching/selTing paddy' 

'toon wood I 

'stopping/dropping' 

'wooden mallet· 

'owe' 

'riding' 

'raised plateform· 

'hollow pipe' 

'aloof' 
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tu 
... 

tUkhol) 

tum 
, 

tumba 
, ... 

tumba 

tuma 

tUD 

tulel 
... 

tuba 
... , 

tuba 

... ... 
cikpa 

ci thek 
... 

ciba , 
cin , 
cinba , 
cinban , 
ciD 

Ci!Jb'B 

" cilJl ay 

ci!Jkhay 
... 

ce , , 
ceppa 
" ... cetpa , 

cek 

cekla 

ceklawbi 

'body hair' 

'pore in the body t-

'pointed tip' 

'dissolving' 

~sleeping/rounded~ 

'even number' 

'back • 

'river' 

'falling down t 

'stitching' 

'bite/itching/quiet' 

"corner' 

'drenching out' 

'mouth' 

'busy/tight/constriction' 

'lips' 

'hill/mountain t 

"dragging • 

'dragon' 

'north-east direction' 

"paper' 

tlying sideways' 

tste ad fast' 

'brick' 

'bird .. 

'painted snipe' 
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-, 
cekhayba 

, 
cenba 

cenjammuk 

celJhi 

" ceopak 

, 
cappa , , 
catpa 

caphu 

cakhom 
" camba , 

camphut 
, 

canba 

canam 

canan , 
canilJ 

cani 
, 

cay 
, 

cayba 

" ca , 
cak 

, 
cakpa 

, 
caba 
, ..... 
caba 

'broke open" 

'running .. 

'basket for washing rice' 

'rice (uncooked)· 

'earthen pitcher for storing 
uncooked rice' 

tlotion (rice water)' 

'flattened rice' 

'mushroom' 

'pre ssing , 

'going' 

'earthen pitcher' 

'mouthful' 

'simple/tasteless' 

'plain boiling' 

'capaci ty' 

'garlic' 

'oat' 

'abdomen' 

'two hundred' 

"stick .. 

'rebuking' 

'wax/lac' 

'-rice (cooked) t 

'burning t 

'revealing/eroding' 

'eating' 
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, 
camba 

calJ 

caychen 

" cayba 
, 

cawba 

" coppa 
" " cotpa 

" cokthaba 
'\ comba 
, 

conba 
, " conba , 

cODkhu 

" cO!Jba 

cOlJlJa 

cu 
, , 

cuppa 
.. 

cuba 

" cuk 

cuthak 

cuba 

cum 

cumthal) 

cumbalay , 
cujak 
., 
cu~ 

'washing • 

'average' 

'bell metal drinking bowl' 

'strewing' 

'getting insult· 

'getting wet' 

'tire' 

'shaggy' 

'full to the brim' 

'lengthy' 

'night heron' 

t jumping 1 

'a kind of bird' 

• cane sugar' 

'kissing' 

'i mbue ing t· 

'spigot t 

'corner'cf. cithek. 

'both sides of the face' 

'lizard" 

'rainbow t 

'peach' 

'mai ze' 

'oblong shield for lancers' 
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kichi 
... 

kiba 

kin 

ketuki 

kege 
... 

kenbe 
.... "-kappa 
, ... 

katpa 
'.... ... kekpa 
... 

kakcel) 
... 

kaklay 
... 

ke!) 

keday 

kaphoy 

kebuliya 
.. 

kabok , 
kabokaD 

kebokay 

kay 
... kay 

kaythel 

keychal- _ 

kaylak 
, 

kawba 
... kawba 

'knot' 

'tie' 

'fist' 

'a thorny flower' 

'castor' . 
'falling' 

'weeping' 

'offering' 

'cutting' 

'ant' 

'fissur in the sole(foot)' 

tan aquatic plant' 

'where' 

'pomegranate' 

'sil ver oak' 

"parched rice' 

'water hyacinth' 

'leopard t 

'tiger' 

'barn"" 

"market t 

'wolf .. 

'ladder' 

'calling' 

'short of length' 

'locust' 
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, kawna 

ka 

" kap 

" kappa 

k'ab'a 

kaba 

" kakphay 

ka~ 

" ka!} 

ka!)cup 

" ka!)khal 

k8!) khoO 

kaothon 

kaojay 
"-kot 

k'ok 

" " " kok cikpe 
, 

kokphay 

" koktho,9 

kom 
\. , 

komba 

" konba 

" " konba 
... 

kontho,9 

ko!,)gale,!) 

kODgon 

konjin 

'reed t 

'room' 

tspan' 

"shooting' 

'climbing " 

'scorching/burnt' 

'leech' 

'a game' 

r-mosqui to' 

'smoking pipe t 

'mosquito net' 

'wheel' 

'bedstead' 

'hockey stick • 

'granary' 

'head' 

'headache' 

'fungi' 

'head load' 

'pit' 

'loose' 

"hugging • 

'bending' 

'gate' 

'oyster' 

• foam/bubble' 

'tap' 
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kona 

kOlJgoy 

koy 

koli 
, , 

koyba 
, 

koyba 

kolaw 

kolphu 

phi 

philan 

philep 

phija 9 

phi jet" 

phibem 

phidam 
, 

phe9ba 

pham 

" phek 

" phette 

" phamba 
, 

phanba 
, 

phs!Jbs 
.. 

phayba , , 
phayba , 
phaygan 

phaw. , 
phawba 

'palm • 

"loop" 

'beard .. 

'copper • 

'making round/rounded' 

'unfamiliar" 

'sun' 

'a big thick utensil' 

'flag' 

.. atti tud e" 

'screen • 

'posi tion t 

'ideal' 

'cleaning utensirs· 

'bed/post, .. 

"matt 

'si tting t 

• swaggering' 

'getting/receiving" 

'horizontal • 

'slanting' 

"thigh' 

• paddy' 

'drying .. 
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" , phawla , 
phaklan 

" phaba 
, , 

phaba 

phadok / 
, 

phanbe 

" " phanba 
, 

phaybok 

ph ay len 
, 

phawba 
, " photpe 

" " phooba 
, ' phoybe 
" , phutpe 

, 
phunba 

, , 
phube 

phulit 

, 
thi 

, " 
·thik-nemba 

thiba 

" " thibe 

thinb'a , 
thinbe 

" thekpa 

" thebe 

'big winnow for drying paddy t 

'wall t 

'dishevelling' . 

"catching t 

'prisoner' 

'shaving .. 

'drinktng/smoking (ornate) • 

'twin • 

'name of a month ,-

'famous' 

'patching' 

'publishing' 

'uprooting • 

'boiling' 

22'5. 

'blocking the way/filling up(pit)' 

tbeating' 

"shirt' 

'nigh t soil' 

'dwarf t 

'searching • 

'counting/ugly t 

tescorting • 

'striking' 

'shutting/blocking t 

'bending/curve t 

'rabbit t 



" thenbe 
... ... 

thenbe 
, 

the!)be 
" .... the~be 

the!)gu 

" ... thakpa 

" thek 

thebak 

thebombi 

thagay 
... thagokpa 

themoy 

thembal 

thaybo~ 

tha 
.... 

thak 

" thaba 
... , 

thabe 
... " thajaba 

... 
thajabe 

" thaI) 

... 
thop 

" "\ thokpa 
, 

thombe 

tho!) 

tshowing ,; 

'shallow' 

'banging/colliding t 

'late t 

'tortoise' 

'wooden hammer' 

'drinking ,; 

"a kind of worm' 

'chest' 

'lungs' 

'half of fathom' 

'hiccup' 

'heart' 

'lotus' 

'fig/jack fruit' 

'moon/month' 

'step/stair' 

'hitting/Plantation' 

'thickness/release' 

'trust/believe' 

'betrothing' 

'sword/dagger/knife,etc. ' 

'lamp' 

'brain' 

'coming out' 

1 plastering' 

'bridge t 
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.. 
thu 

.... , \ 
thukkatpa 

.... 
thugayba 

thum 
... 

thumbs 
" .... thumbs 

thumok 

thun 

chi 

" chi 
... , 

chikpe 

chin-
... 

chinbe 
.... .... 

chinba 

\ 
chi!) be 

" \ chi!Jbe 
" chi!Jna.!) 
... 

chi!}je!) 

chi!Jju 

ehi!Jli 

chen 

chendB9 

~door t 

'gate ~ 

~vagina' 

"thrilling' 

'breaking' 

'salt'" 

"sweet' 

'flooding' 

'basket t-

'hip/buttock' 

'die t 

'dismantle/damolish~ 

·s.cta~ching , 

~job/duty , 

'copying/change ~ 

'arrangement/sour' 

'"ginger' 

'firewood' 

're,payment t 

'marked for revenge' 

·weeds· 

'axe • 

'a variety of salad' 

'nerves' 

'money" 

'sparrow' 
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" chenbe 

cham 
... 

cham 

chen 

chennaw , 
chen tho!) , 
chen 

" cheagay 

'" chs!)goy 
... 

chal)gon 

chegol 

ehamja 

'" cha 

" " chatpa 

" chathibe 

" chamu 
.. , 

chaybe 

cho 
.... .... 

chotpe 

" " chokpe 

" chonbe 
... .... 

chonbe 

, 
choyba 

" " choyba 

" chuk 

chunu 

fherding t 

'a kind of basket' 

'hair f 

'cow' 

'cal f' 

'south-west portion of house' 

I'a construction' 

'main' house/residence' 

'out house' 

"cow shed' 

'horse I' 

'anus t 

'animal' 

'blooming' 

'ferocious t 

'elephant' 

'chewing' 

"key" 

'taking credit I' 

'touching/hurt· 

'remembering/praying' 

'weakness' 

'bushy • 

'cutting into slice' 

'committing mistake' 

'pestle • 

'lime • 
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chum 

chumban 

chumjit 

chuma~ 

chululJ 

.... 
khikpa 

... "-
khiba 

... 
khannaba 

" khennaba 

" khappa 

khek 

khad~ 

khejay 

kheli 

khalay 

khaluo 

khawal) 

" khawal) nabe 

khayloy 

kha 

khambi 

khamen 

kha,9 

kha9pok 

kha!Jdet 

'mite' 

'mortar' 

'broom" 

t co urty ard .. 

'cave' 

'sprinkling t, 

'tired of' 

'ringing" 

'discussion' 

'di fference' 

'winnowing t 

'never ,,-

'chin t 

'cheek' 

"alkalene • 

'lattice t 

'earthen jar' 

'waist/loin t 

'lumbago' 

'squirrel t, 

'south' 

'fire' 

'brinjal/egg fruit' 

'frying pan' 

"cottage/hut' 

'girdle' 
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khalaw 'cobra' 

khayat 'jaw' 

khaw t bag' 

khom 'breast' 

khon(jen) 'voice/sound' 

" kho!J 'leg t 

kho!) 'canal t 
, 

kho!)tha.!) 'footstep' 

kh~9bi 'big toe' 

kho!Jban 'di tch ' 

kho9dalum 'gourd t 
" . kho!J Jfj "anklet' 

... 
kho!Jgun 'footprint' 

, 
kho!Jgalaw 'trousers' 

khoy "bee • 
... 

khoy 'navel" 

khoymu 'black bee' 

khoynmf) 'nightingale' 

khoybini~thaw "hornet' 

khoylU 'wax' 

khoy-hi 'honey' 

khoylin 'intestine' 

khawli 'neck " 

khawnaw 'throat' 

khawli uto,) 'wind pipe' 

" khut 'h and' 
, 

khutcha 'finger' 



khukwtJ £khu?u_7 

khubak 

khubi 

khudem 

khuda9 

khuji 

khujin 

khujok 
'" khumit 

khuma9 

khudop 

khudonbi 

khudu!7 

khuni!) 

khunil)thew 

" khunet 

khunam 

khunawbi 

khu!) 

khungel)/khun 

khulay 

khulum 

jegoy 

" mi 

mi 

'kneel 

'palm of the hand' 

'thumb' 

'sign' 

'wrist' 

'bangle' 

'nail' 

'handful" 

'ankle joint· 

'front leg' 

'ring .. 

'index finger' 

'hind leg t 

'heel' 

'ring finger' 

'treadle' 

'opposite part of the palm' 

'Ii ttle finger' 

'village' 

'shin t 

'wooden sandal' 

'dance 1 

'man' 

'spider' 
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" mit 
\ 

mitpanii 
"-

mitthaw , 
mitkup 

" mit naha 
\. 

micen , 
mica!) 
, \. " mikok thiba 

michi 
.... 

mikhen 
.... , 

minembe 

minay 

mi!J 

mi!)cet 

miochen 

mil8!) 
'\, 

mihutth0.9 

mihun 

mela 

meluk 

mapa 

meton , 
meton 

maca 

mecu 

matu 
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'eye' 

'eyelid' 

'sty' 

'minute' 

'eye ball' 

'disserter' 

t-ally' 

'census'-

'lead " 

'election t 

"deceiving t 

'servant ,. 

'name t 

tfame" 

'looking glass' 

'window' 

'pulse' 

t name of a month' 

"small basket for measuring rice' 

'father t 

'help" 

'summit/peak' 

·sprout' 

'issues/descendents • 

'colour' 

'feather' 



matam 
"' maci 

meku 

" maku 

makubok 

. mephen 

methen 

metha!} 

mathoy 

mecha 

machin 

machi~ 

machem 

macho!) 

mtlkhan 

makhum 

mami 

maman 

mena 

manamachi!) 

mal) , 
rna!) 

malJge 

ma!)ga1a 

malJa 

mali 

me1iphu 

'time' 

'"horn' 

'owl' 

'bark t 

'father-in-law' 

'breadth' 

'next' 

'interest' 

"branch/wing' 

'fibre' 

"number" 

'day day after to-morrow' 

'mane' 

'kind' 

'lid .. 

"shadow' 

'price • 

'leaf • 

'vegetab1e' 

"buri a1 ground' 

'dream • 

'tamarind' 

'sweet potato' 

'five' 

"four" 

'eighty • 
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maliphutala 

malup 

malu 

malum 

mahi 

mahik 
... 

mahay 

mahawcha 

mahak 

mahaw 

mahut 

mayek 

maya!) 

mayan 
... 

rna 
, 

maybe 

" maba 

" may 

may 

may kay 

may khan 

maykhum 

" mo 

man 

man pak/mompak 

• 
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'ninty' 

'friend' 

'seed' 

"egg ,. 

'liquid' 

'germ' 

'frui t/resul t'" 

'nature' 

'he' 

'fat' 

'substitute' 

"script' 

'any Indian, except the tribals 
of north-east India' 

'sprout" 

'bedbug' 

'physician' 

'grope I 

'wind' 

"face t 

'no'· 

'direction' 

'screen t 

'viel' 

'a kind of flea' 

'pillow'" 

'mattress t 



mOlJpham 

mala 

molok 

moybuf) 

mut 

" muk 

muci 

" muktabi 
, 0/ mukca-bl. cenap 

mukna 

munba 

nipi 

nipa 

nipa in 

" nilla 
~ 

ni!J 

ni!)t~amtha 

n in thauJr' 

nipan 

nini 
, 

nekpe , 
nembe 

nap 

nattalaga 

nam 

nambo 

t"graveyard' 

'b amboa' stool' 

'conch' 

t"handful' 

'ink' 

'cobbler' 

·fountain pen' 

"blotting paper t 

·wrestling' 

'ripe' 

'woman t 

'man' 
'drag net' 

'begging t 

'back/hip' 

'winter' 

'king' 

"eigh t' 

'second day' 

'hiring' 

'dwarf' 

'mucus' 

'or' 

'back' 

'luggage/baggage t 
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nel)/nehak 

nahan 

na 

napi 

napu 

natay 

naton 

nacan 
... 

nakhokpe 

namma 

nay 

nayin 

nawma 

nOI) 
.... nOl)pok 
.... 

no!)cup 

nOQphay 

nO')thek 
, 

nO!Jtha!) 
.... 

no!)-cha 

nOl)ja 

nOl)jutha 

no~gawbi 

nOIJma 

no!)mey 
.... 

nogmay 

no~may ji!) 
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'you • 

'day befciJre yesterday' 

'ear' 

'grasS" 

'yellow' 

tproof '.' 

'nose • 

"centipede t 

'snoring' 

'single' 

'puss' 

tear ring' 

'child • 

'rain t 

"east' 

'west' 

'mist' 

'sky t 

"lightening t 

'lion ,. 

'day • 

'rainy season' 

'pied crested cuckoo' 

'one day' 

'next year t 

'gun • 

'sunday • 



" n09!Janba 

nO!Jlay 

nooya;' 

nonyin 

numit 
.... 

numi t YU!Jba 

numidalJway 

numit lay , 
nUl) 

nU!J 

nuothin 
, 

nU.!Jche,9 

nU9cha 

nu!)chi t 

'Jaw 

')ewdo~ 

!)ak 

')achi 

,]achay 

!Jsmu 

!Jamkhay 

!Jala!) , 
!Ja , 
.9apelum , 
!Jaton 

'day break' 

'whirlwind t 

"midnight' 

'pheasant' 

'day/sun' 

'noon .. 

'evening t 

'sunflower' 

'stone' 

'inside/heart' 

'daylight/daytime " 

, 'piles' 

'sunshine t 

'wind • 

'hammer" 

'palate' 

'cataract' 

'to-day' 

'some time back' 

t loach/mudfish' 

'limi t t 

'yesterday t 

'fish 1 

'mud eel t 

'labeo bata' 
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, 
!Jacek 

nanu 
, . 

na1akp1 

... 
1i 

1icey 

1ik 

1ik1i 

1ik1a 

1ichi9 

lin 

1ep 

1emphu 

leo. 

1e!) 

1ephu 

1aphoy 

1achi9 

lam 
... 

lam 

1an 

1e!) 

1a!)khunu 

1a~ja 

lay 
, .. 

1aybe 

'shrimp' 

'tadpole' 

'duck' 

'king fisher' 

"cane' 

'cane stick' 

'necklace' 

tbott1e t 

'thousand t 

'snake t-

'height t 

'root· 

'hail' 

"shoulder t 

'-plantain tree t 

'banana' 

'cotton' 

'fathom' 

'track" 

'-property t 

'thread' 

'dove' 

'vul ture ,; 

'flower/tongue' 

'purchase/buy t 
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lay pan 

lay tum 

1eycin 

1ayka.9 

lay chaw 

1aychabi 

1ayma 

1aybak 

1ayna 

1ay~oy 

1ayyay 
, 

lew 

lew 

1awchiIJ , 
1ewmi 

1awway , 
1awway . 

... 
1a 

1a 

1an 

1av 

lay 

1aybak 

1ay1ik 

1a-y1en 

1 aoban 

'clod " 

'cloud' 

'smut" 

'whi te ant' 

"virgin/maid/girl' 

'earth/1and .' 

'peta1 of flower' 

'sand' 

"flat mallet .. 

'-paddy • 

'hook • 

'-inte11igence .. 

'cultivator' 

'crown of the he ad " 

'rural area' 

• p1alitain 1e af' 

'big round winnow for drying grains' 

'war' 

'trap' 

'God .' 

'forehe ad" 

'book " 

'python" 

'name of a month' 



1ayna 

" 10k 

10n 

10~ 

10IJkhum 

1u 
, 

1u 

1upaw 

1ukhe1a 

hi 
... 

hik 

hidak 

hidak mana 

higok 

hekca9 

hen 

hanna 

ha!)gam 

ha!)oy 

hayi9 

'heye!) 
"-hey 

" haytup 
, 

haykak 

'desease' 

'brook' 

'language' 

'fishing basket' 

'mu1tiheaded weapon with long 
handle t 

'hoof' 

'head t 

'fishing trap' 

'dandruff' 

'flllDdB 'widow t 

'marriage t 

'boat' 

"louse • 

'medicine t 

'tobacco leaf' 

'green' 

'body t 

'maggot t 

'again t 

'mustard t 

'frog' 

'"fly' 

'to-morrow' , 

'fruit' 

'apple l' 

'water chest nut' 

,', 
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hawdory 

ha 
.. " hatpe 

hame!) 

halaw 

holay 

hoyl0l) 
, 

hu 

humS!) 

humni 

humphu 

humphutala 

humay 

" huy 

huy 

... 
wa 

wakci!) 

" wachek 
... 

wakhal 

" walep 
, -

walt!) .. 
wahey 

waynu 

waykhu 

way 

'cat .. 

'yam t ,.. 
'killing t 

'goat t 

~') 
" ~ 

'cricket/grass hopper' 

'saw t 

'rectum' 

'poison t 

'sweat' 

'third day' 

"sixty' 

'seventy" 

'fan t, 

'dog l' 

trivet .. 

'bamboo' 

"name of a month' 

'promise' 

'thought/idea .. 

"resolution' 

"prose' 

'word t 

• crane t 

'crab t 

'chaff' 
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.. 
wau,-tha.l)naba 

... 
yet 

yettum 
. , 
yek 

yen 

yen chin 
'-yenneba 

yennaw 

yencha!J 
'- , 

yayba 

ya 

~. ~yapa'J 

\ 
yaca!Jbe 

yathak 

yakha 
.... 

yam , 
ya~ 

ya!Jkok 

y a9khey 

yopi 
, 

yot 

" yotpak 
, 

yotcabi 

yo~ 

YO!Jkham 

yu 

'brown' 

'right" 

'needle' 

'origin of a family' 

'hen' 

'sorrel' 

'division t 

'chicken' 

'curry • 

'striking t 

'tooth' 

'molar teeth' 

'dusk' 

'upper jaw' 

'lower jaw t 

'flour' 

'back bone' 

'winnow' 

'fi fty t 

'nail' 

'iron t 

'spade' 

'magnet t 

'monkey'" 

'100m t 

'wine t 
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yubi 

yum , 
yuhalabe 

i , 
i 

ipa 

ipu 

ipen 
... 

ipuloyba 

itey 

ita 

itaw 

iton 
, 

itu 

ice 

ican 

ica 

iku 

ichen 
\ 

ichi9 
... 
ichs!) 

ichay 

ichu 
, 

ibe 

iben 

'coconut' 

'house" 

'earthquake t 

'urine' 

'thatch t' 

'blood" 

"father f 

'grandfather' 

'father's elder brother' 

'husband • 

'husband's .lder brother' 

'friend(female) .. 

t:fri1end(male) , 

"wife' 

'elder sister ,. 

'younger sister' 

'son/daughter .. 

'father-in-law' 

'brother-in-law(younger)" 

'water" 

'moss' 

'song .. 

"grandchildren t 

'wri ting t, 

'grandmother' 
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imaw 

ima 

imabok 

imom 

in 

ine 

inembok 

indon 

inaw 

i~khol 

i!)en 

i!)a 

ilay , , 
iloyba 

iya 

iyambe 

al) 81) 

emom 

eme 

eni 

alum 

ehil) 
, 

ahanba 

'brother-in-law (elder)~ 

'elder brother (female)' 

'd aughter-in-law t 

'mother' 

'mother's elder sister' 

'da-ughter' 

'family t 

'fishing net~ 

'father's sister' 

--mother-in-l aw' 

'aunt t 

'younger brother' 

'garden/compound t 

--name of a month' 

tn arne of a month' 

'F"riday ~ 

'swimming ~ 

"'son-in-law( female)' 

'elder brother' 

"child t 

'female • 

'one' 

'two' 

'fever' 

'night --

'first' 
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ehum , 
ehumchuba 

ahumlak 

eyuk 

achi 

ada 

... 
ok 

" oba 

" oy 

u 

uphul , 
ut 

utin 

uci 

ucek 

ucan 

umaybi 

un 
, 
un 

uli 

ulit 

uyen 

ukay 

• three' 

'"third '" 

'thrice' 

'morning t 

'this' 

'at a distance' 

'pig' 

'vomi ting' 

'summer' 

'left .. 

'tree t 

'dust ,. 

"ash' 

'musk rat' 

'rat' 

'bird' 

'pine' 

'ki te t" 

"snow" 

'skin' 

'creeper' 

'tailor· bird • 

'pimple t 

tegret • 

'mushroom • 

'harrow' 
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